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AN EXPLORATORY INQUIRY INTO THE USEFULNESS OF OSTERWALDER’S BUSINESS MODEL 
CANVAS IN ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND NEW VENTURE MARKETING COURSES 

 
Anu Basu, San Jose State University  

Joe Giglierano, San Jose State University 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: Osterwalder’s Business Model Canvas (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010) has become popular as a framework for 
designing business models for new ventures.  The authors have recently used this framework in teaching entrepreneurship 
and new venture marketing courses. To gain further understanding of its usefulness, the authors compare the Business 
Model Canvas with Porter’s Value Chain (Porter 1985), which has been the standard framework for thinking about firms 
for many years. The comparison, plus the authors’ exploratory review of students’ work, provides insights into the 
strengths and weaknesses of the Business Model Canvas and leads to suggestions for using it.      
Design/Methodology/Approach: This is an exploratory inquiry investigation into the usefulness of the Business Model 
Canvas based on a conceptual comparison with the elements of Porter’s Value Chain and an exploratory review of student 
projects in which the Business Model Canvas was used as a framework.   
Findings: The Business Model Canvas was generally useful as a framework for designing new ventures, focusing on the 
choice of target market segments and creation of value for members of these segments.  Conceptual comparison with the 
Value Chain model suggested that the Business Model Canvas needed to be modified to include elements of Learning 
Activities and Building Activities into the framework.  The review of student projects suggests that without these 
modifications, students (and perhaps, by inference, entrepreneurs) would tend to give short shrift to these activities in their 
business model designs and in the activities they would undertake.  This exploration further suggests that it is important 
for students (and entrepreneurs) to distinguish between a desired future business model to be achieved after launch and a 
business model of activities to be immediately pursued to eventually arrive at this desired future business model. The 
paper also includes other related findings and suggestions that enhance the usefulness and effectiveness of using the 
Business Model Canvas. 
Implications/Value: The paper provides evidence that use of the Business Model Canvas will help students (and 
entrepreneurs) to see how the pieces of the new venture fit together to provide value for customers.  Further it suggests 
pitfall to be avoided and modifications to be made that will enhance its usefulness. 
Keywords: Business Model, Business Model Canvas, Entrepreneurship Education, New Venture Marketing 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The sudden popularity of the Business Model Canvas (the “Canvas”), developed by Alexander Osterwalder, creates a new 
opportunity to conceptualize businesses, as well as non-business organizations, more effectively (Osterwalder and Pigneur 
2010).  Steve Blank has promoted the idea of using the Canvas as a frame for creating hypotheses to be tested in the 
Customer Development process he has developed for use in starting new ventures (Blank and Dorf 2012).  The authors of 
this paper have, accordingly, incorporated the Canvas and Customer Development ideas in classes we teach in 
entrepreneurship and new venture marketing.  
 
Our experience in using these ideas has largely been positive.  In this paper, we wish to share what we have learned and 
what we recommend for incorporating these ideas into the teaching and practice of new venture startup, particularly as it 
pertains to understanding value for customers and development of marketing in the new venture.  
 
 

OSTERWALDER’S CANVAS 
 

In the past few years, the Osterwalder framework of business models (Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010) has become a 
common way to think of organizations and how they are configured.  The canvas shows how the organization provides 
value for some group of customers.  Further it shows how revenues are generated by providing value and how the 
revenues are used to pay the costs of providing value.  
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The business model has nine elements as shown in the Canvas by the arrangement of nine boxes.  The whole business 
model drives toward the box that represents the target market segments, shown in the far right-hand box (see Figure 2).  
The box in the center is the central element that creates value for the segments, the Value Propositions.  Revenues and 
Costs are represented by boxes along the bottom of the Canvas.  Listed, these nine elements are: 
 
Segments – The organization must decide what groups of customers it will address.  The entrepreneur needs to determine 
what needs are important and should be addressed. 
 
Customer Relationships – This is how the organization deals with customers, with single online transactions at one end of 
the spectrum to personalized contact over an extended period of time at the other. 
 
Channels – This is how communications reach customers and vice versa, as well as how products and services are 
delivered to customers. 
 
Value Propositions – This is the statement of important benefits and problems solved that each customer segment will 
receive.  Products and services that provide these benefits are specified. 
 
Key Activities – These are the activities that must be done in order to deliver value to customers, generate enough revenue 
to be sustainable, and manage costs to be sustainable. 
 
Key Resources – These are the financial and capability resources necessary to create value, generate sufficient revenues, 
and manage costs to be sustainable. 
 
Partnerships – These are the relationships with other organizations and individuals that make it possible to create value, 
generate sufficient revenues, and manage costs. 
 
Revenues – These are the details of how and when customers pay for value and the revenues return to the organization. 
Costs – These are the details of how and when costs are incurred and paid for. 
 

Figure 1: Business Model Canvas 
 

 
The Canvas is a way of representing a current, past or future business model in a way that helps produce useful insights.  
The boxes are organized such that there is a left to right general flow of activities that produce value for target customer 
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segments.  Data, statements, and questions within each box are intended to refer to connecting boxes.  This should help 
the entrepreneur or manager to see how activities and resources are interconnected. 
 
One of the most prevalent uses of the Canvas in recent years has been as the framework for driving Customer 
Development in the process of starting a new business.  Steve Blank (Blank and Dorf 2012) suggests using the Canvas as 
the framework for creating hypotheses about a new venture’s business model.  Then, the early tasks of the entrepreneur in 
the new venture startup process are to test these hypotheses with low-cost, quick-turnaround trials.  The goal of the startup 
effort is to arrive at a functioning business model that generates enough net cash flow to be sustainable. 
 
Since the Canvas framework has emerged, and since Steve Blank has adopted it as a frame for structuring customer 
development and new venture marketing, the authors of this paper have adopted the Canvas framework for several of our 
entrepreneurship courses (along with Customer Development).  All of these courses have involved student projects in 
which students initiate planning – and in some instances, actual launch – of new ventures.  We have been using the 
Canvas framework to guide their planning and customer development efforts.  Accordingly, we have been able to observe 
how useful the framework has been for them.  
 
As we gained experience with the Canvas, we reflected on our experience in our courses in which students used the 
Canvas.  Based on our overall recollection, we recall some recurring issues with its use, even though it has enhanced 
student learning and the quality of their projects.  On the positive side, we have found the following: 
 
1. Students seem to have a better idea of how the elements of the business will fit together to provide value for a 

segment of customers. 
2. Students seem to have a better idea of how value turns into revenue and flows back to the organization. 
3. Students seem to have a better idea of how the activities they propose translate into costs which must be paid for out 

of revenues. 
4. The framework seems to give students clues as to how to construct hypotheses to be tested in customer development. 

 
However, recurring problems still seem to arise: 
 
1. There is confusion between current activities and the way the business is hypothesized to run when it is launched.  

Students need to be shown that there is a current business model that includes an emphasis on learning and building.  
This model is different than the hypothesized future business model, the model that results from the learning and 
building activities and presents the business as it is when it is launched and ongoing. 

2. There is a tendency to leave out important activities or resources in the hypothesized business model. 
 
 

THE PRIOR STANDARD: PORTER’S VALUE CHAIN 
 

Before investigating further, we wanted to gain insight from a comparison to a prior framework that was in common use.  
In the mid-1980s, Porter’s Value Chain (Porter 1985) became the underpinning for thinking about how organizations and 
networks created value for customers.  As such, the Value Chain became the default framework for thinking about 
business models (though business model was not a commonly used concept at the time).  At this point, we wanted to 
compare the Canvas and the Value Chain, looking for insights into advantages and disadvantages of using the Canvas. 
 
The elements of the Value Chain are shown in Figure 2. The Value Chain within the organization is divided into two 
general kinds of activities, direct and indirect.  The direct activities directly contribute to value for customers; the indirect 
activities make it possible for the organization to perform the direct activities.  The direct activities are divided into five 
types – inbound logistics, production activities, outbound logistics, marketing and sales activities, and service activities.  
The indirect activities include infrastructure, human resource management, research and development, and procurement.  
  
Porter extends the Value Chain from organizations extracting and processing raw materials through production 
organizations, on to distribution and service organizations, to final customers.   
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Figure 2: Porter’s Value Chain 

 
 
 

COMPARISON OF THE VALUE CHAIN AND BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS 
 

A quick comparison of the two models shows that they depict business models with much the same kinds of activities and 
in roughly similar fashion.  However, the Value Chain makes a distinction between direct and indirect activities that the 
Canvas does not make.  It’s not clear whether this distinction provides useful insight to business planners.  It might be 
worthwhile to pursue this question through research.  Adapting the canvas to account for the distinction would probably 
be relatively easy. 
 
A box by box comparison of the two models is a little more revealing.  The following elements of the Canvas do not have 
corresponding elements in the Value Chain model, or the Value Chain does not represent them quite so well. 
 
• Target segments are accounted for specifically in the Canvas; the Value Chain assumes we know that value is being 

created for some group of customers. 
• The Canvas specifically represents a Value Proposition – the thing that customers interpret as the value they will 

receive.  Again the Value Chain assumes that something of value is produced and offered to customers. 
• The Canvas specifically recognizes partnerships with other entities that are instrumental in producing or capturing 

value. The Value Chain again assumes we recognize that partnerships – upstream, downstream, or horizontal – exist 
that will enhance value. 

• The Canvas specifically recognizes a revenue flow.  The Value Chain assumes it. 
• The Canvas specifically recognizes key resources; the Value Chain assumes them or subsumes their recognition 

within other elements, such as infrastructure or human resources. 
 
Looking at the Value Chain, we can note that the following elements of the Value Chain do not have corresponding 
elements in the Canvas model, or they are represented better in the Value Chain mode that they are in the Canvas.  
 
• The Value Chain represents inputs and inbound logistics specifically.  The Canvas may recognize them in 

partnerships, key resources, or key activities. 
• The Value Chain specifically recognizes R&D, human resources and HR development.  The Canvas seems to ignore 

these as activities because they do not create something in the current generation of revenue or value for current 
customers in the current time period. 
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• The Value Chain specifically recognizes infrastructure.  The Canvas, again, seems to ignore infrastructure elements 
unless they contribute to current value for customers and revenue.   
 

The comparison also shows that the Value Chain makes note of activities that are not involved in currently providing 
value and creating revenue.  However, they certainly do create costs that must be paid out of cash flow.  These activities 
that look ahead to future revenue include R&D, human resources development, and procurement (particularly the building 
of supply relationships that enhance quality, reliability, and cost control).   These indirect activities are likely to be very 
important in startup situations because they are critical to creating the business that will generate value and net cash flow 
in future periods. 
 
So the implication is that a business model for an early stage startup needs to account for more than current income and 
costs, and more than the “target business model” of one to two years out into the future.  An operating model for early 
startup must include: 
 
1. Early revenue; 
2. Early learning; 
3. Costs to produce that revenue; 
4. Costs to produce near term and mid-term learning. 

 
Thus in addition to the nine boxes of the Canvas, the business model must include R&D, Customer Development, 
Organization Building, Ecosystem Building, and Bootstrapping to encompass the early learning, building, and financing 
activities.  [For purposes of this paper, Customer Development and how it works with R&D are of interest.  The other 
areas, though, are also necessary to address at the outset.]  The Canvas template would look something like this: 
 

Figure 3: Revised Business Model Canvas 

 
 
 

OBSERVATIONS FROM SPECIFIC COURSES  
 

After we began to think about the Revised Business Model Canvas, we wanted to see if we were on the right track.  We 
returned to the results produced in our recent courses.  Since we did not originally give project assignments in a way to 
explicitly test hypotheses about the effectiveness of using the Canvas, this retrospective review is simply an exploratory 
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inquiry into use of the Canvas.   Based on the comparison of the elements of the Value Chain and the Canvas, we looked 
for evidence of the following:   
 
• Do students include learning activities among the key activities in their business models going forward? 
• Do students change their business ideas based on hypothesis tests within the Canvas frame? 
• Does the Canvas help students to see the business as an interrelated set of parts better than students were before the 

Canvas was adopted as a framework? 
 

In the end we wanted to have an idea of whether the business ideas are better at the end of the course than they generally 
are without using the Canvas framework. 
 
In reviewing a set of five final papers from an MBA course on new venture marketing, there was indeed evidence that 
students tend not to include learning and building activities into their intended or “target” business models.  Two of the 
five included Customer Development as an ongoing Key Activity, one other included R&D, and the other two made no 
mention of learning activities in their target business models.  All five, however, showed evidence of “pivoting” – 
changing important elements of their business model – as a result of their customer development testing efforts.  It was 
difficult to assess whether the students were better able to make the elements of the business model fit together better with 
the Canvas than they would have been without.  However, after the course, they generally commented that the Canvas 
was indeed useful in this way.      
 
Students in two sections of an undergraduate capstone course for marketing majors did projects based on Customer 
Development, but without the Canvas as a specific framework.  These projects involved hypothetical or real new ventures 
and required the students to obtain information about customer needs and perception of value.  The idea was to go through 
two or three iterations of a product or venture idea based on iterations in gathering customer information.  In their final 
papers the students reported on the outcomes of this process. 
 
Of the nine papers reviewed, all showed evidence that they had changed their ideas to at least some extent; two of the nine 
made substantial changes to their original ideas.   
 
For their final papers, students were instructed to identify important uncertainties in their chosen new ventures and devise 
ways to address those uncertainties.  Of the nine projects, all identified uncertainties and these were usually related to 
customer value.  Of the nine, three planned fairly extensive activities to test the uncertainties they identified, three planned 
a minimal or moderate level of testing, and three planned activities that essentially assumed the uncertainties were 
actually certainties.  This result was a little troubling in that all nine had significant uncertainties remaining – particularly 
about customers’ perceptions of value – yet only three groups chose to address these head-on.   
    
In an undergraduate course in Business Plans for New Ventures in Spring 2013, the Business Model canvas was adopted 
as the framework for developing new venture ideas.  Students were asked to prepare a business model canvas to describe 
their initial business concept and hypotheses for each of the nine boxes of the canvas, and explain how they proposed to 
test the hypotheses. Although it wasn’t mandatory, the student teams were strongly encouraged to interview potential 
customers to validate their initial hypotheses, especially those relating to the value proposition. During the course of the 
semester, students had the opportunity to submit revised versions of their business model canvas, to indicate the changes 
they had made based on feedback from potential customers. The final deliverable for the course was a mini business plan 
that sought responses to specific questions that were similar, though not identical, to the boxes in the business model 
canvas.   
 
Of the ten teams in the class, seven teams demonstrated the value of learning from customer feedback in terms of changes 
made to their business models. Five teams “pivoted” their initial business model, based on the feedback they received. For 
instance, in two cases, the teams had assumed that customers would be attracted by low prices, whereas their interviews 
revealed that customers were looking for convenience and reliability. In one case the team had assumed that customers 
would be attracted by an environmentally friendly solution whereas their target customers turned out to be more price 
sensitive than they had expected. In two cases, the feedback gathered led students to focus on slightly different target 
customers who appeared to have a more compelling need for their product. Two teams completely changed their business 
idea as a result of customer feedback. The remaining three teams surveyed potential customers and concluded that their 
proposed business concepts were liked by all those surveyed, so that no changes to their business models were necessary.  
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The evidence suggests that the teams that gathered information from customer interviews, albeit from a small number 
(e.g., less than 10), gained a deeper insight into customers’ needs and wants, compared to those teams that conducted 
online surveys of over 50 potential customers. This is not surprising, since face-to-face interviews can yield richer 
information and unexpected insights that are difficult to gather from online polls.  
 
For their final papers, the students were asked to submit a reflection paper summarizing three takeaways from the course. 
Of the 42 students, 35 students referred to the business model canvas as a really useful tool they had learned to apply in 
developing their business concept. They emphasized its value in showing connections between different aspects of the 
business and in highlighting how testing the hypotheses could help to pivot their strategies to increase the chances of 
starting a successful new venture.   
 
All in all, these observations from our specific courses reinforced our general observations and the conclusions we drew 
from comparing the Value Chain and the Canvas. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 

Our experience and exploration would indicate that the Canvas is very useful for students and entrepreneurs alike, with 
some strong caveats.  Without any modifications, the Canvas gives someone contemplating a new venture a framework 
for structuring the elements of the venture to create value for some group of customers.  It is practical and induces the 
entrepreneur (or student, for the rest of this discussion, when we say entrepreneur we also include the entrepreneurship 
student) to ask good questions about what is important.  If Customer Development is added, the Canvas helps the 
entrepreneur to create hypotheses and direct the actions needed to test these hypotheses. 
 
Our experience suggests that the entrepreneur needs to take care in how the Canvas is applied and what is included in the 
boxes of the Canvas.  First, the entrepreneur needs to start by thinking about whom might be target customers, what 
situations they face, and what their needs are.  Even if the venture idea starts as a technology or product idea, after the 
idea arises the very next thing to consider is the target customer.  Before any engineering on the product is started, the 
entrepreneur needs to begin testing whether prospective customers see a need and investigating how they currently solve 
it.  The second box to work on then is the Value Proposition.  As we have noted above, the entrepreneur should work on 
product and the value proposition together.  The rest of the boxes follow from serious work on these first two boxes.  It is 
OK for the entrepreneur to fill in the other boxes early on, but until Customer Segment and Value Proposition are well 
developed (with at least some hypotheses tested), any serious effort on the other boxes is probably wasted effort. 
 
Our comparison of the Canvas and the Value Chain raise the need to include two more boxes in the Canvas:  learning 
activities and building activities.  Our review of the students’ projects reinforces the need to make this explicit.  These 
activities will tend to be overlooked in the planning for a future target business model and in the planning of next steps.  
This means that these activities may get starved of resources, both in the near term and after launch. 
 
Our experience with students has shown confusion exists when students try to determine what time frame they are 
considering when they construct a business model to be tested.  We think the way to address this is to construct two 
business models.  First is a “future target” business model that describes the operation of the business after its launch.  
Then the entrepreneur should build a “next steps” business model that gets the entrepreneur on the road to learn and build 
toward the future target business model.   
 
In addition to these implications for the entrepreneur’s use of the Canvas in preparing to pursue a new venture, our 
experience holds some implications primarily for teaching the Canvas and Customer Development together.  First, we 
have found a tendency for students to avoid undertaking customer interviews when they embark on customer 
development.  Rather, they prefer to use online surveys (particularly the marketing students!).  There is the basic 
conceptual problem with using surveys – students and entrepreneurs do not yet know what questions to ask or how to ask 
them.  Even if they think they know the customers well enough to construct questions, we find that they generally do not. 
Another problem we suspect arises is that when surveys are used, students tend to interpret the results to confirm their 
initial hypotheses.  We are not sure why this happens, but the result is troubling if we find further evidence that it occurs.  
At this point, our suggestion to instructors or mentors is to insist that students or entrepreneurs spend serious effort talking 
with prospective customers. 
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Another implication for teaching is that the combination of the Canvas with Customer Development puts students (and 
perhaps entrepreneurs) in a mind frame in which it is OK, even expected, to be wrong.  Once the venture starter shakes 
free of the need to be “right” in conceiving a new venture based on little or no real evidence, changing the idea based on 
data and feedback starts to work.  Our conversations with students and even entrepreneurs take a very different tone once 
it becomes expected to change the business model.  We think the student projects we’ve observed have gotten better on 
the whole using this method.   
 
We are looking forward to seeing the data on whether this improves new venture chances of success in the real world. 
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DOES THE COMBINATION OF INTELLIGENCE, INNOVATION AND INTERFACING HELP HIGH 
TECHNOLOGY BASED SMALL FIRMS GO TO MARKET? 

A CASE STUDY 
 

Jonathan Deacon, University of South Wales 
Juli James, University of South Wales 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

For technology driven companies, it is important to advance from generic traditional marketing functions into effective, 
responsive and resource-optimised style technical marketing solutions that are applicable to the sector.  Many of the 
methods and approaches used in taking technology to market are based upon models developed for an economic era that 
no longer exists (Bjerke and Hultman, 2002), before the evolution of computer, such as McCarthy’s 4P’s and Booms and 
Bitner’s 7P’s.  It is not without some surprise then to observe that many accepted marketing methods are out of date for 
the dynamic technology driven economic and global era that firms now have to compete within (Helander and Ulkuniemi, 
2006).  The reality for many high technology based small firms, and SME’s in general, is that whilst a deep understanding 
of the technology exists within the firm little, if any, knowledge of how to take the technology to a viable market exists, or 
even what the market is looking for, meaning that these firms will develop innovative technologies without knowing what 
their customers or the market in general really wants (Mannermaa, et al., 2000). 
 
Contemporary business to business (B2B) marketing approaches are focused mainly on relationship development 
(Reijonen, 2010), however, with the introduction of the consumerisation of B2B buying behaviour (James, 2012; Sykes, 
2012), contemporary B2B marketing alone is no longer sufficient to keep a competitive advantage.  Being market oriented 
is an essential requirement for high technology based small firms who need to bring products and services to market that 
creates value for customers. Jones and Rowley, (2009) also suggest that high technology based small firms also need to be 
entrepreneurially oriented, investing in R&D and being proactive in the marketplace.   
 
This paper will start by looking at the extant literature surrounding marketing in high technology based small firms, with a 
focus on B2B marketing, entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial marketing, and high technology based small business 
marketing approaches.  It will look into any inter-relationships and/or shortfalls in knowledge.  Using these inter-
relationships and/or shortfalls to create a conceptual model the researcher will then highlight their findings in the context 
of an exploratory case study in a high technology based small business from South Wales, UK.  This research aims to 
establish a platform for further research in the field of marketing in high technology based small businesses. 

 

BACKGROUND LITERATURE 
 

Marketing 
 
Since its introduction, McCarthy’s 1960 description of a marketing mix, product, price, promotion and place, has widely 
become regarded as an ‘infallible’ guide for the effective marketing strategy (Gronroos, 1994).  Mannermaa et al. (2000), 
suggests that there has been constant discussion about the differences and similarities of different research traditions or 
schools of thought in marketing since the early 1970s.  
 
In the late 1990s, there looked to be widespread consensus that the traditional marketing mix management paradigm and 
different relational approaches form two basic alternative approaches to marketing (Olkkonen, 1998; Seth and Parvatiyar, 
1995).  Authors such as Webster (1992) have also proposed that different business relationships vary along a `marketing-
strategy continuum' or a `range of marketing relationships.'  At one end of the continuum is the purely transactional 
relationship, in which the customer and the seller focus on the short-term exchange of basic products in a highly 
competitive market.  This approach is identical to the traditional notion of marketing mix management from the 1960’s 
and 70’s (Mannermaa et al. 2000). 
 
The second approach has its primary theoretical underpinnings in the research from the International Marketing and 
Purchasing Group (IMP) (Hakansson, 1982; Hakansson and Snehota, 1995) and the Nordic School of Services and 
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Relationship Marketing (Gummesson, 1998).  It suggests a purely collaborative relationship, in which the customer and 
the supplier organisations form strong social, economic, technical, and legal bonds over time in order to achieve mutual 
benefit.  This approach is most in line with current thoughts on entrepreneurial marketing that have gained a momentum 
of research since 1999 when the Journal of Research in Marketing and Entrepreneurship was introduced showing that 
there was believed to be a link between entrepreneurship and marketing, and most specifically small business marketing. 
When this was created marketing may have been an area where entrepreneurial or small businesses were regarded to be at 
a disadvantage (Shaw, 1999).  
 
However in the  dynamic markets of today , particularly given the break-through of the world wide web, information 
technology and worldwide logistics systems, marketing may instead be an area where high technology based small 
businesses can take the advantage (Hultman, 1999).   
 
The above literature shows that most research appears to be targeted at larger organisations and there is yet to be a definite 
link between small businesses and marketing. Gilmore et al. (2001) suggests that small business marketing is haphazard 
and informal because of the way an owner/manager does business.  This shows that even though it is well documented 
that small businesses have unique characteristics that differentiate them from conventional marketing in large 
organisations (Carson, 1990), there is yet to be a formal tested marketing model that could be utilised in smaller 
businesses catering to the characteristics of the owner/managers/entrepreneurs involved in the marketing decisions.   
 
Business to business Marketing 
 
The differences between consumer and business markets have been discussed by a number of authors previously (Hutt 
and Speh, 1998; Simkin, 2000; Kotler and Keller, 2005), and organisational buyers were found to differ in their type of 
purchase and decision processes (Mudambi, 2002; Thompson, et al., 1998; Wilson and Woodside, 2001), compared to 
that of the traditional ‘consumer’.  However, the world of business across the industrialised world has, in the last 25 years, 
undergone continuous and turbulent change. The obvious changes are the influence of technology both on firms and the 
markets they serve, followed closely by the impact of globalisation. But Deacon and Harris (2011) suggest that perhaps 
the most dramatic change to affect the way in which business is conducted has been driven by individual small firms, 
located in local neighbourhoods and typically owner/managed.  
 
As Grönroos, (1990) states, marketing is to establish, maintain and enhance long-term customer relationships at a profit, 
so that the objectives of the parties involved are met (Hultman, 1999).  B2B marketing involves relationship marketing 
and it needs to build a strong brand first with marketable unique selling points (USP's) before trying to focus on how and 
why their current customers buy which will then lead to how to market to their new potential customers. 
 
Albadvi & Hosseini (2011) suggests that the concept of B2B marketing has linkages between the fields of relationship 
marketing and value-based marketing. On one hand, relationship marketing has focused on relationships, networks and 
interactions (Gummesson, 2002) and is defined as attracting, maintaining and enhancing customer relationships (Berry, 
1983). On the other, B2B marketing can be defined as the management process maximizing returns to shareholders 
through developing relationships with valued customers and creating a competitive advantage (Doyle, 2000).   
 
However, the B2B environment has changed and so has the B2B buyer (James, 2012).  As one of the most serious internet 
users, the B2B buyer has been transformed through adaptation to the new online environment which includes social 
media, online discussion boards and peer reviews.  The internet has changed the B2B buying process so radically that it’s 
difficult to recollect exactly how the pre-internet B2B buyer used to go about the business of making a purchase.  Gone 
are the days when sales people actively ‘sold’ to prospects and buyers had to use the phone and telephone directories 
alone.  However a report by Marketo (2011) notes that is it important to remember that the basic information needs of the 
B2B buyer for product information, pricing, delivery etc. haven’t changed, just the way in which they go about sourcing 
this information has. 
 
It can be seen that there are a number of B2B marketing concepts from various authors (Doyle, 2000; Gummesson, 2002; 
Albadvi & Hosseini, 2011), but there is yet to be a definitive definition as to what B2B marketing is or what it should 
involve.  As such apart from the numerous theories there is not yet one model that has been created and tested that can be 
used in high technology based small businesses who’s focus is B2B selling. 
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High Technology Based Small Business Marketing 
 
Earlier research on marketing in small businesses has suggested that conventional marketing theory and practice has been 
developed mostly with reference to large firms and not applicable to small firms (Jones and Rowley, 2009).  Moreover, 
very little attention has been directed towards developing an understanding of how marketing is practiced in high 
technology based small businesses. One notable exception is the contribution from Boussouara and Deakins (1999). They 
found that small hi-tech businesses associated marketing primarily with dealing with customers, developing products and 
developing new markets. They also concluded that traditional or administrative marketing tools are inappropriate used in 
isolation, whilst the social networks of entrepreneurs and strategic alliances are wholly appropriate to this business context 
(Jones and Rowley, 2009), showing the need for high technology based small business owner/managers to be focused on 
relationships with current and prospective customers. 
 
It could be argued that many high technology based small businesses seem to perceive marketing mix management as the 
true way of doing marketing. Thus, they may regard its adoption as the key for entering the market for high technology 
products, but, they do not consider the development of their present long-term customer relationships as `marketing' 
(Mannermaa et al., 2000). As Oakey (1991) suggests, marketing is seen by some high- tech firms as a mere ‘bolt-on’ 
activity or as a 'necessary evil'. If the firm is to survive and even grow, the role of marketing should be given appropriate 
attention by senior management across the business. 
 
It has also been argued that the importance of marketing lies in its contribution to creating and appropriating value from 
products and/or services (Mizik and Jacobson, 2003), however the role of marketing in high-tech companies may be 
limited by a concentration on developing technological knowledge as opposed to developing marketing knowledge and on 
innovation as opposed to market orientation (Workman, 1993). 
 
The marketing functions in high technology based small businesses are predominantly hindered by constraints such as 
poor cash flow, lack of marketing expertise, business size, tactical customer-related problems, and strategic customer-
related problems (Doole et al., 2006; Chaston, 1998; Carson, 1985). Yet, despite such restrictions, a number of high 
technology based small businesses successfully use marketing to generate sales (Guersen, 1997; Romano and Ratnatunga, 
1995).  However, there is yet to be significant research into how this is achieved. 
 
This literature highlights the value of seeking to understand innovative marketing as practised by high technology based 
small businesses. Despite the significance of marketing and innovation to high technology based small businesses, 
Simmonds (1985), Hills and LaForge (1992) and Kleindl et al. (1996) note that there is a lack of formal acknowledgement 
of innovation in marketing theory, and, in turn, a lack of innovative marketing theory relevant for high technology based 
small businesses (O’Dwyer, et al., 2009).  Eggers’ presentation on clusters suggests that there is a foundation of research 
for high technology based small business marketing upon which to build. Beyond that, there is tremendous practical 
significance to researching high technology based small businesses marketing, (Hansen and Eggers, 2010).  
 
Entrepreneurs & Entrepreneurial Marketing 
 
Although popular literature often contains many recent, high profile examples of high-tech entrepreneurs transforming 
markets, e.g. Bill Gates and James Dyson, the notion of technology driven entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship is not a 
new phenomenon (Park, 2005).  The Schumpeterian approach to growth advances the view that entrepreneurial dynamism 
is the key to innovation and growth. Schumpeter (1911) discussed the role of the entrepreneur in the process of economic 
development. He saw the entrepreneur as a creative, driven individual who finds “new combinations of [factors] of 
production” to develop a new product, corner a new market, or design a new technology (Djankov and Qian, 2008). 
 
Martin, (2009) suggests that entrepreneurs are not typically marketing experts. As such, the vocabulary and foundations of 
formal marketing theory are often unfamiliar to them (Stokes, 2000). Dodge et al., (1994) argue that the most prevalent 
problem in small firms is a lack of knowledge about the marketplace and planning. Indeed, most “owner/managers do not 
define their own marketing mix in terms of product, pricing, place and promotion, but appear to prefer interactive 
marketing” (Carson et al., 1995). Capaldo et al., (2001) suggest that small entrepreneurial knowledge-based firms are 
characterised by entrepreneurs’ lack of marketing development competencies coupled with their high technical and 
professional skills.  
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Moreover, Jones and Rowley, (2009), noted that successful hi-tech entrepreneurs recognise the value of building long-
term relationships and spend considerable time with customers and in networking. Gilmore, et al. (2001) and Hill (2001) 
discovered that SME owner/manager networks exist in various guises, including: personal contact networks, social 
networks, business networks, and marketing networks.  This suggests that a need for networks and relationship marketing 
in high technology based small firms is a staple for entrepreneurs to succeed in going to market.  Therefore as suggested 
by Morris, et al. (2002) one of their seven elements of entrepreneurial marketing, Customer Intensity, is fundamental. 
 
Morris, et al., (2002) suggest that entrepreneurial marketing is more than simply an examination of the role of marketing 
in entrepreneurship or the role of entrepreneurship in marketing.  It entails a shift from the use of the word 
“entrepreneurial” as an adjective, or as the marketing efforts of an entrepreneurial company (e.g. Hi-tech) to 
entrepreneurial marketing as a central concept that integrates the two disciplines. 
 
The above literature highlights the fact that most entrepreneurs are not marketing orientated and they do not see marketing 
as a necessary, more as an ‘add-on’.  However there is little research as to why this is, most especially in high technology 
based small businesses. It also highlights that relationships and networks are extremely important for entrepreneurs to gain 
market intelligence and networking to help SMEs in particular develop and grow their business.   
 
Summary 
 
Looking at the extant literature reviewed above it can be seen that most of the research into marketing has been aimed at 
larger organisations rather than SME’s, and most specifically high technology based small businesses.  The research into 
this specific area has shown that although the owner/managers are well versed in the technical aspects of product 
development they know or understand little about the way in which the products can be taken to market.  This raises the 
question:  “Is the value that can be added by carrying out marketing within the business understood?”  There is yet to be a 
tried and tested model that can be applied in this context to help high technology based small businesses go to market. 
 
It can be said that entrepreneurs understand the need to build relationships within their networks (personal or business) to 
help develop and grow their business however, they do not see that this more informal style of information scanning is 
essential for product development and co-creation/innovation within the business.  This suggests that the need for human 
interaction between the entrepreneur and the customer needs further investigation as to the reasons why it is important and 
why it does not always happen. 
 
Moreover, for B2B businesses, most specifically, how does the change in the way the business buyer purchase affect the 
way in which they are marketed to, should the entrepreneur still be looking at the traditional marketing-mix, or a more 
innovative marketing-mix? 
 
In conclusion it can be seen in the literature that there is not yet a link connecting entrepreneurial marketing, marketing in 
high technology based small firms and business-to-business marketing.   
 
 

DEVELOPED THEMES 
 

From the literature reviewed above, the study seeks to show how the combination of industry, customer and prospect 
information scanning and entrepreneurial, contextual and relationship marketing can be combined along with 
contemporary and administrative marketing methods to provide the best possible chance for market growth in a 
technology based small firm.  The combinations of the above have been distilled down into three headline themes that will 
be used a as a focus for the research. 
 
Market Intelligence - industry, customer and prospect information scanning 
Marketing Innovation - contextual and contemporary marketing methods 
Human Interfacing - entrepreneurial and relationship marketing 
 
These are further expanded in table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Developed Themes  
 

 
 
 

CASE STUDY RATIONALE 
 

The study seeks to show how the combination of industry, customer and prospect information scanning and 
entrepreneurial and relationship marketing can be combined along with some more administrative marketing methods to 
provide the best possible chance for market growth in a technology based small firm.  This type of marketing looks at the 
Fourth Perspective from the Charlston Summit (Hansen and Eggers, 2010), looking at the combination of Marketing and 
Entrepreneurship, and what uniqueness the interfacing creates.  
  
The supposition of the research is that this link is needed to help high technology based small firms successfully go to 
market.  Hultman, (1999) suggests that in future research, especially at the marketing and entrepreneurship interface; it 
may be fruitful to integrate concepts from both the marketing-mix and the relationship-marketing frameworks.  This mix, 
along with integrating B2B marketing and entrepreneurial marketing will be looked via the case study.   
 
Bearing this in mind, this research aims to answer, through case study research, the following question using the headline 
themes in table 1: How does the combination of Intelligence, Innovation and Interfacing help high technology based small 
firms go to market? 
 
 

CASE STUDY COMPANY PROFILE 
 

Founded in 2001, Netalogue Technologies plc. is a London listed company and creator of the Netalogue Ecommerce 
Platform which is commercially proven at all levels and powers highly successful wholesalers, distributors, manufacturers 
and retailers in a wide variety of business to business and business to consumer environments.  
 
Netalogue is a growing company, listed on the London ISDX Market.  Netalogue build high performance ecommerce 
solutions for companies who want to sell their products online. The Netalogue ecommerce platform is also proving to be a 
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suitable alternative for wholesalers, distributing, manufacturing and retailing companies whose own ecommerce solutions 
are struggling to cope. Netalogue solutions already process several hundred million pounds worth of online sales for many 
leading companies, across a number of industry sectors. Netalogue deals with everything from design, development, 
integration and even mobile device ecommerce. The company is headquartered in Port Talbot, South Wales and has 
clients throughout the United Kingdom. 
 
Netalogue ecommerce solutions specifically address the demanding requirements of B2B operators with many advanced 
features which are unique to their offering. With millions of pounds being processed each day by their solution it is truly 
scalable and reliable to the highest levels of transaction processing. In addition to B2B they also have a fully featured list 
of B2C features which include all the latest technologies.  
 
Considerable efforts have been made by the company to date to ensure these technologies have commercial application 
and the company has steadily built up a varied and notable client base which currently includes leading manufacturers, 
distributors, wholesalers and retailers who operate across a number of different sectors.  However, typical of many 
software companies founded by IT professionals the expertise that exists in-house at Netalogue is largely imbalanced, 
dominated and focussed on the technology (more so than marketing). Whilst the company benefits from the basic 
marketing skills of the founding directors which has seen the company successfully closing 6 figure sales contracts with 
large companies there is an identifiable gap of any formal structured marketing strategy or marketing expertise in place 
which needs to be addressed for the company to reach its full potential. 
 
For a technology driven company such as Netalogue, it is important to advance from generic traditional marketing 
functions into effective, responsive and resource-optimized style marketing solutions that are applicable to them.  Many of 
the methods and approaches used in taking technology to market are based upon models developed for an economic era 
before the evolution of computer and particularly web based technologies. It is not without some surprise then to observe 
that many of these methods are out of date for the dynamic technology driven economic and global era that firms now 
have to compete within.  The reality for many tech firms, such as Netalogue, is that whilst a deep understanding of the 
technology exists within the firm little, if any, knowledge of how to take the technology to a viable market exists. 
 
In terms of marketing strategies, the case study company were keen to create a joined up strategy of proven and novel 
techniques designed and implemented to achieve secure longer term strategic objectives of commercialising the 
intellectual property of the company and ultimately growing sales revenues in the future.   
 
 

RESEARCH DESIGN 
 

The research has been done by conducting case study research of the sponsor company, over an 18 month period, whilst 
being based at the company offices in Port Talbot.  This allows the exploration and understanding of complex issues from 
within. It can be considered a robust research method particularly when a holistic, in-depth investigation is required 
(Zainal, 2007)  By including both quantitative and qualitative data, case studies help explain both the process and outcome 
of a phenomenon through complete observation, reconstruction and analysis of the cases under investigation (Tellis, 
1997).   
 
Case studies are considered useful in research as they enable researchers to examine data at the micro level (Yin, 1984). 
Although case studies have various advantages, in that they present data of real-life situations and they provide better 
insights into the detailed behaviours of the subjects of interest, they are also criticised for their inability to generalise their 
results (Zainal, 2007).  Dul and Hak (2008) argue that case study methodologies are now well-developed, articulated in 
the literature and are highly appreciated when the research questions are “how” and “why”; where the focus is on 
contemporary events; the research is exploratory or descriptive. Case study method has always been criticised for its lack 
of rigour and the tendency for a researcher to have a biased interpretation of the data (Yin, 1984). Grounds for 
establishing reliability and generality are also subjected to scepticism when a small sampling is deployed (Tellis, 1997). 
However, researchers still continue to deploy the case study method particularly in studies of real-life situations to gain 
complete insight into the subject being studied. 
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This paper will look at the preliminary research carried out with the case study company’s current customers with a view 
to discover the reasons for using Netalogue and the purchase process, it will also look at the interactions between the case 
study company and customer. 
 
Units of Analysis 
 
The units of analysis that will be studied in this preliminary research are the case study company’s current customers, 
therefore there were additional units of analysis, of which a breakdown of the customers spoken to can be seen in table 2 
below. 
 

Table 2: Preliminary Units of Analysis 
 

 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
The preliminary research carried out thus far within the case study company and most specifically with current and 
prospective customers has been analysed and allocated one of the three headline themes as suggested previously. 
 
Market Intelligence 
 
The purpose of conducting research with existing customers was to discover information about the benefits of using the 
Netalogue ecommerce platform and the reasons for implementing and using it.  This was the first time that any formal 
market research was undertaken with customers within the business.  This information provided Netalogue with 
information about what people want from an ecommerce solution and also from the company as a whole. This in turn fed 
market intelligence into the marketing department to ensure that the message that Netalogue was sending to customers and 
prospects was relevant and would be understood and noticed.  The researcher spoke to 16 of Netalogue’s customers which 
is 34% of their customer base.  Each customer took part in a face to face interview. 
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After analysing all the responses from customers it can be seen that there were two major areas that needed more focus.   
 
These areas are: 

• Account Management (Human Interfacing & Market Intelligence) 
o With a decline in new contracts being signed, the relationships with current customers are much more 

significant.  The company needs to be able to support customers’ needs and by doing this will improve 
relationships with customers. In turn this could lead to customers spending more and becoming life-long 
customers.   

• Product Development (Market Intelligence) 
o The way in which the product is developed needs to be changed – there needs to be research into the 

current market, what is out there, what the competitors are doing, but also, more importantly, the 
customers need to be involved in this development.  A majority of the customers interviewed said that 
they would like to be involved in the development of the platform to ensure it is relevant for all parties. 
 

This research aligns with the thinking of Jones and Rowley, (2009), Gilmore, et al. (2001) and Hill (2001) who all suggest 
that high technology based small business owner/managers must recognise the value in building long-term relationships 
with customers and also prospective customers via personal contact networks, social networks, business networks, and 
marketing networks.  These relationships will fulfil the need for market intelligence in a more informal process, as long as 
it is recognised. 
 
As well as undertaking the above interviews, the researcher also attended two specific sector exhibitions and interviewed 
exhibitors.  This external research was conducted to look into what different sectors perceived ecommerce to be, and also 
to discover what impact they thought ecommerce would have on their sector.  It was   discovered that the language used in 
each sector varies dramatically, when speaking to exhibitors in the ‘Office Supplies’ sector where ecommerce is very 
prevalent they understood a lot about ecommerce, its benefits and its impact on the industry.  However when interviewing 
exhibitors in the ‘Personal Protective Equipment’ (PPE) sector, a majority did not understand the word ‘ecommerce’, the 
language had to be changed to ‘online shopping’ for them to relate. Ecommerce is still in its infancy in the PPE sector, 
particularly with manufacturers who could sell online to their distributors, however there was a ‘fear’ that the end users 
would be able to see the distributors cost prices etc.  This shows us that the language used and the content delivered needs 
to be very specific to each sector, and the only way to gather the information about the sector is to research the language 
used.  Therefore contextual marketing is needed to be relevant and understood.   
 
Marketing Innovation 
 
After gathering market intelligence data it was clear that different targets would need different information and in 
different contexts, therefore multiple social media feeds were created to ensure that the language used for each target was 
able to be understood - for example 6 twitter feeds were created, all with different content, language, keywords etc.  
Social Media Marketing was seen as a form of marketing innovation within the company as it had never been used before 
in this context or with the previous marketing intelligence gained. 
 
Because of the nature of the business, the marketing started out very haphazardly. Even though a 26 point marketing 
strategy had been created the work deemed most important came from the owner/managers.  Identification of marketing 
opportunities were acted upon immediately ensuring that the momentum was not lost.  However all of this marketing was 
done on an ad-hoc basis, and not using any form of tracking or measurement of performance. 
 
This section of research highlights the value innovative marketing in high technology based small businesses. Hultman 
(1999) suggests that given the break-through of the World Wide Web, information technology and worldwide logistics 
systems, innovative marketing may be an area where high technology based small businesses can take the advantage. 
However O’Dwyer, et al., (2009) notes that there is a lack of formal acknowledgement of innovation in marketing theory, 
and, in turn, a lack of an innovative marketing model relevant for high technology based small businesses.   
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Human Interfacing 
 
The most used form of marketing in the case study company before a formal marketing professional was appointed was 
WOM marketing and small amounts of relationship marketing, however neither of these were ever managed, it was all 
very much on an ad-hoc basis - referrals from clients to potential clients weren't encouraged or rewarded, but still 
happened occasionally.  After carrying out interviews with a number of the company’s clients it was easy to see that they 
all desired more relationship marketing (account management) to improve their feelings towards the company.  It was 
made very clear that if this was improved the revenue spent and the WOM recommendations would have both increased - 
therefore increasing customer value as well as revenue. 
 
A recent study from Bangor University in North Wales carried out by Jones and Rowley, (2009) concluded that in the 
software sector relationships with existing customers are necessary not only for generating future revenue but can provide 
further business opportunities.  Whilst word of mouth (WOM) is prevalent in this sector, lasting relationships with current 
customers facilitate a clearer understanding of customer requirements and learning how end-users use the software, 
therefore highlighting the need for the owner/mangers of the business to interact with their customers, not just to assume 
that they know what the customer wants. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
 

The outcomes of the research addresses the issues raised by Jones and Rowley, (2009) Morris, et al. (2002) and Gilmore 
(2001) that little attention has been directed towards developing an understanding of how marketing is practiced in high 
technology based small businesses and that traditional marketing tools are inappropriate, whilst the social networks of 
entrepreneurs and strategic alliances are wholly appropriate to this business context.  Dodge et al., (1994) also argues that 
the most prevalent problem in small firms is a lack of knowledge about the marketplace and planning. This has been 
addressed by looking at how Human Interaction and Marketing Innovation has or has not been carried out in context by 
the case study company. 
 
The marketing innovation within the case study company shows that it needs to be contextual and relevant in the new 
technologically enhanced world of today, not just utilising administrative marketing methods, but a balanced mix of the 
two. 
 
From the literature and preliminary research findings it can be seen that marketing in high technology based small firms 
can be positioned under the three headings of Intelligence, Innovation and Interfacing.  Therefore a conceptual model has 
been created and can be seen in fig.1 which highlights the information flow between the entrepreneur and the customer, 
and how it is suggested that this is no longer a one-way flow of communication, but a continuous circle of information. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual Model 
 

 

There is a flow of information that needs to be constantly reviewed to ensure that the marketing strategy of the firm is 
correct.  Market Intelligence informs the marketing strategy by highlighting what the customers want and what the market 
needs.  Marketing innovation uses new marketing methods to contact these customers and prospective customers to ensure 
that they are kept aware of any developments, changes, and new products etc. using Social Media channels, Websites, 
Video and E-mail.  Human Interfacing helps to build the relationships with customers and prospects, building their trust in 
the company and the product, showing that there is a real person behind all of the technology as ultimately people buy 
from people. 
 
Without Market Intelligence the business will not know what the customer really wants or what the market needs, leading 
to unsalable products/services.  Without Marketing Innovation the message will not get through to the customer or 
prospect as there  will just be confusion because of the clutter that is already out there. Without Human Interfacing 
customers will get frustrated that they cannot speak to someone about their issues or future requirements, and that they are 
not able to speak to someone about their needs.  Therefore there is a supposition that there is a need for the conceptual 
model to be implemented into high technology based small firms to help them go to market as without all sections of the 
model there will be a disconnect between the business and the consumer. 
 
 

FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

Further research will be carried out with the case study company looking into the reasons why marketing has not been 
previously acknowledged by the owner/managers, but also at the reasons for the lack of interaction with current and 
prospective customers to aid in going to market.  This extended research will form the basis of the researchers PhD 
Thesis. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to extend strategic thinking in the area of Entrepreneurial Marketing (EM) to reflect 
the contextual issues of SME retailing.  The aim of the research is to identify how a customer Relationship Marketing 
(RM) strategy can enable SME owner managers to become more entrepreneurial in their marketing activities.  
Design/methodology: The paper adopts a single case approach using semi-structured interviews, questionnaires, 
observation and company documentation as the main data collection tools.  These data collection techniques took place 
over a 6 month period as a result of the author’s employment within the company.  
Findings: The findings of the paper are structured around three key themes relating to three main strategic issues namely, 
lack of strategic focus on the customer, no customer data management strategy, and a conflict between operational 
efficiency and customer intimacy.   
Originality/value: The paper provides empirical knowledge of customer RM intervention within the SME retail sector. It 
is believed by adopting a RM strategy it will aid business owners in taking account of changing trends and in managing 
profitable relationships with customers to support entrepreneurial marketing activities. 
Keywords: Customer Relationship Management, Entrepreneurial Marketing, SMEs, Retail, Case study 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

This paper focuses on the importance of Relationship Marketing (RM) in small to medium-sized (SME) retailers to 
support Entrepreneurial Marketing (EM) activities in retail SMEs.  The closeness of the retail industry to consumers 
intuitively suggests that the nearer the retailer can get to the customer, the better they will be able to provide the service 
the customer seeks (Kent and Omar, 2003).  In the last decade, major retailers in Western economies have realized the 
benefits of RM by appointing dedicated RM managers and directors to oversee its implementation (Egan, 2001).  While 
the benefits of retailer-customer relationships for large retailers have been addressed to some extent in the literature 
(Copulsky and Wolf, 1993; Hy et al., 2001; Odekerken et al., 2003; Gilbert and Sumner, 2004), less attention has been 
paid to the importance of RM to support EM activity for SMEs operating in the retail industry.   
 
For small businesses, marketing forms one of the biggest problems that owner managers face in their operations (Reijonen 
and Laukkanen, 2010).  Limited resources inevitably restrict the scope of marketing activity in smaller firms (O’Dwyer et 
al., 2009); characterized more often as haphazard, informal, unstructured, and reactive (Gilmore et al., 2001).  
Nevertheless, basic marketing concepts such as segmentation, customer orientation, targeting, and positioning apply to 
SMEs as well as to large business organizations (Hogarth-Scott et al., 1996).   The aim of this paper is to extend strategic 
thinking in the area of EM to reflect the contextual issues of SME retailing. To identify how a customer RM strategy can 
enable SME owner managers to become more entrepreneurial in their marketing activities. The objectives are two-fold: 
firstly to understand how the relationship between SME retailers and consumers has changed in this current economic 
climate.  And secondly, to understand if it is possible for SME retailers to adopt an EM strategy to achieve a better 
understanding of customer needs and wants by overcoming resource issues of time and finance.   
 
The structure of the paper is as follows: a review of the RM, EM and retail literature will be presented followed by 
discussion of the research design employed and the findings of the case study.  The paper will conclude with 
recommendations for both managers and academics in terms of future work in this area. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 

Marketing in the small firm context is an under-researched area (Reijonen and Laukkanen 2010).  To date, the literature 
has focused on the differences between marketing practice in small and large organizations (e.g. Fillis 2002; Gilmore et al. 
2001).  For small businesses, it is argued that marketing forms one of the biggest problems that owner managers face in 
their operations (Reijonen and Laukkanen 2010).  SMEs are typically owner managed family or entrepreneurial 
organizations; their internal systems more collegial and less formalized (Spence and Essoussi 2010).  Limited resources 
(including finance, personnel, perception of function, skills and attitudes) therefore inevitably restrict the scope of 
marketing practice in these firms (O’Dwyer et al. 2009), which results more often in haphazard, informal, unstructured, 
and reactive activity (Gilmore et al. 2001).  
 
The purpose of retail marketing is to satisfy customers, as what they value and what they buy will ultimately determine 
the nature of the retailer’s business (Sivadas and Baker-Prewitt, 2000).  According to Kent and Omar (2003), this 
refocusing on the customer has found expression in the development of relationship marketing in retailing. The closeness 
of the retail industry to consumers intuitively suggests that the nearer the retailer can get to the customer the better they 
will be able to provide the service the customer seeks (Kent and Omar, 2003).  It is therefore argued that retailers need to 
be able to combine knowledge of their customers with the knowledge of their supplier offerings and competitors in order 
to develop unique EM activities (Griffith et al., 2006).   
 
The aim of RM is to treat customers as valued partners, to establish their needs and develop their loyalty through quality 
service (Gummesson, 1999; Egan, 2004).  Specifically, a RM-based strategy emphasizes that firms should identify, 
develop and nurture an efficiency-enhancing, effectiveness-enhancing portfolio of relationships (Hunt et al., 2006).  It has 
been demonstrated that successful RM strategies have been linked to improvements in competitive advantage (e.g. Day, 
2000), superior financial performance (e.g. Weber, 2000), increased levels of customer satisfaction (e.g. Abdul-Muhmin, 
2002) and decreases in uncertainty (e.g. Morgan and Hunt, 1994).   
 
The highly competitive nature of the retail industry demands that firms continually re-assess their customer relationship 
strategy to outmaneuver their competitors (Kenyon and Vakola 2001).  For retailers, applications of RM have been 
facilitated by developments in direct and database marketing, evidenced by the widespread use of store loyalty cards e.g. 
Sainsbury's Nectar Card, Boots Advantage Card, Tesco’s Club Card and Debenhams Beauty Club Card.  From a retailer’s 
perspective, the loyalty card is the prime interface between the retailer’s database and the customer (Noordhoff et al. 
2004).  This type of RM activity enables retailers to form close relationships by measuring customer purchases and 
attitudes (Sopanen 1996) and uses customer retention, as opposed to market share, as a measure of success (Conway and 
Swift 2000).   
 
Entrepreneurial Marketing in Retail SMEs 
 
In the context of the current competitive economic climate, EM is vitally important to SME retailers.  The nature of high 
streets has changed with the growth of e-technologies, internet shopping and global competition (Bennison et al., 2010).  
In addition the current economic recession in Western economies has added to the competitive nature of SME retailing 
businesses (Findlay and Sparks, 2009). Retail SME owner/managers may or may not be entrepreneurial.  They may be the 
person who owns and manages the business and may have started the business themselves. Often they are involved in the 
day to day running of the business and get caught-up in operational activities.  Over time they may have less time to plan 
than they need and so it could be argued that they become managers rather than entrepreneurs (Gilmore et al., 2001; 
Gilmore et al., 2011).   
 
Retail entrepreneurs and SME owner/managers need to conduct their marketing in a way that suits a small and/or growing 
retail firm that does not have the resources or operational structure of a large company (Baird et al., 1994). To understand 
entrepreneurial marketing within retail it is based on knowing how SME owner/managers or entrepreneurs actually do 
business and how they make decisions, deliver their total market offering in the market place within the constraints of 
limited resources, expertise, impact and size (Gilmore et al., 2001).  
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Relationship Marketing in Retail SMEs 
 
In terms of customer information gathering for a RM based strategy, it has been found that SMEs are often opportunistic 
in their information seeking behaviours (Reijonen and Laukkanen, 2010) and decision support tools tend to be a 
combination of static historical reports, analysis spreadsheets and gut feel (Canes, 2009).  It is also argued that once 
information has been gathered, SMEs have limited expertise in evaluating and understanding patterns of behavior within 
data for decision making purposes (O’Regan and Sims, 2007).   Regardless of the restrictions to RM activity inherent 
within many SMEs, knowledge and knowledge management is considered a key resource (Jafari et al., 2007).  It is argued 
that the creative use of limited resources by SME owner managers can create competitive advantage in the marketplace 
(Fillis, 2007).  It has been found that customer focus is a central element of prediction for SMEs (Reijonen and 
Laukkanen, 2010), enabling small firms to maximize customer intelligence to predict and satisfy customer needs 
profitably (Narver et al., 2004).  It is argued in this paper that while it is evident that some research has considered the EM 
activities of SMEs, the specific focus on EM activities in a retail context remains under explored in the literature.   
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

The research involved a single case study within an independent SME retailer based in the UK (Company A).  A single 
case study approach was deemed most appropriate in light of the aims of the study and the limited research in this area 
(Yin, 1994; Saunders et al., 2003).  As part of the case study research design, a multi-stage, multi-methods approach was 
adopted to meet the aims and objectives of the research.   The benefits of a multiple method research design are well 
documented (e.g. Mathison, 1988; Saunders et al., 2007), including the increased validity of findings and the triangulation 
of data as different methods can be used for different purposes (Saunders et al., 2007).   
 
Research Questions 
 
The aim of this paper is to extend strategic thinking in the area of EM to reflect the contextual issues of SME retailing. To 
identify how a customer RM strategy can enable SME owner managers to become more entrepreneurial in their marketing 
activities. In light of this, the following research questions were posed: 
 
1. How has the relationship between SME retailers and consumers changed in this current economic climate? 
2. Is it possible for SME retailers to adopt an entrepreneurial marketing strategy to achieve a better understanding of 

customer needs and wants by overcoming resource issues of time and finance? 
 
Data Collection 
 
In order to achieve the research questions, the data collection stage of the study employed four complimentary methods 
over a 6 month period:  
 
1. Semi-structured interviews with the owner manager and senior management. 
2. Survey conducted with 250 customers in-store; 
3. Observation (as a result of the author’s employment in Company A); 
4. Company documentation e.g. marketing/promotional material, sales figures and board presentations by the owner-

manager to senior management. 
 
In the qualitative stage of the study, respondents were interviewed over a two-week period and individually in order to 
develop a close rapport and a high degree of trust with the researcher, thereby improving the quality of the data (Webb, 
1995; Stokes and Bergin, 2006).  A number of research issues were identified in light of the literature, which provided a 
focus to the qualitative interviews with the owner manager and senior member of staff.  Interviews were approximately 
one hour in duration recorded to increase the accuracy of data presentation (Patton, 2002), and then transcribed to enable 
the content analysis of the data (Easterby-Smith et al., 2002).  In reporting of the findings, direct quotes from informants 
are used to present the findings from this study, as they are believed to verify the data and reflect the phenomenon under 
investigation (Anderson, 2007). 
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Before the survey was carried out, a pre-test with a small group of respondents was conducted with satisfactory results. 
The constructs of the survey were developed from the work of Kucukemiroglu (1997) and Quinn et al. (2007), which 
included questions relating to customer lifestyle and recreational activities, current product offering in store and the type 
of relationship they had with the store.  Over a 5 week period, 250 surveys were then administered to customers in 11 
stores at different time periods throughout weekdays and weekends.  An intercept measurement was used whereby 
customers were ‘intercepted’ to answer questions as they entered or were leaving the store (Gerson, 1993; Saunders et al., 
2003).   This quantitative approach allowed for the collection of a large amount of data from a sizeable population in a 
highly economical way (Saunders et al., 2003).  The survey data was inputted into an EXCEL workbook and analyzed.   
 
In addition to the qualitative and quantitative data collected, observation by the author was also used to gain insight into 
the decision process of the owner/manager.  These observations were recorded and analyzed in view of the empirical data 
and documentation collected (Saunders et al., 2003) and yielded important insight into understanding how customer 
relationship marketing supports EM activities.  Company documentation also contributed to the triangulation of the case 
study data, which included sales figures and board presentations by the owner/manager to senior management.   
 
Case Company Background 
 
The single case selected for investigation is an independent family-owned SME fashion and home ware retailer in the UK.  
Company A is a classic department store retailer offering middle market fashion, lingerie, accessories, cosmetics and 
home wares.  The company operates 17 stores, employing fewer than 230 employees with a turnover for the year ending 
2011 of £18 million. The retailer operates in a highly competitive market suffering from the high profile failure of major 
multinational and local retail stores on the high street.  The owner-manager of the company commissioned a two-year 
research project with the aim not only to secure the long-term loyalty of existing customers, but to attract new customers 
into their stores.   
 
 

FINDINGS  
 
The initial analysis of the surveys and interviews revealed some key issues.  Firstly, the survey identified the key 
attributes of the company’s customer, which until this research, this information was unavailable for company decision 
makers.  Other key findings include a lack of strategic focus on the customer, particularly in terms of the company’s RM 
activities.  Additionally, customer data management issues and a conflict between operational efficiency and customer 
intimacy were also uncovered as significant issues for Company A.  These issues are presented in the following sections.   
 
Customer Survey Results 
 
The aim of the survey was to profile the actual customer currently shopping at Company A stores.  The key findings of the 
survey identified a number of key characteristics of these customers: 
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Table 1: Results from Customer Survey 
 

Variable Result 
 

Age The survey confirmed that the majority of current customers were 
aged 51-70 (66%).  However, the results also indicate that a large 
portion of current customers are aged 41-50 (22%) and under 40 
(11.6%).  This means a younger lady is visiting the store, a trend 
currently undetected by the buying team. 

Employment Status The results illustrated that 30% of their current retail customers are 
working full time and 26% are working part-time (a total of 56% are 
in employment).  

Key competitors Although Marks and Spencer was highlighted as a significant 
competitor through the survey (42%), the results also indicated that 
their current customers viewed the supermarket brands as competition 
to the retailer (33%).  This is an important finding in terms of lifestyle 
as the actual consumers may be less brand loyal and more price 
sensitive.   

Loyalty card When the current customers were asked whether they would be 
willing to adopt a company loyalty card, 50% agreed that this would 
be a positive step in building their loyalty with the SME retailer. This 
has significant implications for the RM process as the majority of 
retail RM processes are run directly from a loyalty card system.  

 
Strategic Focus on Customer 
 
Until recently, Company A has adopted a traditional 4P’s approach to conducting marketing activities of the business.  
This approach has been successful in the past in terms of meeting and exceeding business objectives and delivering a 
profit to all its stakeholders.  However, given the downturn in the current economic climate and the high number of store 
closures among SME retailers, the company recognizes that this approach is no longer relevant in meeting the needs of 
their customer base.  As highlighted by Company A’s owner manager “too many of our customers don’t like enough of 
our stock, we need to sell more and markdown less”.   The need for change in the company’s strategic focus is also 
exacerbated by the increasing level of marked down merchandise and the subsequent reduced profitability as a result.  
This is evidenced by the owner manager who explained the importance of a new customer RM strategy solution which 
“involves the whole company; implementing a turnaround plan of more newness and more fashion ability which will 
mean less risk and less markdowns”.   
 
To date, the buying department within Company A has focused on products that they ‘think’ will sell throughout all 
stores. In relation to this point, three of the five departments (fashion, linens and cook shop) argued that they bought 
products for a “traditional lady with family values”, while the accessories department is buying for a “modern lady.”  It is 
evident that this buying behaviour is primarily based upon the historical data relating to what items have sold well in the 
past, the personal opinion of the buying team, and buyers personal perception of the customer.   For example, the fashion 
buyer believed that “our shopper (aged 50+) likes comfortable smart clothes that last through a number of seasons, 
although does not want to feel too classic”, while the accessories buyer purchases products for “woman 40+ who likes to 
look stylish…and would buy the latest colours”.    
 
This reliance upon anecdotal evidence by the buying team has significant consequences, for the business in that it fails to 
exploit the life time value of each customer who makes a purchase.  For example, a lady may purchase a suit from the 
ladies fashion department but fails to purchase complimentary items such as handbag, shoes and jewellery from the 
accessories department.  The in-store survey data profiled the ‘actual’ age of customers shopping within Company A and 
confirmed the majority of shoppers (66%) were aged 51-70. However, the results also verified that a large portion of 
current customers (22%) are aged 41-50 and 11.6% are aged under 40.  These results show that not only is this lost sales 
revenue for Company A, but a missed opportunity to build a relationship with all their customers.  The implementation of 
a RM strategy in this case would exploit the full sales potential of the customer by fulfilling all their needs in one shop 
across all the departments in store. 
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Customer Data Management  
 
To date Company A does not operate a formal system/business process for collecting and analyzing customer data.  It was 
found that the management team has relied on anecdotal evidence from shop floor staff and sales figures in order to select 
products. The problems with this product focused strategy was acknowledged by Company A’s owner manager who 
commented “we need to engage better with customers”. 
 
The lack of real time customer data has resulted in a number of disparities within the buying department.  This is 
evidenced by some staff buying for age 25 plus and other members of the team buying for age 40 plus. The accessories 
buyer believes the company needs to buy for a younger customer in order to move the business forward in the future: “this 
younger customer is more fashionable so looks for the latest styles she has seen in the magazines or online”.  The 
conflicting opinions within the buying department over the segmentation of Company A’s target customer has left the 
business with merchandise relevant to a wide range of ages that ultimately fails to match the needs of the actual customer.  
The Managing Director of Company A explained “we need to reduce markdowns on our core stock by gathering and 
analyzing customer data”.  The outcome of this strategy in failing to meet the needs of customers is a switch in customer 
loyalty to a close competitor. 
 
Conflict between Operational Efficiency and Customer Intimacy  
 
In consideration of the aforementioned findings, it is evident that there is a conflict between the need for operational 
efficiency operationally and customer intimacy through a RM strategy.  To date the focus has been the provision of 
products to the customer in a timely and efficient manner i.e. products in store when Company A believes the customer 
wants them. For example, women’s fashions in store for each of the changing seasons.  In this example the focus has been 
to ensure that there is fashion clothing that matches each of the season’s in store at the relevant time of year.  In doing, the 
buyers have ensured that there are no ‘empty’ shelves in store and there are relevant products in store to meet the seasonal 
needs. 
 
This focus on efficiency opposed to customer intimacy is demonstrated by each of the department buyers developing 
different profiles for the type of customer they ‘believe’ they have.  The fashions department buyer explained “we will 
target a fashionable woman who is conscious of what she wears”.  The accessories department buyer believed their 
customer looks for “fashion bags in the latest styles and hot brands that are in demand”, while the underwear buyer said 
“the customer will not be loyal to brands or Company A”.  The linens buyer identified customers as “fashionable and 
aware of styles and trends” and the cook shop buyer stated shoppers within this department “possibly could become a 
loyal shopper if the product is right”.   
 
In light of the current results, a lack of customer intimacy and differences between departments view of the customer has 
been identified.  The findings demonstrate that each department is operating in departmental ‘silos’ and fail to work as 
one unit focused on the ‘actual’ customer needs and wants.   As the overall focus is to ‘shift stock’ efficiently in order to 
turn over a profit, the company have failed to clearly define a group of customers recognized across all departments in the 
business. 
 
 

DISCUSSION: ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING WITHIN SME RETAILERS 
 

The overall aim of this paper was to extend strategic thinking in the area of EM to reflect the contextual issues of SME 
retailing. To identify how a customer RM strategy can enable SME owner managers to become more entrepreneurial in 
their marketing activities. In order for Company A to move forward within the dynamic business environment, the issues 
reported in the findings must be addressed.  The following sections will now address each issue in turn.   
 
Strategic Objective One – Communicating Entrepreneurial Thinking Clearly 
 
In order to change the strategic focus of the company, the owner manager and senior management team must drive the 
new vision of customer RM to support EM activities.  This need for change is recognized by Company A’s senior 
management team who support a formal and distinct RM strategy throughout the business.  The rationale behind 
developing a RM strategy in this context is that the closeness of the retail industry to consumers intuitively suggests that 
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the nearer the retailer can get to the customer the better they will be able to provide the service the customer needs (Kent 
and Omar 2003). This demonstrates entrepreneurial thinking by the owner manager however he has not successfully 
communicated this across the business.   
 
Strategic Objective Two – Understanding Outputs from Entrepreneurial Marketing Activity 
 
Considering that retail SMEs exist in a dynamic and complex environment with limited resources, it is acknowledged that 
this will inevitably affect its marketing activities (O’Dwyer et al., 2009).  This makes it more difficult to develop and 
implement RM within this context.  However, it is recognized that it is no longer enough to rely on anecdotal evidence to 
make business decisions.  This leaves a gap between what is actually needed to deliver RM in this context and what can 
be delivered considering the constraints on resources. Therefore, SME retailers must develop a clear ‘Data Management 
Strategy’.  To facilitate this strategy, it will be necessary for senior management to control the management of company 
data. This will involve regular data quality reporting, and mechanisms put in place to continually monitor the quality of 
the customer data that is being collected (Winer, 2001; Reid and Catterall, 2005).  
 
Given the context of this company, resources must be considered; this strategy does not require investment in expensive 
IT infrastructure.  The solution to collecting, analyzing and managing customer data within Company A must be reflective 
on the constraints presented.   It will be necessary to carry out a full Information Technology audit to assess the ‘gaps’ that 
exist in technology.  This will provide a road map for moving forward with a data management strategy.  An innovative 
approach will be required to provide a solution to this problem, it will be necessary to harness the immediate resources to 
implement this strategy.    
 
Strategic Objective Three – Delivering Entrepreneurial Marketing Successfully  
 
It is well recognized that implementing RM and developing a high level of customer intimacy is expensive (Winer, 2001).  
Therefore, the buyers have concentrated on buying products to match the operational needs of Company A, but not 
considering the imperative of customer intimacy.  The results have been a lack of customer focus and a failure to close the 
‘needs-offer gap’ (Favaro et al., 2009).  Clarifying the strategic objective of RM within Company A should enable 
customer intimacy to become the strategic imperative.   The business processes and structures already implemented can 
help maintain the current level of operational efficiency.  Customer intimacy requires core processes that provide 
solutions and support customers.  There is a need for structures that push empowerment to the point of customer contact 
with management systems that measure the cost of providing customer service, whilst maintaining loyalty.  Additionally, 
the culture needs to be flexible with a ‘have it your way’ attitude in order to achieve a high level of customer intimacy 
(Treacy and Wiersema 1995). 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
This paper has presented the case of an SME retailer implementing a RM strategy to support EM activity.  To date the 
approach adopted by the owner manager has created issues with communication across the business, information 
asymmetry and highlighted the difference between entrepreneurial thinking and entrepreneurial action. In that the owner 
manager had a vision of implementing a RM strategy however he lacked the knowledge and skills to fully implement this 
strategy successfully. 
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ABSTRACT  
 
Researchers in the fields of SME marketing and entrepreneurship have recognised the importance of small and 
entrepreneurial firms for many years.  This had led to an increased understanding of business and management practices 
and the evolution of theories concerning the start-up, growth and survival of the smaller and/or newer firm. There is now 
an extensive body of academic literature concerning the factors influencing the performance of small firms and 
entrepreneurs. For example, there have been many studies on how SME owner/managers do business, their impact on the 
economic environment, their decision making processes and ways of delivering marketing activities. These themes have 
been studied in many different locations and in many different ways. 
 
Over the past 2 years a team of researchers from the Global Research Symposium on Marketing and Entrepreneurship 
have aimed to provide an overview and analysis of how SMEs have been defined and studied in the key SME marketing 
and entrepreneurship academic journals over a 12 year period. This paper focuses on how SMEs have been defined and 
which methods have been used to study SMEs and entrepreneurial activities in 3 academic journals.  
 
Within the context of a wider study of fourteen international journals on small business and entrepreneurship, this paper 
presents the findings that have emerged from an analysis of all the papers published in the Journal of Entrepreneurship, 
Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship and Journal of Research in Marketing and Entrepreneurship from 2000-
2009.  These were analysed in relation to the SME definitions used and methodology employed. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Researchers interested in the interface between marketing and entrepreneurship and participants of the Global Research 
Symposium on Marketing and Entrepreneurship have been studying SMEs and entrepreneurial firms for many years. 
Initially studies focused on small and growing enterprises to investigate how they are different from large businesses in an 
effort to understand the entrepreneurial essence of such firms.  Studies of organisations of various sizes and backgrounds 
have been carried out to try to identify which are entrepreneurial and how that is manifested in business activities and 
overall corporate ethos.  
 
As researchers who have investigated these phenomena in different geographic locations, we have become aware that 
there is no universal approach to defining and researching small and growing firms. Traditionally, research focusing on 
firms that are not large companies has used the term, small to medium sized firms (SMEs). Research has featured many 
aspects of SMEs, for example, how SMEs are created, grow, become successful or fail, and how entrepreneurially they 
behave at different stages of development.   
 
However defining SMEs is not simple and it is undoubtedly easier to adopt a ‘laissez faire’ approach; but in doing so we 
may have unwittingly weakened the impact of our work (Gilmore et al 2013). Historically the measurements used often 
relied on such factors as number of employees, sales turnover, profitability and net worth (Storey, 1994; Deakins and 
Freel, 2006). In the UK, the most widely accepted definition is that based on the findings of the Bolton Committee Report 
(1971) which defines a small firm as an independent business, managed by its owner or part-owners and having a small 
market share. However, the difficulty with using these terms as a basis for definition is that they are not always 
appropriate as they can be affected by regional variations (Hill, 2001). In the U.S a small business is defined as being an 
independent business having fewer than 500 employees. However firms wishing to be designated a small business for 
government programs such as contracting, must meet size standards which vary by industry sector. So even after many 
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years of research, there is no uniform definition of an SME in the literature that is internationally used (Gilmore et al 
2013). 
The most recent definition of an SME in the UK can be found in the Companies Act 2006. This government definition 
specifies that an SME is either ‘a company and is not a member of a large group’ or a business that although not an actual 
company ‘would be a SME company’ if it were to be a company. The definition extends to stating that a Small company 
is one with no more than 50 employees, turnover of ≤£5.6m and a balance sheet total of ≤£2.8m; whereas, a Medium 
company is one with no more than 250 employees, turnover of ≤£22.8m and a balance sheet total of ≤£11.4m.   
Similarly, recent EU definitions specify that a Small company is one with no more than 50 employees, turnover of ≤€10m 
and / or a balance sheet total of ≤€10m; a Medium company is one with no more than 250 employees, turnover of ≤€50m 
and / or a balance sheet total of ≤€43m; it further specifies a Micro company as one with no more than 10 employees, 
turnover of ≤€2m and / or a balance sheet of ≤€2m. 
In addition to these definitions, there are some international variations in the definition of SMEs.  For example, in 
Australia the two most common ways of defining a small business are based on annual turnover, number of employees or 
some combination of both of these measures. Thus, for statistical purposes the Australian Bureau of Statistics (DIISR, 
2011) defines a small business as employing 0-19 employees. Micro businesses are small business employing 0-4 
employees. Medium is defined as 20-199 and large as 200 or more employees.  These definitions as are based on 
headcount and not on a full-time equivalent measure. 
 
The definitions of SMEs used in Japan also use a number of different determinants.  Japanese SMEs are defined by capital 
or total amount of investment together with the number of people employed.  In addition thresholds apply to each element 
and vary by industry sector. 
 
The picture is even more confusing in a newly industrialized country such as Brazil where 98% of businesses are defined 
as small. However, the method of definition has a degree of complexity, as there are definitions based on annual gross 
income, as well as ones based on number of employees where the categories are different depending on which part of the 
economy the business is in, so if ‘industrial’ the SME is 20-499 employees or if ‘service/commerce’ the SME is 10-99 
according to the Brazilian Bureau of Small and Medium Sized Enterprises. 
 
For further variation take a developing country like Vietnam where SMEs represent 97-99% of all business and the SME 
definition varies by sector. So for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and in the Industry and Construction sectors SME is 
10-300 employees, while in the Trade and Service sector it is 10-100 employees. In addition to the employee measure 
there is also a categorisation based on total capital. 
 
It is clear from this overview that there is no consistency in how SMEs have been defined in academic studies.  However 
the reason why SMEs are the focus of academic attention is more straightforward.  Economically SMEs contribute to job 
creation, value creation, innovation, investment and exporting across many countries at different stages of development. 
Academically, research focusing on SMEs has attracted growing interest over the last 30 years.  This is illustrated in the 
growth in academic journals focusing on research in SMEs since the early 1980s (Torres 1997).   
  
The investigation and review of the scope and nature of research in any field is useful at many different levels.  It 
illustrates the distinctiveness of the field in relation to the wider more generic area of business research and helps to 
identify the fragmentation and range of theoretical approaches and methodologies used to investigate the field (Torres 
1997).  Furthermore, it can be useful in illustrating the diversity of research topics within a research area (Lesage and 
Wechtler 2012). The wealth of material available to us now after so many years presents an unparalleled opportunity to 
review and reflect on what has been conducted and achieved.  Understanding how, when and why past research has been 
conducted will be crucial to the improvement of the overall quality of the research process and progression in any given 
field (Boissin et al., 2011).   
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Over the past 2 years a team of researchers from the Global Research Symposium on Marketing and Entrepreneurship 
have aimed to provide an overview and analysis of how SMEs have been defined and studied in the major SME marketing 
and entrepreneurship academic journals over a 12 year period. This paper focuses on a component part of that research.   
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The first stage of data collection and analysis focused on how the academic studies published in leading journals have 
defined the SMEs studied. Therefore each article published was analysed to identify the definition of SME used and the 
nature of the SMEs investigated.  Secondly the research methods used to study SMEs and entrepreneurial activities were 
identified.   
 
Within the context of a wider study of fourteen international journals on small business and entrepreneurship, this paper 
presents the findings that have emerged from an analysis of the papers published in the Journal of Entrepreneurship, 
Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship, Journal of Research in Marketing and Entrepreneurship and the 
International Small Business Journal from 2000-2009.  These were analysed in relation to the SME definitions used and 
methodology employed. (Currently data from 2010 and 2011 are in the process of being analysed).   
 
 

FINDINGS TO DATE: SME DEFINITIONS 
 
A review of the four journals have illustrated that there are contrasting views on  SME definitions. There were 547 papers 
published in the four selected journals between 2000 and 2009. Twenty-six per cent of these included a definition of SME.  
Twenty per cent were studies published in the International Small Business Journal. 
 
Journal of Entrepreneurship 
 
There were 73 articles published between 2000 and 2009.  Of these, 18 articles included definitions of the SMEs 
investigated. The most widely used determinant was employee number. A small number of papers used the determinant 
invested capital; or a combination of invested capital and employee number; and some used invested capital and turnover 
to define SMEs.  The majority of studies using employee number were studies with SMEs having fewer than 100 
employees. (Three articles defined SMEs based on turnover and revenue figures. One study defined SME as having fewer 
than 500 employees).  
 
Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship 
 
There were 184 papers published between 2000 and 2009. Of these, twelve articles defined the SMEs they studied.  The 
studies investigated firms of varying sizes, from those with less than 50 employees to those with less than 500. One study 
investigated SMEs with up to 1000 employees.  In this journal, the most common were studies of SME firms with less 
than 500 employees. 
 
The majority of the SME definitions used in this journal were based solely on employee number.  One paper defined 
SMEs in terms of employee numbers, annual sales and total assets.  
 
Journal of Research in Marketing and Entrepreneurship  
 
There were 71 papers published in this journal between 2000 and 2009. Of these, four had defined the SMEs studied.  
These four studies investigated SMEs with between 10 and 200 employees; fewer than 50 employees; between 10 and 50 
employees and up to 250 employees.  
 
International Small Business Journal  
 
This journal published 229 papers between 2000 and 2009.  Forty per cent (112) of these articles defined, stated or 
provided criteria for SMEs.  Thus it contained the largest quantity of articles with definitions compared to JE, JSBE and 
JRME in the same period.  
 
The most popular determinant used to define SMEs within the ISBJ was the employee number.  The other most frequent 
methods used were turnover, a combination of  employee number, turnover and balance sheet; turnover and balance sheet; 
turnover and employee number; average capital and employee number; industry sector, employee number and total 
capitalisation.  
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Summary of definitions used in the four journals 2000-2009 
 
Across all four journals the most common SME definition used was related to the number of employees, with 77% of the 
overall SME definitions based on this determinant.   The number of employees is the most used variable to describe SMEs 
and would appear to be the most universally accepted determinant, followed by the turnover, the asset and the requested 
independence of ownership.  Even where studies do include a definition of the SMEs studies it is often not very precise.  
There is a lot of variance in the data, as some authors focus more on microenterprises and others on medium or bigger 
SMEs.  
 
 

METHODOLOGIES USED 
 
The journal articles in all 4 publications included conceptual papers including literature reviews, opinion pieces and 
commentaries in addition to research papers. 
 
Journal of Entrepreneurship   
 
There were a variety of methodologies used in the JE.  The three most common methodologies used in this journal were 
surveys (37%), in-depth interviews (26%) and case studies (17%).  While surveys were the more widely used method 
overall during this time period, in-depth interviews were more popular during 2003 and 2004.  Less frequently used 
methods included observation studies and focus group discussions. Conceptual papers accounted for 20% of papers 
between 2000 and 2009. 
 
Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship  
 
A variety of methodologies were used in the research papers published in JSBE. The two most common methodologies 
used in this journal were surveys (38%) and in-depth interviews (15%). A small number of studies used focus groups.  
Conceptual papers based on literature reviews, opinion pieces or commentaries accounted for 42% of papers. 
 
Journal of Research in Marketing and Entrepreneurship  
 
There were a variety of methodologies used in JRME, although the two most common methodologies used in this journal 
were surveys and in-depth interviews. While surveys and interviews were prevalent from 2000-2002, their use were less 
frequent after that.  Over half of the articles within this journal during this time period were conceptual based on literature 
reviews or commentaries. 
 
International Small Business Journal   
 
A variety of methodologies were used in the research papers published in ISBJ during this period. The three most 
common methodologies used in this journal were surveys (28%), interviews (26%) and case studies (14%).  While 
surveys were more widely used overall during this time period, in-depth interviews were more popular during 2007 and 
2008.  Less frequently used methods included observation studies, focus group discussions and ethnographic studies. 
Almost 30% of papers were predominantly conceptual including literature reviews, opinion pieces and commentaries. 
 
Summary of methodologies used 
 
The most common methodologies used to study SMEs were surveys and in-depth interviews. Case studies, focus group 
interviews and observation studies were also used. However a relatively high number of conceptual papers also appeared 
in all 4 journals during this time period. 
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  CONCLUSION  
 

This study continues as a work in progress.  Currently data is being gathered and coded from the remaining ten journals.  
This data will be analysed in relation to the SME definition used in the investigation of phenomena and companies chosen 
for study.  The methodology used will also be investigated and presented in further work.  
 
The range of topics and themes covered in the journal articles evaluated to date has also been noted. The papers published 
in these 4 journals between 2000 and 2009 addressed many topics.  A brief overview of the paper abstracts has indicated 
some common themes of interest to researchers’ in marketing and entrepreneurship.  These are outlined briefly below and 
will be investigated and analysed more fully as the research progresses.  
 
Journal of Entrepreneurship - Most investigated topics/themes include: entrepreneurship, family, small business, 
networking/networks, strategy, gender, business development. 
 
Journal of Small Business and Entrepreneurship - Most investigated topics/themes include: entrepreneurship, small 
business/SME, strategy, management, business development/growth, /development, exporting, internationalisation, 
networking/networks. 
 
Journal of Research in Marketing and Entrepreneurship - Most investigated topics/themes include: marketing, 
entrepreneurship, business development/growth, strategy, networking/networks, internet/IT/e-business, innovation, 
theorists and conceptual frameworks. 
 
International Small Business Journal - Most investigated topics/themes include: small business, entrepreneurship, 
networking/networks, finance/expenses, exporting, internationalisation, internet/IT/e-business, growth and development. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Purpose:  We continue our investigation of both professional services and professional occupations in a multinational 
setting, a quest that we began over a decade ago, with the first results reported at the gathering of this group in 2005 in 
San Francisco. Since then, we have been able to collect and analyze more data points, from multiple sources, on the 
challenges facing both firms and individuals. Our purpose in this paper is to show the role of small firms and their 
competition within and among the four sectors: accounting/audit, engineering consultancy, legal services, and 
management consultancy.  
Design/methodology/approach: As before, our research includes primary information collected by national and 
multinational statistical agencies, associations, and corporate enterprises. We conducted our own primary interviews as 
well, with executives in both engineering and management consultancies. Our emphasis has been on comparing and 
contrasting analytical insights and statistics, with emphasis on reconciliation of diverse data by using consensus (crowd-
sourcing) to judge trends and to build forecasts.  
Findings: We find that viability of small professional service enterprises as well as employment opportunities for 
professionals in major Western nations are under pressure from emerging markets, due to differences in compensation and 
working conditions. Disruptive technological advances also pose a threat, e.g. automated document assembly, online 
guidance, and project management. However, there are several encouraging signs that specialization and skill upgrading 
assist small firms and their staff. We also offer an overview of major driving forces, key issues and a list of ‘proper’ 
promotion methods.  
Research limitations/implications: Our work is just a small part of a global undertaking by national and multinational 
bodies to tackle the threat of unemployment or under- utilization by professionals.  Much work remains to be done in 
regard to data collection and analysis. There is a need for harmonization of terminology, classification schemes, and 
policy procedures on behalf of governments, organizations, and individuals.  
Practical implications: The discussion and tabular material in this essay offer both data points and analytical insights for 
professionals and small enterprises. We stress that large companies and small entities can co-exist and prosper in the West 
and emphasize the role that individuals can play via motivation, continuing education, risk-taking, innovating. 
Originality/value: We bring together statistics from multiple sources and from our own consulting work with individuals 
and organizations in North America and the European Union. Our discussion should provide guidance for future action by 
those in the field.  
Keywords: Professional services, knowledge management, entrepreneurship, small firms, skill utilization, entry and 
expansion, licensure, Western nations, comparisons 
 
 

KNOWLEDGE-INTENSIVE SERVICES IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT  
 
In the 20th century, the tertiary or service sector has become dominant in the economies of both developed and 
developing nations, while the role of the secondary (manufacturing) and the primary (natural resource) sectors declined 
sharply; in the 21st century, services will remain dominant and within that, knowledge-intensive services will continue to 
be a fast-growing component. The field consists of five sub-sectors: business, communication, finance, education, and 
health services. The first three of these five have been labeled ‘commercial knowledge-intensive services.’ The growth 
rates for value added by these services in emerging markets during 1995-2010 was in the range of 8% to 14%, while in the 
industrialized nations comparative rates were only from 1% to 8%. While the Western countries remain dominant in 
absolute terms, those in Asia, Africa, and Latin America combined are starting to close the gap (NSB, 2012; OECD, 
2001).  
 
During this span, total value-added worldwide, in billions of dollars, was $4.4, $7.7, and $10.9, respectively, in 1995, 
2005, and 2010. Of these sums, the U.S. share rose from 33% in 1995 to 38% in 2005, but returned to 33% in 2010. The 
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EU’s share was 29% in both 1995 and 2005, declining only to 26.5% in 2010; and Japan declined sharply from 17% in 
1995 to 10% in 2005 and 8% in 2010. The developed countries more than doubled their share from $3.9 trillion to $8.6 
trillion; however, the emerging economies during this time more than quadrupled from $0.5 trillion to $2.3 trillion, going 
from 12% to 21% of the total. In summary, the Western nations have clearly lost their remarkable dominance in global 
share; yet the decline in 15 years was only from 88% to 79%. 
 
Commercial knowledge-intensive services have grown at a lively pace in all economies. Contributing to this growth has 
been international trade with mutual benefit to both emerging and industrialized nations. Until now, Western nations have 
been the major exporters. In 2009, the EU was the largest exporter of such services at $409 billion and 30% of global 
value, followed by the USA at $239 billion and 22%. The ‘Asia-8,’ including India, was in third place at $204 billion and 
15%, with China in fourth place at $110 billion and 8%. Observers note that the rate of globalization in these service 
industries is more modest than was the case for high-technology manufacturing (NSB, 2012; OECD, 2001). We definitely 
view this as a positive sign, as it allows for smoother adjustments for the participants across borders and over time. 
 
 

PROFESSIONS AND PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS  
 

Knowledge-intensive services are planned and implemented by a professional work force. The original three professional 
fields are said to be divinity, medicine, and law; later came engineering, architecture, surveying, accounting, and 
consulting. Professions involve the application of specialized knowledge; a professional occupation is one where the 
individual’s background is characterized by high-level skill, acquired learning, and commitment to both ethical standards 
and client confidentiality. Continuing education, certification, and membership in a professional body or association is 
often required to demonstrate on-going expertise. Growing domestically or internationally is no easy task; in Table 1, we 
delineate how entry and expansion take place for four sectors— accounting, legal services, engineering consultancy, and 
management consultancy  
 
Professionals are generally held in high esteem; they can form their own firms or be hired by business, government and 
non-profit agencies. Regardless of their post, they tend to: assert their status and autonomy to achieve power; strive to 
demonstrate their expertise by charging high fees; and cluster in associations from which they exclude those they deem 
not qualified. Thus, it is not surprising that 85 years ago, G. B. Shaw stated: “All professions are conspiracies against the 
laity.” Indeed, the histories and the characteristics of various professions are colorful and controversial; their evolution, 
along with their respective associations, can be traced back several centuries (Baker & Dunn, 2003; Brock et al., 1999; 
Carr-Saunders & Wilson, 1933; Dezalay & Sugarman, 1995; Maister, 1993; Morgan, 1998; Parsons, 1939; Wilensky, 
1967). 
 
Professionals and their associations stress their own technical expertise, ethical standards, and confidentiality for clients; 
yet government bodies –at state or provincial level- inserted themselves by requiring demonstration of qualification. Such 
certification or licensure can be demanding, e.g. to qualify as a professional engineer, the State of Ohio in the USA 
requires (1) an engineering degree from an accredited university, (2) four years of practice, (3) thorough examinations, 
and (4) continuing education (there are minor exemptions). As a partial offset to the power of expert individuals and their 
associations, regulators can opt for certification or licensure, with professionals accepting this as a sign of accreditation to 
their skills. In some nations, public authorities yield the licensing or certifying process to professional associations. For 
example, according to Wikipedia, the definitive online encyclopedia, there are now “ten accountancy bodies in the UK, all 
of which have been given a Royal Charter although not necessarily considered to hold equivalent-level classifications.”  
 
Illustrating further the diversity and the requirements in the case of one set of professional services, we offer Table 2 
showing the certification steps required by two management consultancy groups. Clearly, it is no small task to seek either 
licensure or certification in professional fields. A question raised frequently is where professionalism should reside — 
with the individual or with the organization?! According to one expert, “engineers would be licensed by the state, 
accountants certified by the CPA examination, and lawyers regulated by the bar examination, but management consultants 
actively campaigned to avoid government oversight” (McKenna, 2000, pp. 237-238). Our research has shown also that 
solo or small firm management consultants like the certification, but larger consultancies discourage their staff insisting 
that professionalism resides with the organization (Gross & Poor, 2008; O’Mahoney, 2010).  
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICE FIRMS (PSF) 
 
Scholars in history, sociology, economics, and education have focused on professionals by emphasizing their career 
patterns, compensation, and the utilization of their education at work. In contrast, academics and practitioners from 
management, organizational behavior, and marketing areas prefer to look at professional service firms and analyze issues 
at that level. They often see such firms as entrepreneurial ventures, with cutting edge activities, even as some become 
medium to large employers. Emphasis in this context is given to innovation, governance, ownership, talent recruitment, 
client relationship, market share, and strategy for multinational entry and expansion. Overall, an encouraging picture 
emerges: professional service firms are experiencing growth in many nations, especially in EU and USA, with 
opportunities to extend across borders.   
 
Among the positive forces influencing the operations and future welfare of professional service organizations is the 
demand by clients for solid advice with harmonized, uniform standards in meeting government regulations as in 
accounting, law, and engineering. There is a growing talent pool from universities in all regions; graduates enjoy mobility. 
Certification and licensure are seen as an assurance for maintaining quality. On the other hand, professionals and 
professional service firms are threatened by “paraprofessionals” in each field as well as technology offering software 
assistance and automated reports from online providers. Western firms see competition from low-wage countries even as 
they do outsourcing; they also object to visa restrictions on immigrant engineers as a threat. Last but not least, clients are 
objecting to higher fees by accountants and lawyers and to “add-on” charges by engineering consultants. The (in-)famous 
custom of “billable hours” by many large law firms has been in the news lately, but there are signs that reforms are under 
way (Henderson 2013; Spector, 2013; Susskind, 2013). There is increased pressure for higher productivity, accountability, 
and transparency;  and clients now demand not just advice but implementation (Steiger, 2008).  
 
The majority of studies on professional services focus either on one sector (e.g. Curnow and Reuvid, 2003; Osegowitsch, 
2003, Susskind, 2013;) or on a broad landscape without mentioning any specific professional sector (Maister, 1993; 
Maister, 1997; Teece, 2003). However, there are several comparative studies (Malhotra & Morris, 2009; von 
Nordenflycht, 2010) and some cut boldly across several fields (Aquila & Marcus, 2004). We have chosen to discuss four 
major sectors below: accountancy, legal services, engineering consultancy, and management consultancy. We marshal 
current statistics from the USA, the EU, and specifically three European nations: France, Spain, and the UK showing that 
stability or even growth is achievable in mature economies.  
 
 

SMALL FIRMS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT 
 

In his historical, in-depth treatise of the small business sector of the UK and other Western nations, Storey struggled with 
definitions and statistics (Storey, 1994). What is a small firm? When is a small firm created? When does it cease to exist? 
He devoted three separate chapters to these topics and reviewed many earlier studies. The importance of the small 
business sector in the vitality of both industrialized and emerging economies was not an issue; but actual measurement 
was another story. In his view, “the economic and statistical definitions employed by the Bolton Committee of 1971 (UK 
Government group) are no longer relevant.” However, “whilst broadly acceptable and consistent definitions are needed 
for international and time series comparisons, small firm researchers are not restricted by these parameters” (Storey, 1994, 
47).  
 
The research done in the past two decades show clearly that new small firm formations and entrepreneurial venturing play 
a major role in the overall economies of all nations (Cassis & Minoglu, 2005; Dana, 2004; Gartner, 2004; Kressel & 
Lento, 2012). As expected, rates vary markedly from one sector to another, from one time period to another, and from one 
country to another; however, profitability and cash flow are two key requirements. Since 1999, the Global 
Entrepreneurship Monitor project has conducted surveys in many countries. The 2012 report encompassed entrepreneurial 
activity in 69 nations, representing 87% of global GDP and 74% of the world population (GEM, 2012).  
 
Looking at the industrialized Western nations, which they call innovative-driven economies, the authors of the 2012 
report found that only 5% to 15% of the 18 to 64 year old group got involved in “total early-stage entrepreneurial activity 
or TEA.” In emerging, factor-driven economies the range was 12% to 42%, while in the mid-range, efficiency driven 
economies it was 5% to 25% (GEM, 2012). The highest TEA rates were found in Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin 
America/Caribbean. The GEM reports put much emphasis on positive attitudes, intentions, beliefs, and then focus on 
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nascent and new entrepreneurs. Another key research topic is whether new firms are “pushed into” entrepreneurship by 
lack of alternative employment or are “pulled in” by market opportunities; the former is more applicable to the emerging, 
the latter to the mature economies. Finally, the GEM reports show that education, innovation, and government policies 
can make a difference.  
 
Combining academic and practitioner evidence (e.g. Anokhin & Wincent, 2012; Bowen & DeClerq, 2008; GEM 2012; 
Kressel & Lento, 2012) the key to survival appears to lie in growing fast after startup, adjusting the product-market 
interface, and achieving a diversified customer base. Where there is a “winner-take-all” market, entrepreneurs need 
substantial financial assistance and deep insights into technology. Capability should be tailored to client needs and 
products or services should not be “over-engineered.” Enthusiasm, motivation, and team effort by a dedicated cadre of 
individuals loom important as do resources and characteristics of both the firm and the sector(s) in which it is operating. 
Others suggested looking for insights by examining the different stages of small business growth. Many analysts propose 
marrying marketing orientation (emphasis on client/customer focus, profitability, and coordination) and entrepreneurial 
orientation (innovation, pro-activeness, and risk acceptance). Hypotheses abound, many studies are conducted; and we 
expect that more precise conclusions will emerge.  
 
 

ENTERPRISE DEMOGRAPHICS IN USA AND EU  
 

The U.S. Small Business Administration and the U.S. Census Bureau have been collecting data on the births and deaths of 
U.S. firms as well as on the expansions and contractions of existing firms. These time series are now available from 1990 
to 2007, but not for the most recent period. (Here we see once again the impact of budget cuts and hence the slow pace of 
publishing.) Examination on a year-to-year basis reveals highly stable patterns that are encouraging. For births during 
1990-2007 the range was from 540,000 to 670,000 firms and for deaths it was 512,000 to 599,000 (USCB, 2011). In both 
series, firms with less than 20 employees accounted for over 90 percent of the total. The latest data from the USA, for the 
recession year of 2009, seen in Table 3, offer some encouraging signs, especially for start-up firms. More recently, 
however, there are dark clouds on the horizon with three of four ventures failing (Gage, 2012). We think a steady recovery 
pace in the USA in this decade will encourage more entrepreneurial activity.  
 
In the EU, its statistical arm, Eurostat, collected data from member nations and arranged them in many databases 
(especially a comprehensive one, called SBS/Structural Business Statistics); it has published both short and long reports 
on technical, economic, and business topics (Eurostat, 2011; Eurostat, 2013). In 2011, around 76 million persons were 
employed in knowledge-intensive activities in EU-27, with Belgium, Ireland, Luxembourg, Malta, Sweden, and UK 
ranking at the top. Small and medium-sized enterprises or SMEs were important players in the national and local 
economies of the region. In Table 4, we see an enterprise size class analysis of key indicators in the EU-27 non-financial 
business economy as of 2008. More than nine out of ten enterprises are micro; however, their workforce and value added 
roles are considerably lower. The distributive trades rank first in SMEs, with 6.1 million. Professional, scientific, and 
technical activities SMEs are in second place at 3.3 million; we now offer a global overview of four of these categories, 
followed by detailed data for three EU nations.  
 
 

ACCOUNTING/ACCOUNTANCY 
 

History and Structure.- Accounting looks back on centuries of history with the earliest records of business transactions 
dating back to 7000 BC. Two key branches are managerial accounting for internal decisions about operations and 
financial accounting for external audiences. Practitioners need certification and continuing education is often mandated. 
Large multinational companies and governments continue to push for more uniformity and reconciling U.S with EU 
standards. The global accounting sector is dominated by the Big Four (formerly Big Eight, then Big Six): Deloitte, Ernst 
& Young, PricewaterhouseCoopers and KPMG which have over half of the global market. On average, each of the Big 
Four had annual revenue of around $26 billion, over 115,000 staff members in 140 countries and 800 office locations, and 
earned about $110 billion in 2012. In comparison to the Big Four’s $110 billion, the next 35 firms had combined revenue 
of only $60 billion. Yet there is room for mid-tier firms, e.g. Grant Thornton acquired nine firms in emerging markets. 
The trend for mid-size firms is to expand regional coverage via networks, associations, and alliances. The SMEs often 
function in a single major country and tend to specialize, but with unique skills they can cross borders.  
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Services and Clients.- Accountancy firms offer a wide variety of services. For the Big Four audits were responsible for 
45%, tax services for 23%, and advisory services for 22% of total revenues in 2012. By offering forensics, litigation, 
governance, technology, and risk management, they challenge law firms and consultancies. Success comes from 
providing “one-stop-shopping,” global perspective, economies of scale, and building trust (IAB, 2013; Smith, 2012). 
Clients seek assistance on compliance, transfer pricing, and taxation (Gyorkos & Maher, 2013; IAB, 2-13; Shtatnov, 
2012,). In terms of regions, North America and Europe bring in much of the revenue, but China, India, sub-Sahara Africa, 
and Singapore represent growing markets for firms from the West. However, the Chinese Ministry of Finance is said to be 
intent on developing 10 large and 200 medium-size accountancy firms; Singapore plans to be a leading hub for both 
auditing as well as a center for continuing professional development and training for accountants.  
 
 

LAW/LEGAL SERVICES 
 
History and Structure.- In ancient Greece, Aristotle embraced the idea that “the rule of law is better than the rule of any 
individual.” In the modern era, this paradigm comes through the courts, judgments, and licensing of lawyers (or: attorney, 
barrister, solicitor, advocate, and counselor). Three legal systems are in place globally: common law, based on precedents; 
civil law, based on administrative codes; and theocratic law, based on religious teachings. Required education for the legal 
profession varies nation by nation; some countries insist on a prior degree, while others emphasize clinical training. 
Observers see danger in outsourcing and automation; others call for reforms in “the billable hours” practice; and, some 
want to modify ownership, allowing a role for non-lawyers (Faulconbridge, 2007; Henderson, 2013; Susskind, 2013). The 
legal sector is fragmented, with revenues of the top five -Baker & McKenzie, DLA Piper, Skadden Arps, Latham & 
Watkins of USA and Clifford Chance of the UK- in the range of $2.0 to $2.3 billion, modest in contrast to the $22-$29 
billion range for the Big Four accountancy firms. An additional evidence for the fragmentation in legal services is the 
presence of Australian, Chinese, and Spanish law firms in the top 100 list.   
 
Services and Clients- Traditional legal fields are criminal, contract, family, property, patent, tax, and tort law; new areas 
are international, intellectual property, environmental, and space law. Small firms often tend to specialize in one of these 
areas; a popular one in USA si the field of personal injury with lawyers labeled “ambulance chasers.” Large firms offer a 
wide range of services, around the world, with both litigation and transactional assistance. The former involves 
representing the clientele in courts, the latter deals with preparation of documents and ensuring compliance. Mediation 
and arbitration pose alternatives to lawsuits, but disruptive technologies also threaten the transactional practice of law. 
Large law firms tend to cater to large clients, mid-tier firms to mid-size clients, and small firms to small-size customers; 
this implied ‘comfort zone’ of participants also links compensation to the quality of work, i.e. if it is ‘pricey’ it must be 
high quality and vice-versa. Clients now benefit from increased collaboration between in-house legal departments (known 
as general counsels in the UK) and outside law firms. Both transaction management and litigation are ripe for 
‘decomposition’ through wider use of junior associates, paralegal staff, and online resources. This will lead to lower 
charges to clients who have been asking for just that.  
 
 

ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY 
 
History and Structure.- This sector is technology-laden with a long history and with deep ties to both construction and 
manufacturing. Military and civil engineering trace their roots back centuries to the building of fortifications and bridges. 
Other engineering specialties developed much later as scientific discoveries; these range from aeronautical to biomedical 
engineering. Though the profession is ancient, formal education is relatively new, but rigorous; there is debate about the 
‘proper dimensions” of the curriculum. China and India offer growing talent pools for engineering consultants though 
quality of their graduates can vary greatly. Global revenue has been estimated at over $550 billion, with three million 
‘associates’ in half million firms (Gross, 2012). There is fragmentation in this sector just as in legal services; the top ten 
firms have only 12 percent of global market share. The largest firms have headquarters in USA, EU, Australia, and 
Canada. Small firms with less than ten associates still account for 65-75 percent of total revenue in many nations. All 
players must adjust to the location of project offices -unlike in accounting, legal services, and management consultancy - 
wherever the client requires new facilities or is renovating old ones. Large firms in this sector “follow the client, follow 
the money,” while small ones often act as subcontractors.  
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Services and Clients.-  Engineering faculties offer civil, electrical, mechanical and other fields of study and this is 
reflected in practice as well. However, the consultancies –whether in-house or independent- often specialize along major 
end-use markets such as energy, transportation, pollution control, and manufacturing. Large-scale projects are lucrative so 
large engineering firms, such as Arcadis, Bechtel, Fluor, Fugro, KBR, and URS cultivate “contacts in high places” 
(McCartney, 1988); but bribes can no longer be offered under the OECD Convention of 1999 though “facilitating 
payments” are still permissible. The keys to success lie in building new contacts, cultivating existing relationships, and 
being flexible while moving across projects and national boundaries. The major customers are governments, 
manufacturers, and public-private partnerships. Clients need to work closely with their vendors; large projects require 
astute cost estimation and cultivation of relationships. The trend by vendors is to bid low, then charge ‘add-on’ fees. But 
an encouraging sign is the dedication to implementation and sustainability by both vendors and clients. Completing 
projects on time and budget are seen as vital as are “eco-friendly or green” practices; metrics are now standard for goals 
vs. performance, energy and water use, emission control, and recycling rates. 
 
 

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY 
 
History and Structure.- While other professional services trace their roots back centuries, this sector is less than 150 years 
old. “Advisory practices” began in the 1860s in the UK; the first “pure consultancy” in USA is attributed to Arthur Little 
with a focus on technology and engineering economics. This was followed by the start-ups of Edwin Booz, James 
McKinsey, and Andrew Kearney whose names survive in company names. McKenna (2006) argues that flowering of 
management consultancies during 1925-1940 was not due to scientific management, but to emulating three professions 
(accounting, law, and engineering!), role of merchant bankers, and favorable legislation. David (2001) found several 
forces explaining the rise of this sector: increasing complexity of operations; spread of corporate ideology; growing 
impact of business education and the business press. He argues that only large firms can afford to be generalists, small 
ones should be specialists. Global revenue is put over $300 billion, with North America still accounting for about half and 
the EU for one-third of the world market. Among the “classic” firms are Bain, BCG, Booz, McKinsey, A.T. Kearney, and 
A.D. Little. The Big Four of accounting remained in or returned with a definite impact. But Accenture and IBM, both with 
emphasis on information technology, now have the largest market share at roughly 8% and 15%. The large Indian firms of 
Infosys, Tata Consulting, and Wipro are now coming on strong by offering technical talent at lower cost and guarantees.  
 
Services and Clients.- For several decades management consultants have divided their offerings  as: strategy; human 
resources; operations; and information technology. To these four categories, outsourcing has been added. To succeed in 
all these tasks, teams of generalists and specialists are assembled plus country or local experts. Management consultants 
have moved into accounting, financial, legal, and technical counseling, just as firms in those areas penetrate this field. 
Success is built on referrals, repeat business, and reputation. Accordingly, consultants publish articles, seek testimonials to 
build reputation, and strive to build the firm’s name into “brand equity.” Who buys all that advisory or consulting 
service?! The major end users are the “usual suspects”: the private sector, governments and non-profit organizations. But 
further breakdown is available from corporate annual reports, press releases, “freedom of information” files and calls for 
tender, as well as from research bureaus and publishers. The three leading clientele groups are: manufacturing and natural 
resources combined; the financial sector; and then government agencies. These three account for two-third of the total, 
with the remaining one-third of service industries. Asian markets are growing far faster than those in the West; Africa and 
Latin America are showing much potential. The “classic” firms are now in 20 to 50 countries; Accenture, CSC, Deloitte, 
and IBM are in over 100 nations. For an SME to expand across borders remains a challenge and is best done via 
specialization.  
 
 

THE FOUR PROFESSIONAL SECTORS ACROSS THREE EU NATIONS 
 
In our task of data mining, we have been fortunate to come across three Western nations, the UK, France, and Spain, all of 
which provide recent statistics on the four sectors we discussed above in a global context. In Tables 5, 6, 7, we offer the 
absolute figures from the national statistical bureaus, supplemented by our own computation of growth rates plus two 
ratios: the number of staff (persons, employees) per enterprise and revenue per staff member. Please note that the time 
horizon is different for the UK than for France and Spain. Further, the terms or codes in each table are those used by the 
respective agencies and are not fully explained. However, we can still draw meaningful comparisons and we do so first for 
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the four sectors in a given nation, then move on to contrasting the two computed ratios and growth rates across the three 
countries.  
 
In Table 5, we note that in the UK three of the four professional service sectors employed 250,000 to 350,000 persons 
working in about 30,000 to 50,000 enterprises; total turnover has been steady during 2008-2010. Employees per enterprise 
have been stable as well, with about 7-8 persons in accounting, 11-12 in legal services, and around 6 in engineering 
consultancy. In the case of management consultancy, both the staff and the firm numbers are significantly higher as laid-
off managers have likely gone into self-employment or started a small enterprise; there are only 3 to 4 employees per 
enterprise. Earnings per employee are around 75,000 pounds per year in accounting and legal activities and about 105,000 
pounds in engineering and management consultancies. These remuneration patterns may reflect demand-supply facets as 
well as institutional context.  
 
In Table 6, we are looking at the four sectors in France during 2002-2010, noting that some of the numbers are 
questionable despite our best efforts to ascertain them (as indicated by question marks). There are between 100,000 and 
200,000 workers in each category, while the enterprise numbers range from around 22,000 in accounting to 75,000 in 
management consulting. Total revenues seem very low in legal services, which may in part be due to the fact that France 
follows the Napoleonic code law system with heavy reliance on the work of notary publics rather than lawyers. The 
worker to enterprise ratio is 6 in accounting, 2 in law, 5 in engineering, and 1 to 2 in management consultancies. The 
revenue per worker statistics show relatively high earnings in the first three sectors at over 100,000 euros per year, but 
low remuneration in the last category which is not at all surprising given both the tradition in labor market conditions and 
the recent rise in supply of management consultants in this nation. Accountants, lawyers, and engineers are valued more 
and entry into these professions is much more difficult, hence supply is stable.  
 
In Table 7, we encounter data for Spain, a nation that has had high unemployment numbers recently, especially for 
younger workers (around 25% and 40% respectively). In our data set, we find the number of employed personnel in the 
first three sectors in the 150,000 to 250,000 range, but in management consultancy only around 40,000 to 60,000. Number 
of accounting firms rose from 40,000 to 60,000 in eight years, in the legal area remained around 93,000 and in 
engineering rose from 79,000 to 105,000. These numbers possibly reflect the earlier boom years in real estate and 
construction along the Costa del Sol. The average personnel per company was steady with 3 to 4 in accountancy, 2 in law, 
2 to 3 in engineering, and 4 to 5 in management consultancy. Revenue per person has shown increases, with 44,000 to 
59,000 euros in accounting and legal services, 68,000 to 90,000 in engineering, and 69,000 to 106,000 in management 
consulting.  
 
Looking at Tables 5, 6, and 7, that is across the four sectors in the three nations in terms of ratios and growth rates, we 
find either stability or steady growth, with a few minor exceptions that indicate decline. Thus in accountancy, persons per 
companies were around 8, 6, and 4, respectively in the three countries; for law the figures are 1 to 2; engineering 2 to 6; 
and management consultancy 2 to 5. The revenue per employee data shows higher remuneration rates in UK and France 
than in Spain, not surprising in light of economic development, tradition, and ‘customary’ remuneration patterns. As a 
general rule, the older professions of accountancy, law, and engineering pay better than the newer field of management 
consultancy, though the UK is an exception to that rule which can be traced back to this last sector originating in that 
nation. All in all, we are encouraged by the ‘steady state’ –and in some instances, ‘steady advance’ in the number of 
persons employed, number of firms established, the computed two ratios and annual growth rates.  
 
 

THE PATH FOR PROFESSIONAL ENTERPRISES IN THE WEST 
 
We started this essay with a brief overview on the growth of knowledge-intensive services in both mature and emerging 
nations, followed by discussion about professions and professional services. Then we focused on the role of small firms in 
the West and enterprise demographics in the USA and the EU. Four distinct sectors were highlighted next, first in a global 
context, then within three major Western nations: accountancy; legal services; engineering consultancy; management 
consultancy. Coverage included the history and structure of the sectors, followed by service offerings and client base. As 
each of the four sectors is embedded in its past and current institutional context, each one is evolving in its own way. The 
discussion illuminates the four major sectors and three large Western countries, using both key ratios and annual growth 
rates.  
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In Table 8, we summarize the four sectors vis-à-vis external challenges, industry drivers, and what is currently an 
important issue, ethics and trust. There are clearly differences as well as similarities among the four sectors; the roadmap 
to the future will depend on how each sector resolves its challenges. The most intriguing facet, however, is likely to be the 
question of competition not just within one field, but rivalry among the sectors in the future. Fundamentally, all four are 
advising business clients about strategy and tactics in planning and managing. Will they invade each other’s turf in an 
aggressive way in the near future?! Discussion with experts in companies and associations, as well as their clients indicate 
that this is likely to happen or is already happening.  
 
The future of each sector is dependent not only on the success of existing firms, but on opportunities for the rise of new 
ventures. Entrepreneurship is on the front burner for both industrialized and industrializing nations, in both mature and 
emerging industry sectors. The advisory services offered to the clientele by the professional service sectors need to be 
tailored not just for higher efficiency and cost-cutting at clients, but also for attracting talent, job creation, and knowledge 
management. In carrying out such tasks, we offer appropriate promotion schemes as shown in Table 9. These practices cut 
across all four sectors and can be used effectively as suggested by the two sets of commentaries. We have checked this list 
with professionals in each of the four sectors and they seem to be in agreement that the suggestions shown are applicable 
to practicing professionals. Those that carry out this task well will benefit both their clients and themselves.  
  
As the world economy is now recovering slowly from the impact of the 2008-2011 global recession, there is an ongoing 
assessment abut three key facets: (1) the education-employment interface with strong emphasis on job creation; (2) 
strategic and tactical moves by large and especially small firms; and (3) public policies regarding economic growth vs. 
consumerism, industrial development vs. environmental protection, and unfettered competition vs. regulatory restraints. 
We are encouraged by the stability and/or the steady growth in the number of employed persons and number of 
enterprises offering job opportunities in the four sectors. Small and medium enterprises account for 99% of all non-
financial firms; the challenge is to increase their share of the labor force and of value added (at 67% and 58%, 
respectively, in the EU, as seen in Table 4). In this task, both private sector enterprises and government agencies will need 
to play a key role for many years to come.  
 

Table 1: Ease of Entry, Expansion, Licensure in USA and Abroad for Small Professional Service 
Enterprises  

 
Sector   Entry      Entry        Expansion    Expansion     Licensing     Licensing  
             USA        Abroad          USA            Abroad             USA          Abroad        
 
Accounting,    Medium      High          Medium        High           Required        Required 
   Audit 
 
Legal (Law)    Medium      High           High             High           Required        Required  
  Services 
 
Engineering    Medium      High          Medium       High          If work on      Will vary  
  Consultancy        infrastructure 
 
Management     Low       Medium       Medium        High       Not req’d      Not req’d; 
  Consultancy                          but recomm’d     will vary 
 
 
 
Source: 1. Gross, A. and Poor, J. (2008) . The Global Management Consulting Sector.  
                       Business Economics, 43/4, October, 69-78. 
             2. Gross, A. (2012). The Global Engineering Consultancy Sector.  
                       Business Economics, 47/4, October, 285-295. 
             3. Poor, J. and Gross, A. (2003). Management Consultancy in an Eastern  
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                      European Context. Budapest: KJK-Kerszov.  
             4. Primary interviews with select engineering and management consultancies, 
                      professional associations, multinational and national statistical bureaus 
                      in Australia, Canada, EU, USA in 2008-2013 by the authors.  
 
       
Table 2: Standards set by Two Key Groups for Qualifying as a Certified Management Consultant (CMC) 
 
Procedure    ICMCI.org    IMCUSA.org 
Requirements 
    Experience        Three years in                         Three years in practice as full-time  
                              management  consulting              consultant, with much responsibility 
                                     
   Education          Recognized degree or                   Degree from a four-year college 
        or additional five years in 
                  mgmt.cons. in lieu of degree 
 
  Time spent        1200 hours/annum in active              (no such heading) 
      mgmt.cons.during 3 of 5 yrs or  
                            currently active in mgmt.cons.  
 
  Engagements        (no such heading)                        Written summaries and discussion  
           of panel of five client assignments 
  Independence    Owner or employee of a firm                   
                            in independent practice, or as              (no such heading)  
                            internal consultant in  an org’n 
 
Qualification Process 
 Application            (no such heading)                      Written response to an engagement  
                 case study; presentation to a panel  
      
 Examination      Written examination or                  Qualifiying written examination 
                            structured interview to                   and oral review by senior CMCs 
      test knowledge of the code            to demonstrate competence, etc.  
                            of conduct and  prof’n       
       Written examination and oral  
                             interview on the IMC Code of  
                                                                                    ethics and ethical aspects of cons. 
                            
   Sponsors        Two sponsors who are full                  (no such heading) 
                          members or fellows  
 
   References     Written descriptions of five               Five satisfactory references from 
                          assignments and five client               officers or executives of client  
                          references with verification              organizations 
.                . 
Source:        International Council of Management Consultant Institutes (ICMCI) 
                    Institute of Management Consultants USA (IMCUSA). 
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Table 3: Establishment Births, Deaths, and Employment by Firm Type in High-Level Service Sector, 
USA, 2009 

 
(in thousands)  

 
PART A 

   
Sector and firm 

type 
Establishments (in 000s)  Number of 

employees 
(in 000s) Services*: Number Births4 Deaths5 

   Startups1 184 184 - 931 
   Young firms2 1,146 44 212 11,065 
   Mature firms3 1,435 54 100 35,850 
 

PART B  
 

 Change in Employment (in 000s)  
Services*: Net total Due to births4 Due to 

deaths5 
Due to birth 

and 
expansion6 

Due to death 
and 

contraction6 
Startups1 931 931 - 931 - 
Young   
firms2 

-768 200 1,015 1,830 2,598 

Mature firms3 -1,021 665 1,015 3,567 4,588 
 

 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Center for Economic Studies, “Business Dynamic Statistics,” 
<http://www.ces.census.gov/index.php/bds_database_list>, accessed May 2011. This is  
part of Table 764 in The Statistical Abstract of the United States, 2012 edition.  
 
Notes:   *These services exclude: finance, insurance, real estate; retail and wholesale; transportation,  
communication, and utilities; thus, while not specified, this list, most likely, includes the following:  
professional, technical, and administrative-managerial services. See listing in source cited for detail. 
 
1Less than 1 year old.  21-10 years old.  3More than 10 years old.  4Birth year is defined as the year an establishment first reports positive 
employment. 5Death year is defined as the year an establishment permanently shuts down. 6For explanation of expansions and contractions, see the 
following website: 
<http:www.ces.census.gov/index.php/bds/bds_overview> 
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Table 4: Enterprise Size Class Analysis for Non-Financial Business Economy, European Union – 27 
Nations, 2008 

 
     PART A  
 
              Number of        Persons          Value        Apparent labour 
              enterprises       employed        added           productivity 
                                       (mil)                (mil)           (bil euro)    (1000 euro/person) 
.           . 
 
All enterprises                 21.0                 135.8            6176                 45.5 
All SMEs                         20.9                  90.6             3617                 39.9 
   Micro                            19.3                  39.3             1348                 34.3 
   Small                              1.4                  27.9             1147                  41.2 
   Medium                          0.2                  23.4             1122                  47.9 
Large                                 0.0                  45.2             2559                  56.6 
.           . 
 
 
     PART B 
       
              Number of        Persons          Value         Apparent labour 
              enterprises       employed        added           productivity 
                        (% of total)      (% of total)   (% of total)    (% rel. to total) 
.           . 
 
All enterprises                100.0                100.0            100.0                100.0 
All SMEs                          99.8                  66.7              58.6                  87.8 
   Micro                             92.0                  29.0              21.8                  75.3 
   Small                               6.7                  20.5              18.6                  90.5 
   Medium                           1.1                  17.2              18.2                 105.3 
Large                                  0.2                  33.3              41.4                 124.5  
.           . 
 
 
Source: Eurostat, Key Figures on European Business with a Special Feature on SMEs. 
             2011 edition, cat..no. KS-ET-11-001-EN-C published by Eurostat EC. 
Note:   Eurostat defines micro enterprises as those with less than 10, small with 10 to 49, 
            medium with 50 to 249 persons employed. Statistics on births, deaths, & survival  
            of SMEs by countries and industry sectors are not readily available now.  
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Table 5: Professional Services, United Kingdom, 2008-2010 
 
                   % annual 
                           2008          2009        2010_       growth___ 
 
   Accounting and auditing   
 
 Number employed (000s)                  245.           255.          253.           1.6% 
 Number of enterprises (000s)             32.8           32.7         32.8           0.0 
 Total turnover (bil pounds)                 17.8          19.0         19.4            2.9 
 Employee/enterprise                             7.5            7.8           7.7            1.3 
            Turnover/employee (000s pounds)     72.6          74.5         76.7            2.8 
 
   Legal activities  
 
            Number employed (000s)                  323.            345.           338.         2.3% 
            Number of enterprises (000s)             29.1            28.9          29.4         0.5 
 Total turnover (bil pounds)                 25.0            24.8          25.6        1.2 
 Employee/enterprise              11.1            11.9         11.5          1.8 
  Turnover/employee (000s pounds)     77.0            71.9          75.7       -0.9 
 
   Engineering activities  
 
           Number employed (000s)           337.              352.          341.          0.6% 
           Number of enterprises (000s)           55.6              55.2          54.3         -0.2 
           Total turnover (bil pounds)                37.0              37.0          36.8         -0.3      
           Employee/enterprise                              6.1                6.4             6.3         1.6 
           Turnover/employee (000s pounds)   109.8             95.7         107.9        -0.8 
 
        Management consultancy  
 
 Number employed (000s)           383.              406.        373.          -1.3% 
 Number of enterprises (000s)          114.4            113.6      116.2           0.8 
 Total turnover (bil pounds)             43.2              41.3        41.1          -2.5 
 Employee/enterprise    3.3               3.6           3.2          -0.1 
            Turnover/employee (000s pounds) 112.8            101.7       110.2         -1.2 
 
 
 Source:  Office of National Statistics, UK (2012). Annual Business Survey,       
Section M= Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities.  
             Notes:   Ratios and growth rates were computed by authors. Terms used 
                           are those cited by source.  Number employed = average/year. 
     Pounds are converted to euros in text discussion for comparison.               
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Table 6: Professional Services, France, 2002-2010 
 
                % annual 
             2002          2006        2010__    growth____ 
 
      Accounting  
 
  Number of workers (000s)            118.2          124.8       144.4        2.6% 
  Number of enterprises (000s)         19.6             22.1         25.1        3.2 
  Total revenue (bil euros)                28.0             27.5        35.0e?      2.9 
  Worker/enterprise                            6.0               5.6           5.8        -0.4 
             Revenue/worker (000s euros)      236.8          220.3       243.3?        0.3 
 
       Law  
 
  Number of workers (000s)           106.6          101.4      100.5         -0.7% 
  Number of enterprises (000s)         43.8            48.0         52.6         2.4 
  Total revenue  (bil euros)               10.7             7.8?       19.7?         7.0? 
  Worker/enterprise                            2.4              2.1          1.9          -2.6 
              Revenue/worker (000s euros)     100.4            76.9?     196.0?        8.8? 
 
       Engineering consulting 
 
   Number of workers (000s)         172.5          175.6       221.3           3.2% 
   Number of enterprises (000s)      32.6            34.9          40.7           2.8 
   Total revenue (bil euros)             27.9            36.5          40.8           4.9 
   Worker/enterprise                         5.3               5.0            5.4           0.2 
              Revenue/worker (000s euros)   161.7           207.8        184.4           1.7 
 
        Management consulting  
 
   Number of workers (000s)        113.7            99.4        117.4  0.4% 
   Number of enterprises (000s)     59.2            77.9          94.7            6.0 
   Total revenue (bil euros)              6.2?*         7.5?           8.8*?         4.4 
   Worker/enterprise                     1.9             1.3            1.2           - 5.8 
              Revenue/worker (000s euros)    54.4             75.8         75.2             3.9 
 
 
 Source: http://insee.fr/fr/bases-de-donnees/default.asp?page=alisse; *FEACO    
              Notes:   Ratios and growth rates were computed by the authors. Terms used  
      are those cited by the source.  
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Table 7: Professional Services, Spain, 2002-2010 
 
 
                 % annual 
         2002           2006         2010           growth 
 
            Accounting  
 
      Number of personnel (000s)             148.9         193.0         195.2            3.5% 
      Number of companies (000s)             40.6            52.2          60.0            5.0 
      Total revenue (bil euros)                      6.5             10.5         10.7            6.4      
      Personnel/company                              3.7               3.7           3.3           -1.5 
                 Revenue/personnel (000s euros)        43.6             54.4         54.9            2.9 
 
            Law (Legal activities) 
 
      Number of personnel (000s)             145.9          198.6        173.5             2.2 % 
      Number of companies (000s)              88.9             97.7         94.2             0.7 
      Total revenue (bil euros)                       6.4             10.6        10.3              6.1 
      Personnel/company                               1.6              2.3           1.8              1.3 
                 Revenue/personnel (000s euros)         43.8            53.4         59.4              4.0 
 
             Engineering consulting 
 
       Number of personnel (000s)              176.1          258.6        251.6            4.5% 
       Number of companies (000s)         78.9         102.7        104.9            3.6 
       Total revenue (bil euros)                      12.2            21.9          22.7           7.1 
       Personnel/company                                2.2              2.5            2.4           1.1 
                  Revenue/personnel (000s euros)          68.2            84.7          90.2           3.6 
 
             Management consulting  
 
      Number of personnel (000s)                40.2             55.0          58.4            4.8% 
                 Number of companies (000s)             8.5             11.7          13.4            5.8 
     Total revenue (bil euros)                        2.9               3.9            6.2?           9.9  
      Personnel/company          4.7               4.7            4.4           -0.9 
                 Revenue/personnel  (000s euros)        69.0             70.0         106.1            5.5 
 
Source: 
http://www.ine.es/jaxi/menu.do?type=pcaxis&path=%2Ft37%2Fe01&file=inebase&L=1  
 Notes:  Ratios and growth rates were computed by authors. Terms and code  
     numbers changed between 2002 and 2010, e.g. revenue was previously 
    volume, then turnover. Terms are those cited by the source.      
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Table 8: Professional Business Services: Challenges, Drivers, Issues 
 
 
Sector          External Challenges          Industry Drivers        Ethics/Trust Issues 
 
 
Accountancy          Global competition           Client capture             Conflict of interest                                               
Dominance of Big 4         Market maturity          Full disclosure  
         Reporting req’mts             Differentiation            Whistleblowers  
         Software packages              & branding                Fiduciary duties 
         Fewer giant clients            Past scandals              Audit vs. advice 
 
 
Engineering            Aging infrastructure          Knowledge mgmt.     Know-how eval’n 
Consultancy            Emerging competitors      Dispersed offices       Cost plus contracts 
                     Automation of tasks         Bid procedures             and/or overruns  
          Licensure/certification     Specialization             Quality warranty 
                     India+China graduates     Fixed fee pricing        Lobbying/Cronyism 
 
 
Legal                       Legal systems                  Pricing policies:          High social closure 
Services                  Client expectations              ’billable hours’        Risk assessment 
         Jurisdictional control        Geog. concent’n          Outsourcing 
         Nat’l/local regulation        Ownership issues        Internal controls 
         Smaller base of clients  Available jobs             Pro bono work 
 
 
Management         Mixed reputation                 Professionalism:        Public vs client 
Consultancy          Ease of entry       firm or person               interest  
                              Lack of regulation               Reputation vs.            Self-regulation 
                   Self-sufficient clients              certification            Excessive billing 
                   Friends in high places         Alumni placement      Revolving door 
 
 
Source:   Primary research by the authors based on data from four sector participants.   
Note:      These descriptions/insights apply to small, medium and large enterprises, but  
    SMEs must deal more with external challenges, large ones with trust issues.  
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Table 9: Promotion Schemes for Professional Firms 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: This research study investigated the dollar value consumers place on product features, in particular intangible 
features, in four product categories under different framing (add/loss) conditions.  
Design/methodology/approach: A total of 559 respondents indicated the dollar value they would place on each of eight 
features in four product categories when the features were added and subtracted from the product. 
Findings: Significant main effects were found for product features, product category and frame. Overall, the features 
added value to the products but the value varied by product category and frame.  When there was a reduction in the 
features list, the value of all features in all product categories was found to increase relative to adding features to a list. 
Research Limitations: Perceptions are measured rather than behavior, a convenience sample was used, and the study 
design may underestimate framing effects.  
Practical Implications: Setting prices for new products/services with specific features should be guided by the product 
category and whether consumers can add or subtract those features.  Using a loss of features method may increase feature 
value and profitability. 
Originality/value: The pricing of product features, especially intangible ones, has not been extensively examined.  This 
study contributes to the literature by demonstrating that the value of a product feature changes under conditions that are 
present in the marketplace and may be manipulated by entrepreneurial marketers. 
Keywords:  Pricing, Entrepreneurial Marketing, Product features, Framing, Consumer behavior 
 
 

THE PROBLEM 
 

New businesses often attempt to include intangibles (e.g., celebrity endorsements, peer testimonials, research studies, etc.) 
in launching and promoting a product – to the extent that each becomes not only a promotional technique but also an 
integral product feature for the consumer. Celebrity and expert endorsements, for example, add value to a product and can 
become the key element of the brand beyond the tangible, physical characteristics of the good or service.  In some 
instances, it may replace a known brand name in consumer perceptions. Consumers often believe (and it is actually 
sometimes the case) that the celebrity or expert had a role in designing the product and this perception leads to the success 
of the product.  Consequently, if you remove Rachael Ray’s name from her cookware line or Michael Jordan’s name from 
his apparel and shoe lines the tangible product loses substantial value.  
 
Our objective in conducting this research is to attempt to quantify the relative value of some intangible product features, 
particularly to optimize the profitability of new product/service launches.  For example, is a celebrity endorsement more 
valuable than a peer testimonial?  In order to quantify these features, we asked consumers to place a dollar value on each 
of them.  However, the literature indicates that there may be differences in perceived value depending on whether a 
consumer is adding or subtracting a feature. Therefore, our study included two framing conditions (i.e., a gain or loss of a 
feature).  
 
We also anticipated that the relative value of the intangible features would vary by product category and selected four 
diverse consumer product categories, a consumable, a common electronic product, a more personal electronic product and 
a service.  We did not include the two product categories that are already known to be influenced by intangible features, 
apparel and fragrance/cosmetics. (www.licensmag.com, 2007)  
 
Entrepreneurs have little objective research showing the dollar value of those intangible attributes to consumers. The 
Kopalle, et al. (2009) paper on retailer pricing and competitive effects examined the relevant research and presented a 
theoretical model.   They suggested that research to optimize prices and product features may be more valuable to 
practitioners if it incorporated measures of customer behavior in product customization over time in the context of the 
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corresponding competitive environment. However, past research and recommendations for future research have focused 
on more tangible product features.   Kopalle, et al. (2009) use the example of selecting automobile features in the 
purchasing process. 
 
Therefore, one of our objectives is to place a consumer-perceived value on several non-monetary (monetary meaning 
discounts, payment options, etc.) intangible product features in different product categories. 
 
Another issue we wanted to explore is the framing of these features as either gains or losses in the product bundle.  That 
is, does the value of a feature change if it is added to a list as compared to being subtracted from a list?   
 
 

PRODUCT FEATURES LITERATURE 
 
The research shows that many consumers still resort to brand name products when unsure of a product’s actual value, a 
practice that is detrimental to the success of new brands. In this sense knowledge about a brand name can be thought of as 
similar to knowledge structures like stereotypes, which link a stimulus or set of stimuli to highly probable features. 
Stereotypes allow us to predict with high probability that a group member will have certain features (Maheswaran et al, 
1992). 
 
Consumers purchasing on the basis of brand name are looking for reputation, consistency, service and value (Cobb-
Walgren, et al., 1995), especially for high end products with more features.  For low involvement products where fewer 
features are likely to be evaluated, a brand name might serve as a "halo" through which consumers can make a quick 
assessment of the brand (Cobb-Walgren, et al., 1995). In a study by Wänke et al., in 2007, it was shown that the 
importance of brand perception was pervasive throughout various conditions, even though name effects may decrease 
with actual experience. The dominance of the effect was rather surprising and is at odds with theories from person 
perception and stereotype research. Entrepreneurs are well-advised to invest heavily in creating and testing product 
names. (Wänke et al., 2007).  However, to an entrepreneur’s benefit, there is research showing brand name is becoming 
less important in making purchase decisions due to the growing number of consumers who research products online and 
compare product benefits and attributes. For example, according to the Customer Focus 2006 Home Electronics Study, 
just 29 percent of adults consider brand names to be the most important factor (after price) when deciding to make a 
purchase, a drop from 40 percent in 2004. (Vertis, 2006).   
 
In lieu of a recognized brand name, consumers are influenced by other features, many of them intangible. For example, 
consumers are influenced by advertising and the use of celebrity endorsements. The celebrity endorser is defined as any 
individual who enjoys public recognition and who uses this recognition on behalf of a consumer good by appearing with it 
in an advertisement (McCracken, 1989). Langmeyer and Walker (1991) demonstrated that celebrities possess symbolic 
meanings that were passed on to the products they endorsed. They also showed that unendorsed products tend to have 
symbolic meanings that are diffuse and undifferentiated compared to the more dimensionalized and unique symbolic 
meanings of endorsed products. 
 
Celebrity endorsements can be costly to the entrepreneur, and are not without legal risk to the celebrity.  Endorsements are 
a form of advertising and as such are subject to the regulation and oversight of the Federal Trade Commission (FTC).  
Section 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act declares unlawful the dissemination of false advertisements, by certain 
means, which are likely to induce the purchase of food, drugs, devices, services, or cosmetics. 15 U.S.C. § 52.  The 
dissemination of such false advertisements is considered an unfair or deceptive act (Moorman, 2006). Nevertheless, 
celebrity endorsements remain lucrative and influential, depending on the product.  The celebrity world is one of the most 
potent sources of cultural meaning at the disposal of the marketing system and the individual consumer (McCracken, 
1989).  
 
While celebrity endorsements often are used to promote products, the literature provides contradictory information as to 
the value of this intangible feature to consumers.  Agrawal and Kamakura (1995) provide evidence that celebrity 
endorsements have a positive impact on stock returns.  More recently, Elberse and Verleun  (2012) in a study of athlete 
endorsements, found that these endorsements were associated with increasing sales in both an absolute sense and relative 
to competitors. Major achievements by the athlete were associated with increases in sales and stock returns, but the sales 
effects showed decreasing returns over time.  
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However, Costanzo and Goodnight (2006) conducted a study with 24 celebrities and their conclusions questioned the 
return on investment for celebrity endorsements. The percentage of respondents who could correctly identify a celebrity 
did not significantly increase the percentage of respondents who could correctly identify the brand endorsed by the 
celebrity. Further, some respondents associated the celebrity with a competing brand.     
 
In a sample of younger consumers, Bailey (2007) examined consumer skepticism and celebrity endorsements. They 
concluded that their findings suggest that neutral information about celebrities are more likely to benefit brands compared 
to negative or overly flattering information about them. This complicates the use of celebrities for product endorsements, 
especially for smaller businesses and entrepreneurs who have fewer resources to control the flow of information about 
celebrities to the media. 
 
In a comparison of the influence of four promotional strategies on students' purchase intention for fair trade coffee, Chen 
and Huddleston (2009), found that less expensive promotions such as coupons may be just as effective as celebrity 
endorsements.  
 
The past research seems to imply that the effectiveness of celebrity endorsements may be contingent on product category 
and existing consumer perceptions, and should also be examined in the context of other aspects of the product.   
 
Another incentive for purchase -- especially for unknown brand names -- includes money-back guarantees.  The main role 
of money-back guarantees is to reduce pre-purchase risk and post purchase dissonance. (Heiman, et al., 2001).  Some 
firms are reluctant to provide money-back guarantees for products that have a high likelihood of return because handling 
of returns is costly. Providing a money-back guarantee can serve as a signal of the producer’s confidence in the product, 
and may positively influence the consumer’s perception of the product (Heiman, et al., 2001).   
 
Entrepreneurs especially are concerned about the consumer’s perception of product quality.  High quality sellers can use a 
money-back guarantee in conjunction with a suitable price to credibly inform consumers about their product quality. A 
study by Moorthy and Srinivasan in 1995 showed that in a homogeneous consumer model, money-back guarantees were 
essential to signal quality. Price alone wasn’t sufficient because demand was inelastic.  In a heterogeneous model, while 
price by itself could signal quality, money-back guarantees were useful supplements. Money-back guarantees can also 
signal product quality in environments where buyers cannot directly assess product quality before purchase. 
 
Consumers are also exposed to testimonials of experts and “satisfied customers.” According to Belch and Belch (1998), 
many businesses prefer to have their messages delivered by way of testimonials where consumers praise the product or 
service based on their personal experience with it. Because a testimonial is a personal endorsement, it is also an 
expression of brand commitment, and elaboration-induced attitude change is more likely to occur if people are committed 
in their judgments (Shimp, et al., 2007). The Internet has greatly expanded the proliferation of customer testimonials.  
Most online sites have a section for “rate this product”.  Since there is no incentive for customers to exaggerate the 
qualities of the product, they tend to be brutally honest about their experiences. Testimonials in a paid advertisement 
would, of course, be suspected of scripting. 
 
 

PRICE FRAMING 
 
Price framing of products also influences purchases. Products can be bundled together, or a customer can “build” the 
desired features into a product. One study found that price format influences the amount of attention consumers invest in 
the various product attributes, all-inclusive prices discouraging complete processing of secondary attributes, and 
partitioned prices often re-sensitizing consumers to these dimensions (Walthieu and Bertini, 2006). Additionally, price 
format might be an effective means of channeling a consumer’s attention from one type of attribute to another. Six studies 
provide evidence that consumers subjectively value individual products in a bundle and then sum these values to arrive at 
an overall evaluation of the bundle.  When price discounts are assigned to an individual product in a bundle, the value of 
these discounts are referent dependent. Price referents anchor the value of a market-priced product offer on a value 
function, and price discounts are valued as movements along the value function (Janiszewski and Cunha, 2004).  Bundling 
or unbundling also has ramifications.   
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In general, research using prospect theory has shown that people tend to be risk-averse for choices involving gains and 
risk-taking for choices involving losses (Puto, 1987).  The decision to add components to a product involves financial risk 
while the decision to delete components involves risks of quality.  Park et al., (2000) conducted three studies and found 
that consumers chose more options for expensive durable goods and paid for more options when features were subtracted 
versus when features were added.  (Levin et al., 2002) reported similar findings in a framing study with pizza ingredients.  
Starting with a larger number of ingredients with the opportunity to remove them resulted in a more expensive pizza 
compared to starting with fewer ingredients with the opportunity to add more.   
 
 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 
The framework for guiding our research is presented in Figure 1.  We propose that consumers evaluate the benefits of a 
specific feature in the context of a product category.  Product categories vary on factors such as involvement and risk of 
purchase (financial, psychological, social, personal harm, etc.).  These factors can affect consumer perception of the value 
of specific features.  Specially, if a feature can reduce the risk inherent in a product category it will have more value to the 
consumer.  For example, a social risk may be reduced by a celebrity or peer endorsement.  A financial risk may be 
reduced by a money-back guaranty.  The consumer’s payment resources will also affect the value of the product features 
but we believe in a more general way.  Consumers evaluate product features in bundles or in some cases can add or 
subtract specific features.  Consequently, features are often perceived in terms of relative value.  The perceived value of 
the feature, and ultimately the acceptable price, is also affected by how the offer is framed.  As indicated by prior 
research, we anticipate that framing a feature in the context of a loss (i.e., removing a feature from a list) will result in a 
higher perceived value / price relative to framing the feature as a gain (i.e., adding a feature from a list.) 
 

Figure 1: Theoretical Framework 
 
 

 
 
 

HYPOTHESES 
 

In summary, the literature indicates that product features will increase consumer perceptions of product value.  We 
speculate that the relative perceptions of the product features will be affected by product category and framing. 
 
Product Features 
 
The primary objective of this study is to determine the relative value of some potential intangible product features as 
represented by celebrity endorsement, peer testimonial, expert testimonial, scientific study, high rating from Consumer 
Reports, high rating from a respected magazine and a respected brand name. We also included a more tangible feature in 
the research model, money back guarantee, for comparison. We expect that this feature will be perceived by consumers to 
explicitly reduce purchase risk and therefore have a relatively high value. 
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The literature also leads us to believe that brand name will have a relatively high value since it represents a perceptual 
composite of product benefits. The literature indicates that the effects of brand name varies by product type and other 
conditions. Our goal is to find which intangible product features (by product category and by framing) may best 
compensate for an unknown brand name.  
 
Product Category 
 
Our second objective is to examine product features in the context of product categories. We anticipate that a product 
feature will have a different value depending on the product category.  We selected products for this study based on 
potential risk and consumer involvement.  The diet supplement would have the highest personal risk of harm. The smart 
phone would have the highest social risk among the respondents (younger) in the sample.  The HDTV would have the 
most initial financial risk. We added a service contract as a product category to determine the relative value of the features 
on an intangible service. 
 
While we expect that all the tangible and intangible product features in this study will add value to a product to some 
degree, we also anticipate that the relative degree of value will change based on product category. Since risk avoidance is 
an important factor in the purchase of new products, features that reduce this risk will have greater value for products that 
have more perceived risk. 
 
Framing 
 
Our examination of the literature suggested that the measurement of the value of product features needs to be made in the 
context of consumer perceptions of gains or losses. The literature suggests that consumers will place a higher value on 
features when there is an anticipated loss in the overall value of the product compared to when there is a perceived 
incremental gain. Because entrepreneurs start with a clean slate, they would be able to frame their bundling (or lack 
thereof) in the most profitable manner. 
Based on the findings of past researchers we proposed the following hypotheses:  
 
H1:     The product features evaluated in this study will have positive value to consumers. 
 
H1A: A money-back guarantee will have a higher perceived value relative to less tangible features (e.g., celebrity 

endorsement, peer testimonial, expert testimonial). 
 
H1B: Product features will have different values in different product categories. The most personal products, diet 

supplement and smart phone, will have a higher value for features that substantiate product efficacy (i.e., expert 
opinion, Consumer Reports and other magazine ratings, scientific studies.) 

 
H1C: Consumers will place a higher value on peer evaluations and a respected brand for a product that has high visibility 

among peers (i.e., smart phone). 
 

H2:   Subtracted features (framing as loss) will be more valuable than added features (framing as gain.) 
 

H2A:  The frame effect will be different for different products. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 

Research Design 
 
A repeated measures design was used which included eight levels of product feature, four levels of product and two levels 
of framing. These variables are presented in Table 1. The subjects responded to questions about these variables by 
entering the dollar amount they would be willing to pay or expected to see reduced from the total price for the features 
under the product and framing conditions. 
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Sample 
 
The respondents in this study were 559 respondents (300 Females and 259 Males) sampled primarily from Fairfield 
County, Connecticut, Clinton County, Pennsylvania and surrounding areas. The convenience sample included students 
and their relatives, co-workers and friends.  Respondents were invited by students in marketing classes at Western 
Connecticut State University and Lock Haven University to participate in the study by an e-mail message that included a 
link to the online survey. Students sent the invitation to people in their e-mail address book.  The mean age of the 
respondents was 29 years, with an average income between $25,000-49,000. The majority of the respondents had some 
college education.  
 
Since the survey instrument was web-based, any direct interpersonal contact between the researchers and respondents 
were eliminated.  The researchers have used this convenience sampling method in previously published pricing research 
and found that it yielded findings that were generally consistent with findings reported in the literature using other 
sampling methods (e.g., Drozdenko and Jensen, 2009; Jensen and Drozdenko, 2008.)  
 
Question Structure 
 
To test the hypotheses in this study, each respondent was presented with eight sets of questions asking her/him to provide 
a dollar value for each of the eight product features. There were two sets of questions for each of the four product 
categories (supplement, phone, HD TV, contract).  One set described a situation where the respondent was adding the 
features and the other set described the expected price reduction if features were removed. Table 1 presents the study 
factors and levels. The wording of the questions is presented in the following paragraphs.   
 

Table 1: Study Design 
 

Variable Levels 
Product Features Celebrity Endorsement 

Peer Testimonial 
Expert Testimonial 
Scientific Study 
Money Back Guarantee 
High Rating from Consumer Reports 
High Rating from Respected Magazine  
Respected Brand Name 

Product Category Diet Supplement 
Smart Phone 
HD Television 
Service Contract 

Framing Add feature price to list 
Subtract feature price to list 

 
 
The following question was asked for the smart phone product category for the add (gain) framing for the saved money 
group. This question was followed by the features in Table 1.  Questions for other products in this framing condition were 
similar. 
 

Assume you are looking for a smart phone. The price of one with none of the 
below is $100.00. How much additional (or $0) would you be willing to pay for a 
smart phone with: 

 
The following question was asked for the HDTV product category for the subtract (loss) framing for the gift group.  
Questions for other products in this framing condition were similar. 
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Assume you are looking for an HDTV.  The TV has all of the following included 
in its price of $1000.00. How much of a price reduction (or $0) would you expect 
if each of these features was removed? 
 
 

RESULTS 
 

In order to make comparisons across product categories, the dollar values were converted to a percentage of the products’ 
prices. The results of the repeated measures multivariate analysis of variance is presented in Table 2.  
 

Table 2: Multivariate Tests 
 

Effect F Hyp 
df 

Error 
df Sig. Partial 

ETA2 
Frame 37.43 1 556 0.0000 0.063 
Products 76.31 3 554 0.0000 0.292 
Features 66.49 7 550 0.0000 0.458 
Frame * Products 12.28 3 554 0.0000 0.062 
Frame * Features 8.79 7 550 0.0000 0.101 
Products * Features 9.93 21 536 0.0000 0.280 
Frame * Products * Features 3.16 21 536 0.0000 0.110 

 
Pillai's Trace results are displayed in the table but Wilks' Lambda, Hotelling's Trace and Roy's Largest Root yielded 
similar results.  Significant findings are bolded in the table.  Table 1 also includes an estimate of variance accounted for 
by each variable (Partial ETA2).  Of the statistically significant main effects, Features accounted for the most variance 
with 45.8% while Frame accounted for 6.3%.  The main effect for the payment source was not statistically significant. 
 
Framing 
 
Table 2 shows a significant main effect for the Framing variable.  The overall mean for all product features was 5.7% over 
the base product price for the add frame versus 7.2% for the subtract frame. 
 
Products and Product Interactions 
 
The main effect for product was found to be statistically significant.  The average price increase for all features was 7.4 % 
for the Supplement, 8.0% for the Phone, 4.5% for the TV and 5.8% for the Service Contract.  Note the dollar value 
conversion tables in Figures 2-5, which show the actual amount consumers were willing to add (or expected to be 
subtracted) for each. Using the Bonferroni method for paired comparisons, all products were statistically significant from 
each other except the supplement and phone (P<.07). 
 
The Product by Features interaction (see Figure 6) was found to be statistically significant (see Table 2.) as was the Frame 
by Product by Features interaction (Figures 2-5). 
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Figure 2: Diet Supplement Value of Features by Frame 
 

 
Figure 3: Smart Phone Value of Feature by Frame 
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 Figure 4: HDTV Value of Features by Frame 
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Figure 5: Service Contract Value of Features by Frame 
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Note that for almost every feature on every product the subtract frame had a higher value than the add frame. Regarding 
the value of specific features, the celebrity endorsement consistently had the lowest value. Brand and Guarantee tended to 
be valued high for all products. For the diet supplement, the scientific study proving the product works had the highest 
rating.  
 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

The major hypotheses in this study were generally supported.  Product features overall were perceived to have value (H1) 
and the value of these features was dependent on product category (H1A-C). A tangible feature, guarantee, was one of the 
most valued features for all product categories. This feature directly reduces financial risk, and may have a more 
immediately perceivable value compared to less tangible features such as celebrity and peer endorsements.  For products 
with more personal risks (supplement and smart phone) features that substantiated product efficacy (scientific study, 
ratings, expert testimonial) were found to have more relative value.   
 
Of interest to entrepreneurs, there was a differential value of brand name by product category.  As expected, for the most 
publically visible product category (smart phone), the highest value was placed on brand name. In lieu of a brand name, 
the peer testimonial also was the highest for the smart phone.  
 
Consistent with the findings of Park et al., (2000) and Levin et al., (2002), we found that framing a feature in the context 
of a loss increased the value of the feature (H2). We also found that the framing variable interacted with the product 
category variable (H2A). For example, the effects of framing were greater for diet supplement relative to the HDTV. 
 
 

MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
While previous research has examined tangible product features, the findings of this study suggest that entrepreneurs need 
to also determine the value of intangible product features.  This study put a consumer dollar value on each of the 
intangible figures for each of four product categories (Figures 2-4). This may help marketers of products in those 
categories to assess whether or not it would be profitable to add these features. In particular, the use of celebrity endorsers 
for certain product categories seems questionable. Our conclusion on celebrity endorsers is similar to that of Costanzo and 
Goodnight (2006), Bailey (2007) and Chen and Huddleston (2009). In particular, less expensive promotions may be just 
as effective as celebrity endorsements. However, we should be careful in the implementation of these findings.  While 
consumers may not place a high value on a celebrity endorsement as a product feature, nor be willing to pay more for the 
celebrity endorsement (excluding celebrity-branded merchandise), the celebrity may increase awareness of the brand, 
which was not studied in this research.  
 
The importance of a strong brand is also reinforced by the findings of this study.  For the two consumer electronics 
categories, it was the most important product feature.  The brand equity value in “a respected brand name” was found to 
be: 7%-8.7% (add/subtract) or $70/$87 for an HDTV, $7.3%-11.8% (add/subtract) or $6.94/$11.21 for a diet supplement, 
11.5%-13.3% (add/subtract) or $11.50/$13.30 for a smart phone, and 7.3%-10.2% (add/subtract) or $13.07/$18.26 for a 
service contract. 
 
Not surprising is the value consumers place on guarantees.  This was one of the most important features for all product 
categories. For example, consumers valued a money-back guarantee at $64-$69 (add/subtract) or 6.4%-6.9% for an 
HDTV, $11.20/$12.50 (add/subtract) or 11%-12.5% for a smart phone, $13.78/$17.54 (add/subtract) or 7.7%-9.8% for a 
service contract, and $7.03/$10.45 (add/subtract) or 7.4%-11% for a diet supplement.  
 
Entrepreneurs also need to be aware that certain product categories may be different in what features consumers feel are 
most important. For example, a scientific study proving efficacy might be the most important feature of a health related 
product, while for a TV or service contract a study may have less value.   
 
Our findings on framing are consistent with those of Levin et al. (2002) and Park et al. (2000).  They found that 
consumers are more adverse to a loss of a feature relative to the gain of a feature, which results in a product with more 
features. Therefore, if consumers subtract features from a list versus add features to a list there will be more features. We 
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quantified this framing effect by having respondents place a dollar value on each feature. This resulted in a higher value 
for each feature when it was removed from the list compared to when it was added to the list.  This may provide 
additional incentive to build-it-yourself entrepreneurs, in fields such as computers, to have more features included in the 
base model with a dollar benefit to the consumer of excluding them or trading down. However, this benefit to marketers 
may be in conflict with a perceived need to start the “base” model at a lower price so as to not cause consumers to 
abandon the process. 
 
In summary, the results of this study indicate that entrepreneurs may be able to use perceived value of a feature in a 
particular product category to set the price of that feature, and consequently, increase the overall profitability of the 
product.  Further, by developing feature lists that use loss framing, new brands may be able to increase the willingness to 
pay for the features.   
 
Study Limitations 
 
As in all survey studies, measuring peoples’ perceptions rather than behavior has limitations.  There is also a 
methodological issue with the framing manipulations.  Under the add frame, respondents added to a list of features by 
entering a dollar value above a standard price.  Under the subtract frame, they reduced the price from the standard price.  
Under both framing conditions the same base price was used.  Therefore, if a respondent selected all features in the add 
condition, the price of the product would be greater than the base price, while in the subtract condition all features were 
included with the base price. We believe that this design would tend to reduce the intensity of the framing effect relative 
to having a greater base price for the subtract condition.  That is, with a lower base price there may be a tendency to 
mitigate the price reductions for features since larger reductions would cause the product to be worth a value closer to 
zero.  Thus, the framing effects for this study may be larger than is shown. 
 
The effects of features, frames and products in this study were all statistically significant and relatively large as indicated 
by ETA2.  These were within-group measures.   
 
Further Research 
 
The first line of future research might be to explore other product categories with a comparable study design.  There might 
be product categories that have special types of intangible features that hold a substantial value to consumers.  Celebrity 
endorsements that yielded low values for the product categories studied here, may have more value for categories such as 
cosmetics and athletic products.  Particular celebrities may have differential perceived value in different product 
categories. 
 
While this study focused on less tangible product features, it might also be valuable to examine framing and pricing of 
individual features in more tangible product bundles or packages.  That is, it might be useful for an entrepreneur to know, 
for example, the perceived value of the individual items in a computer package (specific software, printer, flash drive, 
camera, etc.).  
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"DEEP SOUL MATE ON THE MARKET: A CASE STUDY OF INDIGENOUS AND CORPORATE 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP, FAMILY ENTERPRISE AND THE ORIGINS OF GLOBALIZATION" 

  
Richard Kane, Illinois State University 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this exploratory study is to highlight mateology as both a force to strengthen entrepreneurial 
intensity (EI) and a useful new theoretical perspective for understanding the roots of dependency as it relates to social and 
economic development and the process of globalization.   
Design:  The qualitative research design is descriptive and ethnographic, synthesizing current events at the Vatican with 
history that has shaped the industry of yerba mate from creation as the Guarani Indians’ daily tonic for health, “drink of 
the gods,” and currency for trading with tribes such as the Incas and Charruas; until today as a product that is being 
rediscovered and situated to assume a position of dominance in the world-wide natural and organic beverage market by 
nascent entrepreneurs from the United States, South Africa and others at the forefront of the Marketing Entrepreneurship 
Interface.   
Methodology: This analysis uses a historical-structural framework to analyze yerba mate in the sociological tradition of 
Brazil’s first entrepreneurship scholar and the father of dependency theory, Fernando Henrique Cardoso. 
Findings:  Yerba mate grew wild in southern Brazil, northern Argentina, and all of Paraguay until it was domesticated, 
cultivated and finally perfected for export during the 17th and 18th centuries by European corporate entrepreneurs working 
for Company of Jesus.  These actors employed indigenous Guarani labor on military reductions in the Rio de la Plata, 
alias missionary region of South America.  Yerba mate remains a primary export commodity of the region, and is key to 
understanding the roots of indigenous, family as well as industrial entrepreneurship and economic development in the 
New World; otherwise known as globalization which is nothing more than the synthesis of mercantile, free-market 
capitalism versus cartel-communist socialism operating today at the local, national and transnational levels as a 
consequence of the Reformation and the continuing counter-Reformation.   
Research limitations: Mateology offers limitless research potential.  
Practical implications: This study offers a living research model for humanity that infuses the consumption of yerba mate 
with True history to form an experiential learning opportunity par excellence.  
Social implications: The consumption and understanding of yerba mate is vital not only for all students and their faculty, 
but people of the world and the nations they hail from. 
Originality: Mateology opens new pathways to our understanding of spiritual and social reality, and proposes an 
alternative world of abundance based on a return to scriptural Truth and the indigenous roots of all Americans.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
If the young mateiro (he who drinks yerba mate), theorist of mateology (Askaripour, 2013), and nascent beverage 
entrepreneur from Long Island, “Dave Mate” Askaripour is correct in describing yerba mate as “magic;” then 2013 has 
undoubtedly been the most magical year ever in the history of “green gold,” the “Jesuit tea,” or the new world’s most 
powerful and soulful herb, yerba maté (spin Deep Soul Mate, 2013).   
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Figure 1: Yerba Mate flowers on the Kraus plantation (Ilex paraguariensis) 

 
Source: http://www.kraus.com.ar/esp/tour-virtual/ 

 
A brief history of mateology 
 
Yerba mate is spelled ka’a in Guarani, one of the two national languages of Paraguay.  Yerba mate and the Guarani 
Indians were first united in prehistory.  But mateology as a theoretical perspective flows from the great rivers Paraná and 
Uruguay into the Rio de la Plata basin to wherever you are reading this today.  Looking back along these strategic 
pathways and waterways you will find the Jesuit Reductions and yerbales, or plantations where the first yerba mate 
surplus was created after yerba mate was domesticated by the Jesuits and cultivated using Guarani labor for use in 
commerce, industry and war, such as the (Guerra Guaranitica) Guarani war of  1753 – 1756 (Quarleri, 2008).   
 
Findlater reveals the Jesuit Reductions to be a natural outcome of their desire for a country and society of their own where 
everything would be under their undivided and absolute control (1933, p. 76-78).  In 1586 they found such a sphere and 
set to work in Paraguay, then a part of the Spanish empire in South America, inhabited by the Guarani Indians, who since 
time immemorial had been searching for the land without evil.    
 
Within the first 20 years the Company of Jesus established 20 utopias, or missions among the Guarani people, otherwise 
known as Reductions, a number that would increase to 57, with several hundred thousand Guarani put under their spiritual 
and temporal jurisdiction through the sacrament of baptism (Thompson 1894, p. 174).  Jesuit Reductions sites also existed 
among other indigenous populations including the Mayna along the Maranhão river in Amazonia, and in Chiquitos, 
Bolivia where they are ongoing to this very day (Torres-Londono, 2006).    
 
Figure 2: Jesuit Reduction featuring Guarani-Baroque architecture and the yerba mate flower, shown here at the 

base and crest of the columns supporting the San Ignacio Mini Reduction in Argentina 
 

 
 

Source: http://www.kraus.com.ar/esp/tour-virtual/ 
 
According to the account given in 1933 by Findlater, the Jesuits applied to the King of Spain for permission to constitute 
Paraguay as Christian Republic in which no secular governor in the region be allowed any control, so that “a true state of 
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innocence be established” under the King, to whom the Jesuits offered to pay an annual tribute of one dollar for each adult 
member of the community.  In 1608 the King (Philip III) acceded to this petition and the Jesuit Republic was set up.   
 
The general features of this State, which lasted until their expulsion in 1767, were that each Reduction was administered 
by two priests, a senior and a junior, with a rigid uniformity throughout everything, even the cities being so exactly alike 
that those finally sent to expel the Jesuits, arriving at one city after another, at first thought they had made a circuit and got 
back to the town they had just left- a fact showing that during the 158 years of their rule there the Jesuits had thoroughly 
imposed the stamp of their Order on the Guarani.   
 
According to Findlater, features included: 
 

1. No individual rights were recognized and there was no private property.  The system was communist and 
belonged to the State.  Everything was supposed to be shared in common but in reality the greater part of the 
proceeds of goods sold was always remitted to the Camarilla in Europe, and the Guarani themselves got only the 
bare necessities of life in return for their toil and sweat. 

2. The money thus derived was “truly enormous”, said Bishop Palafox.  In 1650 he declared their wealth had 
become so great “that the secular clergy of the Church will soon have to beg their bread from the Jesuits.” 

3. The highest sum ever paid to the King was 40,000 dollars, though the adult population of the Reductions was 
probably never under 300,000. 

4. So devoid of loyalty to Spain were the Jesuits that neither would they allow any Guarani to learn Spanish, nor 
would they tolerate any intercourse between the Guarani and the peoples of the surrounding Colonies- a 
prohibition maintained at the sword’s point. 

5. Within Paraguay the Jesuits kept themselves as a caste completely apart from the Guarani.  No Guarani was ever 
prepared for and admitted to the priesthood; none ever promoted to be a teacher even.  Guarani society was 
transformed at the level of family using housing.  The Guarani went from considering themselves one extended 
family united by the fogo de chão, to becoming individual family enterprise units each living in a separate house 
(see exhibit 27).   

6. Religious services were held mostly on Saints’ Days, with sports and dances, which as the Jesuits said, were 
accounted the best modes of condescending to the mental caliber of the Indians and of meeting their religious 
needs.  

7. There were books of a liturgical nature in the libraries on the Reduction but of course in the tradition of the Dark 
Ages no bibles, and no evidence that any effort was ever made by the Jesuits to impart the truths, properly so 
called, of the Christian religion.  Considering that so many Guarani became such expert craftsmen that the Jesuits 
could and did boast of their preeminent skill, it must be that these Indians had mental capacities of no mean order 
which were never developed, nay more, which were even steadily repressed. 

8. After the Jesuits were expelled, the Guarani, having no moral or religious training to fit them to continue in the 
Christian faith, laid aside the rags and tatters of their religious observances and ironically became as if no 
religious teachers had ever lived and worked among them- a “Vanished Arcadia.”  R. B. Cunninghame Graham 
published a book by this name. 

9. Having throughout their tenure of Paraguay treated all their neighbors as scoundrels and pariahs, in 1767 the 
Jesuits had nowhere a friend to lift his voice or move a hand to succor them; but men everywhere rejoiced to see 
the day of their humiliation and discomfiture.   

 
Mate, Magic and the expulsion of the Jesuits 
 
By the mid-18th century, the Jesuits had acquired a dastardly reputation in Europe for political subversion and economic 
exploitation because of their missions in South America (Ditchfield 2007, p. 59).  As a result, the Treaty of Madrid (1750) 
between Spain and Portugal exchanging land for the Reductions, and the bull given at Rome on July 21, 1773 by Pope 
Clement XIV, Dominus ac Redemptor Noster, were among the forces that led to the permanent expulsion of the Jesuit 
Order from Brazil, Portugal, France, Spain and its colonies, as well as Parma and the Two Sicily’s. 
  
In the middle of the night in 1767, the Jesuits were extirpated from all papal territories and dropped on the island of 
Corsica, wherefrom they moved on to live out the duration of what became their impermanent suppression in non-
Catholic Prussia under Catherine the Great who did not recognize the Pope or his bull of suppression.  Corsica is the 
birthplace of Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821), who rose to power and waged war against those Bourbon monarchs of 
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Europe who expelled the Jesuits.  In 1814, the Jesuits were reinstated at the end of Napoleonic wars by Pope Pius VII with 
his bull, Sollicitudo Omnium Ecclesiarum.    

 
Figure 3: Expulsion of the Jesuits, 1767 

 

 
 

Source: Author’s photo of watercolor on display at the Manzana de las Luces 
 

The significance of this event is reflected in countless volumes remaining in the bookstores of Buenos Aires that speak to 
the controversial yet fascinating and essential historical circumstances which took place on and around the Reductions.  
The circumstances surrounding the expulsion of the Jesuits were controlled remotely.  Command and control centers of 
strategic importance were established to govern work on the Reductions, such as the Jesuit’s Patio do Colegio in Sao 
Paulo and the Manzana de las Luces, or “Illuminated Block” in Buenos Aires, as well as the Jesuit Block in Córdoba, 
heart of the former Jesuit Province of Paraguay where the core buildings of the Jesuit system may be found: the 
university, the church and residence of the Company of Jesus, and the college.   
 
These sites reveal clues about the religious, social, and economic experiment that went on for a period of over 150 years 
during the 17th and 18th centuries.  The Manzana is also comprised of a school, a museum and the oldest church in 
Buenos Aires, La Iglesia Sao Ignacio.  For the relevance of its architectural heritage, and for hosting countless institutions 
born within its walls through its centuries of history, the Manzana is considered to be the origin and cradle of Argentinian 
national thought and culture.   

 
The magic of yerba mate was complimented by the magical advance of other technologies imported from Europe like 
motion picture technology made possible by the German Jesuit Athanasius Kircher, who developed a “magic lantern,” and 
“devil fountain” and a universal horoscope tree, among many other novelties and devices during the mid-17th century.  
The Cotsen Children’s library at Princeton University sites an English translation of Kircher’s Latin text explaining how 
to make “a sorcerer’s lamp” (see Kircher, 1671).  Kircher’s Universal Horoscope of the Society of Jesus was a composite 
sundial in the form of an olive tree. When hung vertically, with pins placed at the nodes of the tree, this allows the time in 
each Jesuit province to be read. The base of the tree represents Rome. Additionally, the shadows of all the pins align to 
spell "IHS", the logo of the Society of Jesus. 
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Figure 4: Devil fountain, sorcerer’s lamp and universal hororscope of the Company 

 
 

Sources: http://bibliodyssey.blogspot.com/2008/09/ars-magna-lucis-et-umbrae.html 
http://www.stanford.edu/group/kircher/cgi-bin/site/?attachment_id=555 

 
The tradition of using magic on the reductions is carried on to the present day for the enchantment of tourists.  The 
Reduction at Sao Miguel das Missoes in Brazil, for example, shows the Espetaculo de som e luz (festival of sound and 
light), which, as is also done on the San Ignacio Reduction, recounts the expulsion of the Jesuits using holographic images 
and stereo sound in a dramatic 48 minute presentation that is repeated every night.   
 
The expulsion of the Jesuits, as depicted above and also by Robert De Niro in the 1986 film The Mission, is the linchpin to 
understanding the history of the new world, and the only way to put the term “globalization,” into its proper historical 
perspective (compare Cardoso 2009  & Kane 2013).  Ditchfield (2007) identifies the Company of Jesus as the first 
organization with a truly global reach, and a quote from the leading Jesuit historian and sociologist, Guillermo Furlong 
S.J., that appears prominently on the Manzana de las Luces’ website would seem to make these observations irrefutable, 
“La Manzana de las Luces es el centro del saber en todos los órdenes y la cuna de toda iniciativa cultural (The Manzana 
is the center of learning at all levels and the cradle of all cultural initiative).  At the same time, Fernando Henrique 
Cardoso’s work illustrates that the absence of discussion or total silence about the history of the Jesuit Reductions may be 
viewed as the predominant feature of civilization in the new world order (Cardoso 2009, p. 316). 
 
By no later than 1933 it was obvious to Findlater that the communism of the Paraguay experiment was indeed the true 
prototype of the many Marxist political ventures which had developed in the world since then.  Mateology connects this 
essential truth about our past with the present and our collective future. 
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Figure 5: Manzana Jesuitica, and your author studying soul-ciology and baroque music over yerba mate with 
Padre Francisco Baigorria of the Iglesia de San Ignacio 

 

 
 

Sources: http://www.manresa-sj.org/stamps/2_Argentina.htm#1, photo by author in the church of San Ignacio, Buenos 
Aires, where I was the one and only North American scholar in attendance at the UNESCO-sponsored International 

Seminar and Convention on the Protection of World Heritage: the Case of the Jesuit-Guarani Missions, 26-28 September, 
2012.  

 
Mate, Pennsylvania and the Jesuit papacy 
 
In March of 2013, Rocco Palmo, a Vatican observer and political scientist from the once Quaker city of Philadelphia, 
where the first Yerba Mate Tea Company in North America was established in 1900, was one of the few in the media who 
noted the significance of the details surrounding the unprecedented events that were taking place between Buenos Aires 
and Rome.   
 
On March 13, the Jesuit Order assumed outward control of the papacy for the first time, through the historical resignation 
of Benedict XVI and the subsequent ascension of the Jesuits to the papacy via Jorge Mario Bergoglio, former Archbishop 
of Buenos Aires and Jesuit Provincial in the South Latin America Assistancy.  
 

Figure 6: Jesuit map divided into Provinces and Assistancies as opposed to nation-states, which in mateological 
terms must now be conceptualized as modern expansions of the Jesuit Reduction system 

 

 
 

Source: http://www.sjweb.info/resources/locatio.cfm 
 
Jorge Mario Bergoglio took the name Pope Francis and became the first White Pope to hail from the New World. In doing 
so, the Company or Society of Jesus, or God’s Marines, seems to be symbolizing the successful accomplishment of their 
mission to not only fulfill the mandate of Ignatius Loyola and defeat the Reformation, but win the Chair of St. Peter as 
well.   
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This process started when a Spanish knight from the Basque region, Ignacio Loyola founded the Society in 1534 as the 
Military Company of Jesus, the Revived Knights Templars suppressed by Pope Clement in 1312.  The Company’s long-
term strategic plan since the Council of Trent has been to supplant the Reformation using the counter-Reformation and 
any means necessary to justify the end of returning all spiritual and temporal power on earth to the pope, or the Universal 
Monarch of the World (Phelps 2004:194).  
 
Since the Council of Trent, the Jesuit Superior General, also known colloquially as the Black Pope due to his black garb, 
has been invested with absolute power over all members of his Company.  Jesuits are trained using the Spiritual Exercises 
to obey without question all commands that come down from their superiors. The Jesuit Extreme Oath of Induction 
reportedly requires those who take it to think as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver) (Noble, 2000).   
 

Figure 7: Pope Francis greets Argentina’s President Cristina Kirchner and receives God’s gift of yerba mate 
 

 
 

Source: http://whispersintheloggia.blogspot.com/2013/03/from-home-with-love-and-mate.html 
 
To celebrate this momentous and victorious occasion for the new Jesuit papacy, Pope Francis took steps that were bolder 
and more human than any pope before.  For his first meeting with a head of state, Francis invited the Argentine President 
Cristina Fernández de Kirchner to have lunch with him at the Vatican.  The previous day, the pope met with the superior 
general of the Jesuits, Father Adolfo Nicolas, but the Vatican released no information about that meeting (Glatz, 2013).  
Kirchner admitted the joy that assumed her over having lunch with the pope, a feeling he shared:   
 

“La Presidenta confesó la alegría que había supuesto para ella el hecho de haber comido con el papa, un 
sentimiento, según dijo, compartido por Francisco. “Me agradeció el hecho de que yo viniera a almorzar con él... 
Me sorprendió. ¿Cómo no iba a venir yo a almorzar con el papa?”, dijo. (The President admitted the joy she felt 
in having lunch with the pope, a feeling shared by Francis. "I appreciated the fact that I came to have lunch with 
him ... I was surprised. “How could you not come to lunch with the pope?”, he asked.) 

 
Unlike Bergoglio, Kirchner deferred to the custom for heads of state to dress in black for such an occasion to symbolize 
spiritual and temporal subservience, but encouraged and enabled Francis to break Vatican protocol by gifting him a mate 
set – el “mate de la paz” – after which the pope asked her to stay for lunch with “unos mates” to follow.  In her emotional 
greeting, Kirchner exclaimed,“¡Por Dios, es increíble!” (By God, that’s incredible!).  When the pope met Kirchner with a 
kiss on the cheek, she could only say “Nunca un papa me había besado (Never before has a pope kissed me) (Minor, 
2013). 
 
For Palmo, the sweetest part was that Francis took to enjoying the traditional Argentine gourd of yerba mate on the spot 
(Palmo, 2013). Infantine was one of the few to comment on Palmo’s observation that longstanding Vatican protocol 
forbids the Pope to be seen consuming anything but the Eucharist- “Well, there goes another one” (Infantine, 2013). 
 
To put this unprecedented invitation into historical perspective, not even John Paul II, who invited many world leaders for 
a meal, would dine with those who responded to his call.  Palmo writes, “for B16 (Benedict XVI), lunch and dinner were 
essentially off-limits for “work” purposes; few if any bishops were welcomed at his table (Palmo, 2013).   
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Now B16 who for years oversaw the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, formerly known as the Office of the 
Inquisition, must contemplate the impact this luncheon over yerba mate will have on the doctrine of papal infallibility, one 
of the cornerstones of the counter-Reformation.   
Bergoglio’s mortal behavior helps to portray him as just a man, confounding his assumed identity as the Vicar of Christ 
on earth.  This, perhaps, is the best example of all to explain why mateologists are calling mate, “the drink beyond a 
drink.”   
 

Figure 8: Pope and former Arch Bishop Bergoglio- in the center of the sun- burst Vatican protocol by consuming 
“the drink of the gods”  

 

 
 

Source:  
http://looksouthtours.wordpress.com/2013/06/21/pope-francis-and-the-drink-of-peace-yerba-mate/ 

 
MATE: THE DRINK BEYOND A DRINK 

 
Also in 2013, just before these historical events, Askaripour published a seminal book with prophetic significance titled, 
Mateology: the drink beyond a drink.  The inspiration for Mateology goes back to 1899 in the city of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, the state founded by the English Quaker, real estate entrepreneur and author, William Penn.   
 
Penn and the Religious Society of Friends 
 
Quakers were among the pacifist Protestant sects who fled the Romanism of Europe for the spiritual and political freedom 
of the United States so they could freely study and spread the gospel of Jesus Christ in contradistinction to the gospel of 
Romanism, and start a new nation in a land where they could be free from the magical supernatural and temporal power of 
the pope.   
 
Penn was a champion of religious freedom, democracy and the balancing of spiritual and temporal affairs by promoting 
the bible as a standard book of rules for every man, and the final authority on faith and practice.  In his 1669 manuscript 
No Cross No Crown, Penn writes about the public good and seems to be praying for yerba mate to come to Pennsylvania: 
 

“The temperance I plead for is not only religiously but politically good, ‘tis the interest of good government to 
curb and rebuke excesses; it prevents many mischiefs; luxury brings effeminacy, laziness, poverty, and misery, but 
temperance preserves the land” (Penn 1669: 43-44). 

 
Penn admonishes his fellow citizens to live godly, humble, industrious and sober lives, and is noted for his good relations 
and successful treaties with the Delaware Indians from whom he did not steal, but purchased land.  Voltaire praised 
Pennsylvania as the only government in the world responsible to the people and respectful of minority rights.  
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Figure 9: "William Penn and the Indians" - William Penn is shown at center with the Delaware Indians at the time 
of the Treaty of Shackamaxon, 1682. This treaty formalized the purchase of land in Pennsylvania and cemented an 

amicable relationship between the Quakers and the Indians for almost a hundred years.  
 

 
 

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:William_Penn_and_the_Indians.jpg 
 
Several more of Penn’s quotes from No Cross No Crown that serve to situate the dialectic between the two diametrically 
opposed Jesus Christ figures in human history- the real and sovereign Jesus Christ of the Reformation scriptures on one 
hand, and the other Jesus Christ of the counter-Reformation and the mother church on the other - are helpful to consider.  
Penn writes: 
 

“Strange that instead of being as gods, Adam and Eve should fall below the very beasts.  The lamentable 
consequence of this great defection has been an exchange of innocency for guilt, and a paradise for a wilderness.  
But, which is yet worse, in this state they had got another god than the only true and living God; and he that had 
enticed them to all this mischief furnished them with a vain knowledge and pernicious wisdom, the skill of lies, 
evasions, and excuses.  They had lost their plainness and sincerity; and from an upright heart, the image in which 
God had made man, he became a crooked, twining, twisting serpent- the image of that unrighteous spirit to whose 
temptations he yielded up with his obedience his paradisical happiness (Penn 1669, p. 27). 
 
“so great was their defection from the inward power and life of Christianity in the soul that their respect was 
little more than formal and ceremonious.   
 
“Yet about the great and weighty things of the Christian law, as love, meekness and self-denial, they degenerated 
and grew high-minded, proud boasters, without natural affection, curious and controversial, ever perplexing the 
church with doubtful and dubious questions, filling the people with disputations, strife, and wrangling, drawing 
them into parties, till at last they fell into blood, as if they had been the worse for being once Christians.   
 
“Oh the miserable state of these pretended Christians! That instead of Christ’s and his apostles’ doctrine of 
loving enemies and blessing them that curse them, they should teach the people, under the notion of Christian 
zeal, most inhumanly to butcher one another; and instead of suffering their own blood to be shed for the testimony 
of Jesus, they should shed the blood of the witnesses of Jesus for heretics.  How it is in our own age, I leave to the 
experience of the living; yet there is one demonstration that can hardly fail us: the people are not converted but 
debauched to a degree that time will not allow us an example (Penn 1669,  p. 29-30). 
 
“I shall conclude this with one passage more…honor all men, and love the brotherhood”: that is, love is above 
honor, and that is reserved for the brotherhood.  But honour, that is, esteem and regard, thou owest to all men, 
and if all, then thy inferiors.  But why for all men?  Because they are the creation of God, and the noblest part 
ofhis creation too; they are also thy own kind.  Be natural, and assist them with what thou canst; be ready to 
perform any real respect, and yield them any good or countenance thou canst.   
 
“We are, we declare to the whole world, for true honor and respect: we honor the kings, our parents, our 
masters, our magistrates, our landlords, one another – yea, all men, after God’s way (Penn 1669, p. 34). 
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Mate then: The Yerba Mate Tea Company, 250 S. Fourth Street, Philadelphia, PA. 
 
Dave Mate references a book other mateiros doing marketing research at the Interface found buried deep in the archives 
of the Library of Congress.  YERBA MATÉ TEA: The History of Its Early Discovery in Paraguay, Its Preparation in that 
Country and in Brazil, and Its Introduction into the United States was published in Philadelphia in 1900 by William Mill 
Butler.  Butler represented the Foreign Department at the Philadelphia Commercial Museum and was Editor of the 
Proceedings of the International Commercial Congress of 1899, just before the assassination of President McKinley.     
 
Butler notes that there were 38 foreign governments in attendance at this event, along with several hundred chambers of 
commerce from all parts of the world (1900  p. 19).  Among the speeches most attentively listened to were several from 
South American delegates in which they called attention to yerba mate and the blessings which the use of this tea would 
bring to the people of the United States.   
 

Figure 10: Jesuit discovery of yerba mate. Speech before the 1899 Commercial Congress putting mate on the 
market in North America 

 

 
 

 
The topic of yerba mate was first introduced to the International Commercial Congress by Senor Carlos R. Santos, a 
Government Delegate from Paraguay:   
 

“Yerba mate, Paraguayan tea (ilex Paraguariensis), made from the leaves of a shrub which are pulverized or 
simply cured as other tea, affords a drink know by the name ‘yerba mate’ all through South America, where the 
people drinking it number 20,000,000.  Mate is recommended for its hygienic, nutritious, and invigorating 
properties by scientific journals and notabilities, and that its general use in the United States depends solely upon 
its becoming more widely known is a fact beyond doubt (Askaripour, 2013, p. 1).”  

 
Captain J. Cordeiro da Graca, government delegate from Brazil had this to say: 
 

The principal product of Paraná is mate tea- a beverage with all the good qualities of coffee and tea without 
having any of their defects.  This article is exported in large quantities to Chile and the River Plate republics.  It 
is a very strong aid to digestion and has no bad effect upon the nervous system, upon which it acts very 
soothingly.  The mate alone will tend to lengthen the life of all those who use it.  I recommend this good article to 
all Americans and especially those who wish to have a wholesome beverage, which is splendidly adapted also for 
children and wet nurses.”   

 
Butler notes that not only foreign delegates, but also representatives of the Unites States attended the conference to speak 
through their own personal experience about the virtues of yerba mate.  Among these was the Honorable Eugene Seeger, 
United States Consul-General at Rio de Janeiro, who said: 
 

“In the neighborhood of 20,000,000 people use yerba mate tea.  It is the favorite drink of the Argentines, the 
Uruguayans and the Brazilians.  The tea strengthens your body, brain and nerves, and enables you to endure all 
kinds of hardships.  It has no unpleasant after effects, and I should like to see it given to our soldiers.  I think it 
would be of great advantage to the troops in the Philippines or those who are stationed in Cuba or Puerto Rico.” 
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In a report made to the State Department at Washington, and published in the Consular Reports for January, 1900, Mr. 
Seeger acknowledges Pennsylvania’s Quaker roots and again expresses himself strongly on the subject of yerba mate and 
temperance.  One must wonder what Alcoholics Anonymous founder Bill Wilson would have said in his Big Book had he 
been aware of yerba mate or these comments by Eugene Seeger: 
 

For various reasons the import of mate into the United States ought to be encouraged.  It is pre-eminently a 
temperance drink, and the temperance societies in the United States could do very useful work by helping to 
popularize it.  The great masses of Uruguay and Argentina - including the famous gauchos (cowboys) of the great 
prairies, who use it constantly, instead of water, tea or coffee - hardly ever use alcoholic stimulants.  It is almost 
incredible what hardships they undergo and how vigorous they are, while often for a successive number of days 
they use nothing to sustain them but mate” (Butler, 1900:19-24). 

 
Figure 11: 1899 Commercial Congress Speakers.  Gauchos and yerba mate. 

 

 
 

 
Regarding the scourge of “liquid sin” in the vernacular of temperance, Butler himself comments that:  
 

“it is especially noteworthy that those who drink the most mate drink the least alcohol- in fact, they do not feel 
the necessity for alcoholic beverages at all.  Yerba Mate Tea is one of the greatest natural aids to temperance the 
world has ever known.  During the hot summer weather it is the most cooling and refreshing drink imaginable” 
(Butler 1900:4).   

 
Butler states that warm expressions such as these from the highest possible sources are what led to the formation of the 
Yerba Mate Tea Company, “for the purpose of introducing the tea to the people of the United States and Canada.  
Contracts have been made whereby this company handles the entire output for these two countries.”  A negotiation of 
terms such as these could only have been made at the highest levels of government in these historically Jesuit states, and 
would have had to have involved Jesuits at the superior level in Rome including the General himself, controlling his 
assistancies and in turn, the Jesuit priests and their co-adjutors or lay brothers in control of the yerba mate supply in South 
America. 
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Figure 12: Marketing mix for the Yerba Mate Tea Company, sole importers for the United States and Canada, and 
directions for making Yerba Mate Tea. 

 

 
 

 
The marketing mix of yerba mate against its competition at the turn of the century 
 
The above exhibit illustrates the marketing mix used by the Yerba Mate Tea Company.  Useful comparisons are made by 
contrasting the marketing mix for yerba mate against two of its competitors in the beverage market, Coca-Cola and 
Budweiser.   
 
We see that one dollar would have purchased a month’s supply of yerba mate for several persons.  The marketing slogan, 
“Drink Yerba Mate Tea and be Happy,” sounds very similar to the slogan, “Have a Coke and a Smile,” which helped 
Coca-Cola establish itself as the world’s most valuable brand in 2011.  A historical comparison of these two brands with 
Budweiser at the turn of the 20th century will interest scholars at the marketing-entrepreneurship interface, because the 
marketing slogan for yerba mate and Budweiser share striking similarities as well.    
 

Figure 13: Jesuit HIS starburst monogram, on top of the main altar of the Gesù, Rome, Italy.   

 
 

 
Mate marketing propaganda emphasized the true adaptogenic nature of yerba mate, which is as delicious cold as it is hot, 
and took direct aim at the competition: 
 

 “Cold Mate is thirst-quenching, refreshing, invigorating and, unlike other beverages which stimulate for a time 
but wreck the nerves, leaves absolutely no bad after effects.”   
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Figure 14: Budweiser ad campaign and old logo (lower left) featuring a starburst which imitates the Jesuit IHS 
monogram and the mythological figure Ganymede flying Bud to the Gods.  Based on a drawing by F. Kirchbach, 
this is the original Anheuser-Bush ad as it appeared in the February 1906 issue of Theatre Magazine. The slogan 

on the sign reads: "Modern Version of Ganymede" Introduction of Budweiser Beer to the Gods. 
 

 
 
The mate marketing mix targeted retailers such as tea dealers, coffee dealers, druggists, and first-class soda fountains, 
where it would have been in direct competition with comparatively empty and soulless products such as Budweiser and 
also Coca-Cola around the time it was formulated with another exceedingly destructive and corrosive social force 
produced from coca leaves.  

  
Figure 15: (left) By 1894 Coca-Cola began a very proactive outdoor advertising campaign portraying it as an ideal 

brain tonic and delightful summer and winter beverage.  With time, mate vanished, but Coca-Cola spectaculars 
were installed in international cities at prominent locations such as Times Square that are considered “crossroads 

of the world. “(Right) Book cover of Butler’s Yerba Mate Tea: the early history of its discovery 
 

 
 
One of the Yerba Mate Tea Company slogans which appears above captioned below the image of a high-class South 
American tea party on the cover of Butler’s work, and in the lower left of exhibit 9 reads, “Hebe herself could serve no 
daintier cup.” This is in reference to Hebe, or Ganymede, goddess of youth and Cup-bearer of the gods, and also to the 
yerba mate vessel which is often made out of a gourd.  A cup-bearer was an officer of high rank in royal courts, whose 
duty it was to serve the drinks at the royal table. On account of the constant fear of plots and intrigues, a person must be 
regarded as thoroughly trustworthy to hold this position. He must guard against poison in the king's cup, and was 
sometimes required to swallow some of the wine before serving it. His confidential relations with the king often gave him 
a position of great influence. The position of cup bearer is greatly valued and given to only a select few throughout 
history.  Pope Clement XIV who expelled the Jesuits and died of slow poison shortly thereafter illustrates the importance 
of this position best.  Qualifications for the job were not held lightly but of high esteem valued for their beauty and even 
more for their modesty, industriousness and courage.  All of these traits including trustworthiness among the royal courts 
and in high society were associated with yerba mate. 
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According to the tale as told by Wikipedia, Ganymede is described by Homer as the most beautiful of mortals.  The Latin 
form of Ganymede was Catamitus, from which the English word "catamite" derives.  In its ancient usage a catamite (Latin 
catamitus) was a pubescent boy who was the intimate companion of a young man in ancient Rome, usually in a pederastic 
friendship. It was usually a term of affection, but was frequently used as a term of insult during Saint Cicero’s time.  In its 
modern usage the term catamite refers to the passive partner in anal intercourse.   
 
In contradistinction to Penn, whose aim was to build a nation of strong, intelligent and able bodied men by encouraging 
temperance to make society strong and as a bulwark against effeminacy, or a lack of discipline in managing one’s sexual 
attraction to another male; the 1906 Budweiser slogan promoted effeminacy in North America by positioning the beer as a 
“Modern version of Ganymede.”  Since a strong gay nation is an obvious physical, social and spiritual impossibility, 
Penn’s views stand in stark contrast to the U.S. Supreme court of today, which ruled in favor of Ganymede in June of 
2013 and delivered a landmark victory for gay rights by striking down the 1996 Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) that 
denied benefits to same-sex married couples by forcing the federal government to recognize same-sex marriages in states 
where it is legal.  This tendency seemed to be reinforced in July of 2013 by Pope Francis on his return flight to Rome 
from the World Youth Day in Brazil, when he reportedly surprised journalists by commenting that, “Gay people should 
not be marginalized,” but integrated into society (Baig 2013). http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catamite - cite_note-1 
 

 
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF YERBA MATE TEA: THEN 

 
In his chapter on comparative analyses of yerba mate tea, Butler writes: 
 

In the scientific and technical laboratories of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum many tests are annually 
made with special reference to the industrial value of given products, and merchants and others in foreign 
countries continually send samples of exportable goods in order that the Museum may report on their usefulness 
for the American market. It was quite natural, therefore, that this great institution should be requested to pass 
upon the merits of Yerba Maté Tea. There had been many previous analyses in South America, and some in 
Europe, of Yerba Maté, but none in this country of which there was any record. Hundreds of Europeans and 
Americans, who traveled in the southern hemisphere and enjoyed their Maté there, brought it back, from time to 
time, the highest opinion of the beverage. Humboldt and Darwin, among the scientists, partook of it and praised 
its good qualities. In Darwin's " Journal of Researches, " a record of his South American journey, we find 
illustrations of his collection of cuyas and bombillas, and the following significant passage : 

 
"I reached the place of our bivouac by sunset, and drinking much Maté, soon made up my bed for the night. The 
wind was very strong and cold, but 1 never slept more comfortably." I have been shown many letters which the 
Yerba Maté Tea Company has received from Americans who were formerly in South America and who are 
rejoiced that Yerba Maté is now to be obtained in this country. "Many times," writes J. M. Carter, of Delhi, N. Y., 
"have I drank this cup that inebriates not with the kindly, warm-hearted natives. It is not only refreshing, but 
invigorating and restorative. A peon will often work the whole day, taking nothing but Maté." Mr. Wilfred H. 
Schoff, chief of the foreign department of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum, who made an extended South 
American tour, in 1899, was the first to recommend it to me in high terms of praise. He had also made a 
collection of cuyas and bombillas, and kindly gave me one and showed me how to use it. But while the testimony 
of travelers, on their return from those distant countries in which it is the favorite beverage, has from time to time 
aroused no little interest in Yerba Maté, for want of a systematic effort to introduce it, no market had ever before 
been created for the article in the United States. While American dictionaries and works of reference all speak 
very highly of Yerba Maté, it remained for an authoritative and actual demonstration to be made of its merits by 
an institution which enjoys in the highest degree the confidence and esteem of the governments and businessmen 
of the entire world. 

 
The analysis of the Philadelphia Commercial Museum was personally made by Dr. Ernst Fahrig, chief of 
laboratories, a chemist of world-wide reputation, whose years of experience in analyzing teas in London, lend to 
his work in this line especial weight. I take pleasure in giving herewith the Maté analysis, together with analysis 
of coffee and green or black Tea, also made by Dr. Fahrig : 
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Table 1: Analysis of Tea, Coffee and Mate 
 

Analyses of Tea, 
Coffee and Maté 

Black Tea Green Tea Coffee Yerba Maté 

Moisture, 
228° F. 

Time 3hrs. 

9.00 9.20 8.20 9.10 

Essential 
Oils 

0.54 0.65 0.57 None* 

Wax, Resin, 
Gum and 

Fatty Acids 

2.80 2.60 12.10 1.95 

Tannic and 
Gallotannic 

Acids 

5.46 11.23 4.20 1.80 

Caffein and 
Thein 

1.40 1.70 0.93 0.30 

Fibre, Crude 10.20 10.10 12.00 12.60 

Fibrous 
Cellulose 

19.40 22.40 30.00 11.55 

Extract 
Matter 

29.45 23.80 16.80 30.20 

Chlorophyl 2.20 2.40 1.40 6.50 

Residue, 
Insolubles, 

Mineral 
Mattert 

14.28 10.52 10.10 22.00 

Ash 5.27 5.40 3.70 4.00 

Totals 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
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*the amount is so small it does not constitute .01 percent, therefore cannot be taken into account. 

 
Butler continues:  
 

In addition to the analysis, Dr. Fahrig also made a series of careful physiological tests. He says in his report : " 
Yerba Maté Tea must be considered a most valuable beverage. It is especially beneficial for the stomach and 
nerves. It has great sustaining power but does not irritate. Its effect is soothing and quieting, with no deleterious 
consequences of any kind. The almost total absence of essential oil in the results obtained from the analysis 
speaks volumes in this connection. Then, let us look also at the tannic and gallotannic acid. This is a most 
serviceable astringent, when present in moderate quantities, as in Yerba Maté Tea, combined with a small 
percentage also of caffein alkaloid, which builds up the nerves and performs other good offices. Again, the 
percentage of ash is low, and contains distinct traces of manganese, which enriches the blood. In this connection 
1 would also state that, contrary to experience with other Teas and coffee, Maté may be freely drank after 
standing forty-eight hours, without any unpleasant disturbances, even in strong decoction. It remains just as 
healthful as when freshly made."  

 
This is certainly a remarkable confirmation of every claim advanced for Yerba Maté in other countries. In fact, 
the Philadelphia Commercial Museum's analysis ably sustains the analyses of Yerba Maté made by Dr. Peckolt, 
of Rio de Janeiro ; A. Moreau, the well-known chemist, of Tours, France, and many others who might be 
mentioned. 

 
Butler’s (1899:28-300) summary of other valuable opinions illustrate beyond a shadow of a doubt that yerba mate was 
trusted and well-established in the scientific community around the world at the turn of the 20th century.   
 

“Were I to attempt to quote all the good things about Yerba Maté which have come under my notice, I would 
require a larger volume than this for that purpose alone. I might give at length, for example, the learned 
observations of Dr. Caminhoa, Professor of the Faculty of Medicine, at Rio de Janeiro, whose opinions are 
confirmed by Dr. Lancaster, Director of the Museum, at South Kensington, England, Dr. Schnepp, of Bonn, and 
many others. I might also give the report, read before the Academy of Science, at Paris, by Byasson, the 
celebrated chemist, who declared that “ the dynamic value of Maté is enormous, since it enables the soldiers of 
Paraguay and Argentina, as well as the ‘gauchos,’ to live several days without solid food, in spite of the fatigue of 
hunting in the vast solitudes of South America.” In these regions, he continues, “Maté is the first thing offered to 
a guest. It forms an essential part of the soldier’s ration.” Again, Dr. Gubler classes it among the foremost 
physiological agents in repairing the forces of the human body. Dr. Conty, a physician of the highest reputation, 
also details his personal experience. 1 will quote but two or three sentences. He says : “As I was accustomed to 
drink coffee, I found this stimulant necessary in order to work. When I did not take it, I felt tired, and sleepy, and 
when I abstained from its use a short time 1 had insomnia and palpitation. After substituting Maté for coffee, I 
was able to work at will without becoming tired or sleepy, and in a short time my insomnia disappeared.” Dr. 
Mantegazza, the great Italian physician, voices the opinion of the profession when he says that Maté is especially 
good for those who are given to intellectual labors. Many other authorities recommend it for those who perform 
hard manual labor. The fact is that Maté is in the highest degree excellent for all who need strength, whether of 
the brain or body.  

 
Butler predicted that “the twentieth century will see the people of the United States enjoying the benefits of yerba mate tea 
throughout the length and breadth of the land (1900:19).  He quotes a letter received from His Excellency, Dr. de Assis – 
Brazilian Minister at Washington, who says: 
 

“I am having an almost daily confirmation of the good alimentary qualities of Maté. Whenever I have to make a 
long trip on my bicycle in the morning, I just take some of my Maté, without sugar, and then I can start out feeling 
sure of neither becoming faint nor hungry until I return for my breakfast at midday. I do the same thing when 1 
have a great deal of brain-work to do in the morning and fear that a heavy stomach will interfere with it; the 
Maté makes me forget my breakfast and puts me in good condition for work. Peruvian coca has a similar effect, 
which however, while satisfying the feeling of hunger, at the same time spoils one’s appetite ; the Maté gives a 
sensation of comfort to the stomach without causing any such results ; you can enjoy your meals with the best of 
appetites after taking it.” The Minister also wrote a most interesting and valuable paper on Yerba Maté, which 
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was officially published in the Monthly Bulletin of the Bureau of American Republics, and in which he says: 
“Maté is a quencher of thirst par excellence and a great restorative. Spanish- American writers ascribe to its 
powerful efficacy against gout and colic. Indeed, it is well-known that these affections, which are so common in 
Europe, are never found among people who use Maté. Moreover, this plant, by its action upon the peristaltic 
movements of the organs of elimination, has the property of curing indigestion.” 

 
 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF YERBA MATE TEA: NOW 
 
Yerba Mate is essentially the same today as it has been since creation.  Butler’s exposition on yerba mate at the turn of the 
19th century is absent of anything that would lead a would-be mateiro to believe that yerba mate is dangerous or harmful.  
Since Butler’s time, the amount of scientific investigation into the health benefits of yerba mate has grown by leaps and 
bounds.  New chemical compounds have been isolated and their known health benefits described (table 2).   
 

Table 2. Main bioactive compounds found in Yerba Mate and their health benefits 
 

 
 

Source: BURRIS, Kellie P. et al, 2012 
 
Today, however, mate’s reputation as an elixir and a key to vibrant health has been diminished.  It’s magical powers have 
been covered up by questionable reports in the media and now, mate- of all things- has been associated with cancer, an 
affliction so rare in the 19th century that the sighting of a tumor by doctors in medical schools was novel enough that they 
would tell student to quickly gather around to see something they may never have another chance to see again.  Now, 
mate is missing in North American society but cancer is epidemic.  Today, one in every two Americans will be diagnosed 
with cancer as a result of acidosis, which is often fueled by the consumption of acidic alcoholic beverages like beer and 
carbonated soda.  In contrast, yerba mate tea is green and as such, is an alkalizer that works against cancer by elevating 
the body PH and in doing so, prevents tumors from growing since cancer cells can only flourish in environments that are 
acidic, according to the work of the Italian oncologist Dr. Tullio Simoncini. 
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Figure 16: Google search results comparing yerba mate, “drink of the gods,” and Budweiser, the “King of Beers” 
 

 
 
A comparison of Google searches for yerba mate and Budweiser return interesting results.  The top results on a “yerba 
mate’ search return links to the Mayo Clinic and the Los Angeles Times, both warning that mate drinkers have a higher 
risk of certain cancers.   Top Google search results for Budweiser make no mention of the risk of cancer nor alcoholism, 
yet the LA Times piece warns to drink yerba mate in moderation.  The Company of Jesus discouraged alcohol 
consumption on the Reductions in favor of yerba mate because they knew that alcoholism is a corrosive social force that 
decreases productivity and that yerba mate is a social binder that increases it.  Implicating yerba mate in the cancer 
epidemic seems absurd based on the evidence uncovered in this research, yet perhaps a deeper look will reveal a better 
explanation for how this has come to pass.  
      

Figure 17: Yerbales in the hinterland of the missionary region of South America 
 

 
 

Source: Author’s photographs 
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How the people of this country should drink Yerba Mate 
 

Figure 18: Gathering, milling and transporting yerba mate 

 
 

Butler emphasized the power of yerba mate is not only found in its health benefits, but in its function as a social and 
cultural conductor.  He writes:    

 
“We have now seen how Yerba Maté was discovered several hundred years ago, in far-off Paraguay; 
how it grows in the Yerbales and is prepared for market ; how South Americans drink it, and how its 
successful introduction into the United States was brought about by the Philadelphia Commercial 
Museum, mainly through the International Commercial Congress held under its auspices. We have 
examined the thorough analysis of Yerba Maté Tea made in the Museum laboratories by an eminent 
chemist, and have noted in what respect it differs most decidedly from other beverages. We have perused 
with pleasure the most favorable opinion of Yerba Maté Tea expressed by Dr. Fahrig, on the basis of his 
analysis, as well as the opinions of eminent chemists and physicians in foreign countries. Many personal 
experiences similar to that so interestingly given by the Brazilian Minister, as well as testimonials 
showing the remarkable curative powers of Yerba Maté Tea, might be quoted, but lack of space prevents. 
I may state that they will be gathered into a little volume to be issued separately and to be obtained, upon 
application, by those directly interested. It only remains for me to make a few closing observations upon 
the manner in which Yerba Maté should be drank by the people of the United States and Canada. In the 
first place I would remark that everybody should drink this coming beverage — the well, because they 
wish to preserve their health, and the sick because it is the greatest aid in the world to help them to 
regain that which they have lost. Yerba Maté is a distinctively health-giving beverage and no deleterious 
effects can possibly follow its abundant and satisfying use by man, woman or child. It should be served 
regularly at the table, with or without sugar or milk to suit the individual taste. As soon as the effects of 
other beverages and their irritants have been neutralized by Maté, the human system will be found to 
prefer the latter. A lady who had used strong Tea for years, but who had tried Maté instead for several 
weeks, came to me the other day and said : " I have a confession to make. I tried to drink a cup of Tea to-
day, but 1 positively disliked it and could not swallow it. 1 like only Maté now."  
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Figure 19: “Drink Yerba Mate and be happy.” Happiness at a South American Mate Reception 
 

 
 

“Maté should also be served at social gatherings. For ladies' whist or other card parties nothing could be 
finer to neutralize the effect of the excitement caused by the playing. An afternoon Maté would prove a 
delightful and beneficial gathering. A novel effect can be produced by drinking the Maté from the cuya 
and bombilla as they do in South America. Several charming society women have already assured me that 
this will become a fad and have requested me to procure a supply of the pretty calabashes. I am 
authorized to state that a shipment of the choicest kinds is already on the way and will be placed on the 
market by the Yerba Maté Tea Co.” 

 
 

THE PLAN FOR PROHIBITION AND THE PROHIBITION OF YERBA MATE 
 
Clearly mate sells itself to anyone who drinks it.  But why was Butler’s prediction about mate spreading widely over 
North America in the 20th century wrong?  What happened to the Yerba Mate Tea Company of Pennsylvania, a firm that 
was strategically the best positioned in history to serve the temperance market the best temperance drink of all time?  
Based on what we have seen from Penn and the temperance market the Yerba Mate Tea Company was there to serve, it 
wasn’t a lack of marketing or demand, so it had to have been a matter of the supply being cut. 
 

Figure 20: 1911 postcard from Chudrim, Bohemia, then part of Austria-Hungary, carries an ad for the Elixir of 
the Jesuits, being brewed from yerba maté by a strangely dressed Jesuit and two elves. 

 

 
 

Source: http://www.manresa-sj.org/stamps/3_Tea.htm 
 
Since the Jesuits have always controlled yerba mate either directly or indirectly through coadjutors, lay brothers or trusted 
third parties, they must also have ultimately cut off the supply.  But why would yerba mate suppliers restrict the output of 
such a successful export item and prohibit their well-known elixir from reaching the hands of the American people?  Did 
they not want their mate cartel to continue to expand internally and externally?   
 
Could it be that winning the war on America by defeating its indigenous, Protestant and other heretic populations so 
America could be used to win the war on the world necessitated the promotion of terrorism, or an opposite power or 
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market dark force?  A power made up of anti-mate planetary corporate-communist-socialist cartels that would harness 
forces at the marketing and entrepreneurship interface to help achieve the counter-Reformation’s long-term goal under the 
guise of “dependency,” aka “globalization,” while economically developing America's preference for products and 
services that are not only deadly, anti-temperance and subject to a “sin tax” to boot; but at the same time subterranean, 
hidden, grey, shadow, informal, clandestine, illegal, unobserved, unreported but not unrecorded, second, parallel, gang, 
organized, criminal or black? 
 
 

NEW AGE = DARK AGE 
 

Figure 21: Elysian’s “BLACK HOLE” Nibiru: Yerba Mate Tripel 
 

 
 

Source: http://capitaltaps.blogspot.com/2012/01/yerba-mate-for-prohibition-and.html 
 

In 2012, before the New Age and the arrival of Aquarius, as part of their 12 Beers of the Apocalypse, Elysian released 
Nibiru, a Yerba Mate Tripel.  The Capital Tap put mateology in their beer and their blog, which reads: 
 

“In a year-long run-up to the end of all time (according to the Mayan calendar), Elysian Brewing First up in 
January is NIBIRU, named for the mysterious planet X supposedly on a collision course toward Earth.. The 
Elysian�/�Fantagraphics Nibiru will be a Belgian-style Tripel flavored with an infusion of yerba maté. 
Combining the tasty esters of Belgian yeast and the compelling tea-like flavors of the South American herb 
mixture, the beer will weigh in at around 7.6% alcohol by volume. A mixture of German Northern Brewer, Czech 
Saaz and American Amarillo hops round out the uniqueness of this first beer of the Apocalypse. Oddly enough 
there’s another apocalyptic-themed Nibiru out there: a super volcano currently burbling most dangerously 
beneath Yellowstone National Park. It too is scheduled to end life as we know it very very soon. 
Cumberland Brewery in Kentucky and MateVeza in San Francisco also brew Yerba Mate beers.  We think of 
Yerba Mate as a modern, hippie or new agey beverage.  Curiously, the Wikipedia entry on the history of Yerba 
Mate doesn't discuss its adoption in America (emphasis added). But it turns out to have an older pedigree, 
implicated in fact in the temperance movement leading up to Prohibition.  It seems to have been introduced 
commercially to the US in 1899 or 1900 by the Yerba Mate Tea Company in Philadelphia. They printed a booklet 
about it.  By 1904, articles promoting Yerba Mate were being seeded as features in local papers.  
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Here's one in the Capital Journal:  
 

Figure 21: Reformers have found a perfect beverage. 
 

 

“A Powerful Stimulant That Contains no Alcohol, That Is Therefore Not Intoxicating, and That Takes the 
Place Equally Well of Beer, Coffee, Tea or Even Stronger Drinks. A beverage has been found that 
threatens to take the place of beer among the hard-working classes and to do away with tea, coffee, and 
other brain stimulants used by students, brain workers, nurses, and other persons who are required to 
remain alert and active during long periods. This beverage is highly stimulating, non-alcoholic, non-
intoxicating, and a nerve builder and nerve strengthener, instead of a destroyer as is the case with tea, 
alcohol, and coffee. It has already been introduced into England and will find its way to America as soon 
as its great merits become popularly known. 

Dream of Reformers Realized. 

A drink such as this has been long been the dream of temperance reformers for the reason that it 
encourages itself owing to its great stimulating and refreshing powers, and because the consumer quickly 
acquires the "habit" and becomes too attached to the drink that he will prefer it to more substantial food 
and often go without his meals for the sake of it. 

"Yerbe mate," or simply "mate" is the name for this wonderful drink and it has been used in one of its 
forms for some time in Paraguay and Argentina. The beverage is brewed from the dried leaves of the ilex, 
and can be prepared and sold in bottles to suit the particular taste of the consumer, or made at home like 
tea or coffee... 

Plain mate is quite bitter, and, like beer, it is an acquired taste. The first sip gives a distinctly bitter taste, 
and the drinker sets down his glass with a wry face. Presently, as soon as the bitter effect wears off, the 
imbiber has a pleasant recollection of the sensation. By this time the powerful stimulating property of the 
drink has begun to work, and the drinker feels like taking another sip. Mate makes the user of it "feel 
good," makes him look with a brighter eye on the dark side of life, makes him forgot troubles for the 
moment, and, best of all, unlike beer, it makes him feel like working or doing something with his brain or 
hands instead of loafing or gossiping. 

No Horrible Awakening. 

Chemists who have carefully analyzed mate say that it is perfectly harmless. It has only the smallest 
percentage caffeine and volatile oils, and it never leaves a bad after effect. Even when the drinker has a 
disordered stomach or bad nerves the consumption of mate is not followed by unpleasant feelings.  When 
the mate habit is acquired the drinker is apt to indulge himself freely, even when there is no need of 
stimulation. Like the alcohol drinker, he takes the beverage "for the effect." Sometimes he gets to be a 
regular mate drunkard, but wonderful to say, this beneficent drug has no strings, its only effect being of 
making the "drunkard”a busy, industrious and hopeful man who gets more out of life for himself and his 
fellows than the ordinary man who depends on his own body for stimulation.  In a word mate cannot be 
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"abused" any more than water, and there are few who take it in large quantities for the mere sake of the 
stimulation....” 

NASCENT MATEPRENEURSHIP AT THE INTERFACE 

Today mate continues its infusion into many parts of the world including the Middle East, where it is popular among a 
Shia sect in Lebanon and Syria (Folch, 2010).  This is salient because the relationship between the Shia and the doctrine 
of papal infallibility is a key to understanding how conflict in the region is being manipulated.  If the Shia believe their 
imams are infallible, this would target them as a heretic population from the standpoint of the counter-Reformation 
because there can only be one infallible ruler on Earth, which is the pope of Rome.    
 
Looking back as Butler observed the mate market from the eyes of an entrepreneur, one can only imagine the pure energy 
that Butler, as one of the earliest matepreneurs in North America, must have felt as he wrote his narrative about the 
history of yerba mate and its introduction into the United States and Canada.  No doubt Butler’s enthusiasm was similar to 
that which is felt for yerba mate by nascent matepreneurs elsewhere in the world. Treps have made Guayaki Yerba Mate 
in Sebastopol, CA, the current leader in the North American yerba mate market, which Dave Mate guestimates as being 
around US$50 million (including yerba mate gourds and straws).  But a number of other nascent matepreneurs are 
working to diffuse yerba mate and expand the market for it both internally and externally as well. 
 
The world’s leading entrepreneurship scholar, Dr. Michael H. Morris, describes entrepreneurial intensity (EI) as the 
strength or force of entrepreneurship at three levels: in our individual lives, in the lives of the organizations that we create 
or join, and throughout societies (Morris, 1998, p. xviii).  The mateological perspective shows that yerba mate as a natural 
force to make men busy, industrious, and hopeful could very well be the greatest means on earth for increasing levels of 
EI throughout the world.   
 
Additionally, mateology offers behavioral science the advantage of new, sharper and more accurate and vivid perspectives 
into human behavior.  Mateology, for example, gives scholars working in the area of diffusion research an outstanding 
new perspective since indigenous knowledge systems are key to understanding the attributes of innovations and their rate 
of adoption (Rogers 1995, p. 240). 
 
If there are barrier to entry for mate in America today, one would be that the Unites States has not been a tea drinking 
culture.  Yet the market for mate is growing quickly through the efforts of matepreneurs who are pumping yerba mate to 
the people in their own unique ways.  Dave Mate is a New Yorker, Jovald “Jovi” Henriksen is from Cape Town, and DJ 
Zeek of Deep Soul Maté is from Chicago.  Some of the details which follow are taken from personal interviews with the 
author, while descriptions of their ventures are taken from their Web sites.     
 
Circle of Drink 
 
Dave Mate on the Circle of Drink Web site:  

“By 2011, my position in the mate world gained traction and I, along with my brother, Matt, whom I introduced 
to mate, started a website (Circle of Drink) all about yerba mate. I continued educating the world about this 
lifestyle and experience, through videos, articles, and in-person mate circles. By 2011, I was on my third tour in 
Argentina, living there (now, here) for over a year — on and off — getting first hand experience and education of 
what mate was all about.  By 2012, still in Buenos Aires, I started a workshop to teach foreigners about mate: 
history, health and benefits, mate and creativity, how to prepare, and the philosophy of mate. I’m also in the 
process of writing a book about mate (Mateology) being more than a drink — an experience.  In mid-2012 I 
decided to return to New York and begin selling yerba mate, starting with close friends in my neighborhood, then 
creating an online store. In February 2013 Circle of Drink was profiled in the popular Argentine magazine, Para 
Ti. The article spoke about the development of yerba mate in the United States and the wide influence that Circle 
of Drink is having on the mate community.” 
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Figure 23: 2013 Argentine feature story on Dave Mate in Para Ti 

 

Source: http://circleofdrink.com/about/dave-mate 
 

“For four-years now, my life has been strongly steeped in yerba mate. It’s become a part of who I am. I’ve 
become a sort of “mate guru” to mate drinkers, newly exposed to this drink from my educational efforts, and I’m 
happy to fill the role the world has placed me in. Mate is my life, and our story has just begun. 

“The Circle of Drink mission statement: Our Mission is to spend all day and night drinking Mission Mate! Just 
kidding… (or are we?)  Really, our mission is simple: spread Yerba Mate throughout the world and show people 
not only its immense health benefits, but its, perhaps more importantly, ability to bring people together—beyond 
race, sex, and social status.” 

“That’s what Mate does.” 

Yerba Mate South Africa 

In South Africa, mate is not yet well known, but has been introduced to Stellenbosch by a mateiro named Jovald 
Henriksen, who is a marketing graduate and matepreneur from the University of Stellenbosch who has worked as a 
Spanish translator for FIFA. He has centered his marketing efforts around South African history and the influence of the 
Boer War on the culture of mate.  In the tiny hamlet of Groot Marico in the northwest province, mate was introduced to 
the local tourism office by the returning descendants of the Boers, who in 1902 had emigrated to Patagonia in Argentina 
after losing the Anglo Boer War.  

Figure 24: Tribal meets Tribal.  Yerba mate as the conductor. 

 

Source: http://www.yerbamatesouthafrica.com/  
 

Jovi is working toward the day when he can market yerba mate in South Africa at a price point that will make it accessible 
to the legions of poor tribal peoples who could use yerba mate as a substitute for the low-quality instant coffee they have 
become accustomed to, and in this way unite the explosive power of tribal Africa with tribal South America.  
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The Yerba Mate South Africa Web sites states: 

There is no tribal custom left in the world that is practised as widely as the sharing of yerba mate. Yerba Mate is 
a 100% natural tea harvested exclusively from the Ilex Paraguariensis tree, which grows in the Iguazu rainforest, 
South America. Once the leaves are harvested they are dried and chopped up, then matured for 12-24 months 
before being packaged. Socially the tea is known simply as mate, pronounced, "matte" and is drunk mainly in 
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil. Today all people: young, old, rich and poor drink mate daily as per 
the traditional method of preparation. 

Students of marketing and entrepreneurship at the interface will appreciate the questions and answers Jovald raises 
concerning the fit of entrepreneurship as a career for recent college graduates in a Cape Town radio interview he did in 
2012 (Henriksen, 2012).  Jovi discusses yerba mate’s journey to South Africa in this interview, and also offers this 
narrative on his Web site: 

 
My name is Jovald "jovi" Henriksen. After spending a year backpacking South America with my mate gourd, flask 
and tent, I returned to South Africa to study business. I taught Spanish in Stellenbosch to earn my bread and 
butter and would always share yerba mate with the students while practicing Spanish. One evening a couple of 
them insisted on buying their own mate kit (unavailable in South Africa at the time) and so the business idea was 
born. What I realised in S. America was, first and foremost, people drink yerba mate for the social ambience that 
sharing a mate creates. Though, it's also worth saying that millions of poor South Americans depend on yerba 
mate for proper nourishment. To share mate is their way of sharing health. The millions of wealthier folk around 
the world that drink yerba mate do so for the natural lift it gives them and for the health and weight-loss benefits. 
The point is, all South Africans can benefit from yerba mate in some way and that is why I've brought it here. 

 
Deep Soul Maté: then 
 
In order to deeply comprehend the dynamics of Deep Soul Mate on the market, we must lay down a mix of mateology and 
ethnomusicology and consider the comments of two of the world’s leading authorities on the use of baroque music, art 
and architecture on the Jesuit Reductions.  Their insights are key to understanding the creative process by which the 
conquest of the Americas took place through war and the use of weapons of mass instruction, like the first plan of study 
used on pupils in the Americas called the Ratio Studiorum of 1599.   
 
According to Padre Francisco at the church of San Ignacio, baroque music and its reproduction on the Reductions were 
essential to the evangelization process.  Since he generously invited me, I am able to now invite you to examine the flyers 
for the 2012 Festival Internacional de Musica Barroca,and the 2013 festival of music and theatre on the Jesuit Reductions 
of Chiquitos, which is considered to be the most important cultural event in Bolivia:  
 

Figure 25: 2012 International Festivals of Renaissance and Baroque music 
 

 
 

Source: http://www.rutaverdebolivia.com/sp/Festival-Musica-Barroca.php 
 

Next we must consider a passage with quotes that appear in a 2004 book titled Templos Jesuitico-Guaranies written by 
Bozidar D. Susterisic from the University of Buenos Aires.  Susterisic presented his work on stage along with architect 
Ramon Gutierrez and Dr. Ernesto Maeder at the 2012 UNESCO-sponsored International Seminar and Convention on the 
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Protection of World Heritage: the Case of the Jesuit-Guarani Missions, organized by the Fundación Ortega y Gasset of 
Argentina.   
 
In Chapter XIII of Susterisic’s book: MÚSICA, we are able to glean evidence in support Findlater’s point  #7 above about 
the extent to which the Guarani Indians were able to express their creativity using this difficult translation from the sub- 
section on p. 208 titled: 
 
Guarani Teachers and the controversy surrounding the Indian capacity for creativity 
[Los maestros guaranies y la polemica en torno a la capacidad creadora del indio] 
 

The possibility of local styles missionaries autochthonous sharp clashes with the assertion of P. Guarani Cardiel 
that was not authorized for the creation, but only for the imitation. While P. Oliver did not rule that the Guarani 
could compose music, Fr Cardiel totally rejected this possibility: "No composer Indian master it, even very 
musician, for the Indian is not to invent but to imitate."  
[La posibilidad de estilos locales misioneros autoctonos choca con las afirmacion tajante del P. Cardiel de que el 
guarani no estaba facultado para la creacion, sino tan solo para la imitacion.  Mientras el P. Oliver no 
descartaba que los guaranies pudieran componer musica, el P. Cardiel rechazaba totalmente dicha posibilidad: 
"No hay maestro indio que sea compositor, aunque sea muy musico; porque el indio no es para inventar sino 
para imitar."]   
 
The Guarani could not "invent" in a baroque style that did not correspond to their mentality. An educated man as 
Cardiel, was unable to consider the local styles produced as authentic creation. Same happened fifty years before 
with Fr Sepp, while writing in a conversational tone to his family in Austria: 
[El guarani no podia "inventar" en un estilo barroco que no correspondia a su mentalidad. Un hombre culto 
como Cardiel, se hallaba imposibilitado para considerar lo producido en los estilos locales como autentica 
creacion.  Lo mismo sucedia cincuenta anos antes com el P. Sepp, cuando escribia en tono coloquial a su familia 
de Austria:]  
 
"There are paintings that appear to have been painted by Rubens. Indians In a word mimic all, while they have a 
model or example. But you remove this from their eyes, so I have not ever before, then everything is spoiled and 
ruined , then a small child in Europe ended before the Larea these. 
["Hay pinturas que parecen haber sido pintadas por Rubens.  En una palabra los indios imitan todo, mientras 
tengan un modelo o examplo.  Mas se le quitas este de los ojos, de manera que no lo tenga siempre delante, 
entonces todo esta estropeado y arruinado, entonces un nino pequeno en Europe terminara antes las larea que 
estos.] 
 
As if he understood the hype of their claims the P. Sepp back on the subject to explain that their Guarani:Como si 
comprendiera la exageracion de sus aseveraciones el P. Sepp vuelve sobre el tema para explicar que sus 
guaranies 
 
They are indescribably talented for imitation. Although not the slightest can invent your own mind, are able to 
make anything, more difficult to be according to your model. 
[Son indescriptiblemente talentosos para la imitacion.   
Aunque no puedan inventar lo mas minimo con su propia mente, son capaces de confeccionar cualquier cosa, 
por mas dificil que sea segun su modelo.]  

 
 
Deep Soul Maté: now 
 
There is perhaps no other entrepreneur in the world like DJ ZEEK who better epitomizes the mantra of Seth Godin, who 
thinks that this moment we are living is ripe for impresarios and artists to take the lead in the business world and “make 
something happen” (Brown, 2013).    
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Figure 25: 2013 Deep Soul Mate Tea Parties 
 

 
 
Today’s Deep Soul Maté goes far deeper than strictly blissness.  It is a historical result of the new, clear fusion of two 
unstoppable international cultural forces: yerba mate and house music. DJ Zeek is a bona fide mateiro and house music 
maestro.  Having come of age in the time and place that was the crucible of the house music era in Chicago, Zeek helped 
to bring the genre to a global audience by carrying his vinyl and slip mats from Chicago to venues in port cities 
throughout Latin America.    
 

 
 
Zeek has done it all, from throwing parties to shocking the airwaves, and never stops racking up hours behind the decks. 
He keeps busy while drinking mate and juggling family and corporate life with promotions and the production of his own 
sound and his new sound, infused by yerba mate. With no shame to his game, this man can hold his own on any stage any 
time anywhere with the best of the best.  He is known to throw down a slammin’, in your face, funky, up-tempo, and 
groovin style of mateirohouse that is guaranteed to make any dance floor move.  Zeek’s signature is the consummate 
professionalism he brings to his craft. Smooth long blends, tight scratches, and deep track selection are reasons enough 
know DJ Zeek’s got deep soul mate.   
 
Zeek has performed in front of thousands of electronic music lovers and never leaves the dance floor empty.  He has 
rocked crowds in every DJ situation and relies on yerba mate to keep his stage presence fun, uplifting, funky, energetic 
and deep. His keen vision to read crowds and his masterful experience sets him apart from many in the industry. 
Respected by many established promoters and DJs, Zeek has placed himself on a level next to the best electronic music 
DJs in the world. From Disco, House, Techno, Breaks, Jungle, Tribal, to the hip hop turntablist- Zeek is a true performer 
and he blows up venues every time he steps up to the decks. His love for electronic music has brought continued success, 
support and enduring appreciation from his fans and peers.  
 
There are many forms of energy legion electronic music fans from around the world bring with them to the dance floor. 
But when DJ Zeek surveys crowds from Crobar Chicago to Miami and Buenos Aires; and across big, rich countries like 
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Brazil, he knows there is only one form of energy that he will always and forever put his full faith and confidence in: 
yerba mate.       
 

MATEOLOGY AS A LIVING RESEARCH MODEL FOR HUMANITY 
 

The first fundamental of mateology is to drink yerba mate.  The second fundamental is to learn from it and the Guarani 
experience.   
 
In biblical terms, ex-Jesuits such as Alberto Riviera and others who have taken and then broken their oaths illustrate the 
vulnerability and ease by which spiritual and temporal power could be whisked away from the god of this world and 
returned to his sovereign, the Jesus Christ of the Reformation scriptures, or the King of Kings, through a great collective 
awakening to the Holy Spirit and refusal to obey commands from below.  The best strategic plans of men work on 
timelines, yet biblical prophecy by no means does.  If men would simply pray for Him to set prophecy back so they may 
live and be free in this life and the next, it would happen.  From the perspective of the Guarani, this scripture from 2 
Corinthians 4 in the AV 1611 seems particularly poetic:    

1Therefore seeing we have this ministry, as we have received mercy, we faint not; 

2 But have renounced the hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in craftiness, nor handling the word 
of God deceitfully; but by manifestation of the truth commending ourselves to every man's conscience 
in the sight of God. 

3 But if our gospel be hid, it is hid to them that are lost: 

4 In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the 
glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them. 

5 For we preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the Lord; and ourselves your servants for Jesus' sake. 

6 For God, who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give the 
light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. 

7 But we have this treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency of the power may be of God, and not 
of us. 

8 We are troubled on every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed, but not in despair; 

9 Persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but not destroyed; 

10 Always bearing about in the body the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be 
made manifest in our body. 

11 For we which live are always delivered unto death for Jesus' sake, that the life also of Jesus might be 
made manifest in our mortal flesh. 

12 So then death worketh in us, but life in you. 

13 We having the same spirit of faith, according as it is written, I believed, and therefore have I spoken; 
we also believe, and therefore speak; 
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14 Knowing that he which raised up the Lord Jesus shall raise up us also by Jesus, and shall present us 
with you. 

15 For all things are for your sakes, that the abundant grace might through the thanksgiving of many 
redound to the glory of God. 

16 For which cause we faint not; but though our outward man perish, yet the inward man is renewed day 
by day. 

17 For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal 
weight of glory; 

18 While we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen: for the things 
which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal. 

Virtual tour 
 
Perhaps these videos shot by this author on location may serve as your virtual “welcome home,” initiation or further 
introduction to mateology and the “modo de ser guarani,” or Guarani way of being (Kane 2013, p. 22): 
 

Figure 25: Guarani greetings from Trinidad 

 
  Source: Author’s video available at: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151137168976328&set=vb.136844729679525&type=2&theater 
 

Figure 27: On top of the world at San Ignacio 
 

 
Source: Author’s video available at: 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151135686166328&set=vb.136844729679525&type=2&theater 
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Figure 28: Origin of modern domestic science, family structure and political control systems (caciqueism) 
 

 
 

Source: Author’s video available at: 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=10151135636986328&set=vb.136844729679525&type=2&theater 

 
 
 
Implications and opportunities for further research and practice 
  
Having finally come full circle through yerba mate, back to the point I departed from when I set out to understand how 
society works as an undergraduate business/entrepreneurship major and sociology minor at Culver-Stockton College in 
Canton, Missouri; I am motivated, like the Guarani, to find or create the land without evil, and would now like to offer 
this entrepreneurial solution to the problem at hand: a heritage study tour to the missionary areas of the Rio de la Plata 
region in South America whereby students, faculty, professionals, or others interested parties from around the world may 
examine the issues raised in this living research model first hand.   
 
In collaboration with partners I’ve met along the way such as the Guarani chief, cacique Ariel Ortega of the Aldeia 
Alvorecer in Sao Miguel das Missoes – RS- Brasil, and UNESCO sponsors such as the Fundación Ortega y Gasset 
Argentina, I would be pleased to consider being your partner in the development of a custom  itinerary to meet your 
specific educational goals, or those of your group depending on your specific area of interest.   
 
For the purposes of this audience of global marketing and entrepreneurship scholars for example, I recommend an initial 
excursion into the missionary region to visit the Guarani and study the internal economic organization of the Reductions; 
followed by a tour to contrast the Guarani reality against that of major and colonial cities in contemporary Argentina and 
Brazil, such as Buenos Aires, Posadas and Cordoba; and Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo and Ouro Preto in the state of Minas 
Gerais.  Add in an additional week-long excursion to Rome to visit the Jesuit Vatican, and the superlative opportunity in 
the realm of experiential education and applied social science and technology could be yours.  
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Figure 29: Sample study tour itinerary to the missionary region, or the cradle of civilization in the New World.  
Golden triangle tour featured on right, exploring the Reductions while traversing many yerba mate plantations 

 

 
 
Sample study tour slideshow :http://www.slideshare.net/rfkane/jesuit-guarani-reductions-tour-16987395 
 
Pope’s homeland and the 2014 Heritage tour organized by the California Province 
 
Becky Snidelar writes for the National Jesuit News, which began in 1971.  The description about them states: 

 
“For over 450 years Jesuit priests and brother have lived and amazing story of serving the Church in new and 
unexpected ways.  They are still men on the move, ready to change place, occupation, method- whatever will 
advance our mission in the Church.  They are expected to do anything or go anywhere to teach about Jesus 
Christ, and preach his Good News.  Together, Jesuits and their lay partners place themselves in the presence of 
the God who created all people, and ask ourselves the questions that St. Ignatius suggested to his first 
companions during the period of prayer that led to their permanent companionship: What have I done for Christ?  
What am I doing for Christ?  What will I do for Christ?  Since St. Ignatius bought a printing press in 1556, the 
Jesuits have always been involved in communications through popular media.  National Jesuit News began in 
1971 as a way to keep Jesuits of the United States Assistancy informed of news which affects Jesuits and their 
works in America, and around the globe. 

 
Snidelar’s July 8th 2013 blog article is titled “Tour Explores South America’s Jesuit Heritage, Pope’s Homeland.”  In it, 
Snidelar describes today’s gold standard in experiential education. 
The full text of Snidelar’s post reads: 
 

“A Jesuit heritage tour of Argentina and Paraguay will follow the footsteps of Jesuits from the early 1600s 
through the present day - including the first Jesuit pope in his hometown.  Sponsored by the California Province 
Jesuits, participants have the chance to immerse themselves in South America’s rich Jesuit history.  Jesuit Father 
John Mossi, from the California Province, and Argentinian Jesuit Father Michael Petty will lead pilgrims on the 
cultural and spiritual journey from February 17 to March 1, 2014.  The tour will begin in Cordoba, Argentina, 
where a group of Jesuits missioned from Spain arrived in 1599 and created a center of learning. 

 
From there, the journey continues to the Jesuit Reductions in Posadas, on the border of Paraguay.  The Jesuits in 
the 17th century built the famous Jesuit Reductions, indigenous cities of culture, education, food production and 
religious evangelization in the jungle areas of today’s Argentina, Paraguay, southern Brazil and Uruguay.  These 
thriving cities were one of the ost ambitious creations of Catholic missionary activity, according to Fr. Mossi. 

 
They were renowned for their architecture, systems of government and flourishing community life that empowered 
the indigenous peoples,” explains Fr. Mossi.  “As European governments saw the slave trade as a means of profit 
and commerce, the Reductions became sources of exploitations.  The Jesuits kept moving the Reductions deeper 
into the jungles in order to protect them.  Eventually the creation of the Reductions and protection of native 
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people was interpreted as subversive action instigated by the Jesuits, and became another element of the 
suppression of the Jesuits in 1773.” 

 
The tour will end in Buenos Aires, and while it was planned before Pope Francis was elected, the schedule is 
being updated to explore his connections to his native city.  “Fr. Petty, our local Jesuit guide, is an Argentinian 
who knows Pope Francis.  He’s working to include sites and churches Pope Francis frequented in Buenos Aires,” 
says Fr. Mossi.  Fr. Mossi believes participants will come away with a sense of Jesuit missionary spirituality, 
history, and culture in South America.  He expects a group of about 25 people, including many who have 
participated in previous Jesuit pilgrimages sponsored by the California Province. 

 
Joe Naylor, assistant for advancement and communications for the California Province, has been on Jesuit 
pilgrimages to Europe and China and says that the groups bond from their Jesuit connections.  He’s already 
looking forward t next year’s trip.  “A highlight of the pilgrimage will be visiting the religious sites where our 
new Jesuit pope celebrated the Mass.  These pilgrimages provide not only an insight to the rich legacy of St. 
Ignatius and the traditions of the Jesuits, but also a more global view of our Jesuit ministries,” Naylor said 

 
If you would like more information and details about this rare opportunity of a lifetime to expand your own understanding 
of soulciology through mateology- the theory beyond a theory- contact me at richardkane2@icloud.com, or visit the 
California Province at their Web site and register for their trip so you can be one of 25 out of the nearly 7 billion souls on 
earth who should attend to better understand where they and the children of their nations are headed not only in this life, 
but in the next (Snidelar, 2013). 
 

 
 

http://www.jesuitscalifornia.org/document.doc?id=544 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: To explore how entrepreneurial marketing (EM) can be applied at an multi-firm level in the context of 
agricultural value chains, and propose a preliminary research framework for measuring EM from this perspective.  
Research approach: The paper draws on the current literature at the entrepreneurship and marketing interface in addition 
to research from the agribusiness and supply chain management field.  
Findings: Our framework suggests that EM at a value chain level should be measured through items adapted from market 
orientation, entrepreneurial orientation, customer orientation and innovation orientation scales, in addition to an 
examination of the degree of coordination, trust and commitment, and communication systems between chain partners.  
Originality/value: To our knowledge this is the first paper to apply the concept of EM to an agricultural value chain and to 
propose a framework for measuring the degree of EM in this context. This paper is part of a broader research project 
looking to assist SMEs in the Tasmanian fresh vegetable sector to improve their income generating ability through 
innovation and value chain analysis.   
Keywords: entrepreneurial marketing, value chains, measurement, agriculture, Australia. \ 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Australia’s agricultural industry is a key contributor to the nation’s economy, and has a long history of producing food for 
domestic and export markets. In 2012, 90 per cent of the fresh produce consumed in Australia was grown and produced 
by local farmers and cooperatives (Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, 2013). Combined, Australia’s food 
industry employs over 1.6 million people, which represents around 15 per cent of the Australian workforce (DAFF, 2013). 
The value of Australian food exports increased by nearly 12.3 per cent to $30.5 billion in 2011–12, the highest level since 
2001–02 (DAFF, 2013).  
 
Despite these positive statistics, agricultural industries worldwide are undergoing a period of change where a focus on 
cost and production efficiencies is no longer sufficient to maintain a competitive advantage. Consumer preferences are 
changing in addition to increased consumer sensitivity towards locally grown and sourced produce, and food safety. This 
is coupled with changes to the nature of production and farming, for example, reduced labour requirements and more 
increased reliance on machinery (DAFF, 2013), and the need for sustainability improvements and biosecurity (Rural 
Industries Research and Development Corporation, 2012). Consequently, agri-food value chains worldwide are becoming 
increasingly burdened by rising production costs and a competitive market driven, in part, by the bargaining power of 
large retailers and supermarkets (Hingley 2005). 
 
Tasmania is Australia’s only island state and has a reputation for its natural resources and maritime climate. Its growing 
reputation for high quality produce, particularly in international markets, is assisting to grow the fresh produce sector of 
the industry.  The Tasmanian vegetable industry is a small player in the global market, and is populated with mainly 
small, family-owned farming enterprises. Around three quarters of the vegetables grown in Tasmania are manufactured 
into processed vegetable product. Key challenges facing Tasmanian vegetable growers include the distance to market and 
the need to secure greater productivity gains. Transport between the island state of Tasmania and the Australian mainland 
is expensive and reliant on sea freight companies. During peak seasons many Tasmanian agricultural producers encounter 
delays and problems with transporting perishable items to Melbourne terminals, where they are then transported via road 
to other distribution outlets.   
 
Tasmania is also a small regional economy with limited population growth and fairly stagnant economic development. 
Around three quarters of the food and beverages produced in the state are exported to mainland Australia or international 
markets. The nature of competition in this environment is intense and input costs are continuing to rise.  To overcome 
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such issues Tasmanian agribusinesses need to focus on: being more responsive to customer needs, developing value-
added products, and applying leaner thinking and more strategic to their production practices and supply chains 
(Tasmanian Farmers and Graziers Association, 2007). Accordingly, we believe there is scope for the Tasmanian 
agricultural sector to employ innovative and entrepreneurial marketing techniques to enhance prosperity and overcome 
many of the state’s economic problems.  
 
To assist with this objective the Australasian Agri-food Value Chain Research Group was formed in 2012 between the 
Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture, the Department of Maritime and Logistics Management at the Australian Maritime 
College and the School of Management at the University of Tasmania. One of the first aims of this multi-disciplinary 
research group is to work with businesses in the Tasmanian agricultural sector to improve their income generating ability 
through innovation and value chain management. The Tasmanian agricultural industry comprises of the following 
commodity sectors: meat, dairy, fruit and vegetables, wine and maritime fishing. In 2007, the Tasmanian vegetable sector 
represented around 20 per cent of the total value of Tasmanian agriculture, and contributed around 360 million dollars to 
the State economy (TFGA, 2007). Taylor and Fearne (2009) highlight that very little research (from a supply chain 
management or marketing perspective) has focused on commodity markets and fresh produce, despite this sector being 
characterised by a unique pattern of demand and supply. Although fresh vegetables are broadly viewed as a commodity, 
the sector does offer significant opportunity to achieve sustainable industry growth and profits through innovation and 
entrepreneurial marketing. Through applying an entrepreneurial marketing (EM) approach, agricultural SMEs and their 
value chain partners have the opportunity to radically disrupt the traditional commodity-based vegetable market with 
innovative products that deliver superior value and meet current and future consumer needs.  
 
In recent years, theoretical and empirical studies at the entrepreneurship and marketing interface have gained an 
increasing amount of traction as a stand-alone field of research (Carson and Coviello, 1996; Kraus et al., 2012; Jones et 
al., 2013).  As a business tool, EM can be used to create Schumpertian rents by disrupting existing markets through 
product and market innovation, which creates radically new value propositions that are lower in price and more effective 
in meeting consumer needs. EM involves more than just a firm’s market orientation or innovative behaviour. According to 
Morris et al., (2002, p. 5) EM is: 

the proactive identification and exploitation of opportunities for acquiring and retaining profitable 
customers through innovative approaches to risk management, resource leveraging, and value 
creation.  

Key characteristics of EM are that firms ‘embrace innovation and customer engagement, and relationships’ (Jones and 
Rowley, 2011, p. 27).  Instead of simply informing the functional areas of the firm as to what the customers’ needs are (as 
is the case with administrative marketing) EM enables firms to shape customer needs or create new needs. Instead of just 
scanning the external environments for opportunities, entrepreneurial marketers attempt to create new opportunities or 
shape existing ones that only they can exploit (Berthon et al., 1999; Miles and Darroch, 2006).  
 
Not surprisingly much of the earlier work in the field of EM likened the concept closely to the type of marketing pursued 
by small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) (see Carson 1985; O’Dwyer et al., 2011). This supports the theory that the 
marketing approach adopted by small firms is typically informal, different to that of large firms and does not closely align 
with established marketing theories (Carson and McCartan-Quinn, 1995; Jones and Rowley, 2011). In particular, there is a 
strong link between the entrepreneurial marketing behaviour of SMEs and how they use their networks (Gilmore and 
Carson, 1999). Networks enable SMEs to seek ideas, obtain market related information and gain knowledge, all of which 
are necessary for the exploitation of opportunities and managing risk.   
 
Previous research has also shown that adopting a market and entrepreneurial orientation can enable firms, SMEs in 
particular, to achieve sustainable competitive advantage in turbulent and uncertain environments (Covin and Slevin, 
1989). Yet, despite the strong tendency for EM to be used by small and medium sized firms, particularly during their start-
up phase, considerable scope remains for further research that examines the process and tools of EM in the context of 
organisations of other types, sizes and lifecycle stages. Until this point, the majority of EM research has applied the 
concepts of market orientation (MO); entrepreneurial orientation (EO) or entrepreneurial marketing (EM) to a single 
business, or explored the benefits of EM within largely SMEs. In doing so, researchers have examined what impact 
understanding customer needs, deploying innovation and risk-taking behaviour and exploiting market opportunities has on 
the performance and market position of a single firm. Although there has been some preliminary work on MO or 
innovation in a multi-firm setting (see, for example Kuhne & Gellynck, 2010; Grunert et al. 2005; Micheels and Gow, 
2011; Elg, 2007), interestingly, EM has yet to be widely studied in the context of marketing channels, vertical marketing 
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systems or supply chains.  To our knowledge, no studies have examined to what extent EM techniques and processes can 
be applied at a value chain level.  
 
In this paper, we seek to address this gap in the literature through developing a preliminary research framework. More 
specifically, we develop a set of propositions regarding the application of EM to agricultural value chains, which are 
typically comprised of SMEs and are characterised by limited inter-organisational coordination and communication. As 
highlighted earlier, agricultural businesses have traditionally adopted a production orientation and have been commodity 
focused, despite the opportunities arising from new customer segments and changing consumer needs. Going forward, our 
research aims to develop a marketing audit instrument that can be used to specifically assess how an agricultural value 
chain can deploy EM techniques in shaping consumer needs and creating superior consumer value.  
 
To achieve this objective we plan to adapt existing EM, MO, EO and innovation scales to measure the degree to which 
EM is applied across businesses in a value chain context, rather than within a single firm. Thus, our study’s unit of 
analysis will be the value chain, rather than the individual firms involved in supply. Scales will also be adapted to suit the 
agri-food setting of our study, where a typical value chain comprises a farmer or landholder, vegetable processor, 
distributor, retailer and end consumer (Taylor and Fearne, 2009).  This project aims to answer two broad research 
questions: 
1. Can EM be applied at a multi-firm level in a value chain, and if so, what factors are important to its application?  
2. How can EM improve the business performance of the whole value chain and the individual value chain partners?     
Developing an empirical instrument for measuring the extent to which value chains use EM to improve performance will 
contribute to the growing body of literature at the marketing and entrepreneurship interface. In addition, our work has a 
number of practical implications across a range of industries and sectors.  
 
 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
The traditional view of how markets function has been fuelled by management and marketing researchers’ strong interest 
in industrial organisation economics, and an ideology that intense competition was the primary means of improving the 
performance of national economies. The idea of ‘perfect competition’ has also been supported by Western governments’ 
focus on large, multinational firms, which have sufficient resources to act independently, and pursue profit maximisation 
and growth as their primary objectives. However, the globalisation of many industries and increasing demand for 
innovative products, are changing the nature of many national economies and, in turn, causing a paradigmatic shift 
towards a more relational orientation to marketing (Achrol, 1997; Fyall and Garrod, 2005). Companies of all shapes and 
sizes are now replacing their strategies aimed at increasing market share, with those that enable them to exploit core 
competencies and create efficiency and effectiveness in their value chains. This has forced many firms into interdependent 
relationships and networks with their suppliers, distributors, and other important stakeholders (Brodie et al., 1997; Hedaa 
and Ritter, 2005; Brito and Costa e Silva, 2009).  
 
The term ‘value chain’ was reputedly coined in 1982 by Keith Oliver of Booz Allen Hamilton (Laseter and Oliver, 2003) 
but became more commonplace following the work of Michael Porter (1985) in his book ‘Competitive advantage’. Porter 
(1985) conceptualised a value chain as a system of activities within a firm, which when combined, enabled the firm to 
achieve superior business performance through the creation of value. According to Porter’s (1991, p. 102) theory, a firm is 
“a collection of discrete, but interrelated economic activities … (which) can be schematically arrayed in what I term the 
value chain and value system.  The term value refers to customer value, from which the potential profit ultimately 
derives.”  Only if these things are arranged in a systematic way will it become possible to produce something for which 
consumers are willing to pay a price or even price premium. Porters (1991) value chain distinguishes between value 
creating activities, such as logistics, operations and marketing and support activities such as human resource management, 
procurement and administration.   
One of Porter’s (1991) key arguments was that firms derive their competitive advantage from their ability to perform 
value creating activities and to manage the linkages between these and the support activities. However, in most industries, 
it is rare for a single firm to perform all the value creating activities themselves. Instead, firms form supply chains and 
marketing systems, whereby they each play a role in creating customer value and deriving profit. In line with this 
perspective, the conceptualisation of a value chain has shifted from within a single firm to a multi-organisational level.  
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A basic definition of a supply chain is ‘a set of three or more entities (organisations or individuals) directly involved in the 
upstream and downstream flows of products, services, finances, and/or information from a source to a customer’ (Mentzer 
et al., 2001, p. 4). La Londe and Masters (1994 cited in Mentzer et al., 2001) proposed that a supply chain is a set of firms 
that pass materials forward. Normally, several independent firms are involved in manufacturing a product and placing it in 
the hands of the end use. For example, raw material and component producers, product assemblers, wholesalers, retailer 
merchants and transportation companies are all members of a supply chain (La Londe and Masters, 1994 cited in Mentzer 
et al., 2001). In a supply chain, the focus is on improving productivity and reducing waste, and subsequently products tend 
to be ‘pushed’ out to the consumer. As such, supply chain analyses emphasis operational efficiencies rather than 
effectiveness (Howieson and Lawley, 2010). However, because a product’s value is defined by the end user (i.e. 
consumer), firms need to raise their awareness and understanding of consumer demand and consumer needs, and use this 
intelligence in the development of a sustainable competitive advantage.  
 
The primary differences between a value chain and supply chain relate to the chain’s focus and the flow of information 
and materials. In this study we integrate the supply and demand concepts with a more holistic view of the role of 
information and relationships, which sees a system of firms focus on devising innovative product development and 
marketing strategies (Feller et al., 2006) and maximising the opportunities for adding value in the eyes of the consumer 
(Howiseson and Lawley, 2010). In a value chain, customer needs and requirements are filled and these determine the 
processes used by the multiple firms involved in delivering a product (Feller et al., 2006; Bonney et al., 2007). Thus, in 
contrast to supply chains, value chains ‘pull’ information and intelligence from their market and create value via product 
development and innovation (Feller et al., 2006). In order to create superior performance and profits, value chains must 
align what the consumer values (i.e. their needs and wants) with supply and production capabilities (Feller et al., 2006). 
Because there is only a certain amount of profit margin available, traditionally each member of the supply chain would 
use its market position and negotiating power to acquire a high proportion of this margin. However, increasingly value 
chains are adopting a more strategic and collaborative approach to enhancing value and improving efficiencies, which 
ultimately leads to a higher profit margin for all.  
 
This idea of alignment and collaboration supports the research of Fearne (2009) and Bonney et al. (2007) who argued for 
a more ‘strategic relational view’ of value chains. From their perspective, value chains comprise multiple chain partners 
who align their vision to deliver value to consumers then design, invest in and develop shared cultural attributes, 
motivation, structures, processes and resources to efficiently and effectively deliver that value creating improved 
competitive advantage for their chain – and do so in a systematic and coordinated way. At a basic level, this requires that 
“the value chain: understands what consumers value in the product, develop strategic collaboration and operational co-
operation throughout the value chain; and strive for continuous innovation to improve effectiveness and efficiency” 
(Howiseson and Lawley, 2010, p. 4).   
 
In this paper we propose that by adopting an EM orientation at the value chain level, agricultural firms will be able to 
move away from focusing on cost and production efficiencies as a means of competitive advantage, to understanding what 
consumers’ value in a product. By doing so this will create opportunities for chains to radically disrupt commodity-based 
markets with products that are more responsive to customer needs. Further opportunities for value chains to segment the 
market and target specific customer groups should arise, and as a result, profit margins should be improved through the 
chain’s collaborative approach to improving effectiveness and efficiency. As highlighted above, an EM approach requires 
value chain partners to be willing to coordinate and collaborate with other chain partners, leading to greater performance 
outcomes for individual firms. How value is defined is important, but equally further research is needed to investigate 
how value is created through collaboration and coordination among a value chain of up and downstream suppliers and 
customers. Figure 1 overleaf illustrates a typical arrangement of firms in an agricultural value chain.  
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Figure 1: Arrangement of Firms in a Typical Agricultural Value Chain 
 

 
 
 

ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING AND VALUE CHAINS 
 
Existing EM theory accepts that an increased market or customer orientation will lead to greater performance for the firm 
(Deshpandé 1999; Jaworski and Kohli 1993; Narver and Slater 1990 all cited in Verhees and Meulenberg, 2004) through 
innovativeness, responsiveness and understanding customer needs. While there have been a number of studies examining 
the MO and performance relationship within the context of SMEs and large firms, relatively few have been conducted in 
the context of production agriculture (Micheels, 2010). This may be because agriculture is very much a commodity based 
industry, where relatively homogenous products are manufactured according the demands and requirements of the 
suppliers rather than the end user. However, globalisation, technology development and the overall sophistication of 
farming practices has given rise to opportunities for agricultural businesses to enhance the value of their offering and 
manufacture differentiated products that meet consumer needs. For example, within Australia recent reports reveal that 
consumer behaviour trends include: greater demand for convenience and pre-packaged produce including take-home 
items, increased frequency of shopping, greater concern for food integrity and demand for improved food labelling 
(DAFF, 2012). Recent research in the agricultural sector has found that entrepreneurial firms and their value chains are 
starting to move away from a commodity-based mindset to a position of enhancing consumer value by differentiating their 
product or service offering (Micheels and Gow, 2011). Such differentiation can enable the chain to achieve a price 
premium for its product, and/or be less dependent on traditional fresh produce markets and their variable supply and 
demand.   
 
Within industry there is still scope for agricultural value chains to shift their focus from one of production orientation to 
more market orientation, thus satisfying one of the conditions of EM. In developing our framework, we support the model 
developed by Jones and Rowley (2011), which proposed that the measurement of EM should consider a firm (or group of 
firms’) entrepreneurial orientation (EO), market orientation (MO), innovation orientation (IO) and customer orientation 
(CO).  
 
The entrepreneurial orientation (EO) of a firm is generally measured via the dimensions of: propensity for risk taking, 
proactive behaviour and innovation (Covin and Slevin, 1991). In addition, Jones and Rowley (2011) considered two other 
dimensions of 1) research and development and 2) speed to market. A number of studies have examined the innovation 
capacity and potential of value chains or networks, however, few have considered other entrepreneurial orientation 
dimensions at a multi-firm level. Here we adapt the conceptual models of Covin and Slevin (1991) and Jones and Rowley 
(2011) by considering the extent to which firms across the value chain are willing to take risks, place a strong emphasis on 
developing co-innovations, and engage in collaborative R&D. We expect doing so will require open and frequent 
communication between chain members, support from managers with regard to their resource allocation, and a shared 
willingness to encourage risk taking behaviour and collaboration.  
 
A market oriented (MO) value chain has the ability to generate market intelligence, disseminate this within individual 
firms and other chain partners, and in turn use this information and understanding to develop superior products that are 
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responsive to the end user’s needs (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). In a value chain context, intelligence generation and 
dissemination creates greater awareness of customer needs and market forces, which enables the chain to exploit 
opportunities, manage risk, and leverage resources. Although such information and intelligence is often gathered by 
individual firms, it can be obtained externally through communicating and interacting with channel partners (Micheels 
and Gow, 2011). In fact, in a recent study, Grunert et al (2005, p. 430) define market orientation as “chain members’ 
generation of intelligence pertaining to current and future end-user needs, dissemination of this intelligence across chain 
members, and chain wide responsiveness to it”. Importantly not all chain members need to be equally involved in the 
generation and use of market intelligence. For example, the retailer could be the most active in collecting and 
disseminating intelligence, but the actual response could be concentrated upstream with primary producers (Grunert et al., 
2005).   
 
Market orientation, and its relationship to firm performance and profitability, has typically been measured through the 
application of the MKTOR scale (Narver and Slater, 1990) or the MARKOR scale (Kohli and Jaworski, 1990). The 
MKTOR scale focuses on three key components: customer orientation, competitor orientation and inter-functional 
coordination (Narver and Slater, 1990). According to this model, MO enables organisations to achieve long-term 
profitability through their focus on superior customer value and creating a sustainable competitive advantage (Narver and 
Slater, 1990).  
 
A growing number of researchers are interested in how firms create value for the end-consumer through their relationships 
and interaction with other organisations, particularly those in their supply chain. Although first and foremost firms focus 
on their immediate customers, together a chain can improve their income generating ability and competitive advantage 
through obtaining and sharing information on customers up and down the chain, including end consumers. This suggests 
that the degree of market orientation of one chain partner may thus be influenced by the degree of market orientation of 
other channel members (Grunert et al., 2005). Additionally, “the competitiveness of the whole value chain in serving end-
users will be related to how the various chain members together perform the task of generating intelligence on end-user 
needs and wants and use it to guide their value-creating activities” (Grunert et al., 2005, p. 429). Such propositions 
support our research objective of understanding the application of EM beyond the single firm to the value chain level.  It 
also highlights the need for value chains to coordinate their entrepreneurial activity, marketing function and 
responsiveness.  
 
In conceptualising inter-functional coordination, Narver and Slater (1990) highlight the importance of alignment, 
interdependency and leadership. From a value chain perspective this suggests that the application of EM at a value chain 
level may be reliant on the degree to which firms can align their strategies and systems, and which firm or individual 
within the chain adopts a leadership position in coordinating innovation and information sharing. Indeed, Micheels (2010) 
found that leadership and channel-level market orientation resulted in more efficient and effective information transfer, 
which lead to the creation of value-added products.  Furthermore, “in a niche value-chain, a majority of the information 
may be gathered by the channel captain who directs other participants in terms of genetic selection or production practices 
to be followed” (Micheels, 2010, p.56).  In order for this to have a positive impact on performance and disrupt the 
traditional commodity based market, agri-food value chains need also to adopt an entrepreneurial orientation, which 
involves top managers and chain leaders being innovative, proactive, collaborative and willing to take risks (Covin and 
Slevin, 1989).  
 
In their seminal paper, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) propose that market orientation involves generating and disseminating 
market intelligence across an organisation in a coordinated manner, rather than just having the marketing department 
conduct customer research and focus on current customer needs. In their research, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) examined 
the antecedents of market orientation within a single organisation. Aspects of this work can be adapted for application to a 
value chain setting. For example, senior management commitment, communication, attitude and risk aversion could be 
examined from the context of which firm or individual retains power in the chain; also known as the chain captain. The 
influence of interdepartmental dynamics could be adapted to suit the dynamics, relationships and systems between the 
partners in the chain. For example, items could be adapted to: what is the degree of connectedness between firms, and 
how concerned are each firm for their value chain partners’ ideas? As value chain partners become more connected and 
concerned for others, commitment to the value chain increases. This heightened degree of commitment results in 
individual firms being able to understand their role in the value chain more clearly, and the chain as a whole to understand 
how and where they provide value to end consumers (Micheels and Gow, 2011).   
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Related to commitment is the degree of trust between chain partners. Previous research has found that value chain trust 
impacts on how widely market information and intelligence is shared, and the confidence channel partners have in the 
source of information (Micheels and Gow, 2011). Trust has also been identified as an antecedent to the innovation 
capacity of agri-food value chains. For example, when chain members care and respect each other’s business interests, 
and work actively together to achieve common objectives, new market opportunities can be exploited and complementary 
resources leveraged (Kuhne & Gellynck, 2010). Furthermore, studies have found that value chain trust and commitment 
also create a general feeling of openness, which helps in the exchange of information between chain members (Grunert et 
al., 2005). However, if there is conflict within the chain stemming from disagreements, convergent expectations or 
distrust, the innovation process can be compromised (Kuhne & Gellynck, 2010).  
 
One approach to managing such conflict is to have clear systems and structures in place. Kohli and Jaworski (1990) found 
that the systems within the organisation can influence the degree of market orientation and the subsequent generation of 
value. From a mulit-firm, value chain perspective, this could translate to how formal or informal the communication 
systems within the value chain are, and who (which firm or individual) makes or leads decisions within the chain.  The 
balance of power within the chain has been found to have a positive influence on the market orientation of agri-food 
chains (Grunert et al., 2005). In particular, shorter chains that are also highly integrated, tend to resemble a more equal 
balance of power given the close relations between firms, compared with longer chains that are often be dominated by a 
large retailer.  
 
While previous research has demonstrated that entrepreneurial SMEs are typically more customer oriented, responsive to 
customer needs, and in regular contact with customers (Jones & Rowley, 2011), it may be more difficult for an 
entrepreneurial value chain to adopt this line of thinking from the end consumer downstream to the raw materials supplier. 
Thus, when investigating the application of EM to value chains, we intend to measure the customer orientation of each 
firm with regard to other chain members (their immediate customers), but at the same time determine the extent to which 
each firm understands and deliver value to the end-consumer.  Customer orientation at a value chain level will require a 
coordinated effort, with particular emphasis on the upstream chain members that are in direct contact with end consumers.  
 
Finally, in order for us to measure the innovation orientation of the value chain, we draw on the EMO model proposed by 
Jones and Rowley (2011), which conceptualised innovation orientation as the overarching knowledge infrastructure, how 
innovation is sustained, encouraged and stimulated, and what processes and strategies are in place to implement 
innovation in the creation of value. The innovation orientation of agricultural value chains will therefore depend on the 
chains access to information, internal resources and willingness to collaborate. As such, our framework will consider the 
R&D structure and activities of the chain, the experience of managers within the chain and their openness towards new 
ideas. These latter items will be adapted from Gellynck et al., (2011) who explored the innovation capacity of SME value 
chains within the traditional food sector.  
 
 

CONCLUSION AND PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
In line with Kohli and Jaworski’s (1990) conceptualisation of MO, we intend to measure the use of EM in agri-food value 
chains along a continuum of entrepreneurial marketing behaviour, rather than being present or absent.  Our methodology 
will involve developing a series of EM items, following an extensive literature review and analysis of preceding 
qualitative research data (which were collected as part of the broader research project). In pilot testing our measurement 
scale, we will focus on the actors belonging to an identifiable value chain and plan to administer the survey to each of the 
firms comprising the chain, rather than one focal enterprise. This will enable us to investigate the application and 
determinants of EM at the whole of chain level, and build on existing knowledge surrounding EM within a single firm or 
dyad. Our research participants (sample) will be the firms involved in the upstream and downstream production/marketing 
of agri-food products, and will be recruited via our involvement in the Australasian Agri-food Value Chain Research 
Group. Our focus on the agri-food sector is appropriate given its specific ‘pattern of innovation’ (Gellynck et al., 2011). 
Furthermore, Gellynck et al. (2011) cite several studies which found that firms in the agri-food sector tend to engage in 
collaborative innovation given they are highly dependent on external sources of innovation, and the sector is dominated 
by SMEs, which have limited internal resources and capabilities. Our study will contribute to the existing theory at the 
marketing and entrepreneurship interface through adopting a more holistic view of EM, and developing a framework for 
examining EM at a multi-firm level, as opposed to within an individual firm.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper evaluates how the advice of experienced entrepreneurs to young start-up creators in an online community 
reflect entrepreneurship traits commonly found in conceptual typologies. The overall goal is to contrast and evaluate 
existing models based on evidence from an online community. This should facilitate future studies to improve current 
typologies by ranking entrepreneurial traits according to perceived relevance. In order to achieve these objectives, we 
have conducted a “netnographic study” (i.e., the qualitative analysis of web-based content) of 96 answers to the question 
“What is the best advice for a young, first-time startup CEO?” on Quora.com. Relying on Quora’s ranking algorithm 
(based on crowdsourcing of votes and community prestige), we focused on the top 50% of answers (which we shall call 
the “above Quora 50” category) considered the most relevant by its 2000+ followers and 120,000+ viewers. We used 
Nvivo as a Qualitative Data Analysis Software to code all the entries into the literature categories. These codes were then 
later retrieved using matrix queries to compare the incidence of traits and the perceived relevance of answers. We found 
that among the 50% highest ranking answers on Quora, the following traits are perceived as the most important for young 
entrepreneurs to develop: management style, attitude in interpersonal relations, vision, self-concept, leadership style, 
marketing, market and customer knowledge, innovation, technical knowledge and skills, attitude to growth, ability to 
adapt, purpose and relations system. These results could lead to improving existing typologies and creating new models 
capable of better identifying people with the highest potential to succeed in new venture creation. 
Keywords: Entrepreneur traits, entrepreneurship typologies, online communities, netnography, Web 2.0 ranking 
algorithms, crowdsourcing  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper looks at the qualitative analysis of the contents in an online community discussion around the topic of ideal 
entrepreneurship traits.  The idea is to contrast these community perceptions with traits commonly found in conceptual 
typologies. It has a triple objective: a) to identify entrepreneurship traits and attributes from the literature review that are 
highly important in the perception of actual entrepreneurs in the online community; b) to establish literature traits and 
attributes that are considered less important c) to identify emergent characteristics that are present in the community data 
but are not often mentioned in the typologies considered. The overall goal is to contrast and evaluate existing models 
based on evidence from the online community. This should facilitate future studies to improve existing typologies by 
ranking entrepreneurial traits according to perceived relevance.  
 
In order to achieve these objectives, we have conducted a passive or observational “netnographic study” (Kozinets, 2010), 
consisting in the qualitative analysis of an online community answers to the question “What is the best advice for a young, 
first-time startup CEO?” on Quora.com. Quora is a forum in which experts in a given domain offer their insights based on 
public queries. Relying on Quora’s ranking algorithm (based on crowdsourcing of votes and community prestige), we 
focused on the top 50% of answers considered the most relevant by its 2000+ followers and 120,000+ viewers. We shall 
call this the “above Quora 50” category. We contrasted the most commonly mentioned traits in this category with a list of 
general entrepreneur characteristics according to the typologies described in the literature review.  
 
This article is divided in four sections. In the first section, we conduct a literature review of common entrepreneur 
typologies and the traits and attributes associated with them. We then describe the empirical approach used to analyze 
Quora’s contents. We then present the main findings and discuss.  Finally, we conclude by pointing out limitations of this 
exploratory study and by suggesting future developments in this field. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Three approaches can be identified in the literature of entrepreneurship typologies: the entrepreneurs, their actions and the 
context in which they operate. These are respectively treated as the cognitive, structural and praxeological approaches 
(Verstraete, 2002). That is consistent with the notion (Julien and Marchesnay, 1996; Bruyat, 1993) that the phenomenon 
of entrepreneurship revolves around the entrepreneur (the individual traits), the organization (the new venture) and the 
relationship between the two. In this review, we are going to focus on the individual (the so-called “traits approach”, 
mostly based on cognitive and psychological characteristics) and the attributes of the entrepreneurship process (the 
“process approach”, which can be regarded as a synthesis between the structural and praxeological approaches).  
 
The individual approach emphasizes entrepreneurial traits and what sets them apart from the rest of the population. It 
addresses the question, “who is the entrepreneur and why do they create new ventures?” This approach is often one of the 
main components of entrepreneurship typologies (Filion, 2000). It has been severely criticized (Gartner, 1988) for being 
incomplete and not taking into account the interactive nature of the entrepreneurship process.  
 
The process approach emphasizes the relationship between the environment, the organization and the entrepreneur. 
Because of its dynamic nature, it is less easily identifiable and usually detected indirectly in the typological treatments of 
the entrepreneurship phenomenon. The following sections will take a closer look at both traditions. 
 
The Individual Traits Approach 
 
As previously stated, early research in entrepreneurship focused primarily on the characteristics of new venture creators 
and, more specifically, their personality traits. They focused on the psychological aspect of the individual, trying to 
address questions such as: “Why under similar circumstances some individuals decide to start their own business, while 
others do not?” or “is the entrepreneurial character innate or acquired?” (Gartner, 1989). 
 
Among the most commonly researched traits found in the literature, we can cite: 

• The	  need	   for	  achievement:	   the	  work	  of	  McClelland	   (1961,	  1965,	  1969	  cited	  by	  Hernandez,	  1999)	  popularized	  
this	   concept	   and	   contributed	   to	   its	   development.	   According	   to	   this	   author,	   entrepreneurs	   are	   primarily	  
motivated	  by	  their	  drive	  to	  accomplish	  their	  vision.	  They	  see	  themselves	  as	  masters	  of	  their	  fate,	  so	  they	  seek	  
responsibility	  for	  the	  planning	  and	  execution	  of	  their	  unique	  endeavors.	  

• The	   internal	   locus	  of	   control:	   it	   is	   the	  perception,	   closely	   related	   to	   the	  previous	   trait,	   that	   an	   individual	   can	  
control	  what	  is	  happening	  internally.	  In	  other	  words,	  these	  individuals	  feel	  that	  they	  can	  influence	  what	  happens	  
to	   them	  by	   their	   behavior.	   Various	   studies	   (Filion,	   2000)	   have	   shown	   that	   the	   new	   venture	   creators	   have	   an	  
internal	  locus	  of	  control	  as	  the	  source	  to	  their	  actions.	  

• The	   propensity	   to	   take	   risks:	   starting	   a	   business	   can	   be	   full	   of	   risks.	   According	   to	   Belley	   (1990,	   cited	   by	  
Hernandez,	   1999)	   these	   risks	   are	   of	   different	   natures:	   financial,	   psychological,	   business	   related	   and	   family	  
related.	  

 
This school of thought has been quite strongly criticized. Critics of the “traits approach” rightly point out that a great 
number of individuals with similar personality traits never chose to start a new venture and instead preferred more 
traditional careers. The legacy of this research tradition remains highly controversial, as it has failed to produce traits that 
would be necessary and sufficient conditions to distinguish between venture creating profiles and non-entrepreneurial 
types. These studies are characterized by their one-dimensional approach of the entrepreneurial phenomenon, and clearly 
overlook the role of the environment in this phenomenon. 
 
The Process Approach 
 
A more holistic approach has emerged in the past two decades. This perspective emphasizes that entrepreneurial behaviors 
are not the result of individual or contextual determinism, but of a strategic intent of specific actors under specific 
circumstances (Bernoux 1990; Amblard et al, 1996, Fayolle 2001). The entrepreneur is seen as someone who reasons and 
calculates, and who evaluates the means they need to achieve certain ends. This self awareness would explain their actions 
and, in particular, their professional behavior. This behavior is entirely conditioned by the situation in which they find 
themselves.  
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Hence, the entrepreneurial process involves several environmental variables (social, economical, cultural, organizational). 
It is proactively driven by the activities and actions of certain individuals that decide to transform opportunities into new 
ventures (Bygrave and Hofer, 1991, cited by Fayolle, 2002). The entrepreneurial process combines behavioral 
descriptions and organizational contexts into complex, dynamic models. For Hernandez (1999), this approach requires a 
good understanding of organizational theory and particularly the notion of, “organizational emergence”.  
 
As an early example of this tradition, Shapero (1975) discusses four main variables to explain the act of creating new 
ventures: contextual, psychological (motivation, attitude, etc.), sociological (family, peer group, etc.), and economic 
(availability of resources, economic opportunities and threats, etc.). Several authors have been inspired by Shapero’s 
model. We note for example the framework by Le Marois (1985), which is structured around three poles: relational, 
personal and professional. 
 
Filion’s Synthesis 
 
Over a decade ago, Louis Jacques Filion (2000) undertook a comprehensive study of the criteria commonly used to 
develop entrepreneurial typologies. He started with the very first typologies developed by Arthur H. Cole (1942, 1946), a 
field pioneer who established the Entrepreneurship Center at Harvard University with Joseph Schumpeter in the late 
1940s. He then looked at the typologies created by Smith (1967), Collins and Moore (1970), Laufer (1975), Miles and 
Snow (1978), Vesper (1980), Julien and Marchesnay (1987), Carland et al. (1988), Lafuente and Salas (1989), his own 
typology (Filion, 1998) and Marchesnay’s (1998). Based on this collection of typologies, Filion (2000) came up with the 
following list of criteria most commonly used to develop entrepreneurial typologies: 
 

Table 1: Filion’s Synthesis of Common Entrepreneurship Traits 
 

Self-concept Need for achievement 
Commitment Need for power 
Systemic root Need for recognition 
Vision Need for security 
Relations system Attitude to growth 
Delegation Attitude in interpersonal relations  
Purpose Attitude to profits 
Independence Attitude to risk  
Locus of control Leadership style  
Ability to adapt Management style  
Creativity Decision-making style  
Innovation Strategic style 

 
This synthesis is clearly biased towards the “individual traits” approach, lacking the dynamic, interactive elements of the 
“process approach”. It is centered on cognitive and psychological traits rather than contextual, sociological or 
organizational variables and is therefore incomplete as a tool for understanding the entrepreneurship phenomenon. 
However, for our purposes of exploring which traits are perceived to be the most relevant in the entrepreneur’s 
personality, Filion’s synthesis is a good starting point.  
 
As the following empirical section will show, the above list overlooks at least two characteristics perceived to be quite 
important by the Quora community: “Marketing, Market and Customer Knowledge” and “Technical Knowledge”. These 
are not “psychological traits” as most of the variables in Filion’s list.  Rather, they are closer to the “process approach” 
and indicate how well prepared entrepreneurs are for dealing with their organizational and socio-economic environment. 
Therefore, these two high ranking variables that emerged from the Quora data seem to suggest that this online community 
is quite aware of the limits of the “individual traits” approach. More interestingly for the purposes of this paper, they seem 
to suggest that “Marketing, Market and Customer Knowledge” is perceived as one of the most important characteristics of 
successful entrepreneurs. 
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METHOD 
 
The objective of this study was to confront Filion’s synthesis of entrepreneur traits with the perceptions of Quora.com 
online community members who answered the question “What is the best advice for a young, first-time startup CEO?” It 
was assumed that by “young, first-time start-up CEO” the community had in mind an entrepreneur who founded the new 
venture, as is usually the case in small businesses. The vast majority of the verbatim statements by community members 
confirm this assumption.  
 
The chosen method was the passive or observational ethnographic study (Kozinets, 2010). This is a more superficial, non-
immersive version of the full-blown netnography approach, which Kozinetz (2010, p. 60) defines as a “participant-
observational research based in online fieldwork. It uses computer-mediated communications as a source of data to arrive 
at the ethnographic understanding and representation of a cultural or communal phenomenon”. In an earlier work, 
Kozinets (2002, p. 61) argues that this technique uses “information publicly available in online forums to identify and 
understand the needs and decision influences of relevant online consumer groups.” Originally designed by marketers to 
understand consumer behavior, it can be adapted to understand online community perceptions in general. This technique 
is less time consuming and elaborate than traditional qualitative methods such as focus groups and interviews.  
Additionally, it is more timely, less costly and less obtrusive (Kozinets, 2002).  Also, it is based on the observation of 
textual discourse, not of the individuals themselves. Informants in netnography therefore “may be presumed to be 
presenting a more carefully cultivated and controlled self-image” (p. 68).  
 
Kozinets (2002, 2010) defines the following six stages for a full-blown netnography: (1) making cultural entrée, (2) 
gathering and analyzing data, (3) ensuring trustworthy interpretation, (5) conducting ethical research, and (6) providing 
opportunities for culture member feedback. Because the present study is a “passive” version of that method without direct 
participation of the researchers in the communities, phases 1 and 6 are not as relevant. This exploratory investigation – 
sometimes called a “netnographic exploration” (see Perkins, 2010) does not have the ambition of obtaining the in-depth 
insights offered by the participant immersion in an online community over an extended period of time, such as proposed 
by the original netnography approach. Similar non-participative, “passive ethnographic” explorations have been 
undertaken recently by several authors (Beaven and Laws, 2007) and by Kozinets himself (Brown, Sherry and Kozinets, 
2007).  
 
Out of the 102 answers available in the community in February 2013, 96 were considered “valid” (6 off-topic answers 
were eliminated by community members). These answers were contributed over a period of over three years since the 
question was first formulated. The following statistics give an idea about the respondent’s profile: 90% are male and 60% 
declare themselves to be either founders or CEOs of start-up themselves; among the 60% of respondents whose location 
was known, the vast majority live in the US (50%), followed by India (15%), the UK (10%) and Canada (8%), which 
reflect the native English-speaking bias of the community members.  
 
Quora became one of the most popular question-and-answer services on the web due to the efficiency of its answer-
ranking algorithm. Using a combination of a public voting system with community reputation scores, it makes sure that 
the most relevant contributions will emerge to the top. We’ll call “Quora Relevance” (QR) the position of an answer 
relative to the others according to Quora’s ranking algorithm. Note that answers with a very high number of votes can be 
ranked lower than a contribution with less votes; community prestige and the quality of previous answers sometimes are 
more important in Quora’s algorithm than the mere number of votes.  
 
Figure 1 shows the number of votes received by answers in four categories: 75-100% QR (the top 24 answers, which we 
will call “Quora 100”), 50-75% QR (the 24 answers that follow, “Quora 75”), 25-50% QR and 1-25% (the 50 lowest 
ranking answers, respectively “Quora 50” and “Quora 25”).  
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Figure 2: Number of Votes in Four Levels of “Quora Relevance” 
 

 
 

As indicated by the above Figure, only 3 “nodes” (answers) in the “Quora 100” tier had 5 votes or less. That proportion 
jumps to 70% in “Quora 75” and over 90% in the “Quora 50” and “Quora 25” tiers. We had the choice of focusing only 
on the top 25% or using the “above Quora 50” cutting point (half the total number of answers). We decided for the latter 
option in spite of the high number of questions with few votes in the “Quora 75” category. We did this because, as 
explained previously, the number of votes is only one of the criteria used by Quora’s algorithm to rank the relevance of an 
answer. The fact that an answer is in the “better half” of the list means it is considered much more relevant than an answer 
with a similar number of votes which are ranked lower. Therefore, all answers “above Quora 50” were deemed relevant. 
 
We used Nvivo 10 as Qualitative Data Analysis Software to code fragments of the answers into the categories of Filion’s 
synthesis. Cross-coding was used among the authors to ensure consistency. When a Quora statement didn’t seem to fit any 
of Filion’s variables, new categories or “nodes” were created. These 9 new “emergent variables” are listed below: 
 

Table 2: Entrepreneur Characteristics Emerging from the Quora Data which Were Not Listed by Filion 
 

25. Marketing, Market and Customer 
Knowledge 30. Patience 

26. Lifestyle 31. Communication Skills 
27. Technical Knowledge and Skills 32. Attitude Towards Failure 
28. Ethics 33. Ability to Learn 
29. Reputation Management  

 
The frequency with which these nodes appeared in the Quora community was then retrieved using matrix queries with 
NVivo. The top 12 results are presented in Table 3 below. 
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Table 3: Top 12 Entrepreneur Traits Ranked Above “Quora 50” 
(Asterisks Indicate Emerging Categories) 

 

 
 
 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
It is perhaps unsurprising that “management style” emerged as the top characteristic. The term is so vague that it can 
encompass several of the “process approach” variables related with organizational and environmental contexts. By 
breaking down this category into sub-categories (Table 4), we found that the vast majority of comments (64%) were 
related with hiring and firing practices. Peter Berg (whose answer was ranked number one with 320 votes) advises young 
entrepreneurs to “be really picky with your hiring, and hire the absolute best people you possibly can.” The comment 
“Hire people smarter than you,” by Adrian Aoun, was the only sentence he contributed to the discussion and earned him 
82 votes. Mark Otero had 186 votes with the comment “Hire for passion: Hire for passion over experience. When you can 
afford it, hire employees who have both.” Eleven other “Quora 100” answers had similar recommendations.  
 

Table 4: Breaking Down of the “Management Style” Category into Its Sub-nodes 
 

 
 
The other components of “Management Style” recommendations were “Structure and Governance” (comments such as 
“build a great board and/or advisory board” by Jared Kim, 52 votes), “Processes” (“Trust your team but constantly 
measure them on goal” by Paul Singh, 13 votes) and “Culture” (one single comment by Chris Prescott, “Build the 
company culture around achievement and momentum and the rest will generally fall into place,” 17 votes).  
 
For the sake of synthesis, Table 5 reproduces some of the representative comments for each of the other 11 top ranking 
traits above.  
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Table 5: Sample Comments for Top Ranking Entrepreneur Traits on the Online Community at Quora.com 
 

# Trait 
Above- 
Q50 
Incidents 

Sample Comments (numbers in parenthesis = votes on Quora; 
comments are presented in decreasing order of relevance) 

2 
Attitude in 
interpersona
l relations 

12 

"Find a couple trusted, experienced advisors/mentors" (320), "When 
fundraising, ask people for advice, not money" (320), "Share, don't be afraid 
that others will go out and copy your business" (29),  "Don't be afraid to have 
tough conversations" (8), "Being actively social (in the real world, too!)" (8), 
"Trust your co-founders" (10) 

3 Vision 11 

"you're responsible for steering the vision of the company, including setting 
long-term goals for your eventual total world domination" (320), "Focus 
Sounds simple, but probably the best bit of advice I've received so far" (17), 
"Learn to Say No In the early months" (17), "Find a co-founder who shares 
your vision" (14) 

4 Self-concept 10 
"Know your weaknesses" (187), "Stay Humble, Stay Positive" (17),  "the best 
answer I can give you is not to call yourself a CEO" (9), "Be honest to 
yourself" (14), "consider removing your tear ducts" (8). 

5 Leadership 
style 9 

"Communicate and be transparent with your team" (52), "Eat with your team 
often" (21), "Find someone who disagrees with you often to be in your think 
tank" (8), "have an inventory of your team's strengths and weaknesses. their 
attitudes and personalities" (6) 

6 

Marketing, 
Market & 
Customer 
Knowledge* 

8 

"Go to industry-specific events" (186), "The most important thing is to 
understand what constitutes value to your customers" (9), "Read a lot about 
your market and talk to smart people" (4), "Learning by doing including things 
like: - constantly talking to people - listening to customers" (7), "Know your 
market - research, ask, be mentored, be a sponge of data about your market" 
(6)  

7 Innovation 6 

"Fail fast: start with a working set of assumptions and test them out in the 
market very fast" (186), "Get *someone* to pay you to test product/market fit" 
(135), "Without the right product, you're building your house on sand with no 
foundation and everything else will fall apart" (17), "Keep your 
idea/product/feature simple and gradually expand" (6), "Try it fast with little 
money. Make adjustments" (3) 

8 
Technical 
Knowledge 
and Skills* 

6 

"Learn how to set up and run the hell out of an Amazon Mechanical Turk, 
Google Analytics, etc. now" (135), "Read up on what successful and smart 
people have written about the topic" (7), "Know your financials - burn rate, 
capital, expenditures, etc." (6), "Do something within your area of expertise" 
(5), "Learn how to sell or find a partner that can" (5) 

9 Attitude to 
growth 5 

"Don't give away equity too easily" (320), "don't be a startup, be a business" 
(47), "50% of a successful company is better than 100% of a failure" (8), 
"Always raise more capital than you think you need" (0). 

10 Ability to 
adapt 5 

"Get used to feeling not good enough" (135), "Don’t waste time in the pursuit 
of perfection" (4), "Learn to quickly balance pros and cons" (6), “Do 
everything that makes sense to you but be aware of red flags and remain 
resilient to change” (5) 

11 Purpose 5 

"Be obsessed with your idea" (135), "Catalog a list of hobbies you'll take up 
'when you make it" (135), "Build your company, product & culture with 
intention" (8), "The intentional mind leaves no one behind - that is the true 
code of an entrepreneur" (8) 

12 Relations 
system 4 

"Your choice of partners and investors should be thought of as permanent and 
are therefore the most important two decisions you make." (73), "Just pick up 
the phone, I want to stress that with a few exceptions almost no one is out of 
reach these days." (29), "Have your cheerleaders (friends/family/supporters) on 
speed dial" (5) 

 
Special attention should be given to the so-called “emerging categories”: Marketing, Market and Customer Knowledge 
(ranked 6th) and Technical Knowledge and Skills (ranked 8th). Filion (1991) seemed to be quite focused on limiting his 
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choice of variables to the cognitive and psychological traits of the “individual approach” when he created his synthesis.  
Otherwise, he would have likely added these two components as part of his own “visionary process” framework. Most of 
the other elements of his model (vision, leadership style, self-concept, relations system) are present in his synthesis and 
have actually ranked quite high in our Quora study.  
 
It is a testament to the so-called “wisdom of the crowds” that these two components emerged from the Quora data to 
enrich Filion’s synthesis. This confirms the need to go beyond the “individual traits” approach and to embrace more 
complete, albeit difficult to measure, variables inherent to the “process approach.” 
 
Finally, it is necessary to look at the attributes that scored extremely low in this study and speculate why they scored so 
low. Table 6 presents the Quora ranks from the 13th to the 33rd positions.  
 

Table 6: Lower Ranking Entrepreneur Traits on the Online Community at Quora.com 
 

 
 
Among the least important characteristics (in the bottom five positions) we found the following: independence, systemic 
thinking, locus of control, need for achievement and need for power.  We believe that the very low score of these traits is 
related to the way the original question was formulated: “What is the best advice for a young, first-time startup CEO?” 
Very few people would advise young entrepreneurs to seek power or even achievement for achievement’s sake. Systemic 
thinking and locus of control are very abstract concepts that are difficult to formulate as advice.  
 
Among the “emerging traits” that were seldom mentioned in the literature review but were considered highly relevant in 
the “above Quora 50” category, we found: good lifestyle habits, patience and ethics. These could be valuable additions to 
Filion’s synthesis. Traits like reputation management, ability to learn and communication skills had surprisingly low 
scores in the same category (they ranked much better in “Quora 100”, which includes all 96 respondents and not just the 
50% most relevant).  
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This is clearly an exploratory study based on a small sample of users of an online questions and answers service and 
therefore its findings cannot be generalized. It needs to be followed up by quantitative studies based on a representative 
sample in order to allow for generalizations. Furthermore, it is based on a specific question about advice to be given to 
young start-up creators and managers, and hence has a bias towards the positive qualities we expect these people to 
develop. Classic traits found in the literature, such as the need for achievement and the need for power are therefore 
ranked understandably low in the perception of the “advisers”.  
 
The preliminary implications of our findings are manifold: a) as well as finding “common traits” in existing typologies, 
researchers should also seek to rank them according to the perceived importance in the eyes of experienced entrepreneurs; 
b) young entrepreneurs may be overwhelmed with hundreds of “best practice” advices found in both academic and 
professional publications; giving them a sense of what skills and traits to prioritize in their development may help them 
focus on the attributes that are perceived by a large community of practice to be the most relevant; c) teachers and 
researchers of entrepreneurship may acquire a more nuanced view of entrepreneur traits perceived as relevant. This could 
lead to improving existing typologies and creating new models capable of better identifying people with the highest 
potential to succeed in new venture creation. 
 
Online communities such as Quora and their “relevant content algorithms” are becoming increasingly meaningful as a 
resource for understanding how certain groups feel about specific issues. Consider that behind the 50% most relevant 
answers used in our ranking system there are the “voices” of thousands of users who voted them up and down in Quora’s 
relevance hierarchy during a period of more than 36 months. Even if online communities have been a major source of 
qualitative research insights in the recent past, the collaborative nature of Web 2.0 “crowdsourcing” technologies, remains 
underappreciated in academic discussions.  
 
Future studies could use a similar “passive netnography” approach to expand the sample used in this exploratory 
investigation, or even follow the immersive procedures suggested by Kozinets (2010) by interviewing community 
members about their opinions and validating the findings with them later. Parallel communities have been formed at 
Quora.com based on questions such as, “what does it take to be a successful entrepreneur?” (54 answers, 5000+ viewers, 
200+ followers) or, “what should you do if you want to be an entrepreneur, but have no background in business?” (44 
answers, 19000+ viewers, nearly 400 followers). Filion’s synthesis, enriched by some of the emerging categories found in 
this study, could be used to compare results among these communities and improve the overall value of the present 
findings.   
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ABSTRACT 
 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how small business owners rely on “social capital” to seek information to 
decision making on marketing issues. The methodology used was bibliographical research and in-depth interviews with 
two small IT (Information Technology) companies. The study showed that social capital is critical to build “market 
intelligence” and decision making about marketing, especially in the small business environment. 
Keywords: social capital, decision-making, entrepreneurial marketing, small businesses. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Small businesses have scarce resources, whether financial, personnel or marketing. Companies’ need to find trusted 
information about the markets within they operate, about pricing, consumer preferences and habits, logistics, how to 
promote products and services and so on. It is known that small businesses have scarce resources and with this, they 
cannot use marketing tools or marketing systems like large corporations do.   
 
Analysis of previous studies showed that social capital may be an important decision making tool for small business 
owners. Social capital is now viewed as crucial to offsetting the liabilities that small and medium enterprises face, and 
they are increasingly using it to overcome the problems of limited resources, experiences and credibility (Lu and Beamish, 
2001). According to Rodrigues and Child (2012), social capital may be defined as social relationships that confer actual or 
potential benefits. It can therefore be understood as a particular type of resource. 
 
 

LITERATURE RIVIEW 
 
Researchers frequently find that entrepreneurial marketing is practiced by entrepreneurial firms such as small firms and 
young firms (Kilenthong et. al., 2011). Networks, relationships and alliances are critical to small firms as a marketing tool 
to seek information about their business and as a tool for decision-making. 
 
Entrepreneurial Marketing and Decision-making in Small Business 
 
As it is already known, small businesses have scarce resources, and they usually cannot use traditional marketing tools. 
Competition is increasing worldwide and the globalization increases the competition in local markets. With fierce 
competition and increasingly demanding customers, firms have a limited ability to forecast and define their market 
boundaries (Day and Montgomery, 1999). Traditional marketing may not be adequate for small firms to compete in this 
new business environment. 
 
Small firms are considered more entrepreneurial than large firms because of several characteristics. First, small firms have 
restricted resources and capabilities. Compared to large firms, small firms have less financial and human resource. As a 
result, they cannot perform the same kind of marketing activities that large firms can. Second, small firms do not have 
normal organizational structures or formal systems of communication. Their marketing planning is intuitive, loose and 
unconstructed. Third, small firms have a simple and ad hoc marketing decision-making process. Small firms can develop 
an irregular change in their decision-making pattern during their business engagement.  Fourth, small firms have fewer 
dominating decision makers than large firms. Marketing decisions in small firms can be linked directly to specific 
personal goals of owners/managers. Lastly, small firms can quickly response to their customers because they have flatter 
organization structure than large firms. They are closer to customers and can access customer information better than 
large firms. These characteristics suggest that entrepreneurial marketing behaviors should be more prevalent in small 
firms than in large firms. Entrepreneurial marketing behavior is categorized into six dimensions including value creation 
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through relationships and alliances, two-way contacts with customer, growth orientation, opportunity orientation, informal 
marketing, and market immersion (Kilenthong et. al., 2011). 
 
In entrepreneurial marketing organizations, entrepreneurship and marketing permeates all areas and levels of the 
organization, with the organization being focused on recognizing and exploiting opportunities. Successful entrepreneurs 
tend to have a long-term orientation to opportunity creation and exploitation that is focused on meeting all the customer’s 
needs by employing creativity and innovation (Collingson and Shaw 2001) 
 
Entrepreneurial Marketing in Small IT Companies 
 
As is known, the phenomenon of globalization affects various business sectors. But especially in the IT sector, the 
competition is really global. A company in Brazil could be competing with a competitor in India and the opposite is also 
true. 
 
Small technology firms approach marketing with a customer centric approach, focusing on the development of long term 
customer relationships. Companies tend to rely on WOM (Word of Mouth) recommendation for building trust and 
confidence in the company and in the purchase decision. This requires very close participation between the software 
company and the customer, which means that co-creation of products, are often a key feature of the development of new 
products and services. The software technology industry sector is a particularly challenging sector for micro and small 
firms. Small firms in this sector rely on providing superior levels of service together with innovative practice to create 
quality bespoke software. Limitations for these companies include: lack of financial resource and technical employee 
resource; a lack of a specialized and experienced marketing and sales resource, particularly in micro-sized firms and; 
difficulties in balancing R&D and high levels of service (Jones and Rowley, 2011). These companies rely on networks 
and relationships to generate knowledge from customers, suppliers, employees and their partners. 
 
Entrepreneurs should actively engage in information acquisition as an aid to effective marketing strategy formulation. 
More importantly, proactive use of such information allows entrepreneurs to predict oncoming trends and enact strategies, 
supporting the best use of acquired information. Information utilization enables small firms to gain competitive advantage 
and maintain a stronger position relative to the competition. The information may unveil latent needs which exist and, are 
unmet but are not apparent, to competitors. Being the first to uncover such latent needs provides impetus to develop the 
marketing capabilities accordingly. To enhance marketing capabilities, continued investment in market research, pricing, 
product development, promotions, channels, and market planning and market management capabilities is important. 
Findings further suggest that market management (ability to segment and target market, to manage the marketing 
programs, the ability to coordinate various departments and groups to respond to market conditions), market research and 
promotion are the most important marketing capabilities for small technology companies (Qureshi and Kratzer, 2011). 
 
Social Capital 
 
Social capital refers to the resources available in and through personal and business networks. These resources include 
information, ideas, leads, business opportunities, financial capital, power and influence, emotional support, even goodwill, 
trust and cooperation. The “social” in social capital emphasizes that these resources are not personal assets; the resources 
reside in networks of relationships (Baker, 2000).  According to Sander and Lowney 2006, social capital focuses on the 
social networks that exist between actors, literally who knows whom and the character of those networks, the strength of 
the ties, and the extent to which those networks foster trust and reciprocity. The core concept of social capital is that social 
networks matter, both for those in the networks as well sometimes for bystanders as well. At the core of social capital is 
trust. Actors engage in reciprocity, doing for others not with any immediate expectation of repayment. 
 
There is hard evidence that social capital boosts business performance. Individuals who build and use social capital get 
better jobs, better pay, fast promotions, and are more influential and effective, compared with peers who are unable or 
unwilling to tap the power of social capital. Organizations with rich social capital enjoy accesses to venture capital and 
financing, improved organizational learning, the power of word-of- mouth marketing, the ability to create strategic 
alliances and resources to defend against hostile takeovers (Baker, 2000). 
 
Social capital is essential for small business success. The accumulation of social capital helps businesses grow through 
word-of-mouth. Social capital cultivates goodwill and creates collaborative opportunities with competitors and within a 
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supplier chain. Social capital can facilitate cross-pollination of ideas between entrepreneurs and produces positive 
personal influence on local market politics. In short, building social capital offers opportunities to connect to others with 
varying degrees of intensity and allows for the interchange of ideas and commerce that offer mutual benefits. Consciously 
developing social capital also ensures that owners ask customers and suppliers for referral to potential buyers. In the 
smallest of businesses, building social capital can have more positive impact than advertising (Start-Up USA Cultivating 
Social Capital, 2013). 
 
A striking development in recent research is the discussion of social capital in companies’ relations, especially relations 
between firms and their suppliers. This stands in sharp contrast to the traditional perspective of economics in which the 
enterprise is a non-cooperative monolith that buys its input from suppliers and sells its output to customers. According to 
this view, the production-related networks of an enterprise are technical and economic, and exist only to fulfill the input 
and the output services. This simplified view is today sometimes referred to as production relations of the “Fordist” of 
manufacturing-industrial age, but is not a correct description. Social networks, even the actors of production, are not an 
invention of the knowledge economy. There are however arguments saying that they have become more important to 
knowledge economies (Westlund 2003).  
 
In knowledge–based economies perhaps the most significant aspect originates from the way in which the easy exchange 
of knowledge, which is only partly understood, between and among constantly changing configuration of firms within the 
community, dramatically enhances their innovative capabilities. Reducing development in commercialization time is often 
worth virtually whatever you have to pay for it; social capital contributes by cutting  expenses and reducing time needed 
to benefit from knowledge residing elsewhere. As innovative capabilities become increasingly important so does social 
capital (Maskell, 2000).   
 
Social, non-formalized links, between a firm (and its co-workers) and firms with which it has production relations, 
increase the flows of knowledge and information between the firms. Feedback, from the firm to its suppliers and to the 
firm from its customers, is increased and speeded up. These links of acquaintance and trust are of obvious importance to 
R&D-projects, aimed at developing new products or production methods. They are probably also essential in the small, 
invisible development processes that take place in companies everyday, which constitute the base for new innovations. A 
firm’s cost for, among other things, knowledge and information are influenced by social capital through the degree of trust 
and the climate of cooperation prevailing both in individual workplaces and between firms and actors in a region. By 
creating relationships with customers in diverse ways (advertising, personal contact, servicing contracts, etc.), a firm 
attempts to shut out competitors from the network it has established. It can build similar networks with suppliers. An 
established firm with strong customer and supplier networks can use these to shut out competitors, which perhaps have 
newer and more productive physical and human capital, from the market (Westlund 2003). 
 
The social capital of an organization is an intangible asset critical to innovation in organizations of 21st century. The 
quality of relationships within and between the organizations and the capacity to build social capital to promote the 
cooperation needed to sustain innovation processes within the organization, becomes a distinctive competence in the new 
competitive scenario, and therefore should be sustained by a clearly defined organizational strategy.  
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
A case study approach was chosen as it was considered the most effective method with which to obtain rich and 
meaningful insights and in-depth interviews were used to collect the data. Two small IT companies were interviewed. 
Firms were chosen on the basis of 4 criterion: Firm size, small companies with under R$ 3.600,00 of gross sales per year, 
firm age (over 3 years old), operating in the same industry sector (IT – Information Technology) and based in the same 
geographic area (Center of Paraná State Brazil). The owner-manager was chosen as the unit of analysis on the basis that in 
small firms the owner-manager is a significant influence on the way that firm is operated and managed (Carson et al., 
1995). 
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FINDINGS 
 
According to Thomas & Cross (2009), the analysis and management of internal and external networks can create great 
value for many organizational processes, promoting revenue growth, greater connectivity with customers and users, cost 
savings, increased sales force effectiveness, greater integration in the process of re-structuring and fusions, alignment and 
strategic execution, greater integration of the skills inter and intra-departmental and organizational competencies for 
managing these projects, the transfer of best practices, lessons learned and points of alerts, and identify barriers and 
bottlenecks in the flow knowledge necessary to give greater flexibility to the decision making and problem solving. 
 
During both interviews, owner-managers mentioned several times that it’s “who they know”. The networks that they have 
access are critical for business in their sector, especially to find new clients, make decisions on pricing, marketing issues 
and managerial decisions. 
 
Below are listed some key findings on the interviews, with some transcribed answers: 

• “The way I do business has changed a lot after I started to participate in the ASSESPRO (Association of IT 
Companies) as a President for my region and the National Conferences of my product suppliers. 

• “Having access to the networks offered by the associations and by the national network of representatives has 
enable me exchange clients, acquire new clients, make better managerial decisions inside my company. The 
experiences that my “peers” live everyday in another regions are a really good way to learn how to do business in 
our sector”. 

• “I also got better results on my management and better profitability with exchanging ideas about our business 
with my peers and other entrepreneurs in the IT sector”. 

• “I do not buy “market research” because is too expensive for my  small IT company. I rely on my peers to get 
information about new markets and specially on pricing decisions for my products and services”. 

• Small IT companies do not have to work alone; associations, networks are the best way to find new clients, make 
better management decisions and get better results for my company”. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
As Carson et al. (2005) acknowledges, the value of marketing activities which are influenced by the entrepreneurial 
owner-manager is ‘‘largely intuitive, ad-hoc and instinctive in nature”. This study showed that the decision-making 
processes in small companies are largely based on networks, relationships; in other words, social capital is crucial to 
successful decision-making about marketing and management issues. Moreover, the fact that small companies have scarce 
resources means that social capital becomes an important marketing tool that can be used as a tool for market intelligence. 
Future studies could include for example: observations of competitive activity and analysis of appropriate company 
records and also use a larger sample of interviews with small businesses in different sectors. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: There has been a considerable amount of claims at the marketing-entrepreneurship-interface concerning the 
scarcity of marketing resources among SMEs. The purpose of this paper is to test this postulate by validating if core 
marketing resources accumulate according to the size and age of the SMEs. 
Design/methodology/approach: Building upon a resource-based-approach, the author used a sample of 220 French SMEs 
to assess the level of possession of marketing resources. In order to identify the core marketing assets and capabilities, an 
index has been developed, following the C-OAR-SE procedure. Simple regression analyses were conducted to test if 
bigger and older firms are more likely to possess marketing resources. 
Findings: Results show that the core marketing resources don't accumulate according to the SME's size and seniority, 
excepted for those which strictly rely on cash-flow availability: the marketing budget and the number of employees 
directly dedicated to the management of the marketing activities. 
Research implications/limitations: These results complement the existing research on the marketing resources 
accumulation pattern among SMEs. However the characteristics of the sample cannot permit to narrow the survey on the 
earliest periods of the entrepreneurial process, when entrepreneurs struggle the most to acquire and develop the strategic 
resources. Some potential instrumental bias should also be reviewed to ensure the proper identification of the core 
marketing resources.  
Social implications: This research may inform the various stakeholders in charge of accompanying the development of 
SMEs by helping them to properly identify the available marketing resources, which are often non-explicited and non-
formally organised, in order to ease the creation of a competitive advantage. 
Originality/value: The research provides an empirical support for the marketing-entrepreneurship interface and extends 
the understanding of the marketing resources accumulation process among small and medium enterprises. 
Keywords: SME, resources, accumulation, scarcity, marketing, assets, capabilities 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Among the relevant resources that a company should possess in order to survive and develop, the marketing assets and 
capabilities play a significant role as they help entrepreneurs to create a competitive advantage (Hunt 2011). Constrained 
by a lack of financial and human resources, as well as by their limited impact in the market, many scholars argue that 
small business are usually subject to a severe scarcity of marketing resources (O'Donnell 2011; Weinrauch et al. 1991). 
Based on this theoretical assumption, several frameworks emerged to model the marketing development stages among 
SMEs (Carson 1990). According to these models, the level of marketing resources and expertise increases according to 
the maturity of the firm in terms of size and age.  At the beginning, SMEs start with almost no assets and their marketing 
practices are generally considered as non-strategic and non-traditional. As the firm gets older and bigger, the marketing 
resources accumulate and the expertise increases. 
 
Despite the importance of this assumption, much still to be done in order to better understand how SMEs accumulate their 
marketing resources during their lifecycle. Building on a resource based view approach, our purpose is to complement the 
existing researches by testing if the possession of marketing resources increases according to the size and age of SMEs 
(Coviello et al. 2000; Kilenthong et al. 2010; Meier et al. 2008). 
 
Our paper starts with a literature review on the core marketing resources and a questionnaire is developed according to the 
Rossiter's recommendations about scale development in marketing (Diamantopoulos 2005; Rossiter 2002). The scale is 
tested based on a sample of 220 French SMEs in order to evaluate if the level of marketing resources varies according to 
the maturity of the firms in terms of size and age. The results are presented and discussed and we conclude by underlining 
the main contributions of our study from a theoretical and managerial perspective. 
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 

 
Marketing Resources 
 
The RBV approach has become a dominant perspective in strategy and takes its sources in the work of Penrose (1959), 
Wernerfelt (1984) and Barney (1991). This perspective has largely disseminated in the field of marketing and particularly 
among the marketing-entrepreneurship interface. Morgan defined marketing resources as "the assets available to 
marketers and others within the organization that, when transformed by the firm's marketing capabilities, can create 
valuable outputs ". Two dimensions thus characterized marketing resources accumulated by the firm, the assets on one 
hand and the capabilities on the other hand. 
 
Marketing Assets 
 
Assets are resources owned and developed over time by a firm (Amit and Shoemaker 1993) which can be either tangible 
or intangible and allow the creation of a competitive advantage when they are strategic (Barney 1991). Among these ones, 
some are specifically defined as market-based (R. Srivastava et al. 2001) and several typologies have emerged during the 
last twenty years. As mentioned by Fahy & al (2006) the description of what are the main marketing resources still 
remains a vivid subject of discussions but building on the existing literature review, we propose to delineate the range of 
marketing assets by taking into consideration four main dimensions: financial, human, symbolic, relational, and 
intellectual. 

Table 1: Marketing Assets 
 

Assets Constructs Authors 
Symbolic capital Image Hooley & al 2005 

Abimbola & al 2007 
Relational capital Customer Equity Hooley & al 2005 

Srivastava & al 2001 
Intellectual capital Marketing data bases 

Intellectual property rights 
Hooley & al 2005 
Srivastava & al 2001 

Financial capital Marketing budget Morgan 2012, Piercy 1987 

Human capital Internal and external marketing human 
resources 

Meier 2008, Hooley & al 
2005, Moller & Antilla 

 
Part of the symbolic capital, the image is one of the main resource as it express the credibility of a firm in its market and 
directly impacts the customer's perceptions and the general performances of the organization (Hooley and Greenley 2005). 
Fombrun (1995) defines these judgments as "perceptual representations of a company’s past actions and future prospects 
that describe the firm’s overall appeal to all its key constituents when compared to other leading rivals". Abimbola et al. 
(2007) underline that the image reflect the judgments made by the market in terms of quality, honesty and reliability 
regarding the company, its products portfolio and its management team. Image appears to be one of the most valuable 
intangible resource as it is difficult to build and to be replicated by competitors (R. Srivastava et al. 2001). 
 
Among the relational capital, the customer equity refers to the relationships that a company may create, maintain and 
develop with various stakeholders. Customer equity represents the strength and the durability of this relational link 
(Hogan et al. 2002) and is not only interesting in terms of market efficiency, but also in terms of market intelligence as it 
facilitates the gathering of the information (Morgan 2012; R. K. Srivastava et al. 1998). 
 
The intellectual capital can be defined as all the internal assets that support the recording and the protection of the 
knowledge and the know-how accumulated and used by a firm. These assets are first of all constituted by the data bases 
that collect and explicit the information related to current and potential customers (Glazer 1991). As mentioned by Hooley 
& al (2005)s, such data bases help to create insightful customer knowledge, and by extension, facilitate the creation of a 
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competitive advantage (R. Srivastava et al. 2001). Among this intellectual capital, the intellectual property rights play a 
significant role, especially in high-tech industries, as they provide artificial barriers to competitive imitation. 
The two remaining marketing resources concern the human and financial assets. The human resources refer to the number 
of employees specifically dedicated to marketing activities (Moller et al). Human assets should be understood here in a 
sense of "marketing workforce" and thus constitutes an input to the firm's marketing capabilities (Morgan 2012).  
 
Financial capital is mainly defined as the amount of cash available to finance marketing activities (Morgan 2012; Piercy 
1987). For SMEs managers, it is mainly represented by the budget allocated to marketing communication and do not 
generally include the cost-to-market of an innovation or the hidden cost related to the promotional activities (O'Sullivan 
and Abela 2007). Despite this incomplete appreciation, the communication budget constitutes the main indicator of the 
level of marketing expenditures and is an important input for the marketing activities. 

Marketing Capabilities 
 
The marketing capabilities are the complex combinations of skills and organizational process that allow the coordination 
and the transformation of assets in order to solve market problems (Day 1994). It enables the firm to create, deliver and 
communicate the added value to the market. Many typologies have been proposed to classify marketing capabilities and 
Morgan (2012) underlines that the use of this concept is quite new to the marketing discipline. Building on the existing 
literature review, and especially from the work of Morgan, Vorhies and Mason (2009) we propose to delineate the 
marketing capabilities around three specific fields: marketing intelligence, strategic marketing and tactical marketing. 
 

Table 2: Marketing Capabilities 
 

Capabilities Constructs Authors 
Marketing 
intelligence 

Environmental intelligence capability 
Competitors intelligence capability 
Customers intelligence capability 

Morgan & al (2009) 

Strategic 
marketing 

Segmentation capability 
Market targeting capability 
Positioning capability 

Varadarajan (2010) 
Morgan & al (2009) 

Tactical 
marketing 

Product management capability 
Price management capability 
Distribution management capability 
Promotion management capability 
Customer relationship management 
capability 

Mariadoss (2011),  
Morgan & al (2009) 
 

 
Market intelligence is defined as "market sensing capabilities" by (Day 1994) or as "market learning capabilities" 
(Morgan et al. 2009). Whatever is the approach adopted, the concept of marketing intelligence relates to the notion of 
generating market knowledge and is, thus, very closed to one of the most famous marketing concept: the market 
orientation of Kohli et al (1990). The strategic marketing decisions mainly concern the segmentation and market targeting 
capabilities, as well as the capability of correctly positioning the proposed value on the market. The so-called tactical 
marketing capabilities consist mainly to manage the four elements of the marketing mix, on which we add customer 
relationships management capability. 
 
Hypothesis 
 
In order to survive and grow, firms need to accumulate strategic resources (Bretherton and Chaston 2005; Dierickx and 
Cool 1989) and Helfat and Peteraf (2003) argue that assets and capabilities change over time, gradually increasing from 
the "founding stage" to the "mature one", as a company grows.  Due to their newness and their smallness, SMEs should 
normally suffer more than big companies from a shortage of financial resources and from a lack of marketing expertise 
(O'Donnell 2011; Weinrauch et al. 1991). Today many scholars agree on the fact that marketing functions (and the 
resources underlying its operating principles) appear only when companies reach a certain level of maturity (Carson and 
McCartan-Quinn 1995; Coviello et al. 2000; Gilmore and Carson 2001; Gruber 2003; Hills et al. 2008; Hogarth-Scott et 
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al. 1996; McCartan-Quinn and Carson 2003; O'Donnell 2011; Weinrauch et al. 1991). Researchers working within the 
marketing-entrepreneurship interface have thus produced several marketing growth stages models to describe the 
development of the marketing expertise within small firms. Carson (1990) describes the marketing development within 
SME with five stages, from the "Reactive one" to the "Expertly one". At the beginning, SMEs mainly develop in niche 
markets and react to enquiries sent by potential customers, generally coming from the owner's personal relationships 
network. As the firm needs to grow, the customer base is progressively extended and marketing activities are 
implemented. Step by step, the level of the marketing activity increases from a fragmented and haphazard one to a very 
explicit and sophisticated one. This evolution takes into account the full spectrum of marketing capabilities: from the 
market intelligence, to the definition of the competitive advantage and the implementation of sophisticated tactical 
activities (Carson 1990). According to the preceding discussion, the level of marketing resources should normally 
increase, as SMEs get bigger and/or older. We can then formulate the following hypothesis: 
H1: Bigger firms are more likely to possess marketing resources (assets and capabilities) 
H2: Older firms are more likely to possess marketing resources (assets and capabilities) 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Sampling and Data Collection  
 
To test these hypotheses, data were gathered from a sample of 220 French SMEs from ten different economic sectors1. 
Respondents were first selected according to the European definition adopted in 20032: the companies must have less than 
250 employees and must not be owned by a non-SME company. In order to avoid individual entrepreneurs and micro-
firms, a filtering question helped to select only companies with a minimum of three employees. Because the purpose of 
this article is to survey the resource accumulation during the first stages of the SMEs lifecycle, we've withdrawn from our 
sample the firms with more than 50 employees and with more than 5 million euros of turnover.  The field of research was 
carried out between the 5th and the 14th of November 2012. Contacted by phone, the respondents had to answer to a series 
of 20 questions and the responses were directly registered with an assisted telephone interview system. In order to target 
the relevant respondents and increase the internal validity of our research we only interrogated company's owners in 
companies with less than 10 employees. For companies with more than 10 employees, we targeted either the owners, the 
sales managers or the marketing managers. 
 
SME's size and age 
 
The size of the companies was measured with two questions related to the number of employees and the size of the annual 
turnover. These measures were afterwards categorized in ordinal scales. According to the classification proposed by 
Simpson et al. (2006) and taking into consideration the constitution of our sample, we computed the number of employees 
into four segments as presented in the following table :  
 

Table 3: Number of Employees 
 

Number of 
employees 

0 to 5 6 to 10 11 to 20 21 to 50  Total 

Nb 57 46 75 42 220 
% 25,9% 20,9% 34,1% 19,1% 100% 

 
The turnover has been organized in four categories as illustrated in the following table: 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
1 Tableware, Electrical equipment and appliances, Sporting Goods, Stationery, Printing, Shoe-Tannery, Toys, Furniture, Textiles, Jewellery 
2 http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sme/facts-figures-analysis/sme-definition 
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Table 3: Turnover 
 

Turnover (k€) < 50  50 to 250 250 to 1  
000 

1 000 to 5 
000 

Total 

Nb 15 53 63 89 220 
% 6,8% 24,1% 28,6% 40,5% 100% 

 
The age was calculated by subtracting 2013 by the year of creation, minus 1 to take into account that the data gathering 
occurred at the end of 2012. Drawing on the categorization proposed by Dibrell et al. (2011), we categorized the age of 
the companies in six categories, as presented in the following table: 
 

Table 4: Seniority 
 

Age < 5 old 5 to 9 old 10 to 14 
old 

15 to 19 
old 

20 to 29 
old 

> 30 old Total 

Nb 18 27 26 32 54 63 220 
% 8,2% 12,3% 11,8 14,5% 24,5% 28,6% 100% 

 
Marketing Resources 
 
In order to properly identify the presence of marketing resources, we operationalized the variables and elaborated a 
questionnaire, following the C-0AR-SE procedure (Diamantopoulos 2005; Rossiter 2002). The items generation has been 
done through a review of the literature, translated and adapted to suit both the purpose of the study and the French-
speaking context of the survey, as the operationalization of the theoretical variables must be relevant for the subject 
population (Calder et al. 1981).  
 
The process was followed by face-to-face interviews with two consultants specialized in marketing for SMEs in order to 
both adapt the existing constructs extracted from the literature and retain a list of resources broad enough to identify the 
spectrum of core marketing assets and capabilities. We mainly used mono-items to respect the parsimony constraints of 
our questionnaire (Diamantopoulos 2005).  Each item, due to its concrete and singular nature, describes and explains a 
specific facet of the marketing resource it belongs to. Except for the measure of the marketing human resources and the 
marketing budget, we used Likert scales. Due to the difficulty in using the classic seven-points Likert scales when 
conducting phone surveys, we used four-point scales, which are shorter to administer. Because the questionnaire used in 
this research is part of a larger one, reducing the length of the phone call was one of our most important challenges. As 
highlighted by Dolnicar et al. (2011), people may be reluctant to participate in market research and it is particularly the 
case when the survey is done by phone with SME's managers. In order to ease as much as possible the course of the 
survey, we avoided to use reverse questions and the Likert scales were formulated with starting by the positive affirmation 
(like "Yes, exactly") instead of the negative one ("No, not at all). Prior to its utilization, the scale has been submitted to 
two research experts and pre-tested with a sample of 20 SME owners. After some minors modifications related to the 
wording of two phrases, the test showed that the questionnaire was understandable, correctly interpreted and correctly 
captured the marketing resource, establishing face validity of the instrument. The questionnaire is available in Appendix 
2. 
 
 

RESULTS 
 
Analytical Technique 
 
Given the sample size collected (N=220) and the exploratory dimension of our research, we conducted a principal 
component analysis (PCA) in order to check the dimensionality of the scale. Our purpose was to measure the underlying 
variables for the two main dimensions of the marketing resources: the assets and the capabilities. The factor analysis was 
conducted with an orthogonal rotation (Varimax) in order to extract the main factors that will be used to test our 
hypothesis (Field 2010). 
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Marketing Assets 
 
The principal component analysis was first conducted on the 8 items related to marketing assets. Prior to the analysis, 
responses concerning the dedicated human resources and the marketing budget have been computed to create two ordinal 
scales. The number of employees dedicated to marketing has been recoded in six categories: 0 employees, 1 to 2 
employees, 3 to 5 employees, 6 to 9 employees, 10 to 19 employees, more than 20 employees. The marketing budget has 
been recoded in eight categories: less than 1 000€, from 1 001 to 5 000€, from 5 001 to 10 000€, from 10 001 to 30 000€, 
from 30 001 to 100 000€, from 100 001 to 250 000€, from 250 000 to 1 000 000€, more than 1 million euros. 
 
We used the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy and the Bartlett’s test for sphericity in order to 
test the suitability of the data for factor analysis. The test was positive, as they respectively indicate 0,588 and 122,24 (p 
<0,001). Three components emerged with an eigenvalue over Kaiser's criterion of 1. In order to interpret the data, we set a 
minimum loading factor of 0,4 which is adequate regarding the sample size and higher than the usual absolute value of 
0,3, usually used by researchers (Field 2010). As showed in the following rotated component matrix (table 4) each of the 8 
items loaded significantly on each factor.  
 

Table 5: Rotated Component Matrix for Marketing Assets 
 

Items 
Factors 

1 2 3 
Image 0,799   
Customer relationship 0,783   
Customer portfolio 0,712   
External marketing HR  -0,810  
Marketing budget  0,703  
Internal marketing HR  0,487  
Intellectual property rights   0,753 
Customer database   0,718 

Eigen value 1,83 1,57 1,13 

% of variance explained 22,96% 19,43% 14,14% 

Total variance explained 56,54% 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) : 0,588 
Bartlett’s test for sphericity : 122, 24*** 

Extraction method: Principal component analysis 
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

 
Three factors emerged and explained 56.54% of the total variance. The first factor accounts for 22.96% of the variance 
and consists in three items with factors ranging from 0,712 to 0,799 and is titled "Customer's portfolio related assets" as 
it relies mainly upon the relational assets related with customers.  
 
The second factor accounts for 19.43% of the variance and consists in three items with factors loading from 0,487 to -
0,810 and is titled "Tangible assets" as it includes two major resources which directly rely on the cash-flow available to 
develop the marketing activities: the opportunity to recruit external or internal human resources dedicated to implement 
marketing activities and the possibility to put in place a marketing budget.  
 
The third factor, accounts for 14.14% of the variance and consists in two items with factors loading from 0,718 to 0,753 
and is titled "Intellectual assets" as it concerns primarily the possession and the protection of the intellectual capital 
owned by a company. 
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Marketing Capabilities 
 
The principal component analysis of the marketing capabilities has been handled with the same criteria as the asset's one, 
excepted the minimum loading factors which has been set at 0,5 in order to keep only the most significant items for a 
better interpretation. On the seventeen items, four have been rejected due to their low factor loading. These capabilities, 
and their respective loading score, are the following: intelligence capability about the environment (0,477), intelligence 
capability about customer's unexpressed needs (0,437), positioning capability of the value proposition (0,354) and the 
customer focus communication capability (0,379).  As described in the following table, the KMO measure and the 
Bartlett’s test for sphericity are respectively 0,731 and 620,171 (p <0,001) and indicate a proper adequacy of the 
sampling. 
 

Table 6: Rotated Component Matrix for Marketing Capabilities 
 

Items Factors 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

Intelligence capability about competitors 0,768      
Intelligence capability about customer needs 0,750      
Product innovation capability  0,764     
Cost-based price management capability  0,732     
Product portfolio management capability  0,551     
Selection capability of the channels of 
distribution   0,879    

Production capability of sales materials   0,845    
Customer targeting capability    0,829   
Customers segmentation capability    0,727   
Coproduction capability of the value proposition     0,783  
Customer's satisfaction evaluation capability     0,649  
Communication capability of the value 
proposition      0,735 

Customer focus communication capability      0,587 
Eigen value 3,608 1,547 1,429 1,224 1,163 1,020 

% of variance explained 21,22 9,10 8,40 7,19 6,83 6 

Total variance explained 58,76% 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy (KMO) : 0,731 
Bartlett’s test for sphericity : 620,171*** 
Extraction method: Principal component analysis 
Rotation method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 

 

Six factors emerged which explain 58,76% of the variance. The first factor is titled "Market intelligence capability" as it 
relies mainly on the sensing capabilities on competitors and customer's expressed needs through studies and surveys. It 
accounts for 21,22% of the variance and consists in two items, with factors loading from to 0,750 to 0,768. 
 
The second factor is titled "Product portfolio management" and includes capabilities related with the existing product 
portfolio management capabilities, the cost-based pricing capabilities and the product innovation capabilities. It accounts 
for 9,10% of the variance and the three items have factors loading ranging from to 0,551 to 0,764. 
 
The third factor is titled "Channel management capability" and includes the two main capabilities related with the 
distribution channel management: the distributors selection capability and the capability to produce sales materials. It 
accounts for 8,40% of the variance and the two items have factors loading ranging from to 0,779 to 0,845. 
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The fourth factor is titled "Strategic decision capability" and includes the two dimensions related with the strategic 
dimensions: the market segmentation and the selection of the target markets. It accounts for 7,19 % of the variance and 
the two items have factors loading ranging from to 0,727 to 0,829. 
 
The fifth factor is titled "Customer management capability" and the two dimensions related with the management of the 
customer relationship: the coproduction capability of the value proposition and the customer's satisfaction evaluation 
capability. It accounts for 6,83 % of the variance and the two items have factors loading ranging from 0,649 to 0,783. 
 
The sixth is titled "Communication management capability" and includes the two dimensions related with the 
management of the marketing communication: the capability to communicate the value proposition and the capability to 
communicate effectively with their target market. It accounts for 6 % of the variance and the two items have factors 
ranging from 0,587 to 0,735. 
 
Reliability 
 
In order to test the internal reliability of our index, we've checked the Cronbach's alpha for each factor as displayed in the 
table below (Gavard-Perret et al. 2012): 
 
 

Table 7: Reliability Analysis 
 

Constructs Items Cronbach’s 
Alpha 

Customers' portfolio related assets 
Image 
Customer relationship 
Customer portfolio 

0,652 

Tangible assets 
External marketing HR 
Marketing budget 
Internal marketing HR 

n.a 

Intellectual assets Intellectual property rights 
Customer database 0,355 

Market intelligence capability Intelligence capability about competitors 
Intelligence capability about customer needs 0,548 

Production portfolio management 
capability 

Product innovation capability 
Cost-based price management capability 
Product portfolio management capability 

0,602 

Channel management capability 
Selection capability of the channels of 
distribution 
Production capability of sales materials 

0,759 

Strategic decision capability Customer targeting capability 
Customers segmentation capability 0,631 

Customer management capability Coproduction capability of the value proposition 
Customer's satisfaction evaluation capability 0,484 

Communication management 
capability 

Communication capability of the value 
proposition 
Customer focus communication capability 

0,427 

Notes: ***,**,*Significant at 0,001; 0,05 and 0,10 levels, respectively 
 
Most of the factors show a good internal reliability with scores above 0,5, which is an acceptable standard in the case of 
exploratory analysis according to Garvard-Perret & coll. (2012). Three factors show a low level of internal reliability: the 
customer management capability (0,484), the communication management capability (0,427) and the informational assets 
(0,355). In the case of the tangible assets, the heterogeneity of the subscales used (mixing two different ordinal scales and 
a 4 points Likert's scale) makes inappropriate the internal reliability analysis with the calculation of the Cronbach's alpha. 
Aside the results mentioned above, we must highlight that we used formative measures. This kind of indicators may make 
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difficult the analysis of the internal reliability because the latent constructs, here the marketing assets and capabilities, are 
caused by the combination of underlying indicators. At the opposite of reflective indicators, formative indicators are 
multidimensional, each underlying item representing a specific facet of the construct. In this case, the necessity to 
demonstrate a high level of internal consistency, and more generally, the conventional procedures that are generally used 
to assess the validity and the reliability of scale development, may not be always appropriate (Diamantopoulos and 
Winklhofer 2001). With the limit, as recalled by Edwards (2011), that the use of formative constructs may be criticized as 
the channeling of conceptually heterogeneous measures into a single construct may be conceptually ambiguous. Inversely, 
due to the aim of our research, which was to identify the marketing resources owned by SMEs, the use of multiple 
reflective measures would be difficult without violating the constraints of parsimony and non-redundancy of the 
questionnaire. 
 
Findings and Limitations 
 
We performed an ordinary least square (OLS) regression model in order to establish the relationships between the size and 
the age of the firm (independent variable) and the level of marketing resources (dependent variable). Due to the numerous 
relationships to be tested, we have run three set of regression analysis, one for each independent variable (turnover, size 
and age). The results are available in the appendix 1. 
 
To our surprise, only one resource, the tangible assets, shows a significant and positive relationship with two independent 
variables: the turnover and the number of employees.  The others dimensions are not correlated to the firm's size and age. 
Except for the possession of tangible assets, our general hypothesis, that bigger or older firms are more likely to possess 
marketing resources, is not supported. These results seems to confirm that the level of possession of the main marketing 
resources does not rely on the maturity of the firm in terms of size and age, excepted for those which strictly rely on 
financial resources (the tangible assets). This general finding should lead us to reconsider how SMEs organize the core 
marketing activities, and if the extensive use of the marketing resources scarcity postulate should be more carefully used. 
 
Although this survey provides unique insights concerning the resource accumulation process within SMEs, it suffers from 
two main limitations. First, there is a sample bias as the smallest and youngest firms do only represent a very small part of 
the 220 companies interviewed: only 15 firms have less than 50k€ of turnover and 18 are aged less than 5 years. Due to 
the heterogeneity of our sample, further investigations need to be done in order to narrow the survey on the earliest 
periods of the entrepreneurial process, when entrepreneurs struggle the most to acquire and develop the strategic 
resources. Secondly, we have a potential instrumental bias related with the way we have operationalized the variables. 
Despite the concrete dimensions of our indicators, the use of formative attributes may suffer from important drawbacks as 
mentioned by Edwards (2011). Among the most important ones, our index should be reviewed in order to insure that the 
indicators correctly cover the entire scope of our latent variables (Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001). This is a major 
challenge inherited from the use of a RBV approach, as we want to capture a broad range of marketing resources while 
respecting the questionnaire parsimony constraint. 
 
 

CONCLUSION AND FURTURE RESEARCH 
 
This study, mainly explorative, investigates if SMEs accumulate their marketing resources according to their size and age. 
According to the RBV approach, due to their smallness and newness, SMES should face a strong resources scarcity, 
particularly during the first stages of their life cycle. The findings demonstrate that the level of possession of core 
marketing resources does not depend on the seniority of the firm, excepted for the tangible assets, which directly rely on 
the level of cash availability. 
 
From a theoretical perspective, this study contributes to the existing literature on marketing resources by proposing a new 
scale, which permits to identify a broad range of core assets and capabilities within SMEs. It also improves our 
understanding of the process of resources accumulation among SMEs. Despite the various limitations of our work, we 
argue that the belief that SMEs globally lack of marketing resources calls for some nuances. Our results highlight that 
even young and small companies may display enough the marketing assets and capabilities to create a competitive 
advantage and to decently compete in their chosen industry. 
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From a theoretical perspective, this study contributes to the existing literature on marketing resources by proposing a new 
scale, which permits to identify a broad range of core assets and capabilities within SMEs. It also improves our 
understanding of the process of resources accumulation among SMEs. Despite the various limitations of our work, we 
argue that the belief that SMEs globally lack of marketing resources calls for some nuances. Our results highlight that 
even young and small companies may display enough marketing assets and capabilities to create a competitive advantage 
and decently compete in their chosen industry. 
 
From a managerial perspective these results should help the different stakeholders in charge of accompanying the SMEs 
to convince the owners who feel themselves limited that the main standard marketing theoretical frameworks are useful 
and accessible. 
 
Further researches on various aspects of marketing assets accumulation needs to be undertaken in order to test if more 
specialized resources, like brand asset or CRM capabilities, follow the same path in terms of accumulation pattern.  Such 
kind of researches should help us to improve our knowledge on innovative practices that SMEs may implement when they 
cannot engage in expensive marketing activities because of insufficient means. 
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Appendix 1: OLS - Simple regression analysis table, according to the three independent variables 
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Appendix 2: Measurement index (Translation done by the author) 
 
Constructs and measures Assessment 
Age 
Year of creation 
Size (turnover) 
In 2012, at your opinion, what will be the overall annual turnover of your business (excluding 
taxes)?  
Size (number of employees) 
In total, how many permanent employees and non-employee directors are now working in your 
business, in all sites or facilities 

 
Secondary data 
 
 
Turnover in euros 
 
Marketing budget in euros 
 

Marketing budget 
In total, how much have your company invested in communication, advertising or promotion in 
2012 (in euros excluding taxes)? 
Internal HR dedicated to marketing 
Among your employees or directors, how many people are engaged in marketing activities, either 
full time or part time? 
External HR dedicated to marketing 
In your business, do you use an external marketing expertise (consultants, agencies or interim 
worker)? 

 
 
 
Number of employees 
 
 
---------------------------------------------- 
Four-point Likert scale with 1 (yes, 
very often) to 4 (no, never) 

Image 
Your company enjoys a good reputation among its current and potential customers 
Customer equity 
Your customers portfolio contributes significantly to the value of your business 
Your company maintains regular contacts and a long term relationships with its customers 
Marketing data base 
Would you say that your database about current and prospective customers is complete and up-to-
date? 
Intellectual property rights 
Your patents, licenses, trademarks and other intellectual properties rights contribute significantly to 
the value of your business 

Four-point Likert scale with 1 (yes, 
exactly) to 4 (no, not at all) 

Environmental intelligence capability 
Your company monitors changes in its external environment regularly (sector, market, trend, 
consumption) 
Competitors intelligence capability 
Your company follows-up its competitors and analyses their strengths, their products portfolios and 
their performances 
Customers intelligence capability 
Your company conducts studies and surveys on customers' needs 
Your company strives to detect unexpressed needs of its customers 

Four-point Likert scale with 1 (yes, I 
totally agree) to 4 (no, I totally 
disagree) 

Segmentation capability 
Within your company, would you say that you determine different categories of potential clients 
according to their needs and their profiles ? 
Targeting capabilities 
Would you say that your business selects and targets the most relevant customers groups (identified 
or potential) ? 
Positioning capability 
The range of products and services offered by your business is clearly differentiated from that 
offered by your competitors 

Four-point Likert scale with 1 (yes, 
exactly) to 4 (no, not at all) 

Product management capability 
The development of your new products and services meets customer's expectations (innovations) 
Your company maintains or upgrades the products and services portfolio so that they remain 
responsive to market needs (existing products) 
Price management capability 
The price of your products (or services) is determined after a detailed analysis of their cost and 
profitability (cost based pricing) 
The price of your products or services is determined according to their competitive advantage and 
the customer's perception (demand based pricing) 
Distribution management capability 
You select and animate distributors the best suited to your business 
You provide to your sales force/network the appropriate arguments, documentation and support 
tools 
Communication management capability 
Beyond the technical characteristics of the products, your marketing communication also expresses 
the customer benefits 
The communication of your business is tailored to the profile and to the behavior of your customers 
Customer relationship management capability 
Your company evaluates customer satisfaction 
Your company collects suggestions or criticisms from its customers in order to change eventually 
the products or services portfolio 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Four-point Likert scale with 1 (yes, 
exactly) to 4 (no, not at all) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
---------------------------------------------- 
Four-point Likert scale with 1 (yes, 
very often) to 4 (no, never) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: Co-creation of value is an issue which gains more and more attention in marketing literature. In this context, 
service-dominant logic provides a new perspective on how companies and customers collaborate. However, the 
integration of customers’ knowledge in the value creation processes has yet to be analyzed in detail in B2C settings. 
Hence, the purpose of this paper is to analyze how companies employing a service-dominant business logic can facilitate 
the integration of individual customers in the value co-creation process. 
Design/methodology/approach: Due to the complexity of the topic, we approach our research questions by a theoretical 
analysis followed by a short case study. 
Findings: We provide evidence that companies by making use of CI are able to integrate individual customers into value 
co-creation processes. We also highlight the necessity for companies to integrate different customer groups into an own 
community and to provide a platform for co-creation as this seems to be a crucial precondition for value co-creation. 
Research limitations/implications: As we present a single case study design, it is difficult to generalize our findings. For 
future research multiple case studies or a quantitative research design would be favorable.  
Originality/value: For marketing and strategy researchers the paper offers a novel theoretical linkage of two research 
streams: (1) service-dominant logic and (2) collective intelligence. For practitioners, it provides useful insights on how to 
establish a relationship with B2C customers by aggregating individual customers to networks characterized by a specific 
collective intelligence. 
Keywords: service-dominant logic, co-creation of value, business-to-customer relationships, collective intelligence, crowd 
sourcing. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
With market conditions in a constant flux, companies have to adapt their marketing strategies to changing requirements 
(Gummesson, 2007). In the past mass markets were dominated by suppliers, but customers are now increasingly 
influencing the exchange processes (Möller, 2008; Grönroos, 1999). The development of new information and 
communication technologies (ICT) facilitate this shift in market power due to the fact that ICT provide an easy access to 
information, superior mobility as well as the ability to exchange information within customer communities (Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy, 2004). Moreover, customers are also in a position to extract value from the exchange process or even create 
economic value for themselves (e.g. C2C markets). This trend influences customer decision making processes and thus 
their purchase behavior (Quinton and Harridge-March, 2010; Kucuc and Krishnamurthy, 2007). Hence, customers feel 
empowered and try to capitalize on their improved market position (Hoyer et al., 2010; Steward and Pavlou, 2002). 
 
In this context, the marketing literature recognizes the need for an increased customer orientation and emphasizes 
solution-oriented offerings instead of manufacturing oriented concerns (Kowalkowski, 2011; Galbraith, 2002). In order to 
adapt their offerings to changing customer demands, stronger cooperation with customers and other stakeholders can 
enable companies to capitalize on their partners’ creativity (Kleemann et al., 2008). However, when companies try to take 
advantage of customer resources they have to be careful as this attempt can easily backfire if customers feel they are 
treated in an unfair way (Grönroos, 1999). Instead, companies need to regard markets as forums and work with their 
customers to jointly create unique experiences (Prahalad and Ramaswami, 2004; 2002). Therefore, it is necessary for a 
company to delegate customers a status of equal partnership as this seems to be a precondition for successful, long-term 
access to customer capabilities. By engaging in a two-way communication process with their customers, companies can 
demonstrate their sincere interest in the ideas and opinions of their customers (Grönroos, 2004). Hence, the focus shifts 
from the exchange of goods and services to interaction in value creation processes (Grönroos, 2006). 
 
In this context, Vargo and Lusch (2008; 2004) propose the service-dominant logic (SDL) approach which emphasizes the 
joint creation of value for the benefit of all actors involved in the exchange process. Vargo and Lusch argue that the 
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distinction between B2B and B2C relationships is not relevant anymore, as it is replaced by actor-to-actor relationships 
(Vargo and Lusch, 2011). In B2B markets, such close interactions between suppliers and buyers are easily conceivable 
(Ballantyne, 2004). In contrast, SDL provides no advice how customer integration and value co-creation can be achieved 
especially in the B2C market, where suppliers face numerous individual customers. Instead a rather market based learning 
mechanism, relying on financial metrics as indicators, is proposed to identify customer needs (Luschet al., 2010; Lusch et 
al., 2008). Hence, there is still a research gap concerning the required transfer of knowledge and customers’ capabilities 
related to the co-creation of value. Therefore we ask:  

1. How can companies integrate individual customers as co-equal partners in the value co-creation process in B2C 
settings? 

2. Which factors influence the customers’ willingness to participate in value co-creation partnerships? 
 
We approach our research question as follows: After emphasizing changing market dynamics, we introduce service-
dominant logic (SDL) as well as collective intelligence (CI) as theoretical foundation of our paper. Following, we develop 
research propositions. For a first reality check of our research propositions, we make reference to McDonald’s ‘My 
Burger’ campaign. By conducting a case study, we are able to mirror the newly developed theoretical insights on real life 
situations and thus to examine whether web based CI is applicable to establish coequal exchange partnerships and 
therefore can be utilized to ensure value co-creation in B2C settings. Our paper ends with the presentation of a short 
conclusion as well as the discussion of limitations.  
 
 

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 
 
Before developing research propositions and testing them empirically, we first have to introduce our theoretical 
framework. Therefore, we provide insights on service-dominant logic as well as an overview of the concept of collective 
intelligence. 
 
Service-dominant Logic 
 
In their seminal article, Vargo and Lusch (2004) propose SDL as a new dominant logic for marketing which integrates 
various perspectives (e.g. relationship marketing, co-creation of value, service marketing, etc.). According to the authors, 
companies need to replace the traditional goods-dominant logic (GDL), which primarily focuses on goods as unit of 
exchange, by a more service oriented view. Thus, SDL can be seen as a ‘competing through service’ strategy (Lusch et al., 
2007), which is based on a fundamentally different philosophy contrasting GDL. However, SDL does not emphasize the 
traditional dichotomy of goods and services but applies a radically distinct perspective on service (singular). In this 
context, service is defined as “…the application of specialized competences … through deeds, processes, and 
performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself” (Vargo and Lusch, 2004: 2). Based on the premise that 
service is the fundamental basis of exchange, SDL focuses on interactions and relationships instead of a mere transfer of 
ownership in transaction processes. Thus, a reciprocal service provision is a collaborative process, in which all actors – 
customers as well as suppliers – need to cooperate to jointly create value (Vargo and Lusch, 2008; 2004). Instead of a 
‘marketing to’-logic, companies should develop an interactive ‘marketing for’-logic, in which the aim of maximizing 
short term value is replaced by the aim of learning via exchange to co-create long term value. 
 
Besides the general understanding of service, Vargo et al. (2010) defined four other core constructs to distinguish GDL 
from SDL (see table 1).  
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Table 1: Contrasting GDL and SDL Concepts 
 

Core Constructs GDL Elements SDL Elements 
Service Goods and services 

Transaction 
Serving and experiencing 
Relationship and collaboration 

Value Value-added 
Value-in-exchange 
Price 

Value co-creation 
Value-in-Context 
Value proposing 

Resources Operand resources 
Resource acquisition 

Operant resources 
Resourcing 

System Supply chain 
Asymmetric information 

Value-creation network 
Symmetric information flows 

Interaction Promotion and propaganda 
Maximizing behavior 

Open source communication 
Learning via exchange 

Source: Own illustration based on Vargo et al., 2010: 144. 
 
First of all, a transition from a value-in-exchange to a value-in-context perspective is necessary to enable value co-
creation. SDL’s perspective on value implies that companies can no longer create value on their own, but only offer value 
propositions which are evaluated by the beneficiaries (Vargo and Lusch, 2008; 2004). To create value, exchange and 
absorption of existing and new knowledge in a service exchange process is necessary. Each actor participating in this 
process defines the created value based on the specific environmental context and on his individual experiences gained 
during this process (Vargo et al., 2010). Hence, in the process of value creation, customers are not only integrated in the 
suppliers’ value creation process, but suppliers also directly influence the customers’ value-in-context through 
coordinated interaction processes (Grönroos, 2011). This multilaterally participation in value creation processes leads to a 
temporal cooperation unit consisting of various actors (Grönroos, 2011; Lusch et al., 2010). 
 
Against this background, the concept of operant resources plays a crucial role. Instead of focusing on operand (mainly 
tangible resources), SDL regards operant resources as the fundamental source of competitive advantage (Vargo and 
Lusch, 2008). Operant resources are based on knowledge and skills and are able to act on other resources (Vargo and 
Lusch 2004; Constantin and Lusch, 1994). Following, SDL understands operant resources as the basis of all service 
exchange processes. 
 
The last two core constructs, the system and interaction perspective, determine how the cooperation between different 
actors is facilitated through SDL. GDL’s supply chain perspective with asymmetrical information flows and a rather 
hierarchical relationship between suppliers and customers is superseded by a network perspective which aims at the 
integration of all network partners at eye level. Lusch et al. 2010 define a value-creation network as “… a spontaneously 
sensing and responding spatial and temporal structure of largely loosely coupled value proposing social and economic 
actors interacting through institutions and technology, to: (1) co-produce service offerings, (2) exchange service offerings, 
and (3) co-create value (…)” (Lusch et al., 2010: 20). Additionally, the various actors are not regarded as individuals, 
which operate within their own service system, which is conceptualized “… as an open system (1) capable of improving 
the state of another system through sharing or applying its resources …, and (2) capable of improving its own state by 
acquiring external resources …” (Maglio, Vargo, Caswell and Spohrer, 2009: 403). 
 
These definitions highlight the interdependence of each service system within the value-creation network. Basically, 
network partners are linked through their specific competences they share with each other, relationships, and the transfer 
of information through common standards and protocols (Lusch et al., 2010). To date, literature on SDL provides no clear 
explanation how the process of joint value creation works in detail. Lusch et al. (2008) argue that value co-creation is a 
learning process, which relies onthe ex-post evaluation of the value proposition. From a company’s perspective, good 
financial performance is seen as an indicator that value propositions are adequate to meet customers’ demands. 
 
Collective Intelligence 
 
From a competence based perspective, companies need to extract operant resources, such as knowledge of customers, 
from their network partnersto ensure efficient learning and effective innovation activities in order to offer appropriate 
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value propositions (Blazevic and Lievens, 2008). In this context, the collective intelligence of online communities has 
been recognized by practitioners as a rich source of ideas and inspiration (Füller, 2010). Companies call for open 
innovation (see e.g. von Hippel, 2005; Chesbrough, 2003) or use sophisticated web-based systems (e.g. Dell idea storm) 
which encourage the customer to voluntarily contribute to product and service development processes. Thus, companies 
gain access to operant resources at considerably lower costs and at the same time decrease development time and 
outsource risks related to research and development (Kozinets et al., 2008; Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004). However, 
the exchange of resources might also provide value to customers themselves as the final product or service might meet the 
demand more accurately (Georgi and Jung, 2010; Hoyer et al., 2010). Furthermore, customer communities facilitate the 
exchange of knowledge among customers. Therefore, the integration of customer communities enables companies to co-
create solutions which are not only based on the knowledge of employees or specific customers, but consider knowledge 
of the whole collective (Füller, 2010).  
 
The same technological advances that empower customers make it possible for companies to take advantage of the 
‘wisdom of the crowd’ (Surowiecki, 2004). Recently, not only Internet-based companies, but even traditional businesses 
are harvesting the potential of their customers and other non-professionals in order to access knowledge of online 
communities (Howe, 2006a). But what exactly is this collective intelligence (CI) and how can companies benefit from it? 
According to Smith (1994: 1), the general notion of CI is “…that a group of human beings can carry out a task as if the 
group, itself, were a coherent, intelligent organism working with one mind, rather than a collection of interdependent 
agents”. The idea of working in groups to achieve better outcomes is not directly linked to new ICT, but known 
throughout history. However, ICT facilitate knowledge transfer and help to coordinate activities. Therefore, web-based CI 
opens up new possibilities and innovative ways to do business (Georgi and Jung, 2011).  
 
Even though research on this phenomenon is increasing, there is still no consensus on terminology. While the above 
mentioned definition rather refers to the CI of connected individuals whose actions affect each other, CI can also emerge 
from unconnected individuals through the aggregation of the knowledge of single individuals by an aggregator (Ickler, 
2010). The latter perspective is also referred to as ‘wisdom of the crowds’ (Steyvers et al., 2009; Surowiecki, 2004). 
Furthermore, concepts such as crowdsourcing rest upon web-based CI. Howe (2006b) defines crowdsourcing as “... the 
act of taking a job traditionally performed by a designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it to an undefined, 
generally large group of people in the form of an open call” and divide crowdsourcing tasks into different types such as 
crowd creation, crowd voting, crowd funding or crowd wisdom. 
 
In this paper, we follow Smith’s (1994) definition of CI and define crowdsourcing in contrast to Howe (2006b) not as an 
outsourcing task, but regard it – from a SDL perspective – as a way to integrate the CI of customers into the value creation 
network. Against this background, accessing the capabilities of a crowd of customers is effective when the crowd consists 
of a diversity of individuals that are not afraid to express their opinion. Furthermore, companies still need to aggregate and 
interpret the extracted information in a sufficient way (Surowiecki, 2004). To manage crowdsourcing and CI systems, 
researchers propose to determine and align specific characteristics of these systems, such as the nature of collaboration or 
the main goal of the CI system (e.g. Doan et al., 2011; Malone et al, 2010). We follow the approach by Malone et al. 
(2010), because with their so called ‘CI Genome’ model we are able to move beyond particular systems and to analyze CI 
systems from a meta-level perspective. 
 
Basically, the model is built upon 16 building blocks (‘genes’), which are related to four fundamental questions 
concerning (1) the goal (what?), (2) the staffing (who?), (3) the structures (how?), and (4) the incentives of CI systems 
(why?). By combination and recombination of the 16 genes, the design of any system of collective action – the ‘CI 
genome’ – can be determined and a deeper understanding on how the system works is provided (see figure 1) (Malone et 
al., 2010). 
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Figure 1: The Collective Intelligence Genome – Major Questions and Related Genes 
 

 
 

Source: Based on Malone et al. (2010). 
 

However, the objective of this paper is not to determine or evaluate a particular CI system in conjunction with SDL. 
Rather we aim at using the CI genome as an overarching concept – in other words as a meta-model. Thereby, we analyze 
how CI systems need to be designed in order to integrate customers as equal partners in the value creation network. To do 
so, we examine the various genes in more detail and see how SDL affects their general configuration. 

 
 

LINKING SDL AND CI 
 
As companies have to cope with environmental changes such as commoditization of products or empowerment of 
customers, they are forced to change their basic logic of value creation by including customers into the value creation 
process. Customer integration enables companies to constantly learn about changing customer needs and thus to adapt to 
complex and dynamic environmental conditions (Lusch et al., 2010; 2007). Some SDL scholars (e.g. Lusch et al., 2010; 
2008) recommend learning mechanisms based on information provided by market transactions such as financial metrics. 
However, we follow Grönroos (2011) who states that direct interactions with customers are a precondition to value co-
creation. To ‘hear the voice of the customer’ (Jaworski and Kohli, 2006) companies need to enter in a dialog with their 
customers. This dialog represents a two way learning process (Jaworksi and Kohli, 2006), in which companies and 
customers are able to establish common knowledge platforms in order to achieve shared meanings and insights how to 
create value for all parties in the value network (Grönroos, 2004). In contrast, trial and error learning based on market 
feedback to develop adequate value propositions might be difficult, as failure is recognized too late and thus can harm a 
company’s image considerably. Therefore, it is essential for service-oriented companies to manage the value creation 
network effectively and gain access to operant resources. Using CI systems might be useful to establish a two-way 
communication with customers and thus establish a multiparty co-creation process (Jaworski and Kohli, 2006). 
 
In Malone et al.’s (2010) model, the ‘what’ question defines the goal or the mission which shall be achieved by using a CI 
system. A particular task or a specific problem has to be described. As we use the CI genome as a meta-model, we focus 
on the general goals of a SDL-based business logic. Thus, the general mission is the joint creation of value (Lusch and 
Webster, 2011; Vargo et al., 2008). In this context, companies have to design a network architecture that  allows for 
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coequal relationships between all involved network partners. These relationships facilitate the interaction with each 
others’ operant resources – and especially the above mentioned learning process – that in turn enables the co-creation of 
value (Vargo and Lusch, 2010; 2004; Lusch and Webster, 2011). Following, the reciprocal exchange of information and 
other resources between the customer and supplier is essential. Companies need to actively establish interaction channels 
which stimulate a two-way information flow with customers (Grönroos and Ravald, 2011; Lusch and Webster, 2011).  In 
most B2C settings, companies will not be able to achieve direct interactions with each single customer. This leads us to 
the next question: who are the network partners? 
 
The ‘who’ question consists of two genes; either an activity is performed by the crowd or by the hierarchy – the latter 
referring to inter-company actions. Malone et al. (2010) define conditions which favor delegating tasks to the crowd. If 
crowds possess, for example, specific resources to perform a task in a cheaper or faster way, companies should outsource 
(crowdsource) this task. We adapt this rather GDL-based consideration to SDL and argue that the integration of the 
customer base is not an option, but a precondition to employ SDL in a company. If interactions with customers do not take 
place, value co-creation is not possible and companies are only facilitators of value from the customer perspective 
(Grönroos, 2011). Even though we agree that specific activities are still to be performed by the hierarchy, by definition the 
main goal of co-creating value has to be performed by all network partners (Vargo and Lusch, 2008; 2004). 
 
In B2C settings, the smallest unit of analysis regarding the customer base is the single customer. However, not every 
customer has the ability and the interest to directly interact in value co-creation processes (Hoyer et al., 2010). Hence, 
companies should strategically choose specific customers who are inclined to provide operant resources (Lusch and 
Webster, 2011) and who perceive the relationship with the company as valuable. Consequentially, the integration of key 
customers is one way to trigger learning processes and thus improve value propositions. Still, in mass marketing it is 
difficult to single out specific customers and create relationships which are rather heterarchical (Hedlund, 1993; 1986) in 
nature instead of ‘targeting’ customers in the sense of GDL. As stated above, online communities become more and more 
important. They not only facilitate interaction with customers, but their CI also poses a valuable source of operant 
resources. By accessing CI of customer communities, companies can achieve a better understanding for their needs 
(Quinton and Harridge-March, 2010). Studying virtual communities, Chiu, Hsu and Wang (2006) show that social 
interaction ties, reciprocity and identification increased individuals’ willingness to provide knowledge. Hence, by 
facilitating multidirectional knowledge flows – e.g. through the implementation of common standards and protocols 
(Lusch et al, 2010), companies integrate the knowledge base of already empowered consumer communities, and thus a 
multitude of customers instead of only reaching out to single key customers. Following, companies should support 
customer empowerment to increase value for all members of the value network. As Norman and Ramirez (1993: 69) state, 
value is created when companies “...make not only their offerings more intelligent but their customers...) more intelligent 
as well.” Hence, we propose: 

• Proposition 1a: By aggregating individual customers to communities characterized by a specific CI, companies 
are able to integrate operant resources provided by this network into the value creation process. 

• Proposition 1b: By giving customer communities a voice and by supporting the empowerment of customers, 
companies can integrate customers as equal partners in the value network. 
	  

SDL-based value networks aim at establishing relationships to co-create value that improve the well-being of all actors 
involved in the process. A major challenge is to incentivize customers to participate in the value creation process. Even if 
customers participating in online communities contribute to the main goal, they still pursue their own objectives (Georgi 
and Jung, 2011). Customers will only provide knowledge, if they also gain value from this participation. In the context of 
crowdsourcing, intellectual property rights especially need to be respected. Customers will not contribute to the crowd, if 
they are not rewarded for it (Brandel, 2008) Therefore, we have to analyze the ‘why’ question of the CI-genome – the 
motivational factors influencing the welfare of the whole network. 
 
Three basic ‘why genes’ are identified. First, ‘money’ can be used as a motivator. Since the promise of financial gains 
does not present unique experiences, money is a limited motivational lever with respect to SDL. Furthermore, purely 
extrinsic incentives may also have an adverse effect on customers’ intrinsic motivation (Füller, 2010). The next gene is 
‘love’, which illustrates intrinsic motivation factors such as the enjoyment of an activity or the feeling of contributing to a 
larger cause. Last, ‘glory’ can motivate people, because participation will satisfy an individual’s desire to be recognized 
by peers for their contributions. All three factors provide additional value on their own. However, Malone et al. (2010) 
suggest an increased focus on ‘love’ and ‘glory’ as both can be used to influence the crowd more efficiently compared to 
money. Against the background of crowdsourcing or open innovation, other researchers identified further motivational 
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factors. Besides three factors similar to ‘money’, ‘love’ and ‘glory’, Leimeister et al. (2009) describe the access to 
knowledge of experts, mentors and peers as another important incentive. This last aspect is also shown by Nambisam 
(2002). Furthermore, he argues that customers participating in the development of new products might also be motivated 
by the possibility to increase the quality or specific features of the product or speaking in terms of SDL enhance the value 
of a specific value proposition. 
 
Summing up, researchers identified a variety of motivational factors. However, it is always a combination of different 
intrinsic and extrinsic factors has an influence of the propensity that customers integrate into value co-creation processes. 
From a SDL perspective, intrinsic factors such as ‘love’ or enjoyment are motivators have a strong impact on customer 
participation. Intrinsically motivated customers are driven from rather experiential oriented behavior (Füller, 2010). This 
is in accordance with Prahalad and Ramaswamy’s (2004) argument stating that the meaning and process of value creation 
is shifting from a product-centric view to the need to (co-)create unique experiences. In contrast, rather extrinsically 
motivated customers show a goal oriented behavior and aim at increasing their own value-in-context. Thus, it is important 
that companies make clear how participating in co-creation processes can provide benefits value for customers as well 
(Füller, 2010). Additionally, perceived customer empowerment also plays a major role. Customers who feel that they are 
taken seriously have more confidence in the relationship to their supplier. This increase in trust in turn affects 
commitment and loyalty of customers and thus their willingness to participate in value co-creation (Füller et al., 2010; 
Jaworski and Kohli, 2006). In general, defining incentives for customer participation in the value creation process is not 
exclusively relevant for SDL. What changes is the shift from a perspective of exploiting customers to an involvement of 
customers as partners and the support of interactions of customers among themselves (Sawhney and Prandelli, 2000). 
Therefore, we propose: 

• Proposition 2a: Monetary incentives are necessary to prevent customers from a feeling of being cheated. 
• Proposition 2b: Purely intrinsically motivated customers are best served by incentives based on the ‘love’ gene 

and thus by co-creating unique experiences. 
• Proposition 2c: To embrace customers motivated by ‘glory’ factors, companies need to provide opportunities 

which allow customers to gain attention. 
• Proposition 2d: To level-up customers as equal partners in order ensure a fair treatment of customers, a 

combination and alignment of all three factors is a precondition to the long term survival of value co-creation 
networks. 

 
The final question we have to answer is the ‘how’ question. With this aspect, the original model determines the ways a 
crowd can be used to solve tasks. The authors differentiate between so-called create and decide tasks and between tasks 
which are solved by the crowd as a whole (genes related to collaborative creation and group decisions) or by members of 
the crowd independently from each other (genes related to creation through collection and individual decisions) (Malone 
et al., 2010). In general, all mentioned combinations of genes are viable form a SDL perspective to gain access to operant 
resources. The respective conditions which influence the choice for one gene or the other remain the same, regardless 
which basic business logic is applied. 
 
At this point we do not want to focus on the particular conditions supporting specific genes developed to manage the 
crowds’ actions. Instead we ask how the implementation of a SDL perspective affects the management of CI systems. The 
network perspective implies that even if individual customers and their respective service systems are independent from 
each other, their actions still influence their value creation process reciprocally (Lusch et al., 2010). Following, value co-
creation is always a collaborative process, even though the collaboration gene is only applicable if members of the crowd 
are able to work together directly. In contrast, the collection gene can also occur if direct interactions only take place 
between customers and suppliers. The same reasoning can be applied to the genes related to the ‘how decide’ question 
(group decision such as voting, averaging, consensus vs. individual decisions through market mechanisms or social 
networks). 
 
Nevertheless, which genes are useful is not so much influenced by specific conditions met by the crowd, but much more 
by the supplier’s position within a value network. Even though SDL requires coequal partnerships, SDL grants a certain 
degree of influence to those network partners who are able to manage the network architecture (Lusch et al., 2010) in 
order to become so called prime integrators (Lusch et al., 2007). Even in highly collaborative networks, the need for a 
managing entity exists. In the context of crowdsourcing, the role of the coordinator becomes even more important to avoid 
misleading contributions or negative side effects (Sawhney and Prandelli, 2000). To facilitate knowledge transfer from CI 
systems, companies can implement specific toolkits or user platforms for virtual knowledge exchange co-creation. On the 
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one hand side, these tools should be designed to allow customers to express their creativity and enjoy the co-creation 
activities itself (e.g. a multimedia-rich tools). On the other hand, they should be easy to use in order decrease the effort of 
co-creating solutions (Füller, 2010).  

• Proposition 3a: To actively manage value co-creation relationships, suppliers need to become prime integrators 
and thus design the architecture of the respective value creation networks. 

• Proposition 3b: Prime integrators need to provide an infrastructure which facilitates knowledge transfer between 
various service systems as well as the joint creation of value. 

 
 

INSIGHTS FROM MANAGERIAL PRACTICE – THE MCDONALD’S ‘MY BURGER’ CAMPAIGN 
 
For a first reality check of the propositions developed above, we make reference to the ’My Burger’ campaign launched 
by McDonald’s in Germany in 2011 and re-launched in 2012 and 2013. The campaign represents one of the still very rare 
approaches of a company to capitalize on the knowledge potential of individual customers in traditional mass markets. 
 
By utilizing a case study approach, we follow Orum, Feagin, and Sjoberg (1991) who state that a case study is the ideal 
method to employ when a holistic, in-depth investigation of a new topic is needed. Although we are aware of the 
deficiencies of a single case study design which is not in line with the procedure suggested by prominent case study 
literature (e.g. Eisenhardt, 1989), a lack of comparability of different CI cases which is a consequence of the uniqueness 
of such – still very rare – cases forced us to use a single case approach. As Yin (2009) and Levy (1988) give support for 
making use of such an approach under specific conditions – especially uniqueness of the case under research – we think 
that our decision is reasonable related to our research topic.  
 
Our McDonald’s case study is based on a document analysis that covers documents such as annual reports, studies, 
newspaper articles, company websites and blogs (Yin, 2009). The data collected from December 2012 to July 2013 
mirrors the 2011, 2012 and also the 2013 campaign which allows related to some aspects for a comparison between the 
years. Furthermore, our approach is at least partly longitudinal in nature which is a major strength as we can to a certain 
extend observe how the customer integration develops over time. The documents are analyzed using a pattern matching 
approach as suggested by Trochim (1989), which aims at comparing our in advance to conducting the case study 
elaborated understanding of possibilities and outcomes of a use of CI in value co-creation processes to foster customer 
integration with insights from business practice. 
 
The campaign ‘My Burger’ was established in Germany in 2011 to celebrate the 40th anniversary of McDonald’s 
Germany. For the first time in history McDonald’s provided the opportunity for customers to create their own burger 
based on a list of more than 70 ingredients. Furthermore, the customers were asked to create their own commercial for 
their burger. The five – based on a web voting – most popular burgers made their way into the McDonald’s restaurants. In 
2011, customers created 116.000 different burgers – the campaign was viewed as a great success. In 2012, customers 
created 327.000 burgers – a result that made the follow-up campaign even more successful than the initial one. 
Nevertheless, in 2013 McDonald’s experienced a severe reversal as customers developed only about 200.000 new burger 
creations. The success of the campaign also led to adoption by other national subsidiaries (e.g. Austria, Switzerland, Spain 
or the Netherlands). But what do these facts mean related to the possibilities of McDonald’s to capitalize on customer 
network CI? 
 
The results of the campaign support our proposition 1a. McDonald’s was indeed able to benefit from customer knowledge 
as customers were willing to share their ideas about new burgers. As Duncan Cruttenden, R&D Manager of McDonald's 
Germany put it (MSL Group, 2012): ’We know better which ingredients and combinations consumers want.’ He states 
that the acquired stock of customer knowledge is helpful for the development of future burgers and campaigns and 
therefore contributes to ensuring satisfaction and loyalty of the customer base.  
 
The results of the campaign also support proposition 1b. Based on a statement given by one of the advertising agencies 
that developed the campaign, one of the goals of the campaign was to reach behind the like-button and to ensure that 
customer wishes and needs are heard and put into operation. This aim goes along with a need to level-up and empower 
customers as these aspects are a precondition for value co-creation at eyelevel. 
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Related to proposition 2a, 2b and 2c the results of the case study are somewhat ambivalent. At first sight, ’love’ and 
intrinsic motivation seems to be a core driver of the campaign. A high number of customers take part in the campaign 
because they love to do so. For them it is just fun – nothing more. This would give support to proposition 2b. As the 
winner of the campaign are also mentioned in the media and therefore have the chance to become known by the public, 
the campaign also tickles the ’glory’ gene. By joining the campaign the participants felt like they are part of a community 
in which they are accepted and recognized, especially if their burgers got a lot of votes by the community. They also 
might felt a sense of belonging (e.g. Junke, 2011). The inventor of the winning burger of the first ’My Burger’ campaign 
Steve Krömer said: “I enjoy doing handicrafts online and the fact that I won is something I will never forget. That's 
something I'm going to tell my kids” (Horsten, 2011). Therefore, ‘love’ is definitely not all you need to embed individual 
customers in value co-creation processes. By now, McDonald’s does not make use of the ’money‘ gene – so stimulating 
motivation of individual customers to participate in the campaign by extrinsic means seems to be not a primary goal of 
McDonald’s. Therefore, we find no support for proposition 1a. Nevertheless, the low number of participants in the 2013 
campaign seems to be an indicator that McDonald’s has to change something to ensure customer participation for future 
’My Burger‘ campaigns. ’Money‘ could be crucial in this context – especially as McDonald’s claims all rights for the 
burgers developed, an aspect, that is viewed critically and that may prevent people from taking part in the campaign. By 
offering monetary incentives, McDonald’s may be able to reduce this participation barrier. Evidence for this consideration 
could be McDonald’s Austria’s ‘My Burger’ campaign, which achieved another record regarding the participation rate in 
the third year in a row. In contrast to the German campaign, which does not give any monetary incentives, the Austrian 
campaign rewards participants with VIP cards for one year of free eating at national McDonald’s restaurants. 
Nevertheless, we focus on the German campaign; thus we cannot evaluate this proposition definitely as we might have 
missed other influencing factors. Furthermore, the findings on the individual genes give evidence for proposition 2d that 
the interplay between the different genes is crucial to stimulate customers to participate in the value co-creation processes. 
So: you need more than love! 
 
Proposition 3a is not supported by our case study results. Although McDonald’s claims that they have developed a very 
big burger community based on their campaigns, we believe that things are a bit different. Having a look at the most 
successful burgers (McÖrms, McPanther) it becomes obvious that their success is based on the support of individual 
communities of the burger developers. These communities are not integrated into the McDonald’s burger community. 
This causes doubts that McDonald’s can be seen as a successful prime integrator of the burger network. The very low 
participation rate in the 2013 campaign gives also evidence that the network architecture may be problematic. The whole 
system is still based in GDL – customers are asked once a year, no ongoing and sustainable value co-creation takes place 
in the network. The ‘network’ is newly set up with every new campaign; it does not persist when the campaign does not 
take place. So reaching a state of value co-creation in the sense of SDL is still a way to go for McDonald’s. Therefore, it is 
not surprising that we also find no real evidence that supports our proposition 3b. McDonald’s does not provide a 
communication platform for the burger creators. Following, they act as individuals and they stay somewhat anonymous. 
So McDonald’s has only limited information on aims and purposes of the individual customer. The mass effect is 
triggered by the voting which is dominated by separate communities. To foster real value co-creation, McDonald’s has to 
deal with this shortcoming of the design of the customer community.  
 
In general, our case study gives first insights into the problem of how to operationalize value co-creation with individual 
customers. Summing up, we find support for our propositions 1a, 1b and 2b, 2c, 2d. This shows that leveling customers up 
by aggregating individuals to communities with a specific CI is a suitable approach to facilitate value co-creation. In 
contrast, propositions 2a and propositions 3a and 3b, which deal with the management of value networks, are not 
supported, which might provide evidence that companies have yet to implement a service-oriented business logic to 
achieve long term relations with customers’ service systems. We think that the case gives a god overview about the 
challenges and success factors of value co-creation in B2C settings.  
 
 

DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, OUTLOOK 
 

An increase in customer power leads to more demanding customers, who more and more claim voice in value creation 
processes. As a consequence, the integration of customers and their resources gain importance – even in B2C settings 
(Grönroos, 1999). Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to examine how companies can motivate individual 
customers to participate in value creation processes in order to develop offerings which meet customer needs more 
adequately. We draw on SDL (Vargo and Lusch, 2008; 2004) and argue that a holistic change in the underlying business 
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logic is necessary to facilitate the joint creation of value. Companies need to establish long term relationships in which 
they regard their customers as co-equal partners. In this context, we highlight the role of customers’ online communities, 
which are a source of operant resources such as knowledge on the one hand. On the other hand, they are a way to 
aggregate individual customers’ opinions and ideas (Füller, 2010) and thus to level up the voice of individuals to a CI of 
an equal partner. 
 
By discussing Malone et al.’s CI-genome model against the background of SDL, we develop research propositions, which 
are a first effort to analyze how companies can use CI of customer communities to integrate customers as equal partners in 
value networks and how they can motivate customers to co-create value. According to Malone et al. (2010), there are 
three motivational factors influencing customers’ willingness to participate: ‘money’, ‘love’ and ‘glory’. As SDL focuses 
on the provision of service to the mutual benefit of all involved actors (Vargo and Lusch, 2004), incentives serving the 
‘love’ gene might be adequate. However, it is always an alignment of all three factors that ensures a sustainable success. 
Our case study not only provides evidence for the latter consideration, but also shows that the establishment of basic rules 
and structures is just as important. A supporting network environment, in which these motivation factors can gain 
importance, is a necessary precondition for long term success. 
 
The fact that especially propositions dealing with the management of value networks (3a and 3b) are not supported 
strongly facilitates the idea that the integration of the CI of customers’ communities may be a two-step process. First of 
all, companies are challenged by a need to level up customers to equal partners by empowering them and providing them 
a voice to participate in a dialog with the companies. Second, companies need to facilitate the customer integration in the 
value network. To do so, companies need to manage the value network and create interaction platforms, which not only 
allow for a continuous dialog between customers and companies, but also link various customer communities with each 
other.  
 
We are aware that our research provides only a first attempt to analyze the processes needed to integrate customers’ CI in 
value co-creation and that our empirical evidence is limited. Furthermore, SDL has not reached the state of a paradigm yet 
and is criticized for its limited managerial implications (Achrol and Kotler, 2006; Ballantyne and Varey, 2006). However, 
due to the newness of the topic we believe in the necessity of employing a modern theoretical perspective on the 
phenomenon under research.  The single case study we conduct  provides interesting insights on managerial practice. 
 
Future researchers can continue where we left off. We perceive a need for further qualitative empirical studies, which 
analyze the integration processes in more detail. Especially the steps of customer integration mentioned above should be 
examined more closely. Furthermore, conducting multiple case studies, which allow for a comprehensive comparison of 
various CI campaigns in the mass market, would be highly interesting. In contrast, quantitative empirical research might 
be necessary to provide more insights on the interrelations between the three motivational factors and the reasons for 
customers to participate. We believe that by linking SDL with CI we provide a –not only for scientific research, but also 
for business practice – highly interesting basis for further research. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose:  The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how specialist independent grocer retailers (SIGRs) achieve 
competitive advantage by identifying how their resource bundles are accrued, managed and utilized.  
Research Design:  A case study approach was deemed most appropriate to gain insight into an unexplored area of study.  
Thirty in-depth interviews were conducted over a six-month period supported by the collection of observation data and 
documentation. A purposive sampling method was adopted and the owner managers of the chosen retailers were 
interviewed as key informants for the study.  
Findings: The main findings of this paper include the categories of resources which make up the resource bundle utilised 
by the firms in this study, namely, physical capital resources, human capital resources, owner manager capital resources 
and additional assets including reputation, brand and customer loyalty.  The findings are presented from the perspective of 
a virtuous cycle which explains the resources available to firms and how they are managed and translated both into 
significant value adding assets. 
Practical Implications:  It is argued that if these specialist grocery firms can achieve sustained competitive advantage from 
building and exploiting their resource bundles, so too can other independent retailers in the sector.   
Originality/Value:  This categorisation of resources and capabilities unique to independent grocery retailers denotes a new 
contribution to the retail literature, which to date has focused in the main upon large retail organisations.   
Keywords:  Independent Grocery Retailing; Resource Based View; Competitive Advantage SME 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The specialist independent grocery retail (SIGR) sector is arguably one of the most critical aspects of retail that adds 
choice, color and diversity to the UK retail landscape (Jussila et al., 1992; Smith and Sparks, 1997, 2000; Broadbridge 
and Calderwood, 2002; Byrom et al., 2003; FOE, 2006; Coca-Stefaniak et al., 2010; Mullis and Kim, 2011).  These 
retailers have been described as the ‘hub’ of local communities (Retail Week, 2013) essential to everyday life (FOE, 
2006), providing vital functions such as: supplying products and services to consumers; adding diversity and choice to 
communities and towns; contributing economic benefits to local and national economies; providing employment; and 
creating social and cultural benefits and traditions.  One significant benefit of independent grocery retailers derives from 
the high quality of the products they sell (Rubin and Taylor, 2008) and the specialist skills they possess.   
 
Conversely, the much-reported decline of the independent retail sector is cause for concern for retail owners, local 
communities and government (NIIRTA, 2012; Guy, 2010).  Notwithstanding this, it is important to focus on 
understanding how such independent firms can survive and grow their business in a challenging environment.  Therefore, 
this study aims to focus on not the decline of SIGRs, but to examine those firms that are deemed successful in the UK i.e. 
award-winning.  As prior work by Megicks (2001; 2007) and others has highlighted, it is important to understand the 
strategies specifically adopted by independent retailers.  A number of studies have explored the area of independent 
retailing, (Smith and Sparks, 1997; 2000; Byrom et al., 2003) and some have even examined resource management in 
these firms i.e. Conant et al. (1993) and Runyan and Droge (2008).  However, limited work has focused on the resources 
available to SIGRs and more so, there is a significant lack of theory to explain how these resources are accrued, managed 
and translated into success.  Therefore, the overall aim of this research is to advance retail theory in terms of the resources 
utilized by SIGRs to achieve competitive advantage.  In doing so, two research objectives are proposed: 

1. Identify the resource bundle utilized by independent grocery retailers. 
2. Explore how these resource bundles are accrued, managed and translated into success. 

 
The structure of the paper is as follows.  A review of the relevant theoretical perspectives is presented, along with an 
overview of the case study research setting i.e. the independent retail grocery sector.  The paper then presents the 
methodological rationale and research design, before presenting a discussion of the empirical findings.  In the final 
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sections of the paper, the contribution of this study is underlined, in addition to outlining the managerial implications and 
recommendations for future research.    
 
 

RETAIL LITERATURE 
 
Retailing is a diverse and complex sector and its importance lies within its major contribution to society both 
economically and socially.  Other sectors have gained much attention from the academic arena and the focus of retail has 
now risen significantly given how different retail is from other sectors, especially manufacturing (Helfferich et al, 1997; 
Dawson, 2000).  For instance, its responsiveness to local culture, the dispersed nature of operations, the large number of 
products and services offered and the extent of network activities. Retailing involves direct contact with the end-
consumer, which requires effective research procedures and information systems in order to understand the consumer 
(Dawson, 2000). Retailers also offer a complex mix of products and services in order to meet the consumers varying and 
changing needs and wants (Kulp et al, 2004).  Consequently, the complex nature of retail becomes apparent. 
 
In the UK, the majority of businesses in the retail industry are SMEs (NIIRTA, 2008).  It is well documented that small 
firms are not scaled down versions of larger firms and in fact, SMEs in general tend to have unique characteristics that 
differentiates them from conventional management in large organizations (e.g. Carson et al., 1998).  SME management 
may be determined by the inherent characteristics and behaviors of the entrepreneur or owner manager; and it may be 
regulated by the inherent size and stage of development of the enterprise.   It is also reported that SMEs have a scarcity of 
resources, but have learned to successfully adapt to those limited resources, ‘making the most of what they have got’.  For 
example, they may not have large promotional budgets; however, they overcome this through word-of-mouth and strong 
reputations in the community (Clarke and Banga, 2010).   
 
Moreover, smaller retailers are also recognized as providing vital functions to society (Coca-Stefaniak et al., 2005; NEF, 
2005; APPSSG, 2006; Clarke and Banga, 2010; Coca-Stefaniak et al., 2010; Amcoff et al., 2011).  For instance, recent 
studies have highlighted that small shops are the building block of consumers’ retail activities by fostering interaction 
with the community and building relationships between the retailer, customers, local businesses and the community in 
general (Alexander, 2008; Alexander et al., 2008; Shaw and Alexander, 2008; Wallis, 2008; Clarke and Banga, 2010).  
This results in an emotional connection between communities and the small retail store.  SIGRs are especially important 
to various groups of consumers including the elderly, low-income, limited mobility consumers (Wrigley, 2002) who 
depend on these retail stores to provide a local service, supplying fresh, high quality ingredients and products.  This in 
turn helps to prevent food poverty and social exclusion in local communities (Cummins and Macintyre, 2002; 
Broadbridge and Parsons, 2003; O’Neill, 2005) thereby resulting in increased choice and access. 
 
Likewise, small shops demonstrate a number of individual capabilities and distinctive competencies that add value to the 
consumer experience (McGee and Peterson, 2000).  For example, such retail stores can quickly make practical changes to 
in-store facilities (Meneely et al., 2008); stock products that are perceived as more ‘authentic’ fresh foods and satisfy 
demand for local and locally sourced food (Ilbery and Maye, 2006; Morris and Buller, 2003).  Moreover, such firms spend 
more time with customers (Groves, 2001) by offering advice on the quality and meaning of the product (Hilton, 1998), 
and in some cases help consumers to improve their diet (Pettinger et al., 2008).  Lastly, the economic role of SME 
retailers has been found to have a positive impact on society.  For instance, independent retail stores believe that the 
owners and their staff have a high level of retailing and selling skills, and consequently, require less training compared 
with larger retailers (Baron et al., 2001; Paddison and Calderwood, 2007).  There are indications that small retail has a 
positive consequence in terms of local employment (O’Dwyer and Ryan, 2002) and local souring of products, thereby 
helping to stimulate the local economy by reinvesting income in local areas (Smith and Sparks, 2000; Ilbery and Maye, 
2006; Paddison and Calderwood, 2007).  
 
Despite the vital functions SME retailers provide to society, they are severely under threat of decline or worse, 
eradication.  Academics, practitioners, and government acknowledge alike that the independent retail sector has 
encountered significant challenges over the last 30 years, resulting in the closure of a significant number of stores 
throughout the UK.  According to a report by The Guardian (2007), in 1961 there were 116,000 independent stores within 
the UK, but by 2007, this figure had dramatically decreased by 71% to 24,526.  The effects of the economic downturn 
have further impacted upon shop closure rates, whereby 15% of retail floor-space is now unoccupied with some towns 
recording a vacancy rate of up to 39% (Experian, 2009). However, what is important to note is that in 2012, reports have 
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demonstrated that the reported decline may be waning as 12,669 independent shops were closed while 15,233 new shops 
were opened. This means that the total number of stores actually grew by 2,564 within the UK (Independent, 2013).  
Therefore, a vibrant independent retail sector is critical in order to preserve choice and color in the retail landscape.   
 
Various academic studies have explored the phenomena of independent retail deterioration from different perspectives i.e. 
small shop decline (Smith and Sparks, 1997, 2000), local shop decline (Clarke, 2000; Baron et al., 2001), rural shop 
decline (Broadbridge and Calderwood, 2002) and more specifically, independent shop decline (Smith and Sparks, 1997; 
Coca-Stefaniak et al., 2005). In considering the research work carried out by Byrom et al. (2000), which focused on 
independent retailers in Scotland, Byrom et al. (2000) examined independent retailers in Scotland and reported that the 
main challenges faced by independent retailers included: 

• Competition from large multiple retailers;  
• Lack of protective legislation for SMEs (including planning legislation);  
• Difficult economic climate;  
• Common SME problems such as limited management and marketing experience;  
• Changes in consumer demographics and behavior such as increased single families and cautious spending habits;  
• Rapid developments in technology including multichannel propositions. 

 
From this discussion, it is evident that the challenges facing independent retailers in the UK in 2013 are still prevalent 
today.  Notwithstanding such challenges, there is evidence of growth as independent owner managers take advantage of 
their unique resources and capabilities to implement successful strategies for growth (Megicks, 2007).  Indeed, in the face 
of the standardized grocery offering by multinational retailers across the UK, success is evident in the presence of smaller 
specialist food retailers who present non-standard and non-supermarket products in more appealing store environments 
(Amcoff et al., 2011).  It argued that in spite of these challenges, it is not a case of ‘close up shop’ for this sector, but 
rather there is evidence to suggest that these firms can turn the tide of decline towards economic recovery.  Therefore, the 
overall aim of this research is to advance retail theory in terms of the resources utilized by SIGRs to achieve competitive 
advantage. 
 
 

RESEARCH ISSUES 
 
Recognizing that a gap in the literature alone does not contribute to knowledge or understanding (Lee and Greenley, 
2008), the aim of this study is to advance retail theory specifically in terms of the resources utilized by SIGRs to achieve 
competitive advantage. In view of the current study, limited work has focused on the resources available to independent 
retailers and how these resources are accrued, managed and translated into success.  Varadarajan, (1996) refers theory to a 
“net” that allows work with new ideas, but providing the safety of sound philosophical logic that is capable of both 
explaining and predicting phenomena. That “structure” also guides construct development in a clearly composed and 
articulated fashion (Varadarajan, 1996).   
 
In terms of theory development within small retailing, it is evident that the limited research conducted has been informed 
over the years by a wide range of research methods and theoretical frameworks and concepts from many disciplines 
(Palmer, 2002).  Hence, an additional issue underlying the exploration of strategy in small retailers has also been whether 
models and concepts of other sectors are applicable to retailing (Howard and Dragun, 2002) in other words, borrowing 
theory from other disciplines.  The main advantages of borrowing theory is that it leads to an increase of small retail 
research based in a sound theoretical framework (Runyan and Droge, 2008); it can increase the validity of work produced 
in the area and more importantly in this case, increase the theoretical sophistication of SME retail research (Varadarajan 
1996; Summers 2001).   
 
In view of the scarcity of knowledge on independent SME retailer strategy, there is a strong argument for utilizing 
insights and existing knowledge developed in the broader SME and strategy literatures for the purpose of this study.   In 
the case of this study, the field of business strategy relevant to SME and family firm competitive advantage were deemed 
relevant theories to draw upon.  More specifically, as advocated by Conant et al. (1993), McGee and Rubach (1997) and 
Runyan and Droge (2008) the resourced based theory (RBV) will be drawn upon and applied to the current study.  RBV is 
one of the most widely accepted perspectives in the field of strategic management.  It is believed that the RBV will 
achieve an understanding of the specific resources leading to competitive success for SIGRs.  The main categories of 
resources available to businesses include physical capital, human capital and organizational capital (Barney, 1991).  These 
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categories will be used to underpin the conceptual framework of the present study.  It is argued that this literature 
delineates the decisions and actions of SMEs and family firms that result in the formulation and implementation of plans 
designed to achieve company objectives and competitive advantage (Hitt and Ireland, 2000; Ashworth, 2011).   
 
Consequently, this paper aims to address a gap in the literature through developing a framework relevant for independent 
retailers and resource bundles exploitation and strategy implementation.  To do so, this study adopts an RBV approach to 
gain an understanding of the independent grocery retail sector, thus adding theoretical understanding to SME, retail and 
marketing literatures.    Therefore, the overall aim of this research is to: Advance retail theory in terms of the resources 
utilized by SIGRs to achieve competitive advantage.  In doing so, two research objectives are proposed: 
 
RO1. Identify the resource bundle utilized by independent grocery retailers. 
RO2. Explore how these resource bundles are accrued, managed and translated into success. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
A case study approach to gain an understanding of the SIGR sector and how firms accrue and manage their resource 
bundles to gain competitive advantage was deemed most appropriate (Yin, 2003; Gummesson, 2005). Case studies are 
rich empirical descriptions of particular instances of a phenomenon typically based on a variety of data sources 
(Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) to allow researchers to keep the holistic and meaningful characteristics of everyday, real-
life events such as organizations and management processes (Ghauri and Grønhaug, 2002).  For this paper, the case study 
relates to the semi-structured interviews, observation data, desktop research and documentary evidence gathered to build 
an understanding of the SIGR sector.  The variety of data collection tools helped triangulate the data and increase the 
validity of the research whilst enhancing the richness of the data.  In particular, a qualitative approach is advocated by 
academics in the area of retail research (Byrom et al., 2001; Pioch and Byrom, 2004; Ashworth et al., 2006; Hart et al., 
2007 McGuinness and Hutchinson, 2013). 
 
A purposive sampling method was adopted as it enables selection of information rich cases for in-depth study, allowing 
the researcher to gain insight from the key stakeholders, which is especially important within SMEs (Saunders et al., 
2009).  The sampling criterion is presented in Table 1.   
 

Table 1: Sampling Criterion 
 

Criteria Description 

Operation  • Independent trading organization with no parent company 
• Less than 250 employees (small 0-49; medium 50-249) 

Sector • Specialist in the sale of one type of food product  
• Stock a range of less than seven food product categories  
• Includes bakers, butchers, fishmongers, greengrocers and/or 
delicatessens 

Length of operation • Must be in operation for 10 years or more  

Active marketplace 
participant 

• Award winning business 
• Owner-managers 
• Willing to elaborate on resources available  
• Native speakers of the industry, processing insider knowledge  

 
The units of analysis within this case study research was first the SIGR sector, and second the owner manager of each of 
the chosen SIGRs.  Award winning SIGRs were chosen as a measure of successfulness as the aim of this study is to 
examine the resources that can lead to competitive advantage.  An Internet search of award winning SIGRs identified a 
list of 46 retailers within a specific area of the UK that is particularly rich in SIGRs.  Each business was then ranked 
according to the number of awards won.  This ‘award winning’ criterion is not uncommon within the literature (see for 
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example, Ashworth, 2011).  A total of 30 firms were approached and all agreed to be included in the study, Table 2 
presents an overview of respondent firms’ characteristics.  
 

Table 2: Respondent Characteristics 
 

Original 
Category 

Diversified Categories No. of 
Owners 
Interviewed 

No. Full-
time Staff 

No. Awards 
Won 

Bakery Bakery, Café, Gifts 8 21 4 

Butchers Butchers, Deli, Café, Bakery, 
Hot food, Grocery 

14 11 10 

Delicatessen Deli, Greengrocery, Café  2 12 6 

Fishmonger Fishmonger 2 2 1 

Greengrocer Greengrocery, Deli, Hot food  4 5 2 

 
Guided by the work of Murphy (1996) and Barney (1991), a number of key themes were identified from the literature to 
provide a focus to the data collection process:  

• Historical development of available resources; 
• Human, organizational and physical resources attributed to the success of the firm; 
• Tangible/intangible products and services; 
• Management, reporting, planning, controlling and coordinating systems of retail firm; 
• Owner manager intelligence, experience and implementation of the retail strategy. 

 
To analyze the data, the framework of analysis suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994) was followed, aided by the use 
of NVivo.  The initial steps in the data analysis for this present study involved its organization and classification, thematic 
analysis (encoding).   The encoding requires an explicit code which can be a list of themes, indicators and qualifications 
that are causally related (Boyatzis, 1998).  Through exploring the data from each participant individually, the researcher 
was able to identify themes, which acted as a guide to develop a coding scheme, for example human capital, 
organizational capital, physical capital and additional capital.  The coding scheme was an iterative process and concepts 
and themes were constantly revised throughout the analysis of data as subsequent interviews were added to the study.  The 
last step in the process of data analysis was the condensing, clustering, sorting and linking of themes presented in the 
subsequent findings of this study (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  This process allowed for the identification and coding of 

the most prominent themes, ensuring greater reliability to the analysis process (Downe-Wamboldt, 1992; Gibbs, 2002; 
Bazeley and Richards, 2007).  Firms were then given unique codes for confidentiality reasons based on their ownership.   
 
The paper now presents the findings from the empirical case study data in view of the literature. The data and exemplar 
quotations are weaved between a narrative of the findings, in line with recommendations of Pratt (2009).  An even split of 
family and non family firms were included in the study to present a balanced overview of independent retailing.  
Therefore, for reasons of confidentiality, all firms were given a unique code for identification.  Codes included FF1, FF2, 
FF3 etc… for family firms and NF1, NF2, NF3 etc… for non family firms. 
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The key themes emerging from that data are illustrated in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Key Themes Emerging from the Data Analysis 
 

Physical Capital Human Capital Process Capital Additional Capital 
• Private	  ownership	  

of	  the	  firm	  
• Strategic	  location	  

of	  the	  firm	  
• The	  store	  

environment	  

• Retail	  Family	  
• Investment	  in	  

employees	  
• Staff	  customer	  

relationships	  

• Quality	  of	  relationships	  
• Knowledge	  and	  

adaptation	  to	  industry	  
changes	  

• Knowledge	  of	  business	  
strategies	  

• Community	  
reputation	  

• Customer	  
loyalty	  

 
The main findings of this paper based on the framework presented by Barney (1991) include the categories of resources 
which make up the resource bundle utilized by the firms in this study, namely, physical capital resources, human capital 
resources, owner manager capital resources and importantly, a new category, additional assets that include reputation, 
brand and customer loyalty.  These assets were found to be critical to the overall success of the firm in a difficult trading 
environment.  This categorization of resources and capabilities unique to independent grocery retailers denotes a new 
contribution to the retail literature, which to date has focused in the main upon large retail organizations.  The findings are 
presented from the perspective of a virtuous cycle which explains which resources were available to firms, addressing 
RO1 and then how the independent grocery retailers managed their resources and translated both tangible and intangible 
aspects of their businesses into significant value adding assets that addresses RO2.  Studies have demonstrated that the 
skills and capabilities of a firm are learned and developed over time through experience, repetition and the development of 
organizational routines (Jones and Tilley, 2003).  While the present study concurs with this notion; however, this study 
presents empirical evidence to confirm that the resources and capabilities do not stop developing within the firm.  It was 
found that the resources and capabilities within independent grocery retailers are dynamic, and develop through a number 
of stages in a virtuous cycle. On the basis of feedback each bundle of assets builds upon the previous set, until finally the 
assets return to either the initial stage or the intermediate stage and the firm adapts, grows, or develops its resources and 
capabilities.   
 
To expand and develop a resource bundle requires effective resource management, particularly in terms of responding to 
feedback about its performance derived from key stakeholders, who include customers, suppliers, community and 
business support groups. By responding to feedback and acting on it, a firm can create additional value and resources, and 
this typically occurs in a four-stage process. Through this process the original bundle of resources of the SIGRs studied 
were continuously exploited by the owner managers to form new value adding resources, thereby resulting in a virtuous 
cycle of enhanced business performance.  Each new type of resource builds upon feedback received at a previous stage 
and feeds into the current position, thus creating a virtuous cycle of additional resources resulting in developments within 
the resource bundle that was available at its initial stage - so that the cycle begins again.  The virtuous cycle of resource 
bundle development is given in Figure 1. 
 
Kraaijenbrink et al. (2010) argued that the RBV provides a static view of a firm’s strategy. However, this research 
suggests that through its use in this study a dynamic view of the SIGRs' process of building a resource bundle to maintain 
their competitive position can now be posited.  More importantly, it highlights that a firm's resource bundle can be 
developed over time by using feedback to build upon the previous set of resources.   This is one of the most important 
findings of this study.  Moreover, most studies of ‘success’ in small firms concentrate on single factors such as marketing 
strategies (Bharadwaj and Menon, 1993), management competence (Martin and Staines, 1994), or good management 
practices (Runyan et al., 2007). In contrast, this present study has examined all areas of the business to ascertain the 
resource bundle of the whole firm, thereby offering an explanation for its success.   
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Figure 1: Virtuous Cycle of Resource Bundles of SIGRs 
 
 

 
 
 
From Figure 1, this study suggests that each resource is a part of a subsystem that is linked to and dependent upon others 
and, more importantly, when all the resources are effectively managed, continuous and sustained competitive advantage 
for the firm and the accrual of new resources can be achieved. This process is referred to as virtuous cycle and the 
receiving and management of feedback is particularly important to its success (Stacy, 2001).    
 
When any firm starts up in business it has at its disposal a number of initial fundamental assets. These are typically owner 
manager specific and include their skills, knowledge, vision, circumstances and 'familiness'.  Thus, as noted in the 
entrepreneurship and SME literature, owner managers are vital to the success of the business (Hisrich and Drnovsek, 
2002; Faulkner and Bowman, 1995; Man et al., 2002).  Again, in line with the SME literature the SIGR owner managers 
in this study were found to be the key decision makers in the firm and the driving force behind the business (Horne et al., 
1992; Slevin and Covin, 1995; Chawla et al., 1997).    The owner managers certainly believed this, describing themselves 
as having many roles some of which are:  the manager, innovator, planner, buyer, accountant, and shop assistant.  
However, to be successful the owner managers needed to build on their initial assets to accrue further assets. How this 
was achieved is explained below. 
 
Initial/Fundamental Assets  
 
The initial/fundamental assets include the vision of the owner managers, their knowledge and skills, their circumstances, 
and familiness.  Extracts from owner manager interviews to support this view is illustrated in Table 4.  The first of the 
initial assets is the vision of the owner manager, which was seen as one of their most important assets.  This relates to 
creating the long and short-term objectives of the company and maintaining the ethos and values which the owner 
manager wants the firm to have.  This supports the view of Kargar (1996) who reported that the entrepreneur must have 
vision to establish the direction of the firm and importantly, the skills, knowledge and experience required for this. In this 
present study the owner managers were very aware of the direction that they wanted their firms to progress.   
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Despite a lack of formal planning, the SIGR owner managers interviewed were forward thinking in their retail strategy.  
When asked what the vision for the business was, the answers revolved around three issues: to grow the business; to 
maintain the business at the level it is at present; or to retain a balanced work and personal life.  The majority recognized 
that their businesses have grown over the past number of years, either by extending their range of products or by 
extending the size of their premises.   In the case of family owned firms, the vision was one passed down through the 
generations. Despite this the family firm retailers noted that each new owner manager wanted to grow the business and 
leave their imprint on it, but at the same time, it was important that the values the firms were built on and are renowned 
for, remained constant over the years.   
 
The second of the initial/fundamental assets that were important is that of owner manager knowledge.  The owner 
managers within the study believed that their knowledge was vital for the success of their company.  Reflecting the work 
of Hill et al. (2002) and Lusch et al. (2007), this knowledge ranged over a number of aspects of the business, including 
unique products and recipes, customers’ needs and wants, staff and their training needs, location and shop environment, 
business processes and personal networks. The owner managers claimed that this knowledge is passed on to staff 
members to ensure that the company’s high standards are maintained. 
 
The third initial asset for consideration is the experience of the owner managers. All owner managers had a vast amount of 
experience of their industry, with almost every retailer having grown up in an entrepreneurial environment, in either 
retailing or farming.  The respondents described themselves as hard working, driven and flexible, all features that they had 
learned from previous generations of businesspeople.  The skills that they learned from their work experience were gained 
either on-the-job or by one to one mentoring.  The majority of retailers had no formal qualifications beyond GCSE level, 
but despite this, they believed that this did not stifle the success of either the firm or of themselves.  Endorsing this view, 
Voss et al. (1998) claimed that within SMEs people learn from experience.  
 
The fourth important initial asset identified from the data was that of the circumstances of the owner manager.  This 
includes the ownership and location of the building, available capital, serendipity, and external networks which all owner 
managers reported to be vital to the success of their firms.  All of which has scarcely been found within the SME retail 
literature before. 
 
The last initial/fundamental asset identified in this study is ‘familiness’.  The notion of ‘familiness’ has been identified in 
the family firm literature as a unique resource at the disposal only of family firms. However, this study suggests that it is 
available to all the SIGRs in this study whether they are family firms or non-family firms, as ‘familiness’ as defined by 
the SIGRs, encompasses all the stakeholders of a firm. In this study, the SIGR owner managers claimed that all their 
firms’ stakeholders were viewed as members of their extended family thereby creating a sense of a close-knit community. 
The owner managers believe that this closeness of the firm and all the people involved in it is one of its unique assets. 
Therefore, an important finding and contribution of the present study that adds unique insight to the SME, retail and 
family firm literature. 
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Table 4: Illustrations from Respondents Relating to Initial / Fundamental Assets 
 

Retailer Comments 
Owner Manager Characteristics and Vision 
Retailer 
NF12 

I saw a gap in the market.  I seen that this town needed a quality butchers and they 
needed a place to come with a friendly face and quality produce.  I know that this 
place has grew from strength to strength and it will continue growing because I know 
what the town wants and I know how to give it to them. 

Retailer 
NF8 

I think that people like to come back because they like me.  I think lots of people like 
to come back because they know they can have a conversation with me, I give them a 
bit of banter and to even just discuss things that they might not be able to talk to 
anyone else about, just to get a neutral opinion, or see it from a man’s point.  I think 
that is what we need to focus on in the long term – a friendly business, knowing our 
customers. 

Experience and Knowledge of the Owner Manager 
Retailer FF8 I learned it all from working here and a certain amount of mentoring from other 

people in the business, staff and my father, I don’t have any piece of paper but to be 
honest I don’t think in this game that you need it.  I learned from doing and now I am 
putting my own stamp on the business by adding on the deli counter and doing the 
refurb. 

Retailer FF6 I have learned from my father and his staff and it is so important that I pass on all the 
skills I have learned to my staff.   Then I can make sure that we are all singing of the 
one hymn sheet and being consistent at all times. I feel that I know my staff, my 
customers and my business like the back of my hand.  I know what they need before 
they need it.   

Circumstances of the Owner Manager 
Retailer 
NF10 

The only reason [we are so successful] is because we own the property and there is 
no rent to pay.  If we had rent to pay it would be a whole lot different, I don’t even 
know if I would be here or not (NF10). 

Retailer 
FF13 

We are very satisfied with our location.  We are situated in-between the two banks 
and so you can’t go far wrong.  Also there is great car parking facilities, with a zebra 
crossing outside. 

Retailer 
NF1 

I think some of our success is down to luck. Being in the right place at the right time.  
Taking opportunities when they come along. 

Retailer 
FF13 

We have great relationships with people outside the business.  We have good input 
from our suppliers and they will tell us the next trend coming on.  Usually we will 
get samples from them of various products. 

Retailer FF 
11 
 

I am aware of using local suppliers.  I think we need to support each other and make 
sure we all stay in business.  It is hard trying to compete with the supermarkets but 
was all have a wee network and we fight together  

Retailer 
NF6: 

We know our staff and they know us.  We have a good relationship and I think that 
makes staff loyal to us.  They want to make me happy, the same way that I want to 
make them happy so loyalty is key to this. 

Retailer 
FF14 

We are a family and a team that includes our staff.  We work towards the same goals 
and work really well together.  We think of our staff as family, they are here so long 
and we spend more time together than we do our family some days so I suppose they 
have a vested interest in the firm too, they have helped build it to the business it is 
today. 

 
 
Intermediate Assets  
 
Owner managers’ skills, knowledge, vision and circumstances create the foundations of the virtuous cycle.  These 
resources are used to build the second level of resources, referred to here as intermediate assets. These include store 
atmosphere, product quality, service quality and stature within the community.  Extracts from owner manager interviews 
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to support this view is illustrated in Table 5.  Such assets are important as they are a result of the owner manager 
practicing previous learning and availing themselves of all available resources, as well as using feedback in the form of 
advice from others at the initial assets stage.  It was found that without the knowledge, skills, vision and circumstances of 
the owner manager, no intermediate assets would be produced.  For example, the owner managers create the atmosphere 
in their stores from their vision, knowledge and skills.  Likewise, to offer a quality product, the owner managers must 
establish the standards of the business, create the correct networks to source the products, and ensure that the firms’ 
premises are appropriate for storing and merchandising products.   
 
For consumers to receive a service that is superior to others, the owner manager must make certain that the atmosphere 
and store environment is comfortable and relaxed for both staff and customers.  Moreover, the SIGR owner managers 
concerned strive to create a contented, satisfied workforce, willing to make every effort to ensure customer satisfaction.  
To facilitate this, intensive training and higher than average remuneration strategies are used.  This conflicts with previous 
studies that have reported SME retailers place little importance on staff training (Hart et al., 2007).  In terms of stature in 
the community, this is a resource that owner managers create over time by building up a reputation of providing a quality 
service and quality product, and through their involvement with community events; this concurs with the work of Clarke 
and Banga (2010) who maintained that independent retailers provide a service to community beyond basic products.  
Moreover, the owner managers' commitment to involve themselves in the activities of such organizations as the Chamber 
of Commerce, promotes wellbeing and support for communities, resulting in growing the firms’ stature in the community.  
Likewise, the stature of the SIGR in the community can be enhanced by word of mouth promotion because of customers' 
positive shopping experiences and their satisfaction with the quality of the products provided.  This promotion strategy 
then helps to cultivate the firms’ consumer base and raise their profile demonstrating the ability of SIGRs to capitalize on 
all their available resources.  This is quite a novel finding given the plethora of literature stating that SMEs have restricted 
resources and have limited ability to correctly utilize those resources that are available (Omar and Fraser, 2010). 
 
According to Hadjimanolis (2000), the informal processes of small firms can be an invaluable resource as studies have 
proved that communication between staff and management can be superior to those in larger organizations.  Moreover, 
Hadjimanolis (2000) suggested that the culture of small firms can lead to higher employee motivation (due to the informal 
atmosphere), and fewer control problems and co-ordination costs.  These two features of small firms may help explain 
why the SIGRs in this study have such a positive atmosphere with high levels of service quality.  Likewise, Habbershon 
and Williams (1999) argued that the informal processes of SMEs lead to a strong rapport between small firm management 
and their staff and customers which can create high levels of trust in the firm and credibility within the community.  
Again, this was reflected in the current study. 
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Table 5: Illustrations from Respondents Relating to Intermediate Assets 
 

Retailer Comments 
Store Atmosphere  
Retailer FF4 A good friendly environment.  Some people come in for their shopping and they 

spend 20 minutes getting the one thing.  Or even if they are walking past they 
come in when they see me just for a chat.  So it must be a good atmosphere. 

 [It is a] very relaxed atmosphere, a happy shop to come into, jolly.  People would 
be joking and say they just come in here for the crack and that they don’t really 
need anything.  I think that’s what they come in for.  I would like our customers to 
think that there is a good atmosphere in the shop and that our staff are pleasant and 
they are helpful and that the customers get a good experience and are going out of 
here happy (Retailer NF6). 

Product Quality 
 We have unique products.  We have quality products, made from the finest, 

freshest, local ingredients.  We are completely different from the likes of Tesco.  
We are individual and we offer a product that is superior to any other on the 
market.  So I think that is what makes us different. 

 We think the standard of coffee shops in the area ... wasn’t just as high as what we 
thought we could aspire to.  So that is what we were aiming for... Yes we have 
found our niche. 

Service Quality 
Retailer NF5 We provide that extra mile here, the extra service whether it is advice, information, 

packing your products, giving people a bit of banter, or giving customers an 
experience, that extra service keeps customers coming back. 

Retailer NF10 I think that consumers trust us then.  We can also provide a personalized service.  
If a customer was to come in here asking for a specific product, we can do our best 
to accommodate that, we are more than willing to help.  Larger retailers like the 
supermarkets haven’t got the skills or facilities to do that.  I think it is because we 
communicate so well with each other and everyone involved in the business 

Stature within the Community 
 From being involved in the LMC (Livestock and Meat Commission), customers 

see that we are a reputable business with reputable links.  I think that increases 
trust between us and them. 

 I am the chairperson for the local Chamber of Commerce.  People see me in the 
town as the go to man.  I am trusted and I think over the years I have earned 
respect from the town.  I think this helps people trust what I do here too.  Where I 
buy my products, how I sell them and all. 

 
Outcome Assets  
 
The effective management and exploitation of the initial and intermediate assets can result in outcomes which, if managed 
effectively, can become assets in their own right.  These include customer loyalty, support from the community, a superior 
reputation and the brand.  Extracts from owner manager interviews to support these assets is illustrated in Table 6.  These 
outcomes are a consequence of the feedback from customers in relation to the products, service and general customer 
experience. The assets held by the owner manager and the superior quality product and service, along with the firm’s 
atmosphere and stature in the community, can result in a loyal customer base.  The feedback received by owner managers 
in the intermediate stage of the virtuous cycle, allows the firm to identify and meet the needs of their customers through 
consistent high quality products and service.  Moreover, the atmosphere becomes more sophisticated and developed over 
time as more resources are available.  For example, staff are more experienced and can provide a better customer service 
experience; owner managers are more aware of their internal and external retailing environments and can therefore, 
identify opportunities and threats more easily, resulting in outcomes of customer loyalty. 
 
Likewise, a credible reputation is a result of being involved in community events and providing support to community, as 
well as providing quality products and services with an exceptional shopping experience.  Lastly, a recognizable quality 
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brand is another resource outcome that results from feedback from the previous two stages in the cycle.  As the product 
and service are perceived by owner managers to be consistently superior to others within their markets, the SIGRs' brands 
start to become recognizably distinctive within the community and beyond.  This, in turn, generates additional promotion 
for the firms and allows them to expand or diversify their product range, and in some cases, their premises too. 
 
The building of the assets in the outcome resource bundle in the virtuous cycle is vital for the continued growth of the 
company. Writers who have identified the importance of some of these include Stagner (1969) who addressed the issue of 
credible reputation. He found that 65% of the managers in his study often focused on image considerations more than 
profit objectives.    Again, Katz and Kahn (1966) identified the importance of customer loyalty, claiming that customers 
are tied semi-permanently to the service firm, and Mills and Moberg, (1982) and Mills and Morris (1986) argued that 
customer loyalty results in a customer becoming  a ‘partial employee’. 
 

Table 6: Illustrations from Respondents Relating to Outcome Assets 
 

Retailer Comments 
Retailer FF14 What you tend to see, if someone’s mother or grandmother shopped with us, you 

see the next generation staying with us.  That is nice to see, that’s dedication to 
us, that’s loyalty.  They know they will always get a friendly smile and a good 
product, that’s the key. 

Retailer NF15 We have been in the town for many generations; this has built up many 
customers who are loyal to this business.  They don’t go anywhere else because 
they have been coming here for years and they know we are the best. 

Retailer FF5 It is because we are originally from [the area] and people in the area know us 
from when we were born, they know us and trust us.....it would also be our family 
name as well, everyone knows us and they know we have a good reputation.   

Retailer NF1 I would say our advantage is definitely how well known we are.  Word of mouth, 
it doesn’t matter where you go at a social or business level if you mention the 
[firm’s] name, people always recognize it.  So I would say we would have a 
major advantage over other places in the fact that we are just so well known for 
our good reputation. 

 
Additional Assets  
 
This stage in the virtuous cycle occurs when the owner manager uses feedback from the environment about the outcomes 
of the previous stages, and turns them into assets in their own right. These include improved reputation, additional 
customers, further community support and awards. Extracts from owner manager interviews to support this view is 
illustrated in Table 7.   
 
With the accrual of these assets the owner managers can build on the existing initial assets, or more likely, the 
intermediate assets, to begin the virtuous cycle of resource bundle development again.  As stated by Stacy (2001) the firm 
produces regular patterns of behavior over time; it displays internal harmony and external adaptation to its environment.  
Firms can then be successful by selecting strategies that are acceptable, feasible and suitable, i.e. managing and translating 
their resource bundles into successful retailing strategies.   
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Table 7: Illustrations from Respondents Relating to Additional Assets 
 

Retailer Comments 
Retailer NF2 The more we do in the community, the more we are recognized and the more 

customers trust us, it’s a positive cycle. 
Retailer FF15 I can definitely see our customer base increasing over the years.  I think it’s 

because we are the only decent butcher around these days, people know us and 
trust us. 

Retailer NF9 We are very, very, well known for our sausages and the awards we have won for 
them.  So that would be a major draw for most customers. 

Retailer FF 3 We have won over 50 awards over the years, we seem to be unbeatable in the 
patisserie category, no one in the country can match our standard. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
Research objective one answers the ‘what’ question in relation to the resource bundles that add value to SIGRs.  To 
address this, the resource and capability categories found within this study were based on those identified by Barney 
(2001).  Therefore, the main categories of resources found included physical capital resources, human capital resources, 
owner manager capital resources and an extra category not found within Barney’s (1991) work, additional assets. 
 
From the data collected, it emerged that in identifying their resources, SIGR owner managers clearly highlighted their 
unique cycle of asset accrual and management as important in enhancing the customer service experience and 
differentiating their store from large multinational retailers. Owner managers are also aware of each resource of the cycle 
and clearly monitor, manage and evaluate each element on a regular basis.  It was found that the resources and capabilities 
within SIGRs are dynamic, and develop through a number of stages in a virtuous cycle. On the basis of feedback each 
bundle of assets builds upon the previous set, until finally the assets return to either the initial stage or the intermediate 
stage and the firm adapts, grows, or develops its resources and capabilities.   
 
This finding addresses the concerns over the RBV being static as it clearly shows that resources and capabilities evolve 
and alter throughout the process.  Moreover, it shows how firms manage their resources in a flexible fashion and are able 
to alter them to meet changes in their environment.  This clearly demonstrates how, when managed correctly, resources 
can be translated into success i.e. award winning, thriving SIGRs.  As few studies have examined this phenomenon in the 
SME retail or general retail sectors, this study has addressed this gap in academic literature.  Furthermore, the range of 
resources identified by the SIGRs and how they were accrued, managed and exploited may also be available to other 
small firms, particularly in the retail sector.  Lastly, it is noteworthy that the resource categories identified by Barney 
(1991), is only somewhat applicable and retailers, due to the unique nature of their business have a different set of 
resources and capabilities than previously assumed. 
 
Contribution and Managerial Implications 
 
This study addresses previous calls for the categorization of resources for a whole firm, and highlights the importance of 
the RBV perspective in understanding how firms can exploit these resources to gain competitive advantage within the 
industry.  It is argued that if these firms can achieve sustained competitive advantage from building and exploiting these 
assets so too can other firms in the sector.  In view of the gap in the literature, this paper also provides important evidence 
and theoretical understanding into a neglected area of study, namely the retailing SME and strategy literature.  As there is 
a lack of theoretical frameworks with the retail literature, this study has demonstrated that by drawing upon other theories 
outside the domain, theory can be successfully applied to yield greater understanding of the retail sector.   
 
Whilst academics and practitioners alike contend that small firms are unable to control variables in the external 
environment, this study suggests that SIGRs can, by focusing upon their resources and capabilities, sustain a competitive 
position in the marketplace.  This research proposes that to become and remain competitive small business owner 
managers should have a clear understanding of the resources and capabilities held within the firm, such as the unique 
features of their business and how they create an unforgettable customer service experience.  This unique knowledge held 
by the firm is derived from both the nature and quality of the business itself, and secondly from how it is this is translated 
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to the community.  Therefore, it is clear that this knowledge has distinctly positive implications to the firm in terms of 
consistency of quality, strong stakeholder relationships and lifelong, loyal customers.  It is recommended that independent 
retailers harness their virtuous cycle to aid their understanding of how to operationalize a distinct business strategy.   
 
Limitations  
 
This study is exploratory and as such is subject to a number of limitations. Three main aspects limit this study:  the 
number of cases; the limited sector analysis; regional focus.  Given the highly fragmented nature of the independent retail 
industry, this research is limited by the sample size (30 firms) and the number of sub-sectors included.  However, it is 
argued that the number of cases and sectors is counter-balanced by the cumulative experience of the participants (Johnson 
and Weller, 2002) and the saturation of data across cases and sectors provides a good fit and reliability for the theoretical 
interfaces drawn in this qualitative study (Barnes et al., 2004; Gummesson, 2005; Ashworth, 2011).  Finally, given the 
study was limited to firms based in one region of the UK, similar research should be replicated with firms from either 
other parts of the UK, mainland Europe and/or North America to verify whether these results can be generalized more 
widely.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

Purpose: This case contributes to the understanding of indigenous entrepreneurship as practiced by the Boruca Indians of 
Costa Rica. The role of the customer at the marketing/entrepreneurship interface is examined through the lens of product 
management. This case addresses: What objects of Boruca cultural heritage property did the tribe develop into mainstream 
tourist arts/crafts? How did the Boruca find and respond to the VOC (Voice of the Consumer) in product development?  
How did the Boruca segment the market and respond with product assortment in quality, style and pricing? How did the 
production process change? 
Design: This case is a derivative of an exploratory study. Various methods were used to study indigenous 
entrepreneurship among the Boruca. Field research over a period of five years (2008 to 2013) and in-depth semi-
structured and unstructured interviews among key 10 informants were conducted. Snowballing was used to extend the 
contacts in the community. 
Findings:  The Boruca successfully adapted elements from their cultural heritage to the tourist trade though insights 
gained from direct and indirect interface with customers-tourists and shop owners. Innovation in both product and 
processes have occurred Boruca have incorporated the VOC into the styling, product quality and price points. Informal, 
yet specialized, organizational schemas where each function of the value chain leading to product production has been 
outsourced to allow for scale and flexibility of quality-market-price points has developed over time.  
Classification: Case Study 
Key words: Boruca Indians, indigenous entrepreneurship, marketing, innovation. 
Appreciation and respect to members of the Boruca Tribe who generously shared their stories. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
This case contributes to the understanding of indigenous entrepreneurship as practiced by the Boruca Indians of Costa 
Rica.  The role of the customer at the marketing/entrepreneurship interface is examined through the lens of product 
management. Tourism is a major economic sector for Costa Rica.  After connecting the concepts of indigenous people and 
entrepreneurship, , this case describes the experience of the Boruca Indians of Costa Rica through one family-group's 
transition from making traditional heritage home crafts  to an informal, yet specialized, product management system for 
the production of the hand-craved, wooden masks.  These masks are historically and culturally significant for the tribe's 
annual festivity, Danza de los Diablitos, Dance with the little Devils, and are now produced all year round for the 
expanding Costa Rican tourist market.  

 
Indigenous Peoples, Entrepreneurship and Indigenous Entrepreneurship 
 
Indigenous people are distinct cultural groups each having a historical continuity with a region or land - before its 
colonization. They continue to live independent or isolated from the influence of the dominating culture in the larger 
nation-state wherein they are situated.  There are exceptions to this when people were removed and relocated from the 
historical lands. These are people who have maintained (at least in part) their distinct linguistic, cultural, and 
social/organizational characteristics (Martinez Cabo, 1986; Frederick, 2008). Indigenous communities worldwide are 
socially, politically, and economically marginalized and otherwise disenfranchised from participating in the mainstream 
systems of the dominant culture.  Other dimensions of the disenfranchisement are lack of facility in the language of the 
dominant culture, and access to education and health care. As pointed out by Frederick  (2008), indigenous entrepreneurs 
by extension are operating in and with conditions of their communities creating significant constraints. 
 
The definition of entrepreneurship as a topic of inquiry is still debated in the literature: there are two camps with one 
focusing on the traits or characteristics of the entrepreneurs – opportunity recognition, vision, persistence, resilience, 
creativity, innovation - and the other focusing on the process, marketing, financing and managerial tasks.  Motivations of 
entrepreneurs include: self-determination or self-sufficiency, and financial gain or stability (Wadhwa et.al., 2009).  One 
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classification of entrepreneurial activities lists variety depending on complexity (number of employees) and economic 
impact.  Lifestyle entrepreneurs, who include home/cottage and handicraft production, typical in the third world, can 
change the poverty cycle of a family (Wadhwa, 2009).  In developing countries, areas with high poverty and 
marginalization, the occurrence of entrepreneurship is high when compared to first-world, but it falls mainly in the 
category of lifestyle home/cottage entrepreneurs, self-employed (GEM Report, 2008). Entrepreneurial activities hold 
promise for the economic wellbeing of indigenous communities, particularly as global tourism grows (Wherry, 2007). 
However, entrepreneurship has not always led to success, particularly if government policies are not supportive (Handle, 
2005). Frederick (2008), in the introduction of the Special Issue Indigenous Entrepreneurship in the Journal of 
Enterprising Communities, provides an excellent summary of articles selected to address issues of indigenous 
entrepreneurship. 
 
Indigenous entrepreneurship, as defined by Anderson et al., (2006, p 57), points out that it is the "enterprise-related 
activities of indigenous people in pursuit of their social / cultural self-determination and economic goals." This definition 
is unique in the entrepreneurship literature in that it positions sustaining the social and cultural fabric of the people as 
central and the agent of action in the definition is not an individual, as it is in most definitions that use the lens of a 
dominate, usually western culture, rather the agent of action is the community. Other definitions are more general, broader 
descriptions, often focus suggesting it is a small business owned and operated by one or more members of an indigenous 
group (Hindel and Lansdone, 2005).  
 
Schumpeter, whose frame of entrepreneurship has been criticized as too focused on the industrialized societies (Milford 
and Essex, 2001), can still lend a good schema for discussing the indigenous people's experience:  entrepreneurs risk by 
making changes, changes that lead to innovations in products and/or innovations in processes. Successful entrepreneurs 
make changes in products or process that result in a market impact (McDaniels, 2005). The VOC can be critical in 
discovering new products, reshaping existing products. Entrepreneurs continually generate and test ideas by gaining 
customer feedback and through this process of ongoing feedback the entrepreneur learns to shape opportunities (Yukawa, 
2011).  

 
The Indigenous Tribes, Costa Rica and Tourism  
 
Through sustained democracy, political stability and economic development, Costa Rica has earned the highest ranking in 
national income and literacy in Latin America and the lowest in infant mortality and under age five malnutrition, infant 
mortality, low birth weight and maternal mortality. Ninety-seven percent of the country has utilities and potable water 
(Census 2011) . Costa Rica is aggressively and successfully diversifying its economy by recruiting foreign direct 
investment in advanced manufacturing, services, and life sciences sectors, but tourism's direct contribution to the GDP is 
5.5 billion dollars, second only to agriculture. It is the primary source of income for over 15 percent of Costa Rica's 4.6 
million population (Heritage, 2012; WATT, 2012). 
 
This prosperity has not been uniformly experienced across the country. There are eight indigenous tribes of Costa Rica, 
60,000 people, representing 1.4 percent to the total population (2011 Census). Much of the three percent of the country 
still without infrastructure and potable water is located in the indigenous reserves; people living in these areas suffer the 
economic, health and social issues attributed to poverty (Hurforth 2007).  Geographic isolation, and the issues of social, 
economic and political marginalization challenge indigenous communities worldwide, and no less so in Costa Rica. 
Subsistence farming, pineapple and banana plantation fieldwork and migratory agricultural labor tend to form the 
economic base on most of the Central American indigenous reserves (Platteeuw, 2009). 
 
Global tourism is an industry that reflects the array of types  and  stages of entrepreneurial endeavors from cottage/home 
crafts, self-employed guides, to global logistics and tour companies like Thomas Cook. The growth in global tourism has 
created new opportunities for indigenous entrepreneurship.  Indigenous become service providers (hotels, guides, 
restaurants, tours) and produce items reflecting their cultural heritage to a growing souvenir market.  The handicraft 
market globally has offered economic opportunities for indigenous communities particularly as global tourism has 
stimulated newer segments of cultural, ethnic, rural and agro tourism (UNSAID, 2006).  
  
Costa Rica's national branding campaigns, advertised heavily in the United States,  the origin of the majority of tourists, 
have communicated themes such as   ecologic [images of butterflies, orchids, jaguars, tree frogs and toucans], people 
friendly/no stress lifestyle ["Pura Vita"], and, currently, authenticity ["Costa Rica- All Natural"] (presentation by David 
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Gomez presentation, 2013). To support its positioning in the global tourism market, Costa Rica developed educational 
programs to teach English in schools to support and train a workforce for the service/hospitality sector of the economy.  
 
As the government of Costa Rica invested in infrastructure, roads, highways, communications, and promotion campaigns 
to secure and grow its percentage of global tourism, it strategically made choices over time as to what to promote. . Costa 
Rica's projected image of itself is as a Spanish colonial, hacienda, and white European-descended people living in a 
tropical paradise with the Pura Vita lifestyle (Biesanz,, Biesanz,  et.al., 1999). One of  the most visible national symbols of 
Costa Rica is the painted ox cart used by the  farmers, thus celebrating the image of the pastoral, euro-lineage inhabitants.   
The contribution, symbols and imagery of the indigenous peoples, of which many exist, have not been included in the 
exported promotions, or significant in the country's internal sense of self.  As a result, tourists do not intentionally 
patronize indigenous artisans because they do not know they exist (Wherry, 2007). The Costa Rican government has done 
little to make the heritage and contributions of the indigenous visible to tourists. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY AND FOCUS OF THE CASE 
 
This case is a derivative of an exploratory study.  Various methods were used to study indigenous entrepreneurship among 
the Boruca, including a review of secondary materials. Field research was carried out over a period of five years (2008 to 
2013) using in-depth semi-structured and unstructured interviews with 10 key informants. Snowballing was also use to 
extend the contacts in the community. This provided insights into the entrepreneurial transition and organization of one 
family group; a model that is representative of the way the Boruca have adapted from the traditional process of mask 
making to a more specialized, quantity driven, production process. The family group is comprised mainly of ten primary 
participants with  five others in supporting roles.  

 
The Boruca Indians  
 
The Boruca Indians, one of the eight indigenous tribes of Costa Rica, is a tribe of about 2000 living in two communities 
on the Boruca Reserve, in a geographically isolated area near the border with Panama.  The reserve is in the pacific 
coastal region and mountains of Costa Rica in the Puntarenas province. In the pre-Columbian years, the Boruca's, and 
related tribes lands were the midway point between the Mayan (Mexico and upper portions of the Central Americas) and 
Inca (much of modern day South America), the two dominant cultures. Gold and jade were transported between these 
cultures and hence passed across the region of Costa Rica. As a result, the Boruca not only mined gold from the rivers but 
also worked the gold and jade by moulding and carving the substances into objects of status and worship. As craftsmen or 
artists, the tribes added value to the raw materials and increased wealth for the tribes as they engaged in trade. Items 
produced from this region have been found throughout South America, Mexico and in Central America (Muse de Oro 
2013). Living on their land for over 3000 years with the proud history of successfully defending themselves against the 
Spanish conquistadors in the 1500-1600s, the Boruca, like other indigenous peoples, became marginalized over time by 
the dominant culture.  Their way of life eroded into poverty, isolation, nearing extinction with no economic base in the 
community (Stone 1968; McInnis-Bowers and Galprin 2013).  
  
Up until the late 1970's and into the early 1980's, the path of the Boruca was the same as for the other tribes living without 
an economic base in the community and plagued with issues of poverty (Sévenier, 2003). Women seeking a future for 
their children brought about the first wave of change, lead by eight women who together formed the first artisan 
cooperative, Association de La Flor. They relearned and revitalized traditional textile production using looms to weave 
the cotton they grew, spun and dyed by using ancestral knowledge of bark, leaves, dirt, and snail "milk".  This successful 
entrepreneurial and cultural shift laid the path to the second wave: the Boruca men and masks of Danza de los Diablitos. 
 
The context for present day Boruca entrepreneurship begins with generations dating back to the time of conquestators 
when the Boruca men carved masks; first as a defense of the lands from the Spanish 1500 and 1600's and later as 
commemorative three- day festivity.  The community pageant reenacts the encounters with the conquestators, represented 
by a bull mask, and the devilitios, or little devils, who represent the warriors going into the dense jungle, yelling, wearing 
horrifically carved masks. The Spanish reported that there were devils in the jungle and fear overwhelmed them, thus they 
retreated, leaving the Boruca as the only unconquered tribe.  
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Annually, from December 30 to January 2, Boruca hold a community celebration commemorating the victory, called 
Danza de los Diablitos (Dance of the Little Devils) or Juego de los Devilitos (Game of the Little Devils). The mask and 
the pageant represent tangible and intangible cultural heritage property of the Boruca Indians. Today the Boruca use the 
festivity as a homecoming and time for family gathering, a community celebration across the three days of staged conflict, 
battles lost and won, culminating with the death of the bull, representing the retreat of the conquistadors. There are several 
key roles in the pageant and the masks made reflect those roles, but all the men of the tribe may participate in the roles of 
the divilitios, the little devils. The women prepare traditional foods and the beverage of fermented corn, Chicha, but they 
do not participate in the reenactment. (This would be taboo, a breech in culturally prescribed gender roles and possibly 
historically inaccurate.)  
 
The commemorative festivity provides the mechanism each year to tell the story to the young and ingrain a pride born of 
resistance to forces that would have conquered in the past; it is used as an analogy for the ongoing defense of the culture. 
It is one of the major and most visible ways of continuing to impart the significance of what it means to be Boruca, their 
cultural heritage, to each generation.  
 
In the months leading to time of the festivity, the Boruca men went into the tropical rainforest and harvested the balsa 
trees, apportioned each tree into logs of 18 to 24 inches in length the diameter averaging 14 inches. The traditional mask 
was white or the color of the natural balsa wood; sometimes the mask was smoked over a smoldering fire to turn it black 
then sanded to remove the soot, or coated with natural substances for a bit of color. The back of the log was hollowed to 
allow for postion on the face of the man, bits from the front were chiseled away until large, grotesque, eye sockets, noses, 
cheeks, lips with often protruding fangs emerged; adornments of feathers, leaves, burlap, or even the textile made by the 
Boruca women were added. Each man wore the mask he made during the festivities and then discarded it. Masks were 
coarse and unrefined, a project of a few hours work. The following year the process began again; the sole purpose for the 
mask was its use in the cultural commemorative festivity, central to Boruca life (interview with Gonzolez 2012). 

 
Product Innovation:  Cultural heritage to entrepreneurial opportunity 
  
By 1992, the point at which men were beginning on their entrepreneurial path with the masks, the life of the community 
had already been affected as the women's enterprising efforts, which were well under way, after 14 years. The tribe's first 
wave of entrepreneurial success had impacted the village of Boruca as women were successful in producing the traditional 
textiles and finding channels by which to sell the items. As the women experienced economic success, their confidence 
grew. Over the next three decades, many would keep their children in school and some would be able to send them to the 
University in San Jose; they formed a community development group, capable of petitioning the government and 
receiving funds for a variety of infrastructure improvements – a public bus service, improved school and quality of 
education, inclusion of Borucan language in the curriculum, a health clinic staffed a couple of days each week, and a 
community plaza for soccer. The result was the realization of the vision that first motivated them when they reached back 
to their history and brought forward the crafting of Boruca traditional textiles; the vision gave life to their children, their 
daughters who could now make a life in Boruca and not leave for jobs in the cities, they could go to school, be 
"professionals" [interviews with Roja-Fernandez, 2012 and Morales, 2013]. 
 
In 1992, Ismael Gonzalez, a Boruca Indian in his late 50's, had worked with wood all his life and was known in the 
community for his skill in carving masks; he had also been an elementary school teacher in the community and 
policeman. He watched little boys, 10, 11, 12 years old, playing by reenacting the pageant, Danza de los Diablitos. They 
were using cardboard and bits of paper for the masks; they asked if he would teach them to carve real masks; he "felt sorry 
in [his] heart for them, they had nothing but paper" [2012 Gonzolez personal interview].  He formed a work group of 
young boys, two of whom were his sons, and spent each Saturday teaching them about the masks, knives, and the process 
of carving. It was Gonzolez's project, teaching children about their source of pride and giving them something to do.  
 
Several months after the Saturday work group began, a shop owner from San Jose (Capital of Costa Rica) finds her way to 
the Boruca Reserve on a Saturday and sees the boys sitting with Gonzolez, carving faces onto the rough logs. The shop 
owner offers to buy the masks, surprising Gonzolez. A couple of months later, the shop owner returns for more masks; she 
tells him she has had the masks painted in bright colors and placed them in her store in the center of San Jose. The masks 
sold. 
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Gonzolez believed the Boruca boys could make and sell masks, particular if they painted them.  Gonzolez, with assistance 
from the shop owner, arranged for the boys to take painting lessons in San Jose; they traveled four to six hours by bus, 
each way, on one Saturday a month for several months. The painting teacher from San Jose helped the boys reflect on 
their culture, their association with the rainforest and its inhabitants. The teacher told the boys, "paint what you see, and 
paint what is important to you."  The boys and Gonzolez began to make and paint the masks. The teacher who taught them 
paint also said something Gonzolez thought both inspirational and prophetic: "the ancestors were very knowledgable and 
they want you to keep going with this knowledge you have learned for them. You are now charged to keep going with it. 
It is important to do each mask better than the last. You must keep improving" [Gonzolez 2012 interview].  For the first 
time in the tribe's history, knowledge transfer was occurring in an organized way and the skills needed to produce an art 
by modifying an item of cultural heritage, were being taught to a group of young Boruca boys. 
 
The Boruca women were advancing their understanding of the preferences and buying behaviors of customers, as well as 
direct sales to tourists and wholesale pricing for shop owners. They had established channels of distribution for  their 
textiles, had gotten experience in talking to tourists and vendors of souvenir shops in the coastal communities and the 
larger cities. They started to include the masks in the sacks of textiles they carried out of Boruca to sell to owners of 
souvenir shops and to tourists on blankets set by roadways.  Masks, with their striking shapes and colors, sold well, 
particularly to the tourists visiting Costa Rica. For decades, the women's cooperative, La Flor, played a role in serving as a 
point of contact for people outside of Boruca calling to find sources of the crafts or to schedule participation in art and 
craft shows in towns. It was this way with the increased contact and business relationships that product innovation began 
in a serious commercial way. The vendors in San Jose said, "people want Boruca masks, but do not want the devils in 
their houses. Can you try something else?" [interview with Gonzolez 2012].  
 
The craftsmen began experimenting with designs they could make on the structure of a traditional mask. The goal was to 
respond to VOC to increase the desirability of the product offerings. As relationships developed with shop owners who 
purchased the masks to sell on, more specific and directive feedback was given and examples of ideas to incorporate were 
shown: "I really like this, can you make it?"  
 
The creative process was stimulated and the value of inspiration was adopted over time, particular as craftsmen became 
artisans. Over time the Boruca masks took three general forms: devil, ecologic, and cultural, each having variations. 
Masks share commonalties that are important to the quality and consistency: hand carved wood or cedar using a knife 
tool, reduction carving process, with no additional form glued or otherwise adhered onto the mask. 

 
Process Innovation – Production and Marketing  
 
Making a mask was a product of an individual’s effort, from start to finish. As time moved forward, Boruca masks were 
sought after, particularly by shop owners. The entrance of international hotels, like Marriot, and local successful tourist 
venues, like Café Britt, all had high-end gift shops and sought original Costa Rica products. The Boruca masks had a 
niche market. The challenge became producing enough product to meet demand as it grew. In the Gonzolez's family 
group was a young woman, Sonia Rojas Fernandez, who led two cultural shifts: first, by reorganizing the mask production 
to become more task-person-specialized with quantity and quality to meet demands of different customer segments; 
second, she  thought differently about customers by creating a schema of customers' purchase patterns. 
 
When she was 17, Sonia, now near 50, was one of the original eight women founding the Association de La Flor, the 
cooperative of women weavers who changed the course of the Boruca. Sonia began producing textiles in an open-air 
kitchen with children and chickens underfoot. She combined her textiles with those of her family and friends and packed 
them down the mountain to catch a bus headed for a beach town to sell the handicrafts. Her family is in the Gonzolez 
family group who produce the masks.  She took the masks to sell along with her textiles. Masks were selling well. She 
encouraged her husband, Manual, to learn to carve; he practiced at night after his day in the fields. She got others in her 
family to start weaving and inspired her father, Claudio Fernandez, to start making the traditional drums and weapons, 
believing there would be an opportunity to sell these to tourists.  
 
Her early experiences journeying out of Boruca to sell products gave her an advantage: she adapted to the conversational 
styles of tourists and vendors, made business contacts at souvenir shops and generally learned how to set up vendor 
networks, distribution channels, and relayed feedback to the craftsmen working in Boruca. 
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Sonia learned that tourists came in different varieties with varying preferences. Prices were set based on the size of the log 
used, equating that to the time it took to make it. The level of detail and intricacy of the carving and paint application 
played a role in pricing as well. She set about organizing clients by groups: (1) Student/Surfers, (2) Adventure/Explorer, 
and (3) Resort Vacationer.  
 
Sonia was the primary person from her family group who ventured out of the Boruca Reserve to interface with customers 
by direct face-to-face selling of products to tourists, or negotiating with shop owners for volume buys. She made cold-
calls including securing the gift shop at the new Liberia Airport, a significant corporate account. She understood the 
purchase characteristics of the tourists and knew which venues would need smaller, lower priced items verses the high 
finish quality, intricately designed, items that would be placed in gift shops competing next to exclusive artisan items.  
 
With this knowledge, she set about changing the mask production process: she identified the designers-carvers, and 
painters based on quality; next, she arranged to buy quantities, based on her orders, of unfinished masks from the carvers. 
Then placed them with different painters who would finish the mask. This task-person specialized process, reduced the 
unit cost of the mask, reduced the time of production and thus increased the quantity she could provide to customers at 
different price points.  
Discussion 
 
This case focuses on the experience of the Boruca Indians of Costa Rica, through one family-group's transition from 
traditional heritage or home craft activity to a more complex and specialized product management system.  Originally 
they producrd hand-craved, wooden masks, originally made for tribes annual celebration, Danza de los Diablitos, but now 
they produce masks all year round for the expanding tourist market. 
 
The Boruca successfully adapted elements from their cultural heritage to the tourist trade though insights gained from 
direct interface with customers-tourists and shop owners.  Boruca have incorporated customers' preferences and purchase 
motivations into the styling, product quality and price points. This representative, family group's experience documents 
the development of a sophisticated organizational schema where each function of the value chain leading to product 
production has been person-task specialized to allow for both scale and flexibility of quality-market-price points. 
Insight into this indigenous community's experience with entrepreneurship adds to the literature of indigenous 
entrepreneurship. It allows us insights into: the nature of entrepreneurship and the human experience of recognizing value 
in existing resources, blending traditional heritage with commercial opportunity.  
 
Indigenous peoples, worldwide, continue to be marginalized. The Boruca's story gives one example of success and allows 
us to study the nature of entrepreneurship. Of the eight Costa Rican indigenous tribes, only the Boruca have, through 
entrepreneurship, created opportunities for a healthy stable community. Their market success has occurred without 
significant support for the government or access to social and economic institutions normally available to assist with 
entrepreneurial start-ups and growth. Their village, once near extinction, is now economically viable as is the culture. 
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COMPARISON OF MARKETING STRATEGIES OF TWO COOPERATIVE CHEESE PRODUCERS: 
FROMAGERIE CABOT IN VERMONT (USA) AND FROMAGERIE SAINT-GUILLAUME IN QUÉBEC 

(CANADA). 
 

Jocelyn D. Perreault, University of Quebec 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The United Nations General Assembly has declared 2012 as the International year of Cooperatives, highlighting the 
contribution of cooperatives to socio-economic development, particularly on poverty reduction, employment generation 
and social integration. 
 
According to the Canadian co-operative association (2012), there are six types of co-operatives: 

- Consumer co-operatives: members are the consumers 
- Financial co-operatives: members using services provided 
- Worker co-operatives: businesses owned and controlled by the employees 
- Producer co-operatives: groups of producers who band together to process and/or market their products 
- Multi-stakeholder co-operatives: include different categories of members who share a common interest in the 

organization 
- Mutuals and co-operatives: independent association who have voluntary come together to fulfill their economic or 

social needs through co-ownersip in a democratically-run-organization. 
 
The importance of dairy cooperatives in the largest agricultural cooperatives is easy to note. As reported by Pelle and 
Allerdon (2012), amongst the top 100 largest Agricultural Cooperatives in the world, we find four from the dairy business 
in the first ten and all in the USA. Overall, we find 21 dairy cooperatives in the top 100. 
 
Some argue that farmers/members of cooperatives may not be entrepreneurs?  However, definition of an entrepreneur 
provided by Hisrich et al. (2005) suggests that it can apply to the dairy business. According to these authors, 
entrepreneurship is the process of creating something new with value by devoting the necessary time and effort, assuming 
the accompanying financing, psychic and social risks, and receiving the resulting rewards of monetary and personal 
satisfaction and independence. As Hisrich et al. (2005) propose, their definition stresses four basic aspects of being an 
entrepreneur regardless of the field. 
 
 

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
 
Our study aims at bringing to light certain marketing strategies of two co-operatives that monopolize market shares in 
their respective market. These two producers’ co-operatives are very important for the success of the entrepreneurs who 
are also the members. 
The Cabot Coop, founded in 1919, has more than 1200 members, while the Fromagerie Saint-Guillaume, founded in 
1940, has more than 545 members. Both cooperatives, major players in their sector, won several prizes during national 
and international competitions. 
Referring to the value chain model (Porter, 1985) presented in figure 1, these producer cooperatives play an important role 
in the success of small entrepreneurs in the dairy industry in helping them in the commercialization of their production. 
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Figure 1: Porter's Value Chain 
 

 
 
 

THE RESEARCH QUESTION 
 

Our research question is: How helpful can a co-operative be to small entrepreneurs in the dairy industry in adding value to 
their production? 
The model represented in figure 2 for the distribution of big game products is useful in describing how cooperatives can 
play an important role in marketing. 
Producers/breeders correspond to dairy farm operators and members of the cooperative. Their knowhow leads to a 
quantity and a quality of milk production. The transformation is being done by the cooperatives, here we mean 
Fromagerie Saint Guillaume and Cabot Cheese maker that make the cheese available to the consumers by way of their 
distribution or marketing channels. The same buy-back process applies for the cheese as well as for the meat. 

 
Figure 2: Big Game Products and the Relationship Between 

Producers, Intermediaries and Consumers 
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Five marketing flows (Rosenbloom, 2011) comprise all exchanges to be made between the milk producers and the 
consumers. These marketing flows are: Product flows; Negotiation flow; Property flows; Communication flows and 
Promotional flows. Cooperatives are responsible for conceiving, managing, maintaining and controlling all the five flows. 
 
Our approach also emphasizes the use of the communication and promotion flows by every cooperative in order to attain 
its marketing objectives.  
 
The objectives of the study are: 

1. Identify the way the cooperatives are more helpful to their members 
2. More specifically, to better understand the contribution of the website to the marketing strategies of both 

cooperatives. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Two methods were used to satisfy the objectives of the research. We first visited the two main points of sale of the 
cooperatives being Cabot (Vermont) and Saint-Guillaume (Quebec, Canada) in order to compare them. 
 
Secondly, an assessment grid used by 62 people to compare Web sites allowed the differences and similarities between 
these two companies to be brought to light. We have also analyzed and compared the two co-operatives marketing 
strategies (products, distribution, communication) and their contribution for small milk producers. 
 
 

FINDINGS 
 
Comparative results are presented in the following tables. Table 1 refers to results related to objective 1.  
 

Table 1: Identify the way the cooperatives are more helpful to their members 
 

Cabot Cheese Fromagerie Saint-Guillaume 
1200 farmers and their families 
 
Certified b Corporation 

220 milk producers 
325 citizens 
Deep cooperative values 

Solid reputation: many award-winning 
products for cheese, butter. 
Ex. 2013 :Scovie Awards 
Best of Class, Cabot Horseradish Cheddar 
 

Solid reputation: many award-winning 
products like cheese 
Ex. Caesius 2013  

Visitors Center at Cabot, Vermont: factory tour 
Cheese and other products samples 

Cheese interpretation Center 
-learn how to press cheese and bring a fresh 
batch at home 
 

Integration with tourism activities Tourism prize in 2013 
 
 
In summary, we can notice that the reputation of both cooperatives seem to be a long term positive aspect for the members 
which can concentrate on improving the quantity and the quality of the production. For example, a member of Cabot 
cooperative, Dutch Hollow Farm was honoured as the 2012 Master Breeders of the American Jersey Cattle Association. 
The success can have a bidirectional effect; the result could be a global reputation helpful for all stakeholders in the 
cooperative system. 
 
Table 2 refers to results related to objective 2; they are presented comparatively on several aspects. 
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Table 2: Better understanding of the contribution of the website to the marketing strategies of both cooperatives. 
 

Cabot Cheese Fromagerie Saint-Guillaume 
Grid 5 parts; score on 89 
 

Grid 5 parts; score on 89 

Content: 43.2/49 Content: 39.8/49  
Navigation: 12.7/17 Navigation: 11.9/17 
Copyright, sources: 5.8/6 Copyright, sources: 5.8/6 
Visual presentation: 13.1/14 Visual presentation: 11.4/14 
Referencing, accessibility: 2.9/3 
Global score: 86.5% 

Referencing, accessibility: 2.9/3 
Global score: 80.6% 

Put ahead different programs: 
Ex. Reward volunteers, touristic partners 

Put ahead other activities of the coop.: 
Hardware 
Products and services for members 

Shop online - 
Press releases Press releases 
Recipes, newsletter, Intranet,  - 
Award-winning products (more complete) Award-winning products 
- Suggestions 

 
Results indicate that the web site is perceived more complete, more performing for Cabot than for Saint-Guillaume. It is a 
more important marketing tool for Cabot. 
 
Consumers can find plenty of informations on both web sites and will be aware of the reputation of these cooperatives. 
We can conclude that respondents have appreciated what they have seen and evaluated. Farmers/members can identify 
themselves to the cooperatives and can be proud of it. 
 
We don’t intend to present all aspects of the evaluated web sites but we limit ourselves to the most important. 
 
The marketing flows (Rosenbloom, 2011) 
 
All exchanges related to marketing are summarized hereafter. 
 
Product flows:  
Under the responsibility of both cooperatives  
Ex. Shipping to grocery stores 
 
Negotiation flows: 
Power to the both cooperatives with members; bidirectional with grocery stores 
 
Property flows: 
Product is paid when going to the buyer 
 
Communication flows: 
Responsibility of cooperatives but may be related to farmers 
Ex. Award-winning products 
Collaboration with retail partners 
 
Promotional flows: 
Responsibility of cooperatives 
Collaboration with retail partners 
 
We shall note that managing these flows by the cooperatives is very helpful for the members because of the 
professionalism and competencies of the employees. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that cooperatives can be of great help for entrepreneurs in the dairy business to 
succeed with their marketing activities. Cooperatives cheese makers help to add value to products from dairy farms in 
transforming them in different types of cheese, butter or other dairy products. 
 
Adding value is also noted for the commercialization of products, from physical distribution to communication and 
promotion activities. 
 

ENTREPRENEURS CAN CONCENTRATE ON NEW PRODUCTION METHODS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
THE QUANTITY AND THE QUALITY OF THEIR MILK. 
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Document 1 Fromagerie Saint-Guillaume 
LE CANTOLAIT DE LA FROMAGERIE ST-GUILLAUME PRIMÉ GAGNANT CASEUS PRIX DU PUBLIC 2013! 

St-Guillaume, le 10 juillet 2013 - Le fromage le Cantolait de la fromagerie St-Guillaume, un fromage très apprécié pour 
ses riches arômes et ses douces nuances, a séduit les palais du public en 2013 dans le cadre du concours Caseus des 
fromages fins du Québec. 

Sélection Caseus 2013 

Sélection CASEUS, qui en est actuellement à sa 15e édition, est un concours québécois développé pour reconnaître les 
fromages du Québec. Il s’agit d’un concours reconnaissant l’excellence, la qualité et la constance des fromages. Ce 
concours comporte deux volets ; les Prix de l’École de laiterie et les Prix du Public. 

Les nominations aux Prix du Public sont décernées par les consommateurs selon trois catégories (pâte molle, pâte semi-
ferme, pâte ferme). Cette année, 15 étapes de dégustations en marché dans les principaux centres urbains du Québec ont 
eu lieu afin de présenter les 20 fromages en compétition. Les amateurs de fromages ont été nombreux à suivre l’itinéraire 

des Prix du Public « en régions » où pas moins de 3000 bulletins de vote ont été amassés. 

Le public québécois a donc « parlé » et choisi notre fromage Le Cantolait. Même si sa réputation n’est plus à faire auprès 
des consommateurs, cette reconnaissance ne fait que confirmer sa place ainsi que celle de la Fromagerie St-Guillaume en 
tant que chef de file du secteur fromager en matière de qualité. 

Quelques traits distinctifs de ce produit émérite 

Le Cantolait, de la Fromagerie St-Guillaume, se distingue par sa texture souple et fondante. Il se prête merveilleusement à 
tous les plats. Sa pâte ferme, affinée en surface et à croûte lavée offre une texture souple et fondante. Il contient 28% de 
matières grasses minimum, 42% d’humidité maximum, 1,5 – 2,0% de sel et un PH de 5,05 – 5,45. 
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Document 2 CABOT   
Every Major Award for Taste! 
When we started this business way back in 1919, our farmers weren't thinking about awards.  
 
Over the years, however, our efforts started attracting the attention (and the taste buds) of some pretty important juries 
around the world. Today, Cabot cheddar has won every major award for taste.  
 
2013 : 
Scovie Awards 
Best of Class, Cabot Horseradish Cheddar 
Best of Class, Cabot Hot Buffalo Cheddar 
Silver Medal, Cabot Habanero Cheddar 
Silver Medal, Cabot Tuscan Cheddar 
 
2012 : 
World Cheese Awards 
Silver Medal, Cabot Clothbound Cheddar  
 
British Empire Cheese Show 
Top Scoring Butter, Cabot Salted and Unsalted Butter  
 
 
 
National Milk Producers Federation 
Best of Class, Cabot Tuscan Cheddar  
 
American Cheese Society 
Best of Class, Cabot Jalapeño Light 
Best of Class, Cabot Whey Cream Butter 
Best of Class, Cabot Unsalted Butter 
Best of Class, Plain 10% Greek-Style Yogurt 
Silver Medal, Cabot Vintage Choice Cheddar 
 
World Championship Cheese Contest 
Best of Class, Cabot Vintage Choice Cheddar 
Top-scoring Reduced Fat Cheddar, Cabot Sharp Light  
 
2011 : 
U.S. Championship Cheese Contest 
Best of Class, Cabot Seriously Sharp Cheddar 
Best of Class, Cabot Sharp Extra Light  
 
2010 : 
World Championship Cheese Contest 
Best of Class, Cabot Clothbound Cheddar 
Silver Medal, Cabot Private Stock Cheddar 
Silver Medal, Cabot Cottage Cheese  
 
American Cheese Society 
1st Place, Sharp Cheddar 
1st Place, Cabot Clothbound Cheddar 
2nd Place, Extra Sharp Cheddar 
2nd Place, Tiki Masala Cheddar & Tuscan Cheddar 
2nd Place, Reduced Fat Cheddar, Sharp Extra Light 
1st Place, Whey Cream Butter 
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1st Place, 83 Unsalted Butter 
2nd Place, Cabot Unsalted Butter 
 
2009 : 
National Milk Producers Federation Contest  
Grand Champion, Best of Class, Cabot Sharp Cheddar 
Best of Class, Cabot Mild Cheddar  
 
World Cheese Awards  
Silver Medal, Cabot Vintage Choice Cheddar 
Silver Medal, Cabot Clothbound Cheddar 
Bronze Medal, Cabot Old School Cheddar 
 
American Cheese Society  
Best of Class, Cabot Light Jalapeño 
Best of Class, Cabot Créme Fraîche  
 
Scovie Awards  
Best of Class, Hot Cheese Category, Cabot Habanero Cheddar 
 
2008 : 
National Milk Producers Federation Contest  
Overall Best Cheddar, Best of Class, Cabot Extra Sharp Cheddar  
Best of Class, Cabot Light Jalapeño  
Best of Class, Cabot Cottage Cheese  
 
American Cheese Society  
Best of Class, Low Fat Cheese, Cabot Sharp Extra Light  
 
World Championship Cheese Contest  
Top Scoring Reduced Fat Cheddar, Cabot Sharp Extra Light 
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THE MEDIATING ROLE OF MINDFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING (MEM) 
BETWEEN PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS 

 
Can Uslay, Rutgers University 

Emine Erdogan, Rutgers University 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to explore the tenets of the mindful entrepreneurial marketing construct (MEM) and 
to argue its positive mediation effect on production and consumption to become more mindful. 
Design/methodology/approach: Based on the existing mindfulness and entrepreneurial marketing research, tenets of MEM 
is introduced and a taxonomy to identify mindful production and consumption practices, opportunities for MEM 
initiatives is presented.   
Findings: The study propose that the combination of mindfulness and entrepreneurial marketing approach will provide a 
perfect match so that mindful consumption and mindful production can prosper. As a new construct, MEM has the 
potential to alleviate lack of consumption, to create awareness about overconsumption and ultimately to enhance the 
societal welfare by increasing the efficiency of markets by more effectively using society’s resources. 
Originality/value: This paper is the first study that focuses on the MEM construct. In this respect, the paper contributes to 
mindfulness, mindful marketing, entrepreneurial marketing and general marketing literature. 
Keywords: Marketing strategy, Mindfulness, Mindful Marketing, Entrepreneurial Marketing.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Two macro-level fundamental issues pose the greatest challenges to business and society in the 21st century. The first 
challenge is one of mindful production—to build infrastructure and products that are safe for the environment. As such, 
sustainability has become a key phrase for business, and carbon footprint has become a key metric (Peterson, 2012). 
Preserving resources is increasingly important as the global warming we have caused results in climate changes, varied 
levels of harvests, and a new balance of nature. Even the prices of commodities are expected to fluctuate wildly in the 
near future as emerging nations fully industrialize and consequently spread more wealth to their mass markets (Sheth, 
2011; Silverstein et al., 2012). 
 
The second challenge has to do with consumption. Too many consume excessively and recklessly, almost without regard 
for the earth’s scarce resources. “Because I can (afford to)” has become an acceptable rationale. Consumption has become 
the goal as opposed to means, with conspicuous consumption as the outcome, and marketers as partners in crime. 
Meanwhile, more than 4 billion people around the world do not consume enough (Prahalad, 2004). Both governments and 
business can do more to serve the poor consumers. It has been repeatedly shown that with adequate attention not only 
these consumers can be served, but served profitably instead of through charity. The role that micro-entrepreneurs can 
play to serve these local markets has been recognized (Pralahad, 2004).  
 
It is important to observe that marketing is also of pivotal importance due to its mediating role between production and 
consumption. From design and packaging all the way through after-sales service and disposal, mindful marketing can 
improve the process for both business and society. While mindfulness has been appropriately studied in social sciences, it 
is a relatively new construct in marketing. There are very few extant studies on the topic of mindful marketing (e.g., 
Malhotra et al., 2012; Sheth et al., 2011). Mindful marketing is promising to bridge the gap between appropriate levels of 
production and consumption (Malhotra et al., 2012). It has the potential to transform the way we conceive business 
models. 
 
Unfortunately, traditional marketing efforts are getting less and less effective. Messages get lost in the clutter, consumers 
tune out. In contrast, it is increasingly the entrepreneurial marketing efforts that are developed through experimenting with 
new techniques and media that capture the attention, minds and hearts of the target markets. However, even the most 
entrepreneurial campaign cannot sustain its momentum if it is not based on principle. The motivation for the entrepreneur 
has to be on making a difference instead of making money (Mackey and Sisodia, 2013). 
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In this paper, we explore the tenets of the mindful entrepreneurial marketing construct (MEM) and argue that it positively 
mediates the relationship between production and consumption such that both become more mindful. We develop a 
taxonomy which we use to identify mindful production and consumption practices, opportunities for MEM initiatives by 
business and government, and future research implications and roadmap.  
 
 

WHY IS MARKETING INEFFECTIVE? 
 
Although customer satisfaction maintains its popularity as a marketing objective, most marketing practices are too far 
removed from customers. A primary reason of this paradoxical situation is the collapse of trust boundaries between 
consumers and marketers. Sheth and Sisodia (2006) point out this issue in their landmark book “Does Marketing Need 
Reform?” and observe that marketing has lost its credibility in the eyes of consumers. To them, the marketing profession 
has been losing its efficiency and effectiveness by managing to “do less with more” instead of acting in the best interest of 
customers and engaging them in mutually rewarding co-destiny relationships. Also, over-marketing and inaccurate sales 
strategies reduce the quality of life, disturb customers and affect company, society, and national competitiveness 
negatively (Sheth and Sisodia, 2006). The inevitable result: marketing as a profession continues to draw predominantly 
unfavorable regard in public approval polls (Kotler 2006). 
 
The prevalence of the exchange paradigm which is a central concept in human sciences including marketing has been 
attributed to this evolution (of marketing’s fruitless cycle) by Sheth and Uslay (2007). They claim that the perceived roles, 
impacts and responsibilities of both marketers and consumers are limited under the framework of this paradigm (exchange 
� desired outcome) while value creation paradigm which is inherently about mutual interest (win-win) helps to generate 
responsible consumers and managers by engaging them in the problem solving process (Sheth and Uslay, 2007). 
 
Conventional marketing that got stuck in the exchange paradigm conceptualization has been criticized by many scholars 
(i.e. Hamel and Prahalad, 1992; Morris et al., 2002; Sheth et al., 2000; Sheth and Uslay 2007; Webster, 1981, 1997). Its 
formula-based approach, concentration on the promotion element of the marketing mix, focus on short term exchange, 
over reliance on advertising, created wasteful and dumb results in marketing and consumers have become more difficult 
to access accordingly. Sheth et al.’s (2006) investigation revealed that overall, 65 percent of the surveyed (?) consumers 
had a negative attitude toward marketing. In response to the bombardment by overall 5000 overt marketing 
communications daily (only 1%–2% of them perceived consciously [Petty and Andrews, 2008]), consumers exerted more 
control over the flow of communication through technology such as integrated digital video recorders for TV 
commercials, do-not call registries for telemarketing calls and online protections for spam and unwanted internet 
marketing communications (Kaikati and Kaikati 2004; Martin and Smith, 2008; Sprott, 2008). 
 
Growing consumer skepticism toward traditional marketing practices and ever-increasing pressure on marketers to 
demonstrate the economic returns of their strategic decisions to the stakeholders (Chong et al., 2007; Eastman, 2010, 
Filbeck et al., 2009,) have led marketers to search new ways communicate with customers and to catch their attention 
(Balasubramanian et al., 2006; Darke and Ritchie, 2007; Kaikati and Kaikati, 2004; Milne et al., 2009; Petty and 
Andrews, 2008).  Instead of pursuing the classical targeting, segmenting and positioning processes that used to work in 
the past, they employ novel marketing techniques (Stokes, 2000). Consequently, entrepreneurial marketing (EM) methods 
whereby marketers act as creative entrepreneurs have emerged in marketing literature. 
 
 

ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING (EM) 
 
Morris et al. (2002, p.5) view EM as “proactive identification and exploitation of opportunities for acquiring and retaining 
profitable customers through innovative approaches to risk management, resource leveraging and value creation.” This 
definition was extended by Hills and Hultman (2008) as “a spirit, an orientation as well as a process of passionately 
pursuing opportunities and launching and growing ventures that create perceived customer value through relationships by 
employing innovativeness, creativity, selling, market immersion, networking and flexibility”(Morrish and Deacon, 2009, 
p. 2). 
 
Miles and Darroch (2004) argue that entrepreneurial marketing approach can proactively leverage innovation and help to 
manage risks throughout marketing processes for “creating, communicating and delivering value to customers” in 
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accordance with the new definition of marketing (Keefe, 2004, p. 17). In line with this, a number of non-conventional 
marketing tactics: guerrilla marketing, viral marketing, buzz marketing, stealth marketing, word-of-mouth marketing have 
been introduced to marketing in the entrepreneurship and marketing interface and they rapidly became indispensable tools 
of marketing (Uslay 2002). In 2006, according to Blackfriar’s communications survey of executives and top-level firm 
decision makers, companies allocated 14.5% of their overall marketing budget to nontraditional practices (Sass, 2006). In 
2010, U.S. businesses spent $1.9 billion on nonconventional marketing (Worldwatch Institute, 2010) while traditional 
forms of advertising spending continued to decline. 
 
One of these clever marketing efforts that rapidly gained ground is covert marketing. Covert practices involve attempts to 
expose consumers to brands or their messages by hiding them into natural circumstances that are not easily considered as 
advertising (Wei et al., 2008). By talking about new products to friends, to acquaintances, completing surveys, rating 
Websites, and writing blogs, paid brand agents aim to spread good word about products. In covert marketing, it is 
assumed that when brands are embedded, consumers’ alertness will be low and they will be more receptive to marketing 
messages (Wei et al., 2008). In line with this reasoning, extant studies reveal that if a brand is more congruent with its 
media context, respective consumer evaluations tend to be more favorable (Dahlen, 2005; Karniouchina et al. 2011; 
Russell, 2002; Wei et al., 2008). 
 
The reality is that EM is not a cure-all.  “Entrepreneurship” as a concept is mainly focused on innovation and creativity 
(Drucker, 1986). In this logic, developing new concepts and ideas comes first (innovation orientation) then checking for 
customer acceptance second (customer orientation) (Stokes, 2000). This perspective of the concept is problematic and 
could cause some negative consequences for human health, environment and sustainability of businesses. For example, 
the promotion of a hedonic attitude towards consumption and the association of consumption with positive values (e.g. 
happiness, quality of life) stimulate to over-consume further (Heath and Chatzidakis, 2012). People purchase a $10,000 
Martini at an exquisite New York Hotel, spend $10,000 for Vertu Ti smartphone or eat a dessert made of gold for $1,000 
just for a unique experience. Likewise, the competition between Coca-Cola and Pepsi (which heavily use EM activities 
such as the Coca-Cola Happiness Machine) has been suggested to be one of the drivers? for excessive consumption of 
sodas and caffeine addiction (Boedecker, et al., 1999).  
 
Another issue is that entrepreneurial marketing or creatively leading customers may evoke bending or breaking rules and 
use of resources in unethical ways that they were not intended for (Morris et al., 2002). As a matter of fact, a number of 
unethical approaches have been seen in EM’s implementations that contain covert practices, or hidden and undisclosed 
marketing activities. One of the well-known examples of such an unapologetic approach is Sony-Ericsson’s fake tourist 
experimentation with 120 actors at popular tourist locations in NYC. Marketing agents were standing as tourists and 
asking people to take their picture using the phone and then without revealing the commercial nature of their activity, 
taking the opportunity to explain how the camera worked (Dobele et al., 2005). Seeing little wrong with the approach, 
John Maron director of marketing (Sony-Ericsson) found this method very effective: “It's not just a typical phone that 
makes a phone call anymore… It does a whole lot more. And how do you explain that in a magazine ad? ...that was an 
easy way to create a very non aversive, interesting conversation with somebody without the pressure of the feeling like 
this is a pitch” (CBS 60 Minutes, 2004). 
 
Albeit can be a very effective way to catch consumer attention, these kinds of entrepreneurial marketing practices have 
often been found unethical by many scholars because of the deception they involve. Agents in this type of covert 
campaigns are typically paid actors who mislead people instead of delivering a perceived commercial message. Another 
salient risk emerging from EM efforts is sustainability problem. Since EM is very effective way to trigger customers to 
consume the product again and again, excessive consumption will be the ultimate outcome which has been argued as one 
of the major cause of environmental problems and unsustainable economies (see, e.g. Connolly and Prothero, 2003; Sheth 
and Sisodia, 2006; Assadourian, 2010), resulting in skyrocketing consumption and credit card debt, diminishing saving 
rates and high personal bankruptcies (Sheth and Sisodia 2006). 
 
As explained above, EM which emerged as an alternative to solve conventional marketing’s effectiveness problem also 
has some problematic side effects. For a wider sustainable approach “mindfulness” is a key concept that needs to function 
as a filter in EM framework. In other words, it is time to evolve EM to Mindful Entrepreneurial Marketing (MEM). In this 
form, marketing will be able to bridge the gap between appropriate levels of production and consumption effectively and 
transform the way we conceive business models. 
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RATIONALE FOR MINDFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING 
 
In recent decades, business world is widely perceived as the main trigger of social, economic and environmental 
problems. Companies have employed aggressive strategies for higher profit at the cost of public welfare, customers 
developed preventive reactions such as not hearing marketing messages and trust has been lost between the two parties. 
To sell more products in order to produce more profits for company stakeholders often ended up generating more waste, 
more congestion and more environmental degradation. As a part of solution, companies should deeply pay attention to 
societal and environmental aspects of doing business in addition to profit.  
 
Sustainability which is an umbrella term for these aspects is a key factor for businesses. A proactive approach for 
sustainability is crucial for long term success. While a few businesses try to develop and engage in more sustainable 
models, 70% of companies still do not have clear long-term programs for this critical topic (Berns et al., 2009; Sheth et 
al., 2011). According to Worldwatch Institute report in 2010, the world extracts the equivalent of 112 Empire State 
Buildings from the earth every day and people use the resources and services of 1.3 earths which is the case that 
challenges global sustainability. At this rate, the ability of the earth’s natural systems can no longer be sustainable for next 
generations (Worldwatch Institude, 2010). 
 
While excessive consumption has been seen responsible for lowering quality of life (health and environmental problems) 
and leading to financial troubles for both consumers and economies, under-consumption is regarded as the main 
underlying reason in the death of 10 million children every year in the world (Black et al., 2003; Worldwatch Institute, 
2010). Besides the wealth in advanced economies, rising, uneducated new wealthy classes from emerging economies 
increasingly contribute to mindless energy consumption, pollution and overconsumption (see the table below). In order to 
tackle with this impassiveness, mindset and depending on the mindset behavior need to be tempered towards mindful 
consumption which is premised on a consumer mindset of caring for self, for community and for nature (Sheth et al., 
2011). 
 

Table 1: Number of Billionaires by Country, 2001 and 2013 
 

 
2001 

   
2013 

Country Number of Billionaires 
  

Country Number of Billionaires 
U.S. 269 

  
U.S. 443 

Germany 28 
  

China 123 
Japan 28 

  
Russia 113 

Hong Kong 14 
  

India 55 
Russia 8 

  
Germany 58 

Brazil 6 
  

Brazil 47 
Turkey 5 

  
Turkey 43 

India 4 
  

Hong Kong 39 
China 1 

  
Japan 22 

 
Source: “The world’s Billionaires” Forbes, March 2013, 

 
In line with this, the role of marketers also need to be shifted from only responding to consumers’ wants to transforming 
their preferences towards mindful consumption brought about by mindful production. For example consumers may want 
production systems to provide them hard drugs, tobacco, high-calorie fast foods, gas guzzling automobiles, dangerous 
guns, pornography and so on. Marketers need to be conscious and offer them satisfactory alternatives through mindful 
production (e.g. social programs to support psychological well-being of community, electric vehicles, healthy and 
delicious foods).When 45 percent of youth under 18 of a country wants to consume alcohol regularly, marketers should 
not promote their products by saying that “it is good for health and male virility” as in the case of Guinness Stout in 
Malaysia (Karnani, 2009, p.5). When a country like U.S. that constitutes only 5 percent of the world population wants to 
consume more and more (32% of global expenditure=$9.7 trillion) (Worldwatch Institute, 2010), marketers ought to be 
mindful rather than generate further consumption inequality. Otherwise, negative consequences of unsustainable 
production and consumption systems will continue to stop us in somewhere that we did not plan to go (e.g. global 
warming). 
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MINDFULNESS 
 
A review of the literature reveals diverse definition of the mindfulness concept (e.g., Brown et al., 2007; Brown and Ryan, 
2003; Christopher and Gilbert, 2010; Guranatana, 2009; Leary et al., 2006; Langer, 1989; Ndubisi, 2011; Weick, et al., 
1999). Mindfulness was introduced into social psychology first at the individual level as “a state of alertness and active 
awareness, characterized by the creation and refinement of categories, openness to new information, and awareness of 
multiple perspectives” (Langer, 1989, p.291). In the second step, it has been framed by Weick and Sutcliffe (2001, p.42) 
as “the combination of ongoing scrutiny of existing expectations, continuous refinement and differentiation of 
expectations based on newer experiences, willingness and capability to invent new expectations that make sense of 
unprecedented events, a more nuanced appreciation of context and ways to deal with it, and identification of new 
dimensions of context that improve foresight and current functioning” in organizational behaviors (Ndubisi, 2011). 
Finally, by means of sustainability, mindfulness is seen or viewed as a crucial notion in marketing due to its potential to 
bridge the gap between appropriate levels of production and consumption (Malhotra et al., 2012). 
 
In one side of this concept, consumer mindfulness plays an important role in preventing consumers from engaging in 
automatic thoughts, habits and unhealthy behaviors, and fostering behavioral regulation and self-control (Bayraktar and 
Uslay, 2013; Ryan and Deci, 2000), on the other side, organizational mindfulness helps the firm respond rapidly and 
effectively to the opportunities and threats presented by the competitive marketplace by conducting effective 
organizational reforms (Bayraktar and Uslay, 2013).  As the mediating unit, mindful marketing has been viewed as a key 
concept to transform mindful consumption to mindful production by generating win-win solutions (Malhotra et al., 2012). 
By aligning companies and customers shared interests, mindful marketing is assumed to bring about more loyal and 
satisfied customers, productive and fulfilled employees and happier shareholders. 
 
Although mindful marketing is an ethically conscious marketing approach, its effectiveness still remains a controversial 
issue. Take green marketing as a kind of mindful marketing practice: According to OTA’s 2012 Organic Industry Survey 
for example, U.S. organic industry reached $31.5 billion in sales which shows that organic product market share is still 
quite small with changing rates between 3-5% in US and UK to have a meaningful environmental impact (Bonini and 
Oppenheim, 2008; Young et al., 2010). High prices, negative perception about product quality and limited availability 
problems in organic industry are some of the reasons that make green marketing ineffective marketing practice. 
 
As discussed earlier, EM is a very effective way to get consumer attention and convince them to buy more products and 
services. However, given its possible appeal to over-consume and generate unethical covert practices as side effects, EM 
needs mindfulness in its nature. We propose that the combination of mindfulness and entrepreneurial marketing approach 
will provide a perfect match for positive consequences in mindful consumption and production. As a new construct, MEM 
has the potential to alleviate lack of consumption in other parts of the world, to create awareness about overconsumption 
in the rest and ultimately to enhance the societal welfare by increasing the efficiency of markets by more effectively using 
society’s resources. 
 
 

MINDFUL ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING (MEM) 
 
As a synthesis of mindful marketing and entrepreneurial marketing, MEM incorporates critical aspects of the 
conceptualization of both mindfulness and entrepreneurship into its conceptualization. EM’s seven dimensions which are 
defined in Morris et al.’s (2002) study flourish on the ground of mindfulness. Entrepreneurship, innovativeness, pro-
activeness, creativity, risk-taking, resource leveraging, value co-creation and opportunity orientation will prosper with 
components of mindfulness such as receptive awareness, attention, alertness, and consciousness. This new understanding 
puts the interests of consumer, environment and economy at the core of its nature with the help of consciousness, 
enhanced attention and awareness to details, possibilities and peripheral factors. Only in this frame, marketing can become 
a meaningful function and regain its credibility that has been lost. This will take some time, intense efforts and dedication, 
but MEM will ultimately become an efficient transformer between producer and consumer and foster mindful 
consumption and production. 
 
Beyond non-profit organizations such as donor-funded Kiva.org, there are several well-known, very profitable companies 
which employ MEM while doing business. ICICI Bank can be a good example of mindful and entrepreneurial 
corporations to finance the poor. In 1995, the bank took a risky initiative and started to lend in rural India which has been 
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viewed as unprofitable investment by most banks. In order to increase banking penetration in rural areas where majority 
of the Indian population lives (741.6 million), to prepare to the increasingly significant rural market, and to support the 
poor as a good corporate citizen, ICICI Bank implemented Grameen Bank model (Self-help Groups in Bangladesh) for 
delivering microfinance services. Present in 19 countries including India, ICICI Bank now is India's second-largest bank 
with total assets of INR6,041.9 billion ($ 126 billion) at March 31, 2012 (MarketLine 2013). The company accepted the 
poor as consumers and helped thousands of women to engage in small enterprise. As a result, it created a positive-sum 
game and increased its profitability and rural market penetration as well. 
 
Self-Help Groups (SHG) are increasingly being used by HUL to serve rural areas as well. With the belief that 'what is 
good for India is good for HUL’ in mind, the company started Project Shakti in 2001 for the distribution of personal care 
products, such as soaps, lotions and detergent. Currently, 78,000 Shakti entrepreneurs (Shakti ammas and Shaktimaans) 
across the country cover over 135,000 villages in 15 states and serve 3.3 million households (www.hul.co.in). Shakti 
entrepreneurs enable companies to market to hard-to-reach consumers, to build strong local relationships with them, 
account for 5% of HUL’s total revenue and increase awareness of health and hygiene in rural parts of the India (Porter and 
Kramer, 2011). 
 
C.K. Prahalad (2004), Michael Porter and Mark R. Kramer (2011) provide a number of successful examples for mindful 
entrepreneurial practices. In the base of these success stories, it can be clearly observed that receptive attention - 
awareness to peripheral factors, proactive - entrepreneurial approach to challenges and creative - innovative solutions are 
key components for good results. They educate customers and suppliers, network with them and co-create the value for 
all; planet, people and profit in the long run.  
 
 

TAXONOMY 
 
To make MEM’s perspectives more clear, a basic taxonomy has been provided below. Due to the rising prominence of 
environmental problems, green production or organic industry has a significant popularity among current marketing 
topics. However, because of the lack of awareness, higher prices, low availability and distrust about quality of eco-
friendly products, this industry could not achieve the expected high performance that is potentially available for it. Price is 
the largest barrier to buy green products even in developed countries (e.g. U.K.) and products are not even within reach 
for people at the bottom of the pyramid (Bonini and Oppenheim, 2008). On the other hand, there is a possibility that green 
products can also be over-consumed recklessly by green consumers (Sheth et al., 2011). Likewise, evidence form Lin and 
Chang’s (2012) study suggests that consumers who are more environmentally conscious overuse green products. 
 

Table 2: Taxonomy 
 

 Unsustainable production Mindful Production 
Under Consumption Traditional health services Hybrid cars, affordable housing, 

hygiene products, clean energy 
Mindful Consumption N/A Organic foods, micro-financing, Car 

Sharing 
Excessive Consumption High calorie Fast foods, gas 

guzzlers, cosmetics, fur 
Green Products  

 
In the case of excessive consumption, providing credible information about environmental friendliness, green products’ 
sustainability and effectiveness could have an effect on consumer’ product usage behavior (Lin and Chang, 2012; Neff, 
2010). Nevertheless, the question is: “how organic-healthy products could be more available and affordable to all?” In 
2011, the organic food and beverage sector was valued at $29.22 billion (fruit and vegetables represent over %30 of the 
overall market) while the non-food sector reached $2.2 billion (Haunmann, 2012). If this segment is more favorable for 
consumers, making them more affordable and available to all by diversifying the size and outlets could be useful 
technique. Prevailing consumption of organic food and beverages at schools can be encouraged by school managers. 
Companies can work with civic society and develop social projects together. Project Shakti’s distribution systems could 
work for non-food products especially in upper-middle income level countries. Public institutions could provide 
consultancy and advice on useful practices to farmers and consumers for more options. Universities and research 
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institutions could improve new techniques and technologies for high productivity in organic production. Companies could 
encourage and educate the farmers about organic products.  
 
Nestle’s tactic in Africa and Latin America is a good example for it and shows the applicability of projects. Nestle built 
clusters with local coffee producers, agricultural, technical, financial and logistical firms to obtain high-quality coffee 
beans. The company strove for small producers to increase accessibility of financial resources, plant stock, fertilizers, 
irrigation equipment and supported advising programs from Rainforest Alliance to teach farmers more sustainable 
growing techniques (Porter and Kramer, 2011). Achieving all these requires consciousness in mind, entrepreneurship, pro-
activeness and innovative approach for solutions. Nespresso which is Nestle’s prominent division has offered premium 
coffee to the market and has enjoyed 30% annual growth since 2000 by co-creating value to all (Porter and Kramer, 
2011). 
 
With the movement beyond mindful marketing, win-win solutions could be generated. In the case of the lack of 
consumption, making the product more available by diversifying the size options could be an effective solution as seen in 
the case of resizing shampoo in India to single use denominations. However, service industry requires more effort. Take 
Medicare services as another example. A heart surgery costs more than $50,000 in the United States while it can be 
purchased for between $3,000 and $10,000 in India (Hansen, 2008) which has the highest number of patients (around 29 
million) with coronary heart disease (Reddy et al., 2005). Increasingly, waiting for doctors has become the prevailing 
form in the Western countries; US, Australia, Canada and UK (Hansen, 2008). Therefore, U.S. customers’ satisfaction 
regarding their health care system remains quite low (only 22%) (Keickley and Coughlin, 2012). 
 
Hospitals from South Asian countries evaluated this opportunity wisely and offered quality and safe health services to 
Western customers along with local Indian customers at on average 80% cheaper cost (Hansen, 2008). Thanks to the 
technological improvements, Indian hospitals provided services in a more affordable form and while they are serving low 
income people they have also triggered medical tourism by increasing competitive advantage and profitability. They have 
convinced the international community with their well-accredited standards and have obtained support from U.S. health 
insurers (e.g. Blue Shield of California, Blue Cross of South Carolina) that add global low-cost providers to their health 
plan networks (Hansen, 2008). In the coronary bypass surgery for instance, hospitals in India have better success rate 
(98.7%) than hospitals in U.S. (97.5%). Spreading the good reputation through web-based networks, India’s healthcare 
industry is already accepted as one of the most promising  in the field and expected to grow more than $160 billion in the 
next decades (Hansen, 2008). 
 
Similar to these adaptations, CEMEX for affordable housing and Zipcar for car sharing can be considered as successful 
examples. In the case of excessive consumption, educating customers and creating awareness about the damage created 
using products could be a useful technique for mindful entrepreneurial marketers. For EVs and hybrid cars, until 
customers get used to it, Zipcar kind of renting system could be developed. Car companies could support this system by 
collaborating with rental companies. In cosmetics, computer-based simulations which was suggested for the human 
cardiovascular system many years ago (Hyndman, 1972) could be an alternative for animal experimentation. 
 
 

RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS AND AGENDA 
 
This paper started with an overview about marketing’s ineffective cycle and emergence of entrepreneurial marketing as a 
response to this ineffectiveness. EM’s nontraditional practices which exist in the entrepreneurship and marketing interface 
create more favorable results for all stakeholders. However, besides well-intentioned creative efforts, some unethical 
practices could find a place themselves in the EM framework.  
 
Considering MEM as a positive mediator to cure problems with production and consumption, in this paper, tenets of 
MEM have been discussed and a taxonomy has been presented. We propose that adopting MEM practices creates more 
sustainable and economically profitable results. Nonetheless, since MEM is a new construct, additional insights are 
needed into features and implementations of MEM. One research priority should be developing a scale for MEM. MEM 
construct’s superiority over EM and MM should be investigated by demonstrating the differences between EM, CSR, MM 
and MEM. In particular, in what ways does MEM enhance EM and when is MEM more profitable than EM? Is MEM the 
marketing function of CSR? We hope that this paper will provide the impetus for such investigations regarding MEM.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: Entrepreneurs and small business owners, in general, have much fewer resources than their larger firm 
competitors. One major challenge these businesses face is attracting and retaining customers. Smaller firms are confronted 
with creating a strategic marketing plan where resources are constrained. Thus, the question becomes how small 
businesses can effectively and efficiently (quickly) build a loyal customer base with their limited resource bundle. We use 
Woodall’s (2009) findings on customer loyalty to argue that firms that focus on convenience and quality rather than low 
prices or frequent shopper programs are more apt create to a loyal customer base. 
Design/methodology/approach: A conceptual model is developed which demonstrates factors influencing consumer 
loyalty.  Propositions are presented to stimulate discussion and serve as a basis for future research. 
Findings: There is a mismatch between the methods used by marketers to attract and retain consumers, and the influence 
factors identified by consumers as important to develop loyalty.   
Originality/value: This paper extends research to small businesses.  With the limited resources available to small business, 
it is important that they focus on the most important areas of marketing that will influence long term consumer 
relationships, acknowledged as the way to achieve loyalty.  
Keywords: Small business loyalty; Small business marketing; Loyalty programs in small business; Consumer experience; 
Entrepreneurial marketing; Entrepreneurial loyalty.  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

A firm’s marketing strategy is a critical component to developing a sustainable competitive advantage.  Large companies 
spend hundreds of billions of dollars each year to attract new consumers and keep the ones already purchasing their 
products (Etzel, et al., 2004).  The money is spent in a variety of ways, to build awareness, stimulate trial, and generate 
sales for a given product or service (Woodall, 2009).  Small businesses tend to follow the traditional marketing tactics 
used by large companies, but they rarely have the resources necessary to be competitive using those traditional marketing 
tactics (Morrish, et al., 2010; Cooper, et al., 2005).   Therefore other methods may be necessary. 
 
It is thought that consumers who are loyal are more valuable to a business, because they are more likely to return and 
recommend the business to their friends and relatives.  In addition, retailers spend less money on those customers, because 
the consumers are more likely to return leading to the belief that loyal consumers are more profitable (Reichheld, et al., 
2000). Therefore, over the years, marketers have developed programs to identify and reward loyal consumers (Woodall. 
2009).  However, small and medium sized businesses often have a dearth of financial and other resources in comparison 
to the resources that larger competitors have at their disposal. Thus, they have to employ “entrepreneurial” marketing 
tactics  in order develop loyal customers.  Young businesses can ill afford to waste valuable, scarce resources on 
marketing strategies that do not provide a significant positive return. They are further pressured to quickly build sales so 
that their businesses at least breaks-even before capital resources run out. The question then becomes, “how should 
entrepreneurs best deploy their scarce resources?” 
 
While there are many means by which entrepreneurs can market their business to potential customers, they are often 
unsure which offline, online, and loyalty programs, will provide them the best return for their marketing dollar (Cooper, et 
al., 2005). Managers, in one study, reported that their greatest problem was developing sound marketing strategies (Miller, 
et al., 2001). Thus, they often waste both valuable time and money on ineffective marketing.  
 
This paper reports on recent research on loyalty and provides recommendations to small business retailers. More 
specifically, we explored the literature and past research (e.g. Kilenthong, et al., 2010; Woodall, 2009; Berry & Carbone, 
2007; Matilla, 2001; Foster & Cadogan, 2000; Andreassen & Lindestad, 1998, Dowling & Uncles, 1997; Morgan & Hunt, 
1994; Raju, et al., 1990) for evidence of tactics used to building long-term customer relationships, and whether the tactics 
used by large companies are applicable to small businesses.   
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We build on Woodall’s (2009) exploration of the factors that influence consumer purchase decisions in the small and 
medium size retail business context.  We use these results to provide entrepreneurs with specific advice on tactics that 
could best use a small firms limited resources to aid in gaining, not only a foothold in the marketplace, but a sustainable 
competitive advantage.   
 
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows.  First, we describe relevant literature on loyalty, starting with the definitions, 
and moving through the antecedents and outcomes of loyalty programs and other methods used to attract and retain 
consumers.   Next, we provide a conceptual model and three propositions building upon the previous findings of Woodall 
(2009) and other supporting research in the literature.  We finish by providing recommendations for future research that 
may help small business. 
 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Definitions of Loyalty 
 
A review of the literature provides many definitions of loyalty; one estimate is that more than 50 definitions have been 
presented in literature (Shugan, 2005).  Reichheld (1993) states that “loyalty is the willingness of someone – a customer, 
an employee, a friend – to make an investment or personal sacrifice in order to strengthen a relationship (p 54).”  This 
definition provides the concept that a customer will pay more for a product they deem to provide good value, or if the 
product regularly meets the consumer’s needs (Woodall, 2009).  Other authors point to Oliver’s (1999) definition of a 
“deeply held commitment to re-buy or re-patronise a preferred product/service consistently in the future… (Pont & 
McQuilken, 2005, ¶ 15)”.  A more recent definition provided by Duboff and Gilligan (2012) is that “true loyalty means an 
inclination to buy when there are rational reasons to buy from someone else (p 19).” 
 
For this paper, the definition we will use was offered by Michael (2007).  She states that “in a business context, loyalty 
equates to a willingness to sacrifice on the part of the customer: a loyal customer may forgo a lower-cost solution from a 
competitor or give you time to improve capabilities because they value other aspects of doing business with you (p 42).”   
 
Should we care about loyal consumers? 
 
Before we get lost in the idea of ‘true loyalty’ let us remember that the goal of marketers is not loyalty – it is sales!  This 
is supported by Alreck and Settle (1999) who stated that marketers are not focused on selling one item to one customer.  
Instead, a marketer wants to build a relationship with that consumer, with the hope of many sales, to many consumers, for 
many years.  However, it can be agreed that it is necessary to build that long term relationship with customers if a 
business is going to succeed (2009). 
 
There are several reasons why marketers want to develop loyalty among their customer base.  It is often written in the 
literature, including an article by Michael (2007), that the cost to keep a current customer is less, and may generate five to 
ten more times more profit than new customers will provide.  As you build those relationships, it also becomes easier to 
sell brand extensions, because the customer is already familiar with the product and so additional related products are 
much easier to sell.  Another reason keeping existing customers is cheaper than finding new ones, is that customers are 
likely to perpetuate the cycle of double jeopardy – they buy big brands, which turn become bigger brands because so 
many customers buy them.  However, having a large brand does not signify loyalty, nor does it guarantee repeat purchase, 
but we will return to that later in the paper.  At this point, it is safe to say that market share does not denote loyalty 
(Rundle-Thiele & Mackay, 2001).   
 
An additional reason to develop loyal consumers is that they are less likely to search for alternative brands.  It is suggested 
in the literature that the level of reduced search may be linked to customer satisfaction (e.g. Woodall, 2009; Bennett & 
Rundle-Thiele, 2004; McDougall & Levesque, 2000).  The topic of satisfaction and assumptions about loyalty will be 
discussed throughout the paper.  One last reason (among many possible) is that loyal customers are more likely to allow 
for mistakes or poor quality in the short term (O’Malley,1998).  He states that the purpose of marketing is “selling 
products that don’t come back to customers who do (¶ 3)”. 
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Are consumers really loyal? 
 
There are several reasons identified in the literature and current research to explain why (or IF) consumers are loyal.  One 
reason is the benefits realized beyond the direct benefits of a product, such as a sports bar where you not only get good 
food and drinks, but enjoy the opportunity to cheer for the local teams (Mattila, 2001).  Another reason consumers 
develop loyalty to a product or brand is consistency (Wansink, 2003; Henry, 2000).  The products customers enjoy 
regularly, such as airline or hotel services for business travelers, build loyalty through consistent delivery (Wansink, 2003; 
Henry, 2000).  A third reason is the employees.  According to Reichheld (1993), marketers that can develop loyalty 
among their employees are much more likely to develop loyalty among their customers, due to the enhanced services 
provided by the loyal employees to their customers. 
 
As small businesses review the methods they use to attract and retain consumers, consideration must be given to some of 
the reasons presented including consistency of delivery and the employees who come into contact with their consumers 
(Foster & Cadogan, 2000).  Sometimes the ONLY face a consumer sees is the employee who interacts with them – good 
or bad.  So additional consideration must be given to the previously mentioned relationships, and development of what 
will be referred to as the ‘experience’. 
 
The next section of the paper addresses methods used to influence consumers.  First a discussion of how to build the 
experiences discussed previously.  Then a review of the factors of purchase behavior that matter to consumers, along with 
discussion of the mismatch between what marketers offer and what consumers want. 
 
How do we develop the consumer experience? 
 
Berry and Carbone (2007) provide insights on how the consumer and marketer interact (see Figure 1, below).  They call 
this interaction an experience, and explain that the consumer’s response to a brand is influenced by previous experiences.  
Those experiences or clues could be rational or emotional, and they could be based on real events or just the consumer’s 
perceptions.   
 
As can be seen in the model, the purchase experience is often more than just direct action-response between the consumer 
and marketer.  The prior experiences of a consumer along with the emotions and attitudes influence the consumer’s 
behavior toward the product, brand or store.  If the marketer can develop a positive experience with the consumer, then 
the consumer is more likely to develop what Berry and Carbone (2007) call an ‘emotional connectivity’.  Although the 
marketer cannot control how the consumer thinks or feels, the marketer can develop triggers to stimulate that positive 
experience (Woodall, 2009). 
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Figure 1: It All Starts With the Clues 
 

 
 

Recreated from “Build loyalty through experience management” by L.L Berry and L.P Carbone, 2007, Quality Progress, 
40(9), 26-32. 

 
What really matters to consumers? 
  
As a consumer develops experiences with a product, or brand, or store, they also develop a familiarity, which can lead to 
confidence and trust (Ha, 2004; Hoeffler & Keller, 2003).  Ha’s work suggests that as the consumer becomes more 
confident, their attitude toward the product will increase, and in turn will increase the likelihood of future purchase.  As 
the consumer’s attitudes increase, and they become more confident toward the brand, the number of positive experiences 
also increases, and the consumer begins to build a level trust for the brand (Webster & Keller, 2004).    
 
One of the more important measures of success for marketers is consumer satisfaction and a number of studies 
demonstrate the linkage from trust to satisfaction (Berry & Carbone, 2007; Michael, 2007; Pont & McQuilken, 2005; 
Bennett & Rundle-Thiele, 2004; Ha, 2004).  If the consumer trusts the product, brand, or store, then they are more likely 
to develop a level of satisfaction with that product, brand, or store (Woodall, 2009; Agustin & Singh, 2005; Liljander & 
Roos, 2002). 
 
Like loyalty, satisfaction has many definitions in the literature.  Macintosh (2007) defines satisfaction as “the customers 
overall evaluation of his/her experience with the firm (Macintosh, ¶ 15)”.  Wagenheim and Bayon (2004) state that 
satisfaction is a measure of how well the product performs, as compared to the consumer’s expectations.  In addition, 
Agustin and Singh (2005) state that a satisfied consumer is more likely to become a loyal consumer – certainly the reverse 
is true a dissatisfied customer is not likely to be loyal (Woodall, 2009). 
 
The development of the model from trial to familiarity and confidence, to trust and satisfaction, leading to loyalty, 
includes many factors used by marketers to influence consumers.  Those factors may include convenience, location of 
store, relative/reference price, income, and perceived value also play a part in the development of loyalty (Woodall, 2009; 
Agustin & Singh, 2005; Pont & McQuilken, 2005; Foster & Cadogan, 2000; McDougall & Levesque, 2000; Andreassen 
& Lindestad, 1998).  
 
Marketing methods used to attract loyal consumers 
 
The way that marketers communicate value to their consumer is part of the promotional plan.  In a promotion plan the 
marketer may choose to communicate through one or more of a variety of methods, including advertising, sampling, price 
reduction, display, and personal selling.  The method used depends upon the product, brand, location where the product is 
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available, the target(s) for the product and is part of an overall marketing plan designed to help deliver the company goals 
and objections.  One of the most often misused methods to build consumer loyalty is price reduction.   
 
Price reduction is a promotional strategy intended to drive short term sales.  Although consumers appreciate the 
opportunity to pay the lowest price possible for their brand, Srivastava (2007) points out that consumers who shop for best 
price are likely to shop that brand at another store with a lower price, or a different brand at a lower price (Woodall, 
2009). 
 
It is interesting to note that price is sometimes listed as the reason a consumer frequents a particular store or purchases a 
specific brand.  In fact, some consumers list price as a reason they are ‘loyal’.  However, many consumers also list price 
as the reason they defect (Srivastava, 2007).  If the purpose of a promotional activity is short term sales growth, then price 
reduction is a reasonable choice, but if the business is intending to develop longer term relationships with their consumers, 
price reduction is not the method to use, at least not by itself.   
 
Can loyalty be developed? 
 
Loyalty has been studied in a variety of industries; however the majority seems to be focused on loyalty in financial 
services, communication services, and travel services.  However, despite the small number of industries, it is expected that 
the results apply to a larger range if the focus of the studies are on the consumers, and not on the companies. 
 
Many loyalty studies have been published about the banking industry.  In one study, Weiner (2000) found that although 
consumers claim to be loyal to their bank, in reality, they are loyal to one bank for their checking and another bank for 
their savings or investments.  Michael (2007) reports that up to 80% of consumers claim to be loyal to a bank’s product 
until the moment they switch to another bank.  The author developed the following model (Table 1, below) that shows 
development of a relationship and strong emotional connection is important in the development of a long-term consumer 
loyalty. 
 

Table 1: Factors Driving Loyalty in Retail and Small Business Banking 
 

Retention 
1. Convenience 
2. Product quality and fit 
3. Satisfaction with problem resolution 

Repurchase 

All of the above plus: 
4. Ease/simplicity 
5. Transparency 
6. Trustworthiness 

Referral All of the above plus: 
7. Emotional connection 

 
Recreated from “Customer loyalty: elusive, but critical” by N. Michael, American Bankers Association. ABA Banking 

Journal, 99(2), 42-45 
 

The article by Michael (2007) is useful to demonstrate the value of many of the concepts discussed in the paper.   She 
provides several of examples of companies attempting to move to step 7 (Referral) in the Table 1.  One recent example is 
Progressive Insurance.  Progressive is using the Progressive Direct service, allowing consumers to compare prices of 
Progressive and key competitors.  This is a good example of using transparency of price along with service to move 
consumers in Michael’s table from Retention or Repurchase to Referral (Woodall, 2009). 
 
Are they really loyal, or is it something else? 
 
There is a phenomenon in the literature called false loyalty.  That is recognition that repeat purchase is not the same as 
loyalty.  Despite the use of repeat purchase as a measure of loyalty by key data providers in the US (Nielsen, IRI, NPD), 
there is significant evidence to show that just buying the same product over and over, or returning to the same store on a 
regular basis does not indicate loyalty (Woodall, 2009). 
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In an article by Henry (2000), the author provides a number of examples of repeat purchase that has nothing to do with the 
definitions of loyalty previously described.  One example of false loyalty is a consumer that frequents the same pharmacy 
for every prescription, when in fact there is only one pharmacy available.  Another example is the consumer that eats the 
same breakfast cereal enjoyed even as child, because there is no perceived difference in the alternatives available.  A third 
example of false loyalty is the consumer who always purchases the number one brand in a category, not because the brand 
is perceived to be best, but merely because that product is the market leader – its safe (Woodall, 2009). 
 
One additional method marketers user to build loyalty among consumers are loyalty programs, also referred to as reward 
or frequent purchase programs.  However, based on the dynamics of loyal consumers and the tie to multiple purchases to 
be considered ‘loyal’ there is debate about the value of such programs. 
The intent of many loyalty program, or frequent shopper cards seems to be increased sales with existing consumers.  
However, Hawkins, Best, and Coney (2004) state that increased sales is not the same as loyalty.  Additionally, in a study 
by Skogland and Siguaw (2004) consumers in the hotel industry don’t connect repeat purchase with loyalty or 
satisfaction.  O’Brien and Jones (1995) also discuss this mismatch between loyalty programs, rewards offered, and 
consumer expectations.  One additional note from Henry (2000) is that although marketers may not be offering consumers 
the reward programs to build their long-term business, the mismatch is fairly consistent across marketers and across 
industries. 
 
 

CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT 
 
A study by Woodall (2009) explored the antecedents of loyalty among grocery shoppers in South Central Pennsylvania.   
Participants were offered the choice to rate factors important to their shopping decisions in a matrix, as well as in a series 
of matched pairs.  In the study there were several variables, including frequent shopper cards, price, convenience, and 
quality.  The study defined convenience based on the combination of store location and product assortment.  Quality (as in 
a quality experience) was defined as the combination of product assortment and customer service.  Comparisons were 
developed between the options listed and consumers provided their preferences through questionnaires and interviews.  
 
Woodall’s (2009) research can be reapplied to small businesses in several aspects.  Since the research focused on factors 
that influence consumer purchase decision, and not on the stores themselves, the results may be reapplied to other 
industries frequented by consumers.  As the research was considered for small businesses a conceptual model evolved (in 
Figure 2, below). 
 

Figure 2: Conceptual model 
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Is loyalty automatic? 
 
There are several authors in the literature who do not believe that reward or loyalty programs can achieve the desired 
results.  Shugan (2005) states that most loyalty programs are designed to build short-term (or immediate) results using the 
reward that is popular at that moment.  He believes that a successful reward program would involve investment by both 
the customer and the company over the long-term.  Most existing programs require investment by the marketer today and 
tomorrow, with little change from the customer, other than the short-term purchase.   The implication is that marketers 
should consider other methods to connect with their consumers.   
This concept is consistent with entrepreneurial marketing literature, which states that small businesses need to focus on 
different tactics than the standard promotional media to reach consumers (Kilenthong, et al., 2010; Morrish, et al., 2010).  
Kilenthong, et al, discuss different behaviors for entrepreneurial marketing, including the need for small businesses to 
develop two-way contact with customers, and informal marketing techniques.   
 
As has already been discussed, most reward programs offer rewards that are price based – coupons, instant rebates, 
purchase now for savings later – and provide short-term results.  Many authors have written about the need to change the 
purpose of the reward program focus from instant savings to building relationships (Duffy, 2005; Shugan, 2005; Dowling 
& Uncles, 1997). 
 
Dowling and Uncles (1997) go on to discuss other factors that could be used to build loyalty with consumers.  Marketers 
who can improve satisfaction with the products purchased or build an emotional connection with the consumer are likely 
to improve the likelihood of increase purchase, and importantly increased loyalty.  In addition to the work of Dowling and 
Uncles, there are also many others in the literature that agree on the need to switch the focus of loyalty programs from 
price or value to improving customer satisfaction and the overall shopping experience (Naumann, et al., 2001; Schultz & 
Bailey, 2000).  Therefore we propose the following: 
 

P1. Frequent shopper or loyalty cards do not create loyalty. 
 
Convenience & Quality Trump Shopper Cards  
 
According to Shugan (2005) the most often cited marketing paper over the past 10 years was written by Morgan and Hunt 
(1994).  They state that loyalty programs don’t build the relationships already identified as important to build business, 
but instead the loyalty programs only trade short term gains for longer-term liabilities. 
 
In a more recent study, Pan, Sheng, and Xie (2012) explored many of the antecedents of loyalty, including satisfaction, 
trust, loyalty programs, and quality.  Their research confirmed that quality and customer experience consistently 
developed loyalty, while the other factors, including loyalty programs were less important. 
 
In the research by Woodall (2009), respondents participated in a survey offering them the choice to rate importance 
factors in a matrix, as well as in a series of matched pairs.  Participants rated use of frequent shopper cards (or loyalty 
cards) as much less important than the determinants of convenience or quality.  Therefore, we propose the following: 
 

P2. Frequent shopper cards are less important than convenience and quality to build loyalty with consumers. 
 
Loyal consumers will pay more! 
 
Dowling and Uncles (1997) suggested that companies would be more likely to improve loyalty and motivate buyers if 
they focused on building the perceived value of the goods and services.  Ehrenberg and Goodhardt (2001), also discuss the 
use of price to influence consumers.  According to the authors, temporary price reductions only influence existing 
customers to purchase.  On the other hand, if consumers are truly loyal, then price is less important. 
 
Examples can also be found in many industries, including as grocery stores and supermarkets.  Consumers often travel 
past local stores to reach their primary store of choice.  For example, Wegmans, a local grocery chain in the Northeast US, 
is well known for their expanded assortment and extraordinary customer service, although prices are not always 
competitive with other grocery chains in the area.  Another example is specialty grocer Whole Foods.  Again the 
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assortment appeals to segments of the population, pulling shoppers from more than an hour away to buy the products they 
have that others do not, often at a price premium (Woodall, 2009; Carrigan & Buckley, 2008). 
 
In Woodall’s (2009) study, consumers consistently rated price as less important.  In one-on-one follow-up interviews, 
participants talked often about the importance of quality products, good in-store service, and a willingness to drive further 
and pay more to get the products important to them.  Therefore we propose the following: 
 

P3. Convenience and quality are more important than price among loyal consumers. 
  
 

DISCUSSION 
 

According to Henry (2000), there are many flaws in discussions about loyalty.  The first and perhaps most important is 
that loyalty is often measured through repeat purchase or customer retention, but as shown throughout the paper, those 
measures are at best an indicator of loyalty.  Another flaw is that loyal customers are more profitable, when in fact, many 
loyal customers are among the least profitable (Woodall, 2009; Henry). 
 
In the US mass retailing industry, there are still many competitors in most markets, although Wal-Mart, Target, CVS, and 
Walgreens seem to be emerging as leaders in most of those markets.  Interestingly, all four have emerged from their 
individual channel into the food channel and are considered competitive in that channel as well – Wal-Mart is now 
considered the number one food retailer in the US.  With the increase in competition, each of these marketers and 
hundreds of others around the US need to look for ways to build their customer base, and find ways to remain competitive 
in the eyes of the consumer. 
 
Therefore, using the models and literature provided, small businesses need to develop programs that can set them apart 
from their competitors.  Through a combination of consumer research of behaviors and attitudes, along with a better 
understanding of the financial impact of different pricing strategies, those businesses can develop programs that influence 
consumer loyalty that still meet the marketers financial goals without putting the company’s longer-term profits at risk 
(Chaudhuri, 1999; Dowling & Uncles, 1997). 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
During the development of this paper, several opportunities for future research become apparent.  First, as we explore the 
behaviors of consumers in South Central Pennsylvania, should the study be expanded.  Although, as presented in 
Woodall’s (2009) research, the population in the study was somewhat representative in age and race, levels of income and 
gender splits were not consistent with total US population.    
 
Another opportunity we identified is expansion of the study specifically to higher income consumers.  Research supports 
the idea that consumers with higher income are more likely to be loyal to a brand, traveling further, paying more as 
necessary to obtain that brand (Woodall, 2009).  However, expansion of those ideas to small business specifically would 
provide additional insights into the behaviors and factors marketers could use to stimulate stronger relationships, and the 
corresponding increase in profitable sales. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Employees’ Market Orientation Behavior (MOB) is known to contribute significantly to firm performance. However, 
what drives individual market oriented behavior (IMOB) is not yet well known. When answering the question what drives 
IMOB, one should consider that it consists of three parts: information generation, sharing and responding. These 
behaviors bear in common that social interactions are entailed in them. We find that social interactions between 
employees are a main driver for MO. MO literature emphasizes not just the accumulation of knowledge but also its 
diffusion: MO knowledge should flow into and out of employees. This element has been ignored in MO literature, which 
has in large part black-boxed IMOB. Management can contribute significantly to this process by using the measures at its 
disposal, and mainly by showing a consistent commitment to MO.   
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Without a clear understanding of employee MO, this theory “will remain perplexing to theorists and continue to be elusive 
for practitioners.” (Harris 2000, p.619) 
 
Market Orientation (MO), a strategic concept that is often seen as a source of sustainable competitive advantage, has been 
at the core of the field of marketing since the early 1990’s (Kumar et al. 2011; Bell et al. 2010; Briggs & Grisaffe 2010; 
Ferrell et al. 2010; Homburg et al. 2009; Hult 2011; Ingenbleek et al. 2010; Verhoef & Leeflang 2009).  Market-oriented 
firms “seek to understand customers' expressed and latent needs, and develop superior solutions to those needs” (Slater 
and Narver 1999: 1165).  A firm's MO builds upon three dimensions: the organization-wide acquisition, dissemination, 
and responding to market intelligence (Jaworski and Kohli 1993).  Over the last quarter of a decade, hundreds of academic 
articles have been written that study the effects of MO on firm performance. Many studies show that having a MO is 
beneficial to performance (Van Raaij & Stoelhorst 2008; Kirca et al. 2005; Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Ruekart 1992) and 
that the lack of MO is a predictor of poor performance or even of the demise of well-established companies (Kumar et al. 
2011). Although many firms have automated systems that collect some market information, an effective MO culture can 
only be established by the active MO-behavior of employees on the work floor. Only when the firm’s employees are 
active in the creation of firm-relevant market information, in the sharing of that information among each other, and in 
responding to that information by devising new or additional ways of satisfying the customer—of course, depending on 
the employee’s position in the firm—the firm can really be market oriented. MO is a strategy that requires being 
embraced by everyone in the firm (Van Raaij and Stoelhorst 2008) (especially the front line employees that actually 
interact with the customers) and can rarely be effectively implemented by the mere signature of a CEO on a firm-level 
strategy document. In other words, effective MO may at heart be an employee-level process, rather than a strategy or 
culture, and understanding marketing orientation in a firm therefore requires understanding how employees enliven the 
strategy on a day-to-day basis as they go out to the customer, talk to the customer on the phone, fulfill orders, deal with 
complaints, design new products and services, and keep their colleagues abreast with fresh market information.  
 
Considering MO as an employee-level process (thus internal to the firm), it is remarkable that the lion’s share of the MO 
literature has focused on firm-level or between-firm analysis (Schlosser and McNaughton 2007), with an emphasis on 
organizational-level determinants of how market oriented a firm should be—there has been little individual-level research 
exploring how top management can diffuse MO to each organizational member and across organizational levels through 
social interactions (Lam et al. 2010: p. 61). Only very little research exists that focuses on the implementation of MO 
accounting for influences of social interactions, despite Kohli and Jaworski’s (1990) argument that MO needs to be 
realized through “open channels of communications” for such interactions among personnel on a daily basis.  Indeed, 
individual level participation and social interactions: both are indispensable for strategic implementation of MO (Lam et 
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al. 2010;Van Raaij & Stoelhorst 2008; Hartline and Ferrell 1993; Ruekart 1992; Kohli and Jaworski 1990).  
 
Studies of the implementation of MO in a firm often predominantly look at the actions that top management can take to 
have MO be accepted by the firm’s employees with few exceptions (cf.: Lam et al. 2010; Schlosser and McNaughton 
2007; Baker & Sinkula 1999; Hartline and Ferrell 1993). The management instrument with the strongest effect on the 
adoption of MO-related behavior has been reported to be the commitment to MO displayed by the firm’s top management 
(Kirca et al. 2005). A second often reported managerial tool is that of offering reward systems that use market-oriented 
behaviors as metrics to reward employees, thus motivating employee actions that enhance MO (Ruekert 1992). In some 
meta-analyses of the antecedents of MO, indeed report that reward systems appears to be another prominent strong 
predictor of firm-level MO (Van Raaij and Stoelhorst 2008; Kirca et al. 2005), in addition to management commitment to 
MO. 
 
In our study, we take these findings as a starting point and ask: whether such management instruments have a positive 
effect on the MO-related behavior of all employees. We address this question from a social network point of view on 
account of the importance of social interactions acknowledged in MO literature (Hartline and Ferrell 1993). MO refers to 
the active creating and sharing of information, making sense of this information, and devising appropriate responses 
(Kohli and Jaworski 1990). At its core, this describes a social network process (Lam et al. 2010): it is impossible for 
employees to share information without being connected to anyone else (Lam et al. 2010). Likewise, making sense of 
market information is often done most effectively when there are others who can act as a sounding board, afford 
additional insight, or simply provide a safe and supportive setting in which new approaches can be tried out. In other 
words, one’s social contacts may constrain or support one’s ability and willingness to display individual MO-related 
behavior. Those in unfavorable network positions, due to lack of social ties, may not be inspired by reward systems or 
may simply be unable to increase their individual MO, even if they wanted to. Therefore, in this paper, we ask which 
employees are more likely to increase their MO behavior as a result of top management commitment to MO or the 
offering of MO-based reward systems and which employees will require a different approach if their MO behavior is to be 
enhanced.  
 
Our contention is that management commitment and reward systems may indeed stimulate MO at an aggregate, 
consolidated, firm-level, but that this does not mean that MO behavior will be adopted by everyone equally (cf.: Schlosser 
and McNaugton 2007, p.235): there may be specific groups of employees who will be far less receptive to these 
management instruments than others. In particular, we consider two characteristics of the networks of employees’ social 
interactions: the extent to which employees are locally connected, for example within a work group, versus the extent to 
which employees are connected globally (that is, throughout the firm). We will argue that the effects of management 
commitment and of reward systems are moderated by these network positions. In fact, the effect of these management 
instruments on the creation and sharing of information is much more generic and straightforward than their effect on the 
actual responding behavior (which is what, ultimately, creates the firm’s competitive advantage).  
 
This paper then will be among the first attempts to show how active social interactions between individuals in a firm 
enhance or constrain the effectiveness of management instruments meant to stimulate MO behavior. We test our 
hypotheses using a multisource dataset that includes 60 service firms with 1175 nested individuals.  
  
 

THEORY & HYPOTHESES 
 

We first argue for the main effects of top management commitment and reward systems. Since these effects have been 
extensively argued for in previous literature, we will keep our argumentation brief. After that, we will develop hypotheses 
about how the social network position of an employee (in terms of local or global connectedness) affects how successful 
each of these management instruments is in making that employee display higher levels of MO. The dependent variable in 
this paper is the individual market-oriented behavior (IMOB). Following literature recent and early (Lam et al. 2010; 
Schlosser and McNaughton 2009; Noble et al. 2002; Voss and Voss 2000; Saxe and Weitz 1982; ), we define IMOB as an 
employees practice of integrating customer preferences, competitor intelligence, and product knowledge into the process 
of creating and delivering superior value to customers. This practice corresponds to three types of market-oriented 
behavior: creating customer and market information, sharing customer and market information, and developing suitable 
responses to this information so as to increase customer value. Accordingly, we will develop our hypotheses separately for 
each of the three IMOB dimensions. 
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Managerial Commitment to MO & MO-based Reward Systems 
 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) suggested a number of managerial instruments that stimulate individual market oriented 
behavior (IMOB) in firms, chief among which are management commitment to MO and a system to reward MO behavior 
(Kirca et al. 2005; Ruekert 1992; Van Raaij and Stoelhorst 2008). In their meta-analysis, Kirca et al. (2005) found among 
these two of the most important to be used by top management in stimulating IMOB. In their review of the MO literature, 
Van Raaij and Stoelhorst (2008) also referred to these instruments as ‘internal antecedents’ and argued that they are 
directly related to the successful implementation of MO in firms. In Figure 1 we provide an overview of the antecedents 
of MO as they have been studied in the MO literature. Such studies of the firm-internal antecedents have, unfortunately, 
mostly been at the firm level (exceptions include Siguaw et al. (1998), Voss and Voss (2000), Homburg et al. (2009), and 
Lam et al. (2010)).  
 

Figure 1: Antecedents of MO in the Literature 
 

 
 
Authors: 

 
 MO Enablers 

 
Year Indiv. 

Traits1 

MO 
Reward 
system 

Top Mgmt 
Commitment 

Kohli & Jaworski 1990 √ √ √ 
Naver & Slater 1990 √ √ √ 
Ruekert 1992 √ √  
Jaworski & Kohli 1993 √ √ √ 
Greenley 1995  √  
Bhuian 1997 √   
Han et al. 1998    
Kumar et al.  1998  √  
Siguaw et al.  1998 √   
Harris & Piercy 1999 √   
Deshpandé & Farley. 2000   √ 
Homburg & Pflesser 2000   √ 
Harris & Ogbonna 2001 NA   
Voss & Voss 2000 √ √  
Harrison-Walker 2001 √   
Agarwal et al.  2003 √ √  
Sandvik & Sandvik 2003 √   
Donavan et al. 2004 √   
Farrell et al.  2005 √ √  
Kirca et al. 2005 √ √ √ 
Gebhardt et al.  2006 √   
Ellinger et al.  2006 √  √ 
Schlosser & McNaughton 2007 √   
Helfert et al. 2008 √   
Homburg et al. 2009 √   
Lam et al 2010 √   

 
Kohli and Jaworski (1990) argued that top managers’ commitment to MO is “one of the most important factors in 
fostering a marketing orientation”. “Signals” from the firm’s top management are supposed to nurture a state of mind and 
a sense of direction among employees in support of MO and accompanying behavior (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). A 
commitment by to MO caters to employees’ intrinsic motivation to do well (Davis et al. 1992). In addition, employees 
often see their top management as role models, whose behavior represents the type of behavior that is expected and 
appreciated in the organization. By following their management’s lead, employees thus do what is expected of them and 
what is important to their leaders (Davis et al. 1992; Kohli and Jaworski 1990). Commitment of top managers to MO is 
“an essential prerequisite” (Jaworski and Kohli. 1993) to encourage employees to generate and share appropriate and 
high-quality information, and to respond accordingly.  
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Whereas the motivation of the employee to display the behavior he sees top management to be committed to may largely 
be intrinsic, the use of reward systems is mainly driven by providing employees extrinsic motivation to behave in an MO-
appropriate fashion (Davis et al. 1992). Reward systems stimulate employee short-term MO response in a manner 
consistent with the behavior that is rewarded (Hopwood 1974; Lawler and Rhode 1976; Podsakoff et al. 2010). The more 
meaningful the relationship between the rewards and the behavior is to the employee (e.g., by directly affecting one’s 
financial compensation, or by increasing one’s chances for promotion), the more likely rewards are to trigger the 
prompted behavior. Besides offering meaningful rewards, reward systems also offer measurable clarity in terms of what 
management expects of the employee; the clearly show what the employee needs to do in order to satisfy management. 
Reward systems that are based on rewarding consistent IMOB, can stimulate employees to adopt MO behavior in their 
daily practice (Kohli and Jaworski 1990; Ruekert 1992), even if it is just in order to reap the benefits of being rewarded 
for it. Psychological theory suggests that such behavior eventually becomes etched in the employee’s behavioral pattern, 
after which IMOB becomes an automatic behavior, even in the absence of continued rewards (Deci et al. 1999; Davis et 
al. 1992).  

 
Table 1: Characteristics of management commitment and reward systems 

 
            Management commitment Reward system 

• Stimulates	   internal	   motivation	   by	   focus	   on	  
commitment	  and	  pride;	  	  

• Stimulates	   quality	   of	   information	   generated	  
or	   responded	   to:	   profound	   information	   and	  
deeper	  responses	  based	  on	  motivation;	  

• Does	   not	   stimulate	   the	   generation	   of	   high	  
quantity	   of	   quick	   information	   and	   many	  
quick	  fixes	  (is	  not	  inspired	  as	  much).	  

• Stimulates	   external	   motivation	   by	   focus	   on	  
formal	  reward	  by	  the	  firm;	  

• Stimulates	   quantity	   of	   information	  
generated	   or	   responses	   undertaken:	   many	  
quick	  fixes	  give	  more	  reward;	  

• Gets	   in	   the	   way	   of	   quality/depth	   of	   the	  
information	   generated	   and	   response	  
developed	  (is	  not	  rewarded	  as	  much).	  

             
We summarize the main characteristics of the two management instruments in Table 1. When top management 
commitment and reward systems are used well, they target all three IMOB dimensions: management can show clear 
commitment to the generation of, dissemination of, and response to market information. Likewise, it is technically 
possible to create systems that rewards each of these behaviors, although it is likely to be easier for the former two 
(acquisition and dissemination) than for the latter (responding). Effectively rewarding employees for their appropriate 
individual responses to fresh market information is likely to require more elaborate and fine-tuned reward systems than 
most firms may be able and willing to operate (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). 

 
HYPOTHESIS 1: Management commitment to MO has a positive effect on all dimensions of IMOB. Reward 
systems have a positive effect on the acquisition and dissemination of market-information, but no effect on the 
response to this information by individual employees. 

 
Network Positions in the Work Network: Local and Global Embeddedness 
 
We mentioned network position in the section of introduction, by which we mean the connectedness in social interactions 
of an individual inside an organization (Brasss 2004). Individual market-oriented behavior is, in essence, entrenched in 
social interactions.  
 
Creating information happens through the interaction of an individual employee with fellow employees, management, or 
customers; moreover, realizing the usefulness of data often requires hearing the points of view of others, after which data 
can be turned into information and from there into relevant knowledge. These will be impossible without interaction of at 
least two people, and preferably more than two. Finally, in order to devise strategically sound responses to market 
information and knowledge one has to be able to make sense of the information first (which is best done in conversation 
with others), to contemplate as many viable alternative actions as is possible (which is best done in discussion with 
others), and to have insight in what has been tried before and what has worked and what not (which requires the joint 
memory of multiple coworkers). Besides that, trying out new ways or creating value for customers can often require 
people to step out of their comfort zone and abandon some of their routines, which is most easily done when one has a 
safe and supportive network of colleagues to rely on (Klein et al. 2004; Morrison 2002). 
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It is immediately obvious that employees who barely have any work-related ties in a company will be ill-positioned to 
behave in a truly market-oriented way. Likewise, it makes sense, intuitively, to argue that employees who have a more 
central position in the firm’s work-related network will have better IMOB potential than those employees who reside at 
the periphery of the firm’s network. We therefore contend that the position an employee occupies in the firm’s work-
related network can have a stronger effect on the extent to which the employee can be market-oriented. When the firm’s 
top management displays strong management commitment to MO or offers IMOB-based reward systems, the effects on 
employees’ IMOB is therefore likely to depend on their position in the firm’s work-related network. Let’s first  denote 
two different types of ‘network position.’ 
 
In order to behave in a market-oriented manner, employees require access to relevant information, that is: information that 
is relevant to them. Although a member of the customer service department could theoretically draw some benefit from 
hearing that a foreign competitor is considering to enter the same market, he would benefit most from hearing about the 
variety of complaints the current customers have, the solutions that other colleagues in customer service have developed, 
or changing wishes expressed by the customers, and other service-work related information. In other words, an 
employee’s main sources and targets of relevant market information are that employee’s direct coworkers. By interacting 
with fellow coworkers, an employee gets quick and easy access to the information that is most relevant in daily work. The 
aim is to discuss work-related information and potentially respond with others who understand his work and his customers 
as well as the employee himself actually does. In this paper, we denote the extent to which an employee actively engages 
with coworkers by the term “local embeddedness.” Employees who are strongly locally embedded (i.e. who have a well-
developed local network) have immediate access to relevant information, but this comes at the expense of low information 
variety: coworkers who do a similar job and deal with similar customers with similar needs will likely not have a much 
varied set of information to share and discuss.  
 
To be able to truly develop innovative responses and gather information that may have farther-reaching impact than one’s 
daily job, employees require networks that reach considerably further than the employee’s daily coworkers. Novel insight 
comes from sharing information and discussing company strategy and opportunities with employees who reside at varying 
hierarchical levels, at varying departments, and who deal with different parts of the customer process than the focal 
employee does. In other words, variety of information comes from one’s far-reaching network ties, rather than the ties 
with one’s coworkers. We will refer to these far-reaching ties, across various kinds of boundaries across the firm, as an 
employee’s “global embeddedness.” Global embeddedness refers to the extent to which an employee is connected to the 
company at large and allows the employee to draw on information that resides in pockets of the organization that one’s 
local ties cannot reach. Although global embeddedness offers the benefit of diversity of information and insight, it has the 
disadvantage of being more costly to maintain, it may bring information that one has no interest in or does not understand, 
and such ties tend to be less frequent and less informal. In addition, whereas ties to coworkers provide an effective 
platform to discuss information and try out new ways of working, network ties that reach to distant pockets of the firm are 
less conducive to processing of information. Table 2 summarizes the differences between local and global embeddedness. 
 

Table 2: Characteristics of local and global embeddedness 
 

Local ties  Global ties  
• Quick	  information	  access	  
• Ease	   to	   create	   and	   maintain	   (“comes	   with	  

the	  job”)	  
• Provides	   information	   more	   relevant	   ton	  

ego’s	  daily	  activity	  
• Limited	  in	  information	  variety	  
• Good	   opportunity	   to	   process	   information	  

through	  relevant	  and	  intense	  discussion	  
 
 
 

• Information	  not	  immediately	  accessible	  
• Requires	   effort	   to	   create	   and	   maintain	  

(prestige	  building),	  goes	  beyond	  simple	  daily	  
activity	  

• Provides	   information	   relevant	   to	   the	  
organization,	  but	   less	  relevant	  to	  ego’s	  daily	  
task	  

• Provides	  more	  information	  variety	  
• Less	   conductive	   to	   processing	   of	  

information,	   but	   may	   be	   more	   inspiring	   to	  
ego’s	  openness	  to	  new	  ideas.	  
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Although local and global embeddedness appear to capture opposite aspects of one’s position in the work-related network, 
they are not mutually exclusive nor are they opposites of the same continuum. An employee can have abundant local ties 
(and thus be strongly locally embedded) and also maintain an impressive portfolio of global ties across the firm (and thus 
be strongly globally embedded). Similarly, an employee may be low on interaction in general, both in terms of ties with 
coworkers and outsiders. Some people tend to prefer the easy interaction with coworkers, while others prefer the 
excitement of dealing with those who are very different from them. Although the two tend to correlate positively, they 
capture different kinds of relationships and are therefore distinct constructs. As a consequence, below we will develop 
hypotheses for both types of network positions separately. 
 
Moderation of the Effectiveness of Management Commitment 
 
The effect of management commitment on IMOB is couched in top-down communications, in the expectation that 
employees will see the commitment of management as a signal and “buy into” (Schlosser & McNaughton 2007, p. 439) 
MO as important activity. It mainly caters to the intrinsic motivation of employees who want to do what is good for the 
company and see the management’s commitment to MO as a signal that this is indeed the right thing to do (Davis et al. 
1992)—it assumes that an individual employee becomes inspired to be more market-oriented and to hunt for information 
and develop responses that are profound and really take the company forward. Strong local embeddedness is not very 
likely to support the generation of deep, insightful, and profound information, because it is too deeply rooted in daily 
routine to prepare for something larger and high-up, so to speak, related to management’s strategic direction. Thus, the 
more strongly an employee is locally embedded, the less s/he is likely to respond to the firm’s top management 
commitment.  
 
Global ties, on the other hand, are preeminent sources of new insight, original thought, and ideas that build on cross-
fertilization and that may have the potential to bring the company to the next level. In addition, since global ties are more 
costly to build and maintain and may often also be more complex to draw useful and implementable insight from, the use 
in the global ties in IMOB requires intrinsic motivation: employees who have the intrinsic motivation to create and 
preserve such ties (and are thus open to new and varied insight) are likely to respond positively when they see 
management being committed to the creation and dissemination of market-related information in the firm.  

 
HYPOTHESIS 2: The effect of management commitment on both the generation and sharing of market 
information becomes more positive with increasing global embeddeness (2b) and is canceled out with increasing 
local embeddedness (2a). 

 
In terms of developing responding to market information, an extensive close-knit local network is not very likely to 
provide the breeding ground for developing the profound and original responses that internally MO-motivated employees 
seek. The more strongly en employee is embedded in local network, the less s/he will suffer from the lack of diversity 
among network partners. Strongly locally embedded employees who are intrinsically motivated to develop optimal 
strategic responses to fresh market information, are scarcely able to increase their IMOB by following the example set by 
management. In addition to the lack of variety of information that results from strong local embeddedness, there is another 
negative effect: strong, frequent ties with nearby others who do similar tasks tend to guard against deviation from the 
existing routine, rather than supporting one to break routines for something innovative (Brass 2004, p. 803). Strong, close-
knit network, neighborhoods of coworkers tend to inhibit individuals from changing the way work is done and often 
penalize those who decide to do things differently (Brass 2004, ibid.). This impedes innovation and innovative responses 
to market-information. Employees with low local embeddedness are in a much easier position to break routines and try 
out new ways to service customers. In other words, management commitment is more likely to lead to innovative 
responses to market information from those low in local embeddedness than those high in local embeddedness. 
 
Conversely, whereas strong local embeddedness lock ego inside daily routines, the global network frees the individual 
from that and allows for more cognitive space. Interacting with others who have different experiences and expertise 
provides a fertile breeding ground to come up with truly innovative responses and ideas. Although the solutions coming 
out of one’s global network may require more work to translate into actionable steps for the employee, the global 
network’s diverse outlook on things may provide more stimulating and creative responses in every respect. 
 

HYPOTHESIS 3: The effect of management commitment on the responding to market information becomes 
negative with increasing local embeddedness (3a) and more positive with increasing global embeddedness (3b). 
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Moderation of the Effectiveness of Reward Systems 
 
Reward systems spur particular behavior by putting a premium on compliance. Extrinsically motivated employees are 
likely to be affected most, since the opportunity to increase their salary (or to become ‘employee of the week’) works 
motivating to them. In a way, reward systems remove the need to think on the side of the employee, all that needs to be 
done is to follow formalized protocol (Davis et al. 1992). Such an approach resonates most with employees who are 
strongly locally embedded and less with those who are strongly embedded globally. Employees that maintain strong and 
abundant local ties have chosen to invest in relatively homogeneous, easy, low-cost, less-inspiring ties (as compared to 
maintaining a sizeable portfolio of global ties)—this kind of embeddedness is well-suited for those high on extrinsic 
motivation. As we have argued before, it is especially the seeking and sharing of market-information that can be 
supported by reward systems. Close-knit groups of coworkers, often all with similar backgrounds, expertise, and 
experiences, are likely to be internally coherent in their views of the world. If the rewards appeal to them, they are likely 
to all start engaging in the market-information generating and sharing activity that is rewarded.  
 
It is likely that the effect of reward systems is less effective in influencing employees with extensive global ties. In fact, 
the effect may well be negative. The creation and maintenance of global ties often requires intrinsic motivation, which is 
incompatible with the extrinsic motivation that is called upon by monetary reward systems (Deci et al. 1999). In fact, 
employees who are high on intrinsic motivation may respond unfavorable (and even negative) to management instruments 
that use extrinsic motivational triggers (Deci et al. 1999). Besides, if the volume of information found and shared is 
rewarded, then it is counterproductive to engage in ties that are costly to maintain and that yield information that may not 
be readily useful to the employee (and may not at all be that easy to share with relevant others). In sum, strong global 
embeddedness may make it unlikely for an employee to increase one’s market-information generating and sharing 
activity, both because it doesn’t motivate him/her and because his/her embeddedness in the work-related network doesn’t 
lend itself well to a strong focus on this kind of activity.  
 

HYPOTHESIS 4: The effect of reward systems on both the generation and sharing of market information becomes 
more positive with increasing local embeddedness (4a) and negative for increasing global embeddedness (4b). 

 
Network ties with coworkers provide a safe and quick venue to make sense of market information and to process it into 
feasible responses.  By discussing the information that has been collected and shared by people in one’s direct contacts, 
employees can quickly devise new ways of delivering value to the customer that fit well with the employee’s daily 
routines. When it is clear to everyone in the firm that devising appropriate responses are valued and rewarded by the firm, 
coworkers may be less motivated to hang on to the status-quo and may be more willing to come up with solutions that 
change the overall practice slightly, so that customer value and their (non-)monetary rewards increase simultaneously. 
Global ties, on the other hand, offer less easy and less low-cost processing capability. Others in different parts of the 
organization may be less likely to be able to come up with responses that are feasible to the focal employee’s clients and 
daily work routine. Employees who are high in global ties may therefore be less able to come up with useful responses 
and may even waste their time trying to do so. In addition, employees who are strongly globally embedded in the firm are 
likely to have a more “eclectic” view on their work and are less likely to be stimulated by external and formal quick gains 
(Morrison 2002). As a result, their MO-response behavior may not be stimulated by formal rewards to begin with. 
Therefore, we expect that reward systems will not work out for those who are high in global embeddedness.  
 

HYPOTHESIS 5: The effect of reward systems on the responding to market information becomes more positive 
with increasing local embeddedness (5a) and is canceled out with increasing global embeddedness (5b). 
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Figure 2: Conceptual model 

 

 
Table 3: Summary of the hypotheses 

 
 Generation Dissemination Response 
Management commitment Positive effect Positive effect Positive effect 
Reward Systems Positive effect Positive effect Positive effect 
Mgt.Commit * Local Cancels out Cancels out Becomes negative 
Mgt.Commit * Global More positive More positive More positive 
Reward * Local More positive More positive More positive 
Reward * Global Becomes negative Becomes negative Cancels out 

 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
Data collection 
 
Figure 2 contains our conceptual model and Table 3 summarizes the hypotheses. In order to test our hypotheses, we 
collected data about the internal advice network structures for a sample of 60, mostly small and micro firms. In a suitable 
sample of firms, firm size typically ranged between 20-30 employees (only 5 firms have a population exceeding 50 
employees). We enlisted cooperation of an association of graduates of a large MBA at one of the top business schools in 
China. Consistently ranking in the nation’s top 3, the archive of this MBA provides us a rich source to business contacts. 
Firms where an MBA contact can be approached were randomly selected into the sample. Given the possible randomness 
of such a sample, we also controlled firm size (no more than 100 employees), industry (mainly in the service industry), 
and ownership (mainly in the private sector) in order to avoid skewed distribution. We were able to collect data from 60 
firms after approaching 224 firms (response rate: 26.8 percent), for a total of 1175 responding employees. 
 
The contacts from the 60 firms were asked to provide a list of employees as informants, who answered questions in the 
survey. The informants in our survey are from different functional categories: top management, HR officials, frontline 
managers, support staff, and frontline employees. Top management provided firm level and general management 
information. HR officials provided objective human resource and related organizational data about the firm, including 
about the reward system. Frontline employees and frontline managers provided the MO behavior. All individuals provided 
network data. Surveys for each of these different groups contained partly overlapping questions, allowing for cross-
validation of information to ensure consistencies and reliability.  
 
Measures 
 
Individual market-oriented behaviors. IMOB includes: Generating, Sharing and Responding to market information. Data 
for employees’ IMOB was collected using Schlosser and McNaughton’s 20 Item Individual MO scale (Schlosser and 
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McNaughton 2009). The I-MARKOR originated from Kohli and Jaworski’s earliest version of MARKOR (Kohli et al. 
1993). The questions were translated from the English into Mandarin. Back-translation indicated high internal validity 
(Brislin 1970; Van de Vijver and Leung 1997). The surveys were filled out by the employees on-site. 
 
Embeddedness. Respondents were given a name lists provided by the personnel department of each firm. Following 
common practice from the social network analysis literature—such as Krackhardt (1990) and Ibarra and Andrews 
(1993)—the employees were asked to answer the question: “Who do you approach for advice when you have a work-
related problem?” This captures the task-related advice network in the firm, which is one of the most commonly studied 
types of intra-firm network relations (Ibarra 1993; Klein et al. 2004; Sparrowe et al. 2001). Respondents were not 
restricted to a fixed number of nominations. The answers to this sociometric question provided the raw data used to derive 
the measures of local and global embeddedness (Marsden 1990).  
 
Local embeddedness refers to the extent to which the employee has an extensive network of direct mutual ties. This is 
measured by the number of reciprocated ties maintained by the employee and indicates the activity in the employee’s 
local pocket of the network, combining the potential for the employee to exert influence on and receive support from his 
immediate ties (Freeman 1978; Mrvar and Batagelj 2011).  
 
An employee’s global embeddedness increases as the employee has more and farther reaching contacts throughout the 
firm; this affords him with access to information and knowledge that reside in many different pockets of the firm’s 
network at large, either directly or indirectly. This measure combines the average path length of the employee to 
everybody else in the organization the employee can eventually reach: the closer one is to then other members of the 
organization and the larger one’s network (in terms of both direct and indirect connections), the higher one’s global 
embeddedness. The mathematical details of this measure are presented in Appendix A. 
 
Management instruments. To measure the top management commitment to MO, we adapted a 9-item scale previous 
developed by Hartline and Ferrell (1993). This scale operationalizes top managers’ affective commitment to MO. Reward 
systems were measured by the 6-item Market-based Reward System proposed by Kohli et al. (1993). Both the items of the 
MO commitment scale and those of the reward systems scale were administered to the personnel officers and the top 
managers of the firms. They are the ones in the firm who are most qualified to answer these questions. These variables 
therefore reside at the firm level. By using a multi-informant approach, we could test for reliability of our firm level 
measures, which turned out to be high (see Table 4).   
 
Controls. In addition to the predictors in our framework, there can be other factors that influence a person’s market-
oriented behavior. Thus, we included several individual-level control variables in the empirical analysis to test the 
proposed relationships while controlling for other possibly important influences. We controlled for the tenure of 
individuals within their job (measured in years), as longer tenure may lead to an employee having more relevant market 
knowledge experience in how to translate that knowledge into feasible responses (Busch 1980; Ruekert 1992). For similar 
reasons, we controlled for employee age. Finally, we also control for the gender of individuals, since marketing scholars 
have suggested that gender differences may be significant in explaining frontline employee behavioral outcomes (Babin 
and Boles 1998; Busch 1980; Siguaw and Honeycutt Jr 1995).  
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Table 4: Descriptives 
 

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Individual level           
   1. Creating info (.90)          
   2. Sharing info .77** (.89)         
   3. Responding .51** .53** (.87)        
   4. Local embeddedness .04 .05 .09** ---       
   5. Global embeddedness .10** .11** .10**  .37** ---      
   6. Tenure .16** .09** -.08* -.02 .12** ---     
   7. Age .26** .21** -.02 -.02 .16** .57** ---    
   8. Gender .19** .13** .03  .03 .09** .15** .16** ---   
Firm level           
   9. Management 

commitment 
.39** .36** .21**  .07*  .03 -.02 .14**   .05 (.86)  

 10. Reward system .26** .26** .15**  .03  .05* -.03 .08   .01  .33** (.83) 
Mean 4.04 4.08 4.81  .29 5.02 4.42 33.33   .50 4.64 4.00 
Standard deviation 1.01 1.05   .85  .69 6.36 4.39 10.08   .50   .47   .43 
Minimum 1.00 1.00 1.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 0.00 2.89 3.19 
Maximum 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 33.00 40.00 76.00 1.00 5.50 5.81 

 
* p < .05 (two-tailed) 

** p < .01 (two-tailed) 

Notes: Below the diagonal are the correlations based on scores disaggregated per employee (n=1175), and 
Cronbach’s (1951) internal consistency reliability coefficients appear on the diagonal (between 
parentheses), where appropriate. Gender is dichotomous (1 = male, 0 = female), tenure (in one’s job) 
and age are measured in years. 

Variables as the firm-level were required through a multisource approach. Aggregation to the firm-level 
requires sufficient interrater agreement. The median rwg.j scores for Management commitment and 
Reward systems were .95 and .92, respectively, which is quite high and justifies aggregation. 

 
 
Measure Quality 
 
Appendix B contains all the items per construct. Table 4 contains the main descriptive statistics. Table 5 shows that the 
three dimensions of IMOB (creating, sharing, and responding to market information) have the tendency to go together: 
they correlate highly and positively, especially creating and sharing market information tend to co-occur. There is a 
positive correlation between the commitment to MO shown by management in a firm and the extent to which they employ 
reward systems that incentivize IMOB, but the correlation is only modest (.33): the levels of management commitment 
and MO-based reward systems do tend to bare mutual similarity, but firms certainly do not routinely employ both (or 
neither). As one would expect, there is a positive correlation between tenure in one’s job and age (.57). Although there is 
one employee with age 76, most employees are in the prime of their working lives (78 percent is below the age of 40, 92 
percent is below 50 years old). There is a medium-sized positive correlation between en employee’s local and global 
embeddedness (.37), which shows that “networkers” tend to have both considerable local and global embeddedness (and 
“non-networkers” will be relatively low on both), but that a high local embeddedness does not necessarily imply that one 
also is high in global embeddedness (and vice versa). Since the firm consists of many more people than any employee’s 
direct local network, the global embeddedness score necessarily shows a larger range than the local embeddedness 
score—this is what should happen. 
 
Another test of data and measurement quality concerns the internal consistency reliabilities. The reliability indexes (on the 
diagonal of Table 4) indicated that the construct measures were psychometrically sound, no coefficient alpha values were 
lower than .83 (the three IMOB scales had alpha’s of .90, .89, and .93, and the management commitment and reward 
systems scales had alpha’s of .86 and .83). 
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Management commitment to MO and IMOB-based reward systems are firm-level variables. We collected these data using 
multiple informants at the HR and top management level of the firm. Aggregation to the firm level was justified by 
calculating the interrater agreement index rwg.j (James et al. 1984). The median rwg.j for management commitment to MO 
was .95 and .91 for IMOB-based reward systems; this high level of agreement by the multiple respondents justifies 
aggregation of these scores to the firm level. 
 
In the literature, and in the IMOB scale we are using (Schlosser and McNaughton 2009), market-orientation is generally 
seen as a three factor construct (Kohli and Jaworski 1990); we have specified our hypotheses accordingly. To test whether 
our IMOB data indeed follows this three factor structure, we conducted two confirmatory factor analyses. In the first we 
included all multi-item constructs (ie. all IMOB items, Management commitment, Reward systems) and checked whether 
they formed a five-factor construct, with the three IMOB factors along the creation, sharing, responding subscales. We 
then repeated this exercise for just the IMOB items, to again check if the three subscales would emerge. The analyses 
were conducted in the R package “lavaan” (Rosseel 2012), using full information maximum likelihood.  In each case, we 
compared the three factor IMOB solution to a two-factor (with Creation and Sharing combined) and a one-factor (all 
items combined) solution. In both approaches, the 3-factor solution (with Creation, Sharing, Responding cleanly 
separated) was clearly the best fit. In the model with all multi-item constructs, using the 3-factor solution, fit measures 
were RMSEA = .053, SRMR = .088, CFI = .87, AGFI = .96, GFI = .97. When only the IMOB items are considered, the fit 
measures for the three-factor solution are RMSEA = .083, SRMR = .073, CFI = .90, AGFI = .97, GFI = .98. These fit 
measures are close to those reported by Schlosser and McNaughton (2009), as are the reliability indexes for the Creation, 
Sharing, and Responding factors. In all, the IMOB construct indeed consists of three separate factors, each achieving good 
reliability. 
 

Table 5: Multilevel results 

 
 
 

RESULTS 
 
Since our dependent variable, IMOB, is an individual-level variable and some of our explanatory variables, Management 
commitment and MO-based reward systems, are firm-level variables, we use a multilevel model to test our hypotheses, 
with data on 1175 employees on level 1, nested within 60 firms at level 2. We carried out the analyses separately for the 
three IMOB dimensions (Creation of market information, Sharing market information, Responding to market 
information), so we can assess the distinct effects of the management instruments for each dimension. Since Local 
embeddedness and Global embeddedness are sensitive to firm size (i.e., one can have more reciprocated direct ties in a 
larger firm than in a smaller firm), we group mean centered the Local embeddedness and Global embeddedness measures, 
as suggested by Cronbach (1976; Cronbach and Webb 1975). This has the advantage of correcting for the firm size effect 
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(Enders and Tofighi 2007; Hofmann and Gavin 1998) and brings the added benefit of stabilizing covariance estimates in 
multilevel models (Hox 2010), and making the cross-level interactions more readily interpretable. A positive score on 
either measure means that the employee’s embeddedness is above-average (for employees in that firm); a positive (and 
significant) interaction term of, say, reward systems and local embeddedness, then means that the effect of the use of MO-
based reward systems within a firm is larger for those employees who have a local embeddedness that is above the 
average of all employees in that firm. 
 
We present the results of our analysis in Table 5. Hypothesis 1 stated that Management commitment to MO and IMOB-
based reward systems are expected to have positive effects on the individual market-oriented behavior of employees, 
across all three IMOB dimensions. This hypothesis receives clear empirical support, although the effects of the 
management instruments for Responding are less strong than for Creation and Sharing of market information. Overall, the 
two management instruments appear to clearly contribute to the market-oriented behavior of individuals. The other 
hypotheses all deal with the moderating effects of embeddedness on the effectiveness of the management instruments. We 
organize the discussion of the according analyses per IMOB dimension.  
 
Sharing of market information. With respect to the sharing of market information, we find a positive, significant, 
interaction between management commitment and global connectedness: employees with wider ranging more extensive 
ties throughout the firm respond more positively to the commitment to MO by management than those with a lower global 
reach (in support of hypothesis 2b). We also expected that high levels of local embeddedness would cancel out the effect 
of management commitment (hypothesis 2a), but the interaction term is not significant. Overall, management commitment 
appears to work well in spurring the creation of market-information by employees. 
 
For reward systems, there is a positive and statistically significant interaction between reward systems and local 
embeddedness: reward systems increase especially the IMOB of employees who have many strong connections to their 
immediate co-worker’s circle. This is in line with our expectation formulated in hypothesis 4a. Although we do see the 
expected negative sign of the interaction term of reward systems with global embeddedness (hypothesis 4b), the term does 
not reach statistical significance. Overall, the effect of reward systems on stimulating employees to create more market-
information appears to be positive, especially for those with high local embeddedness. Whereas management commitment 
mainly seems to speak to the information creation by globally embedded employees, reward systems mainly prompt 
locally embedded employees to do so. 
 
Sharing of market information. Despite the expectation formulated in hypothesis 2, both of the interaction terms of 
management commitment are not statistically significant. Conversely, both interaction terms for reward systems are 
statistically significant and have the expected directionality. In particular, reward systems seem to appeal mainly to those 
employees who are strongly embedded locally (hypothesis 4a), but weakens in power significantly for those with high 
global embeddedness (hypothesis 4b). The left panel of Figure 3 displays the interaction plot. As can be seen from the 
plot, the positive effect of the use of reward systems on information sharing behavior strongly decreases with increasing 
as global embeddedness, to the point of canceling out the effect altogether. The effect does become negative eventually, as 
global embeddedness becomes large enough, but only about 5 percent of the employees in our dataset had global 
embeddedness scores that big. In general, the effect of reward systems on information sharing will weaken, but it will 
become negative for only a very small proportion of a firm’s employees. 
 
Responding to market-information. In hypothesis 3a, we formulated the expectation that Management commitment would 
negatively affect actively seeking strategic responses to new market information by employees who are strongly locally 
embedded. This is indeed the case in our analysis, since the interaction term of commitment and global embeddedness is 
negative, statistically significant, and large enough to turn the slope downwards. In the middle panel of figure 3, the 
negative slope for high global embeddedness is quite clear. The inflection point, where the slope turns negative, occurs 
when an employee has 1 more reciprocated tie to a co-worker than the average employee in his firm. In other words, in 
practice, anyone who has more reciprocated ties to coworkers than what is average in the firm will reside on the line’s 
negative slope and is expected to respond less to new market information than others, not more. We do not find support 
for hypothesis 3b, which stated that global embeddedness would increase the positive effect of management commitment: 
the effect is not statistically significant. 
 
Reward systems show an effect that is similar to its effect for Creating and Sharing: locally well-embedded employees 
respond especially favorably, while globally well-embedded employees respond much less (right panel of Figure 3). For 
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the latter group, the effect becomes negative for those who are very well globally connected; this is the case for about 15 
percent of the employees in our sample. So, although the negative effect does occur, it does not occur for a large group. At 
the same time, about a third of all employees, their global embeddedness is large enough to cancel out most effects of 
reward systems on their responding behavior. 
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Figure 3: Graphs 
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Table 6: Summary of the findings 
 

 Acquisition Dissemination Response 
Management commitment Positive effect Positive effect Positive effect 
Reward Systems Positive effect Positive effect Positive effect 
Mgt.Commit * Local ns ns Becomes negative 
Mgt.Commit * Global More positive ns ns 
Reward * Local More positive More positive More positive 
Reward * Global ns Turns negative Cancels out 

 
Note: “ns” means that the effect was statistically not significant. 

 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
The empirical findings are summarized in Table 6. There are clear differences between the effectiveness of both 
management instruments, both in terms of for what type of MO behavior they work best and in terms of for which 
employees they deliver the aspired results. In terms of stimulating the acquisition of market information, both instruments 
appear to be useful and complementary. Management commitment mainly speaks to employees who are broadly 
connected in the firm, whereas reward systems mainly appeal to locally connected employees. Since firms differ in their 
nature, this can have implications for which management instrument might work best in stimulating the acquisition of 
market information. Some firms are characterized by organizing their employees mainly in tight-knit teams with others 
who do the same job (e.g., calling centers or offsite manufacturing facilities). In this case, it is unlikely that management 
commitment to MO will entice these employees to strongly increase their market information search behavior; the results 
of our analyses suggest that these employees would be motivated most by IMOB-focused reward systems. Conversely, 
firms that strongly build on cross-functional teams and let their employees be part of multiple teams or projects 
simultaneously would most likely stimulate market information seeking behavior most by having management show 
strong commitment to IMOB. 
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Note that there is an inherent risk in the fact that reward systems seem to speak in particular to locally embedded 
employees. If a firm uses reward systems as its main tool to incite the gathering of market information, then there is a 
chance that this market information gathering activity will mainly be performed by employees who are strongly locally 
embedded, which can starkly limit the variety and originality of the information generated—the firm runs the risk that the 
generated information is mundane and largely uninteresting, which strongly limits the benefits the firm can draw from it. 
 
When reward systems are used to intensify information sharing behavior, strongly globally embedded employees tend not 
be affected (or, in a small proportion of employees, they may even decrease their sharing activity). In order to stimulate 
these employees to share more market info, management commitment seems to be the more effective choice (although the 
interaction terms were not significant, the main effect of management commitment is still strong and positive and is not 
affected by employee embeddedness).  
 
Responding behavior is influenced differentially by the two management instruments: reward systems are useful to 
compel locally connected employees to search for useful responses to market information, while management 
commitment can have a negative effect on them. It seems that some care is required here, in order to achieve the 
responding behavior.  
 
So, as we asked in the title of this paper, does management matter? The analyses in this paper imply that it does; perhaps 
more so than many managers might realize. It appears that “just picking one management instrument” might not lead to 
optimal results when attempting to make employees behave in a more market-oriented way. Neither management 
commitment nor reward systems have positive results for all employees or for all types of behavior. Rather, our results 
indicate that both instruments are needed, where the exact balance between them can vary according to how the work is 
organized (e.g., mainly in locally constricted settings, or in settings that span larger parts of the firm for employees) or 
what type of employees firms want to reach. This is a pre-eminent example of a management task, fueling people’s 
market-oriented behavior requires well-aimed management activity and deliberate choices. Overall, reward 
systems work well across the board to spur locally well-connected employees into IMO behavior. Strongly globally 
connected individuals will barely become more market oriented in their behavior as a result of MO-based rewards. 
Management commitment is almost always good. Its main effect is positive and strong, and the interaction effects rarely 
turn the effect negative. Moreover, since management commitment seems to appeal to globally connected individuals 
more than to those locally connected, it is to be expected that the market information that is generated (and perhaps also 
the responses that are developed) is varied, comprehensive, and original—the kind of market information that firms can 
strongly benefit from in achieving a competitive advantage in the marketplace. 
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APPENDIX A, CALCULATING GLOBAL EMBEDDEDNESS 
 
Global embeddedness captures the extent to which an employee is connected throughout the firm at large. 
Mathematically, this is a combination of the average path length to everybody else in the organization and one’s network 
size. In words: the closer one is to other members of the organization and the larger one’s network (in terms of both direct 
and indirect connections), the higher one’s global embeddedness. In the literature, this measure is also somewhat 
awkwardly referred to as “domain prestige” and is described in full detail in Lin (1976). Below, we will call the employee 
“ego” and concisely refer to the other members of the organization as ego’s “alters.” 

Define ri as the number of alters that can be reached (directly or indirectly) by ego—this is also known as the size of the 
employee’s reachability graph. Ego’s ideas eventually reach all alters in ri, and vice versa. This captures the extent to 
which ego is exposed to ideas that exist throughout the firm. Define pi as the average path length from ego to his alters; pi 
can be regarded as a measure of how long it will take get access to information spread from ego’s alters to ego 
(Beauchamp 1965; Freeman 1979)—note that we are using directed ties, so the direction of the flow is taken into account 
in the global embeddedness measure. 

The gobal embeddedness of employee i can then be measured as 

( 1)
i

i
i

rGlobalEmbeddedness
p n

=
−

 

where n is the number of people in the network. In words, ego’s global embeddedness increases when ego is (directly and 
indirectly) connected to a larger number of alters and/or when his distance to these alters decreases.
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APPENDIX B: SCALE ITEMS 
 

Individual MO Behavior 
Market Information Generating Behavior (8 items) 

I ask people who used our product or service to access the quality. 
I interact with people –either directly from customers or agencies (distributors) to 

know what product or services customers will need in the future. 
In my communications with these people, I periodically review the likely effect of 

changes in our business environment (e.g. company mergers and acquisitions) on 
customers. 

I take responsibility to detect fundamental shifts in our business (erg-competition, 
technology, regulation) in my communication with distributors. 

I talk to or survey those who can influence our customers’ purchases (distributors). 
I review our product development efforts with distributors to ensure that they are in 

line with what customers want. 
I participate in informal “hall talk ” that concerns our competitors tactics or 

strategies. 
I collect industry information through informal means (e.g. lunch with industry 

friends, talks with trade partners) 
Market Information Sharing (7 items) 

I participate in interdepartmental meetings to discuss market trends and 
developments. 

I let appropriate departments know when I find out that something important has 
happened to a major distributor, market or customers base. 

I coordinate my activities with the activities of coworkers or departments in this 
organization.  

I pass on information that could help company decision-makers to review changes 
taking place in our business environment. 

I communicate market developments to departments other than marketing.  
I communicate with our marketing department concerning market development. 
I try to circulate documents (e.g. e-mails, reports, newsletters) that provide 

information on my distributor contacts and their customers to appropriate 
departments. 

Market Information Response  (5 items) 
If customer has a problem with our product or service, I try to find something or the 

person to solve the problem. 
I try to help customers/distributors achieve their goals.  
I respond quickly if a customer/distributor has any problems with our offerings.  
I take action when I find out that customers are unhappy with the quality of service 

or product.  
I jointly develop solutions for customers with members of our customer/adviser 

relationship team.  
MO-based Reward System  (6 items) 

No matter which department they are in, people in this business unit get recognized 
for being sensitive to competitive moves. 

Customer satisfaction assessments influence senior managers' pay in this business 
unit. 

Formal rewards (i.e., pay raise, promotion) are forthcoming to anyone who 
consistently provides good market intelligence. 

Salespeople's performance in this business unit is measured by the strength of 
relationships they build with customers. 

Salespeople's monetary compensation is almost entirely based on their sales 
volume. 

We use customer polls for evaluating our employees.  
Management Commitment to MO (9 items) 
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I feel strongly about the importance of MO for our company 
I enjoy talking about our customers and competitors with my colleagues, especially 

my subordinates. 
I gain a sense of personal accomplishment in providing to or sharing with my 

collogues information about our customers or competitors. 
I explain to all of my employees the importance of MO for our company.  
I often discuss with people outside my company issues related to a Market-

Orientated strategy. 
MO should be the number one priority of my company.  
I am willing to put in a good deal of effort beyond that normally expected, in order 

to help my company progress with MO.  
The way I feel about MO is in line with my colleagues.  
I really care about our company’s Marked-Oriented policies. 

*in reversed order. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Purpose: Networks seek to enhance the strategic advantage of the actors by leveraging each firm’s capabilities to improve 
flexibility in responding to environmental changes (Achrol, 1991). The purpose of our research is to examine how a firm’s 
entrepreneurial orientation (EO) and power affect opportunistic behavior. We also examine contingencies that may 
strengthen or weaken the power-opportunism relationship (i.e. reputation and absorptive capacity). 
Design/Methodology/Approach: The data for this study was obtained from the population of firms involved in 
government-sponsored multipartner networks in Sweden from 2000 to 2004.  Due to the panel character of our data we 
used Prais-Winsten regression with panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE). 
Findings: As hypothesized, we find that EO has a positive impact on its opportunistic behavior toward fellow actors.  Our 
hypothesized curvilinear effect of power on opportunism is not supported. Our moderation hypotheses are supported—the 
curvilinear effect of power on opportunism is less pronounced when firms have a high reputation or absorptive capacity.  
Practical Implications: Our results show that entrepreneurial firms tend to be more opportunistic, and that a firms’ 
opportunistic behavior within networks exhibits clear non-linear pattern when key contingencies are taken into account. 
Reputation and absorptive capacity can lessen power-related opportunism in the network. Our results suggest that 
managers should be particularly cautious of dealing with medium-power actors in a network.  
Originality: Extant network literature has primarily studied network membership consequences such as firm value and 
relational and innovation outcomes. We have extended the network literature by examining the aforementioned 
relationships within horizontal networks.  
Keywords: Horizontal Networks, Opportunism, Power, Entrepreneurial Orientation, Reputation, Absorptive Capacity 
 
 

SUMMARY 
 
There has been a strong shift from firms trying to develop all competitive resources in-house to recognizing the 
importance of gaining access to competitive resources through external networks (Achrol & Kotler, 1999; Gnyawali & 
Madhavan, 2001).  Small firms often enter horizontal exchange networks with other firms to gain access to resources and 
capitalize on other firms’ specializations that can act as a complement to internal resources (Langlois, 1992). Networks 
seek to enhance the strategic advantage of the actors by leveraging each firm’s capabilities to improve flexibility in 
responding to environmental changes (Achrol, 1991).  
 
One inherent problem associated with interfirm cooperation in horizontal networks is the power differential between 
firms. A more powerful actor may exercise its power to influence group behavior and exploit opportunities that are 
created by the group (Gnyawali & Madhavan, 2001). Smaller ventures, who may develop a resource-dependency on 
larger players, seek guidance and legitimacy when they do not possess the resources necessary to be autonomous (Pfeffer 
& Salancik, 1978). This in turn may lead to opportunistic behavior by the powerful firm. 
 
Extant network literature has primarily studied network membership consequences such as its effects on firm value 
(Swaminathan & Moorman, 2009), relationships (Dwyer et al., 1987), and innovation (Rindfleisch & Moorman, 2001), 
specifically within vertical networks (e.g. Ross & Robertson, 2007) and internal networks (Luo et al. 2007).  We seek to 
address the gap in the literature by examining opportunistic behavior in horizontal networks.  
 
Because entrepreneurship by definition implies the pursuit of opportunities without regard to the resources controlled 
(Stevenson & Jarillo, 1990), we expect firms that are high on entrepreneurial orientation to be more opportunistic in 
networks (H1). We further purport that power may have a curvilinear effect on opportunism: Firms with little power may 
not have the resources necessary to take advantage of others; firms with medium power may be seeking ways to leapfrog 
competitive players within the industry; and for the most powerful firms, the need to exploit may be minimal since high 
power firms have the internal resources necessary to compete (H2). We also address contingencies that could alter the 
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direction or strength of the power-opportunism relationship.  Not all firms that have high power are likely to exploit less 
powerful players within the network. We explicate two contingencies – firm reputation and absorptive capacity (ACAP).  
If firms value their organizational reputations then the desire to protect their reputation may suppress their engaging in 
activities unacceptable to other actors in the network (Doney & Cannon, 1997).  That is, firms with high reputation will 
self-impose governance mechanisms to avoid adverse implications of opportunism (H3).  Further, firms with high ACAP 
do not need to engage in opportunism to the same degree since they are able to internalize the network spillover 
knowledge without resorting to blatant misappropriation actions. That is, the relationship between power and opportunism 
should be less pronounced when firms have high ACAP; hence, we hypothesize the negative interaction effect (H4).  
 
 

METHOD 
 
The data for this study was obtained from the population of firms involved in government-sponsored multipartner 
networks in Sweden during the period from 2000 to 2004. The entire population consisted of a total of 1431 firms in 53 
networks. Questionnaires were sent to the owners or operating managers of the firms as well as to network 
representatives.  We received usable responses from a total of 141 firms in 48 networks constituting a response rate of 
14.7% at the firm level and 90.6% at the network level.  The average firm had 172 employees and annual sales of 
approximately €58 million. 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
We used hierarchical analysis to test the hypotheses. Due to the panel character of our data we used Prais-Winsten 
regression with panel-corrected standard errors (PCSE). Model 1 that only included control variables was statistically 
significant (p<.001, R2=.45). Model 2 that included the direct effects of entrepreneurial orientation, firm power, 
reputation, and absorptive capacity was also statistically significant (p<.001, R2=.46). The signs and significance of 
controls remained consistent with those reported in Model 1. Entrepreneurial orientation is a positive and significant 
predictor of firm opportunism thus supporting Hypothesis 1 (β=.05, p<.001). The quadratic effect of firm power is not 
significant although the sign is as expected (β=-.001, p>.05). Thus, by itself power does not appear to affect opportunism; 
Hypothesis 2 is not supported. Finally, Model 3 that added the required product terms to test Hypotheses 3 and 4 was 
significant as well (p<.001, R2=.47). Hypothesis 3 is supported: the curvilinear effect of power on opportunism is less 
pronounced when firms have high reputation (β=-.01, p<.001). The same is true for absorptive capacity (β=-.05, p<.001) 
thus indicating support for Hypothesis 4.  
 
Our results show that entrepreneurial firms tend to be more opportunistic, and that a firms’ opportunistic behavior within 
networks exhibits clear non-linear pattern when key contingencies are taken into account. Reputation and absorptive 
capacity can lessen power-related opportunism in the network.  
 
Our results suggest that managers should be particularly cautious of dealing with medium-power actors in a network.  
While resource dependency can explain the impetus for joining strategic alliances with powerful members, there may be a 
cost associated with the exchange that takes place with firms that are seeking to enhance their power.  New ventures, 
which suffer from newness and smallness, are resource dependent on more powerful firms in the network; they seek 
guidance from more powerful actors to help guide them through the struggles of firm survival.  While these less powerful 
actors may receive numerous benefits of such partnering, their ability to build and sustain competitive advantage may be 
weakened if other firms seeking to enhance their own power are misappropriating proprietary information.  Small firms 
may benefit from leveling the playing field and networking with actors that are similar to themselves in terms of sales or 
market share or working with high-powered firms, especially when they have high reputation and are technologically 
capable.  
 
The results need to be interpreted in light of the study’s limitations. Network centrality and embeddedness were not 
measured due to not receiving completed surveys from the entire population of firms in each network. A firm that is 
located more centrally in the network or has greater ties to other network firms may possess more power within the 
network, be more opportunistic, and thus may not receive adverse competitive action from fellow network members. 
Future research should investigate this in detail.  
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The advent of social media has altered the way in which customers interact with social entrepreneurial firms and their 
brands. As more social entrepreneurial firms utilize social media as part of their integrated marketing communication 
campaigns, the more opportunities customers have to connect with other, like-minded consumers and employees in real-
time. Although the returns from social media marketing appear lucrative, research concerning the effects and dynamics of 
social media driven supporter - social entrepreneurial firm (S-SEF) identification relationship has yet to be explored in the 
marketing literature. Therefore, this study conceptualizes a supporter-social entrepreneurial firm identification model in a 
social media context as the primary driver for supporter identification with the SEF through similarity, distinctiveness, 
attractiveness, engagement, educational value and escapism.  
 
The concept of S-SEF identification will help social entrepreneurial firms better understand their identity from the 
supporter’s perspective and provide a clearer picture of the firm’s external identity, thus allowing for the creation of more 
supporter-centric marketing campaigns, better targeted communication and improved social media site selection and use. 
 
The goal of this study is to develop and test a model for supporter-social entrepreneurial firm identification. We define a 
social entrepreneurial firm (SEF) as a company that is formed to solve social problems by creating economic value 
through transactions in the market place. We develop a conceptual framework that contains a set of antecedents and 
consequences of this relationship. An online survey was developed and sent to a panel of the general U.S. population. 
Respondents were screened to ensure not only that they supported a SEF, but also that the firm identified as a SEF by the 
respondent actually is a SEF and that the supporter interacts with the SEF through some form of social media. The final 
sample for this study was 304 respondents. 
 
No study, to the best of our knowledge, has approached the topic of social entrepreneurship from a social identity 
perspective in relation to social media marketing. The outcomes of this study consolidate the relationships between social 
media participation, organizational-identity drivers, and supporter social identity. The findings of this current research 
study demonstrate that the effects of identity similarity and distinctiveness both play an independent and significant role in 
explaining a supporter’s level of identity attractiveness to the SEF. With regards to supporter experiences with social 
media sites, this study found that supporter engagement exerted the only experience-based effect on supporter 
identification with the SEF. 
 
This study contributes to the social entrepreneurship literature by illuminating the psychological mechanism that 
strengthens the relationship between supporters and social entrepreneurial firms through social media engagement. The 
study also contributes to the growing body of social identity theory by extending the context to a social cause related 
consumption setting. Further, our research advances the emerging body of literature on social media experience, 
particularly as it relates to engagement. The idea that engagement motivates supporter identification with SEFs provides 
entrepreneurs with an avenue to directly harness a customer’s support for ideas, new products, and most importantly, 
additional ways to encourage support for their particular social cause. 
 
Given that social media is a forum for customers to better understand who they are and what they stand for, SEFs have a 
rich opportunity to use more non-traditional marketing methods for reaching prospective supporters. Our study provides 
an initial perspective of the value of social media from a social entrepreneurship viewpoint. As such, we highlight the 
need for SEFs to enhance their relationships with current supporters and perhaps improve their existing social media 
content offerings to attract new supporters.  
 
This study suggests that the ability for SEFs to carry out their mission depends heavily upon their ability to build strong S-
SEF relationships through social media marketing, which may in turn manifest in different forms of online and offline 
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supporter commitment, such as emotional connection, word-of-mouth, intention, and behavioral engagement. Future 
research can include the level and type of social media engagement that provides a more robust picture of the value of 
social media content. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Purpose: Co-creation is a core concept in both marketing and entrepreneurship, vis à vis effectuation logic. Both co-
creation and effectuation are characterized by uncertainty and network dependency, yet the effectuation literature lacks a 
rich explanation of network interactions and the network literature lacks an appreciation of effectuation. This paper seeks 
to address these gaps and help inform our understanding of co-creation.  
Approach: Through a process of constructive reflection, this paper reviews and integrates the dynamic model of 
effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2008) and a network process model (Slotte-Kock and Coviello, 2010) to generate a new model 
of effectuation dynamics that helps inform thinking on co-creation in marketing 
Findings: A number of concerns exist with the dynamic model of effectuation. For example,  the model: i) appears to vest 
entrepreneurial agency in a single individual, ii) does not allow for the effect of network interactions on the entrepreneur’s 
identity and knowledge, iii) appears to assume all involved use effectual logic and, iv) portrays only a single outcome. 
The network process model also does not incorporate effectuation into its explanation of how and why networks evolve.  
Research limitations/implications: The new model does not capture all antecedents to network interactions or possible 
outcomes but puts forth avenues for future study including exploring the role of trust, cognitive models and resource 
dependency.  
Originality: This paper provides a more nuanced understanding of co-creation and extends Sarasvathy (2008) through a 
new model that addresses the issues of: 1) multiple entrepreneurial agency, 2) the possibility of effectual and causal logics 
being employed simultaneously, and 3) co-construction of knowledge and identity. At the same time, it introduces 
effectuation into the network literature in explaining how and why networks develop.  
Categorization: Conceptual paper 
Keywords: Co-creation, effectuation, interactions, marketing, networks, opportunity   

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Co-creation involves network partners interacting and integrating resources to extend the resource base of the firm (Payne 
et al., 2008; Gummesson and Mele, 2012). In the context of marketing, it is a process in which the manager or firm is 
dependent upon others, including customers, who share involvement in decision-making (von Hippel, 2005). Prahalad and 
Ramaswamy (2004, p. 5) present the concept of co-creation as “the crux of our emerging reality” and more recently, 
Fisher and Smith (2011, p. 326) observe it is “emerging as the new frontier and leading edge in marketing thought.”  
 
Co-creation’s notion of shared decision-making represents a significant shift from the traditional view that positions the 
marketer as the focal agent. It also forces marketers to move beyond an approach to marketing strategy that can be defined 
a priori. As such, co-creation is characterized by uncertainty, and this is an attribute “of virtually every environment in 
which marketing occurs today” (Read et al., 2009, p. 1). Uncertainty also characterizes entrepreneurial settings, and in 
entrepreneurship, co-creation is central to Sarasvathy’s (2001) logic of effectuation. That is, opportunities are co-created 
by entrepreneurs together with pre-committed stakeholders, in uncertain environments. As such, effectual decision-
making is characterized by interactions involving the entrepreneur and other network actors. This suggests that 
understanding the process and nature of network interactions is central to understanding effectuation. Similar arguments 
have been made in marketing with respect to the need for a greater understanding of networks in co-creation (Cova and 
Salle, 2008; Gummesson and Mele, 2010; Vargo and Akaka, 2008). 
 
Perhaps not surprisingly, these common characteristics have led scholars to argue that marketing and entrepreneurship 
exhibit a reciprocal relationship in which marketing activities can influence the entrepreneurial process (Webb et al., 
2011). Similarly, the degree of entrepreneurship within a firm can influence marketing activity (Kraus, Harms and Fink, 
2009). Nevertheless, there has been little in the way of theory development with respect to decision making in uncertain 
contexts beyond the logic of effectuation.  Because effectuation argues that the development of the opportunity is 
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dependent upon interactions with actors in the network, and marketing views co-creation as network dependent (e.g. 
Gummesson and Mele, 2010), we suggest that a useful starting point to understand co-creation in marketing involves 
appreciating: 1) effectuation logic, and 2) network processes. To this end, we now provide a critique of two relevant 
frameworks. The first is Saravathy’s (2008) dynamic model of effectuation, while the second is Slotte-Kock and 
Coviello’s (2010) model of network processes. Through a process of constructive reflection, we then integrate the two, 
offering a new model to inform thinking on co-creation in marketing. 
  
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Effectuation 
 
The logic of effectuation consists of a coherent set of principles grounded in the practices of expert entrepreneurs (Read et 
al., 2009; Sarasvathy, 2001). It has become a common foundation for research in entrepreneurship (e.g. Chandler et al., 
2011; Goel and Karri, 2006; Wiltbank et al., 2006) and more recently, marketing (Read et al., 2009; Coviello and Joseph, 
2012).  In particular, effectuation is often investigated in the context of new venture creation where it is argued to enhance 
entrepreneurial efficacy and reduce the costs of failure because effectual firms emerge earlier and at lower levels of 
investment (Read et al., 2009; Sarasvathy, 2001; Wiltbank et al., 2006).  
 
Effectuation represents a divergence from the causal logic portrayed in the ‘discovery’ view of entrepreneurship. In brief, 
the discovery view maintains that the market imperfections that lead to opportunities occur exogenously (Kirzner, 1973) 
and arise from shocks to the status quo that might result from changes in external environments (Shane, 2003).  The 
process of new venture creation then entails the recognition and subsequent exploitation of these opportunities (Kirzner, 
1973; Shane 2003) through rational search and rational decisions based on all accessible information and the expected 
utility of each alternative (Chandler et al., 2011; Sarasvathy, 2001). In causation, it is assumed that probability 
distributions of outcomes can be predicted and that the future will mirror the past. As such, causation rests on the logic of 
prediction: “to the extent that we can predict the future, we can control it” (Sarasvathy, 2001, p. 251). Entrepreneurs 
pursuing a causal approach often rely upon formal market research and detailed financial models to develop risk-return 
scenarios that lead to the choice of the ‘optimal’ alternative. From there, “causation processes take a particular effect as 
given and focuses on selecting between means to create that effect” (Sarasvathy, 2001, p. 245). That is to say, the 
opportunity is planned, resources are harnessed in support of that plan, and then the plan is executed. Accordingly, 
causation is the entrepreneurial approach most consistent with Mintzberg’s (1978) notion of planned strategies. Further, 
because uncertainty might reduce the accuracy and usefulness of planning and predictions, causation is most likely in 
markets that are definable and measurable and when the business idea is generally well articulated. Not surprisingly then, 
entrepreneurs choosing causation tend to rule out opportunities that are not conducive to ex ante planning (Harms and 
Schiele, 2012). 
 
In contrast, effectuation entails “molding and enhancing initiatives, formulating new goals and creating new opportunities 
rather than positioning one’s self within environments largely outside one’s control or taking opportunities as exogenously 
given” (Wiltbank et al., 2009, p. 129). Effectuation is consistent with the “creation” view of entrepreneurship where, 
rather than being seen as pre-existing in the environment, opportunities are co-created by the entrepreneur in partnership 
with certain stakeholders in their network of contacts (Sarasvathy, 2001). In effectuation, entrepreneurs do not search for 
opportunities in the traditional sense; instead, they initiate dialogue and see how the market respondsi. As such, 
effectuation seems consistent with Mintzberg’s (1978) concept of emergent strategies. Entrepreneurs create opportunities 
by engaging in an iterative process that ultimately, could lead to the creation of an opportunity (Alvarez and Barney, 
2007).  
 
The idea of shaping an endogenous environment represents a significant shift from the traditional view that locates 
entrepreneurial agency in a single enterprising individual; one who discovers and exploits opportunities (e.g. Shane and 
Venkataraman, 2000).  In effectuation, opportunities are co-created by network partners who are, together, intentional 
agents and entrepreneurial agency is the “predominant factor shaping the future” (Sarasvathy, 2008, p.87). Effectuation 
also rests on the logic of control: “to the extent that we can control the future, we do not need to predict it” (Sarasvathy, 
2001, p. 251). Effectuation is appropriate where “predictability, pre-existent goals and an independent environment are 
not available to the decision maker” (Dew and Sarasvathy, 2002). Primarily, it is considered to be more appropriate where 
one begins with only general aspirations (Sarasvathy, 2001) such as: ‘I want to start a business’  
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At a general level, the effectual approach and its underlying principles are reflected in what Sarasvathy (2008) calls a 
‘dynamic model of effectuation’ (Figure I). This model depicts the effectual process as beginning with the founding 
effectuatorii  answering three questions that reflect a test of means: i) who am I? ii)  what do I know? and iii) whom do I 
know? Collectively, the answers to these three questions identify the means that are available to the entrepreneur but the 
questions also convey that effectuation is contingent upon the actions of more than one willful agent. Sarasvathy’s (2008) 
model also integrates two counter-balancing cycles; one that expands the means and therefore opportunities that might be 
pursued and one that represents a constraining cycle of convergence towards one negotiated artefact (e.g. product/service, 
firm, market). A fundamental argument captured by the model is “...the need to co-create and the simultaneous difficulty 
of constructing a complete agreement around inputs, relationships or outcome” (Read and Sarasvathy, 2012, p. 226).  
Quite appropriately then, ‘interactions with other people’ occupies the central position in the dynamic model of 
effectuation with effectual logic seen as relational, network-based and co-creational, where shared visions can lead to 
commitments from new partners (Read et al., 2009).   
 

Figure 1: A Dynamic Model of Effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2008 p. 101) 
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In explaining this model, Sarasvathy (2008) uses a simple thought experiment to illustrate how interactions might generate 
a first effectual commitment and initiate a network of effectual stakeholders that, collectively, transform extant reality into 
new markets. However, relatively little work has been done to elaborate upon the nuances of the interaction processes 
implied by the dynamic model. We consider this crucial because understanding these interactions should provide insight 
on the processes underlying the shaping of the endogenous environment. As argued by Alvarez and Barney (2007), this 
area is represented by a dearth of knowledge.  
 
We also identify a number of concerns with Sarasvathy’s (2008) model.  First, the first two steps in the dynamic model of 
effectuation (i.e. the questions surrounding ‘Actual means’ and ‘what can I do?’) imply (only) a single agency approach in 
line with the traditional entrepreneurial framework (Shane and Venkataraman, 2000). We reason that by framing the 
questions as “I”, agency appears vested in the effectual founder. Yet, effectuation logic (and the means tests) posits that 
others are intentional and active agents in the process of co-creating the future (Sarasvathy, 2008). Second, interacting 
with others influences both the entrepreneur’s identity (Nielsen and Lassen, 2011) and knowledge (Honig, Davidsson and 
Karlsson, 2005) in an iterative manner. This however, is something the dynamic model of effectuation does not address, 
nor is it clear who the effectual founder actually interacts with. Third, there seems to be an assumption with Sarasvathy’s 
(2008) model that all involved parties must use effectual logic (Karri and Goel, 2008). This is problematic from two 
perspectives; first, it implies a homogeneity in society that is unlikely and, second, it ignores the potential for effectuation 
and causation to exist simultaneously. This is somewhat surprising since even Sarasvathy (2001) acknowledges this co-
existence is likely. Fourth, even if interaction is with another effectuator, the model portrays only a single outcome: 
‘effectual stakeholder commitment’. However, as Sarasvathy (2008) has rightly pointed out, interactions can lead to no 
commitment but still provide valuable clues with respect to an opportunity.  
 
Perhaps, because effectuation is built upon a principle of co-creation through relationships with other potential 
stakeholders and the ‘interactions with other people’ component is so central to the model, other fields that study 
relationships can provide valuable insight applicable to effectuation. Because network theory has been widely studied in 
the entrepreneurial context, it could usefully inform our understanding of effectuation and we now turn to that literature. 
 
Networks  
 
Entrepreneurial activity is said to be “embedded in a social context, channeled and facilitated or constrained and inhibited 
by people’s position in social networks” (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986, p. 3). A network entails “a set of actors and some set 
of relationships that link them” (Hoang and Antoncic, 2003, p. 167) and typically, a network is studied in terms of the 
benefits it offers, and the structure and interactions forming that structure (Coviello, 2005).   
 
Where however, does the network come from? Although much research has been done in both marketing and 
entrepreneurship regarding the activities pertaining to relationship development (e.g. Morgan and Hunt, 1994) or tie 
creation (e.g. Coviello, 2006; Elfring and Hulsink, 2007), little effort has been made to view network development 
through various process lenses, or in a way that allows for multiple levels of analysis (e.g. the entrepreneur or marketer, 
firm, environment) over time. One exception is Slotte-Kock and Coviello’s (2010) conceptual model that presents 
networks as co-developing with the organization as it emerges. They build a network process model (see Figure II) and 
frame it by asking:  what develops (Part A), how and why does the network develop (Parts B and C), and what occurs 
over time (Part D)? In explaining ‘what develops?’ Slotte-Kock and Coviello (2010) argue that just as the resource 
bundles needed by firms change over time to support growth (Bergmann Lichtenstein and Brush, 2001) so too do their 
networks. As organizations move through conception, commercialization and growth, networks also change through the 
variation, selection and retention of ties. In this regard, the life-cycle approach often used to describe new venture creation 
provides a useful framework for discussing network development (Jack, Drakopoulou Dodd and Anderson, 2008). 
However, Slotte-Kock and Coviello (2010) observe that life-cycle models typically convey a fully predictable pattern of 
entrepreneurial network development; one that reflects the rational action view with entrepreneurs creating and refining 
their networks for resource acquisition. For example, Larson and Starr (1993) suggest that the entrepreneur (as agent) 
enacts a progressive transformation from simple ties with family and friends to a more complex set of multidimensional 
ties founded upon shared economic interest. If however, partnering is a core principle of effectuation, the idea that 
entrepreneurial agency is vested in a single individual driving the network is problematic. 
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Figure 2: Conceptualization of Network Development Processes (Slotte-Kock and Coviello, 2010 p. 50) 
 

 
We also notice that when Slotte-Kock and Coviello (2010) discuss Parts B and C (‘how and why does the network 
develop?’), they allow for both teleological (Part B) and dialectic interaction (Part C) to influence the co-development of 
the firm and network. Over time, these processes combine to create an evolutionary pattern and long-run network stability 
(Part D). On the one hand, Slotte-Kock and Coviello’s (2010) use of constructive rather than predictive process arguments 
to discuss ‘how and why does the network develop’ appears to recognize that agency is not restricted to a single actor. On 
the other hand, they argue that it is the entrepreneur that purposefully re-specifies goals and then initiates changes in the 
network to either enact or accommodate the external environment. Thus, Slotte-Kock and Coviello (2010) appear to take a 
causal stance to network development. This leads us to suggest that to the extent that effectuation may explain the non-
predictive parts of the process, any answer to the question ‘how and why does the network develop?’ is incomplete 
without its incorporation.  
 
Finally, if organizational resource needs and networks develop (or are cognitively viewed by the entrepreneur) in a staged 
manner (as per Slotte-Kock and Coviello 2010), there are additional implications for effectuation logic. Specifically, 
although effectual reasoning can be employed at any time during the life of a firm, it is more likely to occur early, where 
uncertainty is greater, and diminish as things progress toward routinization (Harting, 2004 and Harmeling et al. 2004; both 
cited by Perry, Chandler and Markova, 2011). There is however, no mechanism to accommodate a transition from 
effectual to causal logic in Sarasvathy’s (2008) dynamic model of effectuation.  
 
Summary 
 
Although Sarasvathy (2001) highlights co-creation in her arguments, her dynamic model of effectuation (2008) appears to 
assume that entrepreneurial agency rests within a single individual. We question this on the basis that if effectuation 
involves co-creational interaction with others, the model must accommodate the potential for multiple agency. It is also 
unclear from her model if all actors in an effectual process must interact effectually (Karri and Goel, 2008). Consequently, 
although Sarasvathy (2001, p. 245) recognizes that effectuation and causation can exist “simultaneously, overlapping and 
intertwining,” the dynamic model (2008) does not seem to allow for this. This is important because differences in 
decision-making processes might lead to differences in emerging artifacts and opportunitiesiii (Alvarez and Parker, 2009). 
Further, interaction is process-based and so too are networks. However, while Sarasvathy’s (2008) model is labelled ‘the 
dynamics of effectuation,’ it is unclear what the dynamics of effectuation are as they relate to network processes. On the 
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other hand, if we consider network process research, there is, as yet, little or no acknowledgement of the potential role of 
effectuation logic. In particular, the network process model from Slotte-Kock and Coviello (2010) argues that how and 
why the entrepreneurial network develops is a function of teleological and dialectic processes that interact over time. 
Missing in Slotte-Kock and Coviello’s (2010) arguments is the logic of effectuation.  
 
Given Sarasvathy’s (2001; 2008) arguments lack a rich explanation of network interactions and Slotte-Kock and 
Coviello’s (2010) model lacks an appreciation of effectuation, and both are relevant to co-creation in uncertain 
environments, we synthesize the two, allowing each to inform the other. This contribution provides for the multiple 
entrepreneurial agency that is implied by effectuation, and the simultaneous use of effectual and causal logic in 
opportunity creation. It also introduces effectuation as an important consideration in terms of how and why networks and 
organizations develop.   
 
 

TAKING AN INTEGRATIVE APPROACH 
 

Both models discussed in this paper are built around interactions with others in a network(s), and the iterative co-creation 
of an artefact, be it a new market, network or organization.   However, the former (Sarasvathy, 2008) lacks sufficient 
insight in terms of the nuances of the ‘Interactions with other people’ and how others contribute to the creation of an 
endogenous opportunity. It also appears to assume that entrepreneurial agency resides in the effectual founder and makes 
no real provision for the simultaneous use of causal logic. Fortunately, interactions are a key dimension when considering 
entrepreneurial networks (Hoang and Antoncic, 2003). As such, we draw on Slotte-Kock and Coviello’s (2010) network 
process model but argue that it overlooks the role of effectuation when addressing the question ‘how and why does the 
network develop?’ Conveniently, the dynamic model of effectuation can reciprocate and help inform that model. What 
this leads to is a conceptual integration of the dynamics of effectuation with network process considerations with the new 
model (Figure III) being divided into two halves: the top half focusing on the question of how and why development 
occurs and the bottom half considering what it is that actually develops as opportunities are created. 
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Figure 3: A New Model of Effectuation: Integrating and Refining Sarasvathy (2008) and Slotte-Kock and Coviello 
(2010) 

 

 
 
If we start with the question ‘how and why does development occur?’ and the assumption of a general aspiration (i.e. ‘I 
want to start a business’iv), then the effectual process in Figure III can begin with a means assessment consistent with 
Sarasvathy’s original model and the idea that effectual approaches “take a set of means as given and focus on selecting 
between possible effects that can be created with that set of means” (Sarasvathy, 2001, p. 245). In framing the questions 
as “I”, the implied location of entrepreneurial agency at T0 (i.e the outset of an entrepreneurial process) resides in a single 
individual as in the original model. Although this approach is consistent with traditional entrepreneurship frameworks 
(e.g. Shane and Venkataraman, 2000), the partnering principles of effectuation are more in line with an alternate 
conception of entrepreneurship that is agent-neutral and provides for the potential of one or more loci of decision-making 
(Harper, 2008; Witt, 2004). This must be accommodated in the new model.  
 
Following from the above, the question ‘What can I do?’ in Sarasvathy’s original model becomes ‘What can be done?’ As 
subtle as this change may seem, framing the question in this way is important for two reasons. First, it provides for the 
potential of multiple entrepreneurial agents with the expectation that, as the process proceeds, there will be a shift between 
single and multiple agents as a function of the nature of the commitments made. Second, although Sarasvathy (2008, p. 
227) presents effectuation as a “general theory of decision-making”, entrepreneurial processes inevitably involve both 
effectual and causal reasoning (Sarasvathy, 2001). As noted earlier, this is not explicitly addressed in the original model. 
Consequently, our conceptualization allows for either effectual or causal decision-making when considering ‘What can be 
done?’v 
 
Before proceeding to the remainder of the model, it is important to note that ‘What can be done?’ is determined by other 
factors (A-D in Figure III). First, and consistent with Sarasvathy (2008), ‘what can be done’ expands as a function of the 
new means accessible through the network (‘Network Means’ (A)). It is also constrained by the accommodation of the 
‘New Goals’ (B) of committed stakeholders (Sarasvathy, 2008). The new means are differentiated from the effectual 
founder’s means to further reinforce the notion of multiple agency. Second, while the original model identified effectual 
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commitments as the only outcome from ‘Interactions with other people’, such interactions can – without leading to 
commitment -- yield valuable clues about an opportunity’s true potential (Sarasvathy, 2008). They can also contribute to 
knowledge development in general (Honig, Davidsson and Karlsson, 2005; Jack, 2010). Beyond this, they contribute to 
the development of one’s sense of self in an entrepreneurial situation (Nielsen and Lassen, 2011). As such, the new model 
allows for the ‘Co-Construction’ (C) of knowledge and identity, both of which can expand or constrain ‘What can be 
done?’   
 
Finally, ‘What can be done?’ is influenced by ‘What needs to be done?’ (D) and this is tied to the development of the 
opportunity. More specifically, an acknowledgement of life cycles has been added to the ‘New Market’ component of the 
original model and the stage of organization development dictates not only resource needs (Bergmann Lichtenstein and 
Brush, 2001), but specific tasks that must be performed. In this regard, one might anticipate a shift consistent with the 
observed relationship between life cycles and the probability of emphasizing more causal reasoning as the market moves 
from conception through commercialization (Harting, 2004 and Harmeling et al., 2004 both as cited by Perry, Chandler 
and Markova, 2011; Sarasvathy, 2008). This also parallels the formalization of marketing routines in firms (Gruber, 
2004). The addition of this component clarifies the linkage between organization and network development. As an 
organization develops, entrepreneurs are faced with specific tasks that require decisions to be made. These are enacted 
through interactions with network members that in turn, develop the network As such, the new model elaborates upon 
Slotte-Kock and Coviello’s (2010) question, ‘how and why does the network develop?’  
 
Returning to the top half of Figure III, we now focus on ‘Interactions with other people’. Consistent with Sarasvathy 
(2008), this continues to be a core component of the new model and these interactions enact ‘What can be done’. Closely 
tied to them (as in Sarasvathy, 2008) is the nature of the commitments involved. The original model provided for only 
effectual commitments, but effectual and causal logics can be used simultaneously (Sarasvathy, 2001), the new model 
allows for ‘Commitment’ to be either effectual or causal in nature. That is, it implies that not all players in the creation of 
an endogenous opportunity must be effectual in their orientation. This was a concern identified by Karri and Goel (2008). 
Importantly, it lays the foundation for consideration of the possible relationships between effectuators and causal 
entrepreneurs, something not considered in the literature (Read et al., 2009). Lastly, it is likely to be a blend of effectual 
and causal commitments that determines the network means available and the goals that drive the definition of the 
opportunity.  
 
Our new model does not limit interactions to those that are effectual and so we are also able to integrate Slotte-Kock and 
Coviello (2010). They argue that how and why the network develops is a function of processes that are either teleological 
or dialectic. A teleological approach would argue that the network develops in an adaptive manner as a result of 
cooperative ‘Interactions with other people’. Given cooperation is a prerequisite in multi-agent entrepreneurial endeavours 
(Harper, 2008) such as those of an effectual approach, teleological adaptation is plausible and accommodated for in the 
model, yet separate from effectuation. A dialectic view would suggest that networks change as a function of the balance of 
power in situations of conflict or contradiction. It is easy to envision that ‘Interactions with other people’ could potentially 
lead to such conflict and, in line with resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978), would likely resolve itself 
in a manner consistent with a dialectic explanation as a function of the nature of the commitments involved. Network 
outcomes may also be influenced by (e.g.) environmental shocks causing crisis. This, too, can be accommodated through 
the ‘Interactions with other people’ and the nature of their ‘Commitments’. More specifically, environmental factors are 
only relevant to the extent that they impact those with whom we interact (e.g. suppliers, customers, investors) and if they 
might alter their commitments. As such, a dialectic process of crisis and synthesis, whether it occurs during the early 
stages of the life cycle or plays out over time, is accommodated in the new model.     
 
Turning to the bottom half of Figure III, we add the ‘Focal network’. This is because regardless of how and why the 
network emerges, there will be implications with respect to what it is that develops.  Here, a reciprocal relationship exists 
in that ‘Interactions with other people’ impact what develops in terms of the network and, in turn, the network influences 
who is ultimately interacting. What however, is the focal network? Prior studies tend to view the entrepreneur at the centre 
of the egonet as its focal actor (Hite and Hesterly, 2001; Larson and Starr 1993). Thus, entrepreneurial agency is vested in 
a single individual. However, given the previous discussion of network outcomes, this perspective is inappropriate for the 
analysis of effectual networks. Instead, Harper’s (2008) conception of an entrepreneurial team does not presuppose any 
particular structure for bringing entrepreneurial actions to fruition. It also affords the opportunity to consider the networks 
of all team members, in a manner consistent with Witt (2004).  
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Accordingly, our new model sees the focal network beginning with the effectual founder’s network, but shifting to the 
effectual team’s network before stabilizing at the intra-organizational level. Consistent with Slotte-Kock and Coviello 
(2010), the network co-develops with the firm. Also, as the opportunity moves through its life cycle (referred to in Figure 
III as ‘conception, refinement, articulation and commercialization’ and recognizing there may be periods of both 
progression and regression) so too does the network. Finally, as we argue earlier, the pattern of network development will 
vary as a function of effectual versus causal approaches in terms of structure and interactions. Finally, Figure III reflects 
Slotte-Kock and Coviello’s (2010) arguments regarding evolution. That is, over time, we see periods of growth and 
stability punctuated by periods of purposeful effectual and/or causal enactment where an entrepreneurially-inclined 
individual starts the cycle again at T0 and/or there is crisis and synthesis in the face of contingencies.  
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Effectuation has been a major contribution to the literature in entrepreneurship and more recently, marketing. As such, it 
is relevant to research at the marketing/entrepreneurship interface. It also has the potential to meaningfully inform 
marketing decisions and co-creation that are characterized by uncertainty and network dependency. However, as any 
theory evolves, it is reasonable to periodically engage in constructive reflection. By synthesizing and integrating 
arguments from both effectuation logic and a network process model, we offer two specific contributions to the 
marketing/entrepreneurship dialogue. First, we provide a more nuanced understanding of entrepreneurial outcomes with a 
more detailed explanation of how the ‘Interactions with other people’ and connected components contribute to the 
concurrent development of networks, opportunities and the resulting organization. This extends Sarasvathy (2008) and 
can help explain how endogenous opportunities might be created as called for by Alvarez and Barney (2007). Second, the 
new model addresses the issues of: 1) multiple agency, 2) the possibility of effectual and causal approaches occurring 
simultaneously, and 3) co-construction of knowledge and identity. It is also flexible enough to accommodate 
contingencies as specified by Chandler et al (2011). Of course, there is a trade-off between this more complete model and 
the parsimony of Sarasvathy’s original, but there appears to be a need for a greater understanding of these issues in 
research and theory development. 
 
Moving forward, our new model of effectuation dynamics does not presume to capture all of the potential factors 
involved.  The new model, as with the original, is silent on the antecedents to both ‘Interactions with other people’ and 
‘Commitments’. Notwithstanding Goel and Karri’s (2006; 2008) and Sarasvathy and Dew’s (2006; 2008) unresolved 
debate about the role of trust, Morgan and Hunt (1994) have presented a compelling argument that trust influences both 
who the entrepreneurial actors interact with and the likelihood of any commitment being made. Thus, trust is likely to be a 
relevant antecedent. We also note that interactions and the possibility of commitment are likely to vary as a function of 
one’s ability to relate to the specific opportunity and adopted approach. In this regard, entrepreneurs can be constrained by 
cognitive models that can be quite rigid (Martin et al., 2009).  Beyond this, effectuation theory does not appear to consider 
the nature of means or how they help determine the balance of power and influence within the emerging network. This is 
an important issue to consider given resource dependence theory (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978) and highlights the need to 
consider issues regarding (e.g.) conflict. The new model of effectuation also assumes an effectual founder. However, we 
believe that it could also accommodate causal entrepreneurs and lead to a more comprehensive model of 
effectuation/causation and network development during opportunity creation.         
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i Alvarez and Barney (2007) suggest that, ex post, it will always be possible to link the resultant opportunity to an existing market or 
industry, but that ex ante, this would not be possible due to uncertainty. 
ii Defined here as the entrepreneur who initiates an effectual process. Additional terms used in this paper include ‘effectuators’ as 
individuals inclined towards adopting effectual reasoning and ‘causal entrepreneurs’ as those inclined towards causal reasoning.  
iii In this paper, opportunity, artifacts (e.g. products, firms, markets) and networks are distinct yet interconnected. In line with 
effectuation theory, networks support endogenous opportunity co-creation with the opportunities being realized upon by the 
simultaneous co-creation of one or more artifacts.  
iv To facilitate discussion, this paper focuses on the creation of new ventures in line with Sarasvathy (2008) and Slotte-Kock and 
Coviello (2010) 
v One factor that will contribute to the adoption of one or the other logic is, again, the nature of the commitments made at a particular 
point in time. Subsequent effectual commitments will help maintain an effectual approach; causal commitments will contribute to a 
shift towards causal logic. For now, this might be envisioned as being a function of the ratio of effectual to total commitments.  
 


